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2016 IPC – Chair & Vice Chair Welcoming Address for Final Program:
On behalf of the IPC 2016 Organizing Committee, Technical Committee and Staff, we are pleased to welcome you to Calgary
and to the 2016 International Pipeline Conference. Preparation for IPC 2016 began soon after the wrap up of IPC 2014, and
has been almost continuous since then. The success of this type of a conference could not be possible without an army of
dedicated volunteers who are a truly diverse international group representing industry, government and academia. We’d like
to thank those volunteers and our staff for the hours of tireless work that culminates in what you will experience this week.
This grass-roots approach continues to ensure that the IPC remains the premier conference dealing with the wide range of
issues for pipeline transportation technology.
We also owe great thanks to our speakers, authors, panelists and instructors who have devoted their time and effort to
preparing their presentations which you will have the opportunity to attend throughout the week. Lastly, but by no means
least, we wish to thank our sponsors who support this conference and through whose generosity we are able to continue
to maintain the quality of the venue and program. We recognize that times are tough throughout our industry, so we are
grateful that these organizations continue to see value in supporting this conference. We ask that you note their names at
the various events and locations, take the opportunity to thank their representatives who are attending the conference, and
to visit the booths of those who are taking part in the Exhibition.
The theme for this years’ conference is Leading and Innovating; two characteristics that are critical for this industry to
embrace as we continue to improve. These characteristics are reflected in industries collective commitment to not only meet,
but exceed the expectations of our stakeholders who demand a world class approach to performance throughout the entire
lifecycle of a pipeline.
As in previous years, this conference is dedicated to disseminating technical information to stakeholders for the safest
and most efficient technology currently available for the transportation of energy and commodities. While we’ve seen a
decline in frequency of failures, regrettably they continue to occur. The knowledge sharing among the attendees at IPC will
contribute to the design, operation maintenance and regulation of pipelines that enhances safety, efficiency and reliability.
You will notice some changes with IPC2016, most notably we are going green - cutting down substantially on the amount
of printed material. Delegates can access all information through personal devices that can connect through the IPCprovided WiFi. We have introduced a new conference app that can be used to review scheduling, technical paper abstracts
and other key conference communications and updates. The layout of the conference has also been modified to promote a
better overall experience for all delegates. Finally, in the spirit of continuous improvement, we’ve refreshed the IPC logo for
IPC2018 and beyond to reflect the global nature and reach of this conference.
This years Distinguished Lecture Series honors David J. Horsley, and recognizes his significant technical contribution to the
pipeline industry. Mr. Horsley has been generous in his contribution to the International Pipeline Conference as an author,
track chair, and Technical Committee Chairman. He is also a contributor to many industry organizations such as API, ASME,
CSA, EWI, PRCI, and others. Mr. Horsley will be presenting a lecture summarizing some of his IPC contributions in line with
the conference theme of leading and innovating.
IPC is operated as a non-profit event. The surplus revenues from the 2016 conference will be used to finance the 2018
conference, as well as provide funding for research and educational opportunities in the area of pipelines under the
International Pipeline Conference Foundation and the ASME Pipeline Systems Division.
We hope that in addition to the conference technical Sessions, you will take advantage of the many social opportunities
such as the luncheons and dinners, as well as the Networking Reception on Wednesday evening, along with the hospitality
offered by the City of Calgary.
We would also welcome feedback and suggestions for improvements that you may have, either in person or by responding
to the conference survey. We can also be contacted through the IPC website - www.ipcyyc.com and email info@ipcyyc.com.
2016 IPC Conference Chair:
Mr. Patrick H. Vieth
Senior Vice President, Technical Services – Dynamic Risk Representing ASME
2016 IPC Conference Vice Chair:
Mr. Patrick Smyth
Vice President, AScT, MBA, CRSP, Safety & Engineering –Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA)Representing CEPA

Sponsorship by Baker Hughes
for the Book of Abstracts is
greatly appreciated.
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RIO PIPELINE
AWARD PAPER
ASME Pipeline Systems Division Best Paper Award
(The Rio Pipeline Award)
The IPC 2016 will carry the tradition started in 2002, when the Pipeline Systems Division (PSD) introduced the Rio
Pipeline Award to honour the best paper presented at the International Pipeline Conference (IPC).
Selected from among all papers presented during the IPC 2016 technical Sessions, the winner shall receive the Rio
Pipeline Award at the final luncheon of the Conference on Friday September 30, 2016.
Apart from gaining recognition of having authored the best paper, the PSD has agreed to provide airfare and
expenses for the winning author to present his/her paper at the Rio Pipeline Conference & Exposition sponsored by
the Brazilian Petroleum Institute (IBP) in Rio de Janeiro in Fall 2017.
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CALGARY PIPELINE
AWARD PAPER
The Calgary Pipeline Award
IBP and IPC have a reciprocal arrangement and the best paper (and winner of the Calgary Award) at IBP 2015 in Rio
was authored by Daniella R. Pissanti, Filipe Kroeff, Luciano M. Santana, Alter D. da Costa, Luis F. Kanan, Fabiano
Mattei, Giovani Dalpiaz, Telmo R. Strohaecker, and Mariana Chludzinski.
Their paper, entitled “Development of a Friction Welding Machine for Pipes with Rotatory Ring and Evaluation of
a Stainless Steel Duplex UNS32205 Pipe Weld Joint” will be presented by Daniela R. Pissanti at 1:30 PM on Thursday
September 29, 2016.

Abstract
The Oil and Gas industry needs efficient and economical transportation of their products. In this context, transport
through pipeline is a viable and effective alternative. A concern for the pipeline construction is the union of
the pipe segments by arc welding, because it may decrease mechanical properties and corrosion resistance.
Friction welding is a method of joining metals in which there is no fusion of them, providing less microstructural
modification and better mechanical and corrosion properties. A type of friction welding of pipes is performed by
rotating an intermediate ring between two pipes which are forced against the ring. This friction generated by
the contact is responsible for generation of heat, which together with the pressure of the pipe against the ring,
promotes the joining of components. In the present study, friction welding of Duplex Stainless Steel UNS 32205
pipes was performed. Three welds were executed to analyze the quality of the weld and the repeatability of the
process. Tensile and hardness tests, phases proportion and the presence of intermetallic compounds were analyzed.
All tests performed attended the international standards and were not observed any feature could compromise the
weld quality. Thus, it is possible to imply that the friction welding is a viable alternative for pipeline construction
with advanced materials such as Duplex Stainless Steel.
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STUDENT PAPER
COMPETITION
ASME PSD Best Student Paper Competition
The ASME PSD organizes the Best Student Paper Competition as part of the International Pipeline Conference
(IPC). Entrants are judged by a committee of pipeline experts selected by the ASME Pipeline Systems Division
Executive Committee.
All student papers accepted by the IPC 2016 were reviewed for Best Student Paper status. A small number of
finalists were chosen to present their papers in a dedicated poster Session in addition to their regular technical
tracks. A winner will be announced at the Conference Award Luncheon on Friday, September 30.
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TRACK 1
Track 1: Pipeline Safety Management Systems
Track Chair: Joshua Johnson, US DOT/PHMSA
Track Co-Chair: Iain Colquhoun, National Energy Board
Track Co-Chair: Phillip Nidd, Dynamic Risk USA, Inc.
Track Co-Sponsors:
The National Energy Board of Canada
The US Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration

Topic 1-1: Pipeline Safety Management Systems
Session 1-1-1: Usable Risk Models & Metrics
Session Chair: Joshua Johnson, US DOT/PHMSA
Room: TELUS MacLeod E1
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 08:30 - 10:00

08:30
IPC2016-64070, ‘We’re Still Hitting Things’: The Effectiveness of Third Party Processes for
Pipeline Strike Prevention.
V. McDermott, J. Hayes, RMIT University
High-pressure gas pipelines are vulnerable to damage in the course of building or maintaining other infrastructure,
such as roads, water pipelines, electricity or telecommunications cabling. Unlike other countries, there has never
been a death or serious injury from a high-pressure gas pipeline strike in Australia and yet external interference
continues to be the most common cause of pipeline damage despite a range of technical and legislative measures
in place. This research project aims to enhance the safety strategies regarding third party pipeline strikes by giving
the pipeline sector a greater understanding of the motivations and priorities of those who work around pipeline
assets and so how to work with them to achieve better outcomes.
Using data gathered from more than 70 in-depth interviews, we explore empirically alternate understandings of
risk amongst a range of stakeholders and individuals that are responsible in some way for work near or around
high-pressure gas transmission pipelines in Australia. Outside the pipeline sector, much of the work around
pipelines is conducted by those at the bottom of long chains of contractors and sub-contractors. We discuss
perceptions of risk held by a range of third party actors whose activities have the potential to threaten gas
pipeline integrity. We compare these views with gas pipeline industry perceptions of risk, couched in terms of asset
management, public safety, legal and insurance obligations, and reputation management.
This paper focuses on how financial risk and so also management of the potential for pipeline strikes is shifted
down the third party contractor chain. Added to this, incentives for timely project completion can unintentionally
lead to situations where the potential for third party contractors to strike pipelines increases. The data shows that
third party contractors feel the time and cost impact of design or project changes most immediately. Consequently,
strikes or near misses may result as sub-contractors seek to avoid perceived ‘unnecessary’ time delays along with
the associated financial impact. We argue that efforts to reduce the potential for pipeline strike need to be
targeted at structural changes, rather than simply aimed at worker risk perception and enforcement of safety
compliance strategies.

09:00
IPC2016-64025, Ensuring Risk Model Usability
T. Alfano, M. Weichel, DNV GL
Equally important to choosing the correct pipeline risk modeling approach is ensuring the identified risks are
properly managed through a fully integrated risk management program. Implementing the most sophisticated
risk modeling algorithm on the market will not help a company manage their risks if the model and associated
program are not usable to the company. The role of a framework is to provide specific guidance to support other
company programs by referencing applicable management system elements and outlining additional elements
specific to the program itself. A successful risk management framework sets the groundwork for effective risk
management by ensuring the risk management program is integrated into the company in a way in which all
relevant stakeholders benefit from its use.
This paper outlines common pipeline risk management framework elements and their links to the Pipeline Safety
Management System elements set forth in API RP 1173. As the development of such a framework is often an
iterative process, prioritized aspects are identified for companies undertaking the development of such a system.
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09:30
IPC2016-64528, Practical IMP Performance Metrics
J. Bratton, DNV GL, J. Van Schenck, Explorer Pipeline Company, J. P. Konell, Explorer Pipeline Company, Inc.,
S. J. Polasik, DNV GL
Annually or as events occur, operators submit data to various regulatory agencies about the operation,
maintenance and extent of their assets. Many of these figures are used by the public, non-profit organizations and
private companies to independently conduct assessments about operators, ranging from safety to quality assurance
to scope and nature of product deliveries.
The Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA), the National Energy Board (NEB), and other
industry organizations have recently put an emphasis on more meaningful metrics by releasing guidelines and
leading discussions at industry conferences and workshops.
In order to derive more strategic accuracy and pertinence, Explorer Pipeline Company (Explorer) and Det Norske
Veritas (U.S.A.), Inc. (DNV GL) have developed a procedural effort to develop meaningful metrics. Several derivative
benefits come from this effort such as support for calculating cost-benefit / ROI figures for maintenance projects,
justification for compliance-plus activities and, most importantly, a more informed perspective of operational risk.
A renewed approach to this effort is to organize the more meaningful factors into three categories: (1)
Metrics of job roles and tasks within Explorer’s Asset Integrity staff, (2) Other existing influential metrics
(3) Regulatory metrics.
Using this approach, Explorer defined well-targeted, unitized metrics, each with a meaningful basis. Explorer
anticipates the development of these more meaningful metrics to support the transparency sought by regulators
and other stakeholders, benchmark and continually evaluate our Asset Integrity program and possibly support the
development of practical metrics for the pipeline industry.

Session 1-1-2: Safety Management Systems
Session Chair: Monica Porter, Dynamic Risk
Room: TELUS MacLeod E2
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 10:30 - 16:30

10:30
IPC2016-64077, Improving Quality Management Systems (QMS) for Pipeline Construction Activities
M. Gould, DNV GL, B. Etheridge, DNV GL, B. Amend, P.E., DNV GL, W. A. Bruce, P.E., DNV GL
Since 2007, the pipeline industry has experienced a large increase in pipeline construction. Construction inspections
performed by the Department of Transportation (DOT) Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
(PHMSA) have revealed numerous quality issues. These inspections, coupled with several pre-commissioning
pressure test failures, first year in-service failures, and other material and construction problems, brought
construction quality to the attention of the oil and gas pipeline industry.
A proven method for improving quality in other industries is through the implementation of a quality management
system (QMS). One widely accepted QMS used across industries is ISO 9001. Additionally, several QMS standards
specific to the oil and gas industry have been developed. Due to the uniqueness of pipeline construction projects,
PHMSA solicited proposals in 2013 for a research and development project titled, “Improving Quality Management
Systems for Pipeline Construction Activities” which was awarded to and co-funded by DNV GL.
This paper describes the QMS framework for pipeline construction activities and an accompanying guidance
document developed by DNV GL. The framework and guidance document are intended to assist pipeline operating
companies and contractors in the development and implementation of a company-specific QMS, with a goal of
elevating the focus on quality to the level of safety.
The framework adopts a risk-based, process approach, as defined in other QMS and management system
documents, and follows the plan-do-act-check methodology. The QMS framework is designed to be scalable for a
wide range of pipeline construction projects, including liquid and gas transmission pipelines and gas distribution
lines.The framework includes the general management system components, as well as specific sections on
implementation of a QMS for a pipeline construction project. The QMS framework and guidance document
developed are intended to be used either as a stand-alone management system or as the quality component in a
company’s corporate management system.
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11:00
IPC2016-64166, CSA EXP248: Pipeline Human Factors
L. Harron, Enbridge Liquid Pipelines, S. Capper, CSA Group
Human Factors play an important role in the reduction of pipeline incidents. There has been little guidance specific
to the Pipeline Industry related to Human Factors management, with the exception of Control Room Management,
in the recent past. The Human Factors Working Group, formed during the 2013 Banff Pipeline Workshop,
partnered with CSA to fill an identified gap in the industry related to Pipeline Human Factors. The result was the
creation of a CSA Express Document, CSA EXP248 Pipeline Human Factors.
CSA EXP248 considers Human Factors through the life cycle of a pipeline asset. The main goal of this document is
to improve pipeline safety performance through management of risks associated with Human Factors. It provides
guidance to pipeline operators on the need and means to integrate Human Factors in all aspects of the Pipeline
Life Cycle and Management System, with philosophy considerations for integration of Human Factors into a “fit for
service” pipeline system.
A review of CSA EXP248 will illustrate how this document provides information that is scalable to organizations
based on size and complexity.
This paper reviews the new CSA Express Document process and its application for the Pipeline Industry. This paper
will discuss some key aspects of CSA EXP248 that operators could apply and practical tips on the application of this
guidance to the pipeline operating community. Areas highlighted during this review include elements of a Human
Factors program, consideration of physical, organizational and cognitive demands of a job or task, and integration
of Human Factors into Management Systems.
Finally, the paper will describe next steps to create a CSA consensus standard for Pipeline Human Factors, where
CSA EXP248 will serve as a seed document. Lessons learned during the use of the new CSA Express Document will
be highlighted and the use of this new process for other applications explored.

11:30
IPC2016-64176, A Practical Approach to Drive Consistency in the Pipeline Industry:
CEPA Integrity First®
C. Lukaniuk, Canadian Energy Pipeline Association, M.Jean, Applied4Sight Ltd., R. Sahney, PBOK Technical Training Ltd.
The Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA) is a voluntary, non-profit industry association representing major
Canadian transmission pipeline companies. CEPA Integrity First® is an industry program developed by the CEPA
member companies as a way to work to collectively to strengthen the pipeline industry’s performance, engagement
and communications.
Integrity First focuses on three main areas: safety, environment and socio-economics. Through Integrity First,
members assess their internal systems, processes and practices using ”guidance documents” developed through
industry collaboration. These documents contain detailed, but not prescriptive ”maturity tables” companies use to
assess themselves against. The assessments result in the identification of areas of improvement, new standards at
the member company level and for industry as a whole.
After the first two self-assessments were completed in 2014, there was recognition that the foundation of the
guidance documents needed improvement to ensure sustainability and value to all stakeholders. The new structure
of the maturity tables is intended to have two philosophical underpinnings: scalability and relevance to the broad
size and range of CEPA member company’s operations and practical maturity assessment approach for a company’s
management systems.
The main challenge in developing the maturity tables to form a sustainable structure lies in the broad range of
jurisdictional and pipeline system requirements that are represented by CEPA’s membership. More specifically, the
maturity tables needed to be flexible enough to apply to CEPA member companies with international operations
crossing multiple jurisdictional boundaries with multiple pipeline networks as well as smaller scale operations
encompassing pipelines operating within a single provincial jurisdiction. Further, there was recognition that
multiple regulatory requirements and standards/practices existed, especially in the area of management systems,
including (but not limited to) the National Energy Board Onshore Pipeline Regulations, Canadian Standards
Association Z662, American Petroleum Institute 1173 and International Standards Organization 9000, 14000 and
55000 series. In light of these constraints, a key aspect of the approach was to map (cross reference) requirements
from key regulations and standards. Once alignment between the different standards was assessed, requirements
were reconciled and simplified where possible. A final and thorough review of all requirements was completed
to ensure that breadth, depth and wording of the maturity tables and associated criteria was consistent and
comprehensive prior to engaging member companies to collect feedback.
The intent with Integrity First is not to create another management system but to follow management system
principles. Integrity First enables member companies to consistently assess their own systems and, through analysis
and comparison, facilitates improvement across the industry. The paper will discuss the approach in more detail
along with key challenges, areas of learning and outcomes.
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13:30
IPC2016-64554, Adapting Safety Culture Assessments to the Pipeline Industry
K. Maddin, DNV GL – Oil and Gas, D. Shanks, DNV GL
Safety culture is a concept which has garnered increasing interest within the pipeline industry in recent years.
Made up of the attributes and values of a company as well as the perceptions and values of the individuals within
it, safety culture reflects the organization’s commitment to safety. Improvement of an organization’s safety culture
can result in a reduction in the frequency of undesired events.
The assessment of safety culture presents a number of challenges, including the appropriate selection of models
and data gathering methodologies that provide measurable and repeatable results and address both personal
and process safety; the development of action plans which drive change within the appropriate levels of an
organization; and the measurement of improvement efforts and outcomes.
The objective of this paper is to share lessons learned and guidance based on experience conducting semiquantitative safety culture assessments. This paper will describe: researching and selecting a safety culture
assessment model; selecting, developing, and customizing the assessment methods (e.g. document review, surveys,
interviews, and observations); undertaking the assessment itself; quantifying and analyzing the findings of the
assessment; developing recommendations that improve safety culture; and considerations for the implementation
of action plans to ensure continual improvement.
The guidance provided in this paper is intended to help organizations improve the safety culture at all levels of the
business in order to advance both personal and process safety performance.

14:00
IPC2016-64397, Findings from 16 Years of Auditing Pipeline Integrity Management Systems
O. Hodgson, D. Keen, M. Toft, Penspen
A Pipeline Integrity Management System (PIMS) is a comprehensive, systematic, and integrated set of arrangements
implemented by an operator to assess, mitigate, and manage pipeline risk. Over the past 16 years, Penspen have
performed over 30 PIMS audits of pipeline operators internationally. This paper presents the collated findings from
these audits, and examines the common areas in which operators have fallen short of best practice. The paper
concludes with a series of recommendations based on the findings, which can be adopted by operators to improve
their PIMS arrangements and practices.
Penspen’s standardized 17-element PIMS Model takes a holistic view of pipeline integrity. The audits, which are
based on the Model, assess the adequacy and effectiveness of operators’ management systems and arrangements
in keeping risks to people, the environment, and to the business to acceptable levels, given the anticipated pipeline
operating conditions and taking into account the pipeline’s history and current status.
Starting at the ‘top level’ of a PIMS, the audits consider the adequacy of operators’ pipeline policies, objectives,
and performance metrics, and how these are subject to monitoring, review, and audit. The audits look at the
organization responsible for managing the integrity of pipelines, and examine how all those with a role to play in
the wider PIMS work together to this end. The numerous activities that take place during a pipeline’s lifecycle are
investigated, to assess how the risk assessment results are used to determine the control and mitigation measures
to be implemented during the pipeline’s design, construction, handover, commissioning, operation, inspection
and maintenance, and how the operator ensures the effectiveness of these measures. The audits also study those
‘supporting’ processes and systems which play an important part in pipeline integrity management, including
procurement, emergency response and recovery, incident investigation, change control, document and data
management, and legal and code compliance.
The collated results from the 30+ audits reveal that while operators typically have good control systems in place
for the project stages of the pipeline lifecycle, controls for the operational stages have been found to be less
robust. In terms of management and organization, operators can fail to recognize how many different individuals
and teams have a role to play in the management of pipeline integrity. Furthermore, while operators often have
good corporate systems in place for change control, emergency response, and risk assessment, such systems may
not take into account pipeline-specific risks or requirements. Operators can tend to focus on pipeline safety
and/or environmental-related risks, when through holistic assessment it can be shown that risks associated with
production interruptions will tend to drive actions in practice.

15:30
IPC2016-64474, Chasing Perfection—The Proactive IMP PDCA Review
M. Porter, T. Thorn, P. Nidd, Dynamic Risk
“If we chase perfection we can catch excellence” Coach Vince Lombardi.
Was Coach Lombardi an early proactive thinker? We are still having this discussion in pipelines today. Aiming for
zero – zero leaks, zero ruptures, zero third party damage hits, zero harm to the public. Perfection of this nature
might be unattainable, but it is definitely a goal worth chasing. Similar to Vince Lombardi’s Green Bay Packers, only
through striving for perfection can we can achieve pipeline operational excellence.
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A pipeline integrity management program (IMP) establishes processes for assessing and mitigating risk within a
framework structured to ensure the long-term integrity of pipeline system assets. When properly implemented, an
IMP will reduce both the likelihood and consequences of incidents. While aiming for zero within an IMP is a
well-intended goal, all risk will never be eliminated, nor will all failures be prevented. Pipeline operators ought not
wait for a PHMSA audit finding or a Corrective Action Order to achieve excellence in their integrity
management program.
Chasing perfection is not the pursuit of compliance, considered by regulators to be a minimum requirement. By
cultivating a questioning attitude, by actively searching for the gaps and by applying lessons learned within a
continuous improvement framework, risk can be maintained to a level that is as low as reasonably practicable
(ALARP)—before the failure. The goal should be, at a minimum, to be in a transparent, defensible “best practice”
position when the inevitable failure occurs.
The root cause of all failures is related to a deficiency of management systems and related processes. Applying a
“Plan,” “Do,” “Check,” “Act” (PDCA) based approach to determine the degree to which the IMP is being executed
is in alignment with corporate Management System objectives and accepted best practice guidelines relating to
“People, Process, Product and Performance.” A PCDA focused review of the operational and integrity management
procedures contained within the IMP can determine the degree to which key elements of the IMP satisfy the
objectives as stated, are considered technically acceptable, are being fully implemented and correspondingly
provide an effective process to assure continuous improvement. The health of the IMP can be confirmed through
record review, application of subject matter expertise and industry consensus standards such as API 1173 and ISO
55000, supporting personnel interviews and lagging indicator assessments as follows:
• Are the procedures adequate, up to date and readily available to integrity management personnel?
• Do the procedures meet IMP objectives?
• Have the procedures been effectively implemented?
• Is a management of change process embedded within the procedure?
• Is there a process to receive input from integrity management personnel to provide suggestions for
continuous improvement?

16:00
IPC2016-64625, Assurance Management Implementation Within a Large Organization
R. Sporns, S. Fader, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Assurance Management is an essential aspect of a company’s governance. Assurance management can be defined
as the “check” and “act” elements in any management system’s continual improvement cycle and is designed to
provide stakeholders with current and accurate information about the adequacy, compliance, and effectiveness
of its policies, programs, processes, and activities. An assurance management program may have activities that
span beyond a particular management system’s scope, and often incorporates processes completed by various
internal and external stakeholder groups. As such, it is vital to have a structured and disciplined approach to
assurance management.
Over the past few years, Enbridge Pipelines Inc. Liquid Pipeline Business Unit (Enbridge Pipelines Inc.) has been
actively working on the development, implementation, and continual improvement of its Assurance Management
Program (AMP) and associated processes, as part of our Integrated Management System (IMS) framework.
The alignment of existing processes within a single structured program within Enbridge will provide a more
coordinated approach as well as clear accountabilities on assurance functions within the organization. Enbridge’s
AMP consists of three layers of “check” defenses and is linked to core “act” processes in an effort to drive overall
continual improvement throughout the organization.
The minimum requirements and considerations in establishing an adequate and effective AMP will be detailed
within this paper based on the insight Enbridge has gathered through its journey in the implementation of its
program within the organization. The paper will discuss the principles behind our AMP model as well as some of
the challenges and successes experienced in implementing the AMP within Enbridge.
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Session 1-1-3: Insights & Methodologies from Other Industries
Session Chair: Joshua Johnson, US DOT/PHMSA
Room: TELUS MacLeod E1
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 08:30 - 10:00

08:30
IPC2016-64227, A Collaborative Approach to Safety: Applying Lessons Learned from Other
High Risk Industries
J. Munro, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., G. Sommer, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline
Pipeline companies are facing an unprecedented era of challenges at an industry-wide scale. Recent incidents
have increased public attention and criticism, cast doubts over the industry’s safety performance, and resulted in
growing regulatory pressures. However, such a story is not unique to the pipeline sector. Other high-risk industries
have experienced similar trials, and history may provide a blueprint for pipeline operators to follow.
This paper examines industries which have undergone significant changes in behavior due to catastrophic incidents.
To address safety performance issues, public outcry and regulatory concerns, these industries emphasized the need
for greater collaboration. Whether through encouragement of best practices via self-governance models, increased
learning from incidents through sharing of data, or providing support to companies that were lagging behind,
they concluded that it was imperative to move forward in a coordinated, collaborative fashion. Companies could
no longer be satisfied with exceptional performance within their own walls, as they were ultimately answerable to
the performance of their industry as a whole.
In many ways the pipeline industry has similar challenges to face. The relatively low frequency of high consequence
incidents means that it is difficult for any single operator to gather statistically meaningful trends. ILI technology
requires vast quantities of data to understand, validate and improve performance; quantities beyond what any
single operator is likely to possess. No operator can effectively address the challenges of today’s environment
single-handedly. It is only through coordinated, collaborative engagement throughout industry that rapid and
meaningful improvement to pipeline safety will be achieved.
This paper suggests a variety of possible strategies and is intended to encourage discussion among leadership and
managers regarding how the pipeline industry can come together more effectively to address industry safety issues
in a unified fashion.

09:00
IPC2016-64243, Use of Bowties for Pipeline Safety Management
G. Pettitt, Environmental Resources Management, P. Pennicott, North Caspian Operating Company N.V.
Bowtie diagrams have become a widely-used method for demonstrating the relationship between the causes
and consequences of hazardous events following the identification of Major Accident Hazards (MAHs). They are
particularly useful for illustrating how safeguarding measures protect against particular threats or mitigate the
various consequences of an incident. Bowtie diagrams have been widely used in a range of industries for over
twenty years and are widespread in the upstream oil and gas industry, as well as other high hazard industries such
as mining and nuclear.
Bowtie diagrams are used for a range of purposes. At their simplest, they provide an overview of the measures
in place to prevent and mitigate hazardous events, and as such are valuable additions to training programmes. A
bowtie diagram provides an excellent platform to show regulatory authorities, trainees and new employees the
various threats to a pipeline system, and what barriers are in place to prevent and control major accidents, such
that the risks are as low as reasonably practicable.
The bowtie process may be used during design, construction, operations and decommissioning. The bowtie for
construction is different to that for design and operations, being more to do with occupational safety rather that
loss of containment. However, the construction bowtie diagram still plays a vital role in minimising risk.
Whilst the typical failure mechanisms for pipelines are generally well-established during operations, bowties
have a key role in informing senior management of the measures in place to reduce risk. Furthermore, a large
proportion of major accidents may occur at above ground installations (AGIs), and bowtie diagrams provide a
mechanism to help management in the protection of personnel and potentially of nearby populations. For both
cross-country pipelines and AGIs, the effectiveness of each barrier can be established to ensure that the risk of loss
of containment is minimised.
More detailed bowties may be used to assist in identifying safety critical elements (SCEs) or safety critical tasks;
developing performance standards and defining process safety performance indicators. Often, the hardware shown
by the barriers may be considered as SCEs, particularly in the case of effective barriers, such as vibration detection
along the right-of-way (RoW) (prevention) or gas detection at AGIs (recovery). Where such barriers are defined as
key to a major threat, the bowtie diagram illustrates the importance of good maintenance systems to ensure that
the barriers have a high reliability. Thus, by defining the SCEs in a logical manner, bowties may be a key element in
managing the risk from a pipeline system.
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09:30
IPC2016-64512, The Case for Systemic Changes to Integrity Management: Power Law Analysis
Implications of the San Bruno Pipeline Failure
K. Oliphant, W.e Bryce, W. Luff, JANA Corporation
When major pipeline incidents occur there is always a question as to how applicable the learnings from that
incident are across the industry. To address this question for the San Bruno pipeline failure in 2010, an analysis of
historical transmission pipeline industry events was conducted to determine if San Bruno was consistent with past
industry performance or whether it was an outlier event. This paper draws on Power Law analysis to generate
a characteristic curve of past transmission pipeline accidents in the US. Power Law, or Pareto, behavior has been
observed for a wide variety of phenomenon, such as fire damage, earthquake damage and terrorist attacks. The
size of these events is seen to follow not the typical normal distribution but the Power Law distribution, where low
probability – high consequence (LPHC) events play a more significant role in the overall risk picture. Analysis shows
that the consequences of pipeline incidents in a variety of pipeline industries (gas distribution, gas transmission,
gas gathering and hazardous liquid pipelines) are seen to exhibit Power Law behavior. The Power Law model is
seen to capture the distribution of the size of consequences from pipeline incidents and defines the relationship
between the size of an incident and its frequency. Through characterization of these distributions, it is possible to
project the likelihood or expected frequency of events of a given magnitude and to assess if a given incident fits
within historical industry patterns; i.e. whether the incident is consistent with past observations or is an outlier.
The Power Law analysis shows that the San Bruno incident, which caused eight fatalities and an estimated $380
million in property damage in 2010, is not an outlier. Rather, this incident lies on the Power Law curve for historical
transmission pipeline incidents, with an estimated frequency of once every 40 years. The event is consistent with
the history of gas transmission pipeline consequences in the US. This paper argues that the San Bruno incident,
therefore, provides lessons relevant to the industry as whole.

Session 1-1-4: Training & Competency
Session Chair: Robert Smith, US DOT/PHMSA
Room: Tuesday, September 27
Date: TELUS MacLeod E1
Time: 10:30 - 12:00

10:30
IPC2016-64500, Training and Education: The Great Competence Divide?
M. Unger, ROSEN GROUP, P. Hopkins, Phil Hopkins Limited
All industries need ‘competent’ staff, and pipeline standards and regulations expect all staff in the pipeline industry
to be competent. This is emphasized by a North American pipeline regulator stating in its report on a failure:
‘... the management of training and competency is particularly critical for an organization [operating pipelines]’.
Competence is a mix of skills, knowledge, and experience, and is obtained from training, mentoring, and
experience. Consequently, industry knows how to develop competencies, but how can companies prove their staff
are competent? Staff can attend the many training courses on offer, but how can the industry know these courses
are the required quality, and that staff have acquired and absorbed the necessary skills/training?
This evidence and demonstration are major problems in the pipeline industry, and need urgent solutions.
Fortunately, the industry can learn from academia, who have been providing demonstrable skills for centuries.
Most current industry training courses are presented by good trainers, using good materials, through good
training providers. Unfortunately, most of these courses/trainers/organizers are not accredited by any reputable
organization, the materials are not quality assured, the necessary competence levels are neither specified nor
defined, and there is no assessment to demonstrate understanding. This learning process may be good and
delivered in good faith, but it is disorganized, unregulated, with no control or benchmarking, and no assessment.
This leads to a lack of credibility.
Academia has a simple system to ensure its learning process is credible. It has: courses that are assessed to a
specified learning level, with clear objectives, outcomes, and qualification requirements; materials that are
independently quality assured; lecturers that are qualified to teach; and, an assessment, qualification, and
certification process that demonstrates the student has acquired all the stated skills. This leads to credibility.
This paper assesses current training in the pipeline industry, and highlights the good points and bad points, and the
deficiencies in the learning process, that prevents demonstrable competencies. It then describes how academia has
a simple, but rigorous, learning process that allows this demonstration.
The paper ends with a ‘way forward’ for the pipeline industry, in its goal of demonstrating
competency in its workforce.
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11:00
IPC2016-64195, Competency Assurance for Pipeline Integrity Professionals: A Model and a Toolkit
J. Tran, Enbridge Liquids Pipelines, K. Hammond, Hammond & Associates Inc., K. Griffin, Enbridge Liquids Pipelines
The integrity of a pipeline and the competence of those who manage it are undeniably linked - you can’t have
one without the other. While few would argue this point, the process of how best to define, measure, develop
and assure the competency of pipeline professionals, especially those working outside of field operations, is far
less certain. The Pipeline Integrity (PI) department of the Liquids Pipelines (LP) division of Enbridge took on this
challenge. Following a review of best practices and technical competency models in diverse industries, Enbridge
custom-built an innovative technical competency model for Pipeline Integrity Professionals, from junior engineers
to senior specialists and managers. The model includes competencies both general (e.g., Communication, Project
Management) and highly specific to the work of Pipeline Integrity (e.g., Tank Integrity Management, Internal
Corrosion Engineering, Pressure Cycling Management).
This paper will describe the Enbridge Pipeline Integrity Technical Competency Model and “toolkit” in detail,
including the architecture, competency library, measurement scale and assessment process. The business case, best
practices research, project governance, development process and lessons learned are also described in order to
provide a robust case study and practical guideline for others in the pipeline sector seeking to define and manage
competencies for technical professionals.

11:30
IPC2016-64589, A Practical Approach for Updating and Improving Integrity
Management Process Documents
A. Lutz, C. Maier, J. Godfrey, T. McMahan, P. Moreno, DNV GL
Pipeline operators of both hazardous liquid and gas pipelines occasionally need to update and improve the
process documents within their integrity management programs (e.g. written integrity management plan, risk
methodology, etc.). Typically these needs arise in the spirit of continuous improvement (e.g. internal audit
findings), or following a large merger or acquisition that requires version consolidation for one or more integrity
management process documents.
The authors have identified essential elements that provide a proven approach for successfully updating and
improving integrity management process documents, including:
• Gap Analysis
• Gap Filling with Stakeholder Involvement
• Implementation Plan
DNV GL has found these elements can be applied effectively to small scale (e.g. an update of an operator’s in-line
inspection process) and large scale updates (e.g. concurrently updating the entire set of integrity management
program process documents).
After identifying the process documents for updating, the first element is a gap analysis to identify gaps related to
compliance and industry standard practices. The gap analysis may also identify inconsistencies between multiple
legacy documents (which is often the case after a merger).
The next element is to fill each of the gaps and resolve each of the inconsistencies identified during the gap
analysis. The primary stakeholders for the target process(es) should provide input to this step. Significant changes
require increased stakeholder involvement and buy-in. Gap filling concludes with creating revised (or new)
integrity management process document(s).
The last element is implementation of the revised (or new) integrity management process document(s). The revised
(or new) integrity management process(es) may require the operator to add resources or new expertise to their
organization. The implementation plan will identify potential additional resources and/or training requirements.
The implementation plan will also identify benchmarks and goals to allow the operator to effectively monitor the
implementation of the revised (or new) process and ensure it achieves the intended results.
The following paper explains in detail how to execute each element and provides examples of supporting work
materials to efficiently create effective and compliant integrity management process documents.
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Session 1-1-5: Regulatory Activities
Session Chair: Iain Colquhoun, National Energy Board
Room: TELUS MacLeod E1
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 13:30 - 15:00

13:30
IPC2016-64043, Early Successes for Pipeline Safety Research Partnerships with Universities
J. Merritt, U.S. Department of Transportation, R. Smith, US DOT/PHMSA
In 2013, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) implemented a new program
entitled the Competitive Academic Agreement Program (CAAP). The CAAP initially was modeled after similar
existing private and public sector based University programs where students themselves competed toward a limited
number of publicized intern student programs. After just three years CAAP is breathing further innovation into
PHMSA’s pipeline safety research endeavors. One difference within CAAP, the professors directing students at the
universities have control over the number and educational level of the students entering into the program. This
resulting in a “Team Approach” instead of individual student computation which today’s pipeline industry sees as
an added value while interviewing potential applicants.
The CAAP is intended to spur innovation through enabling an academic research focus on high risk and high payoff solutions for wide ranging pipeline safety challenges. The CAAP is different in focus, execution and reporting
than PHMSA’s core program on Pipeline Safety Research. It is intended to potentially deliver desired technical
or scientific/quantitative solutions that can be a “handed-off” to further investigations in future year CAAP
applications or in PHMSA’s core Research, Development and Demonstration (RD&D) program which employs
partnerships with a variety of public/private organizations.
Another goal for CAAP is to expose undergraduate, MS and PhD research students to subject matter related to
their educational area of focus while common to pipeline safety challenges. This approach is illustrating how their
engineering or technical discipline is highly desired and needed across the pipeline field. The pipeline industry
and federal/state regulators are all experiencing low numbers of entry level applications to positions that are
engineering or technically focused. Public conferences, meetings and journals have identified similar shortfalls.
This paper will describe the level of investment and focus areas to date, illustrate how efforts to expose student
efforts in front of the industry enables employment opportunities and comment on where hopeful innovations are
coming from these research endeavors.

14:00
IPC2016-64161, Knowledge Gained from A Five Year Regulatory Compliance Assurance Process for
Operators’ Pipeline Integrity Management Programs
B. Waheed, BC Oil and Gas Commission, K. McAuliff, University of British Columbia Okanagan, G. Bhuyan,
BC Oil and Gas Commission
Pipelines are the most efficient and common infrastructure for the transportation of oil and gas. For
Canadian pipeline operators, CSA Z662 Annex N is considered the industry standard for the development and
implementation of integrity management programs (IMP) which include essential elements of policy and
commitment; planning (goals, targets, organizational structure, roles and responsibilities, hazard identification, risk
assessment and control); implementation (management of change, training and competency, documentation and
record management); checking and corrective action (inspection, measurement and monitoring, investigating and
reporting incidents, and internal audits); and management review elements over the lifecycle of a pipeline asset. In
2006, the British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission (Commission) made CSA Z662 Annex N mandatory for pipeline
operators within its regulation. This paper provides an overview of the Commission’s compliance assurance process
through the assessment of British Columbia’s pipeline operators’ IMPs and presents findings from the first five
year (2011-15) assessment cycle. The analysis and trends of findings are presented in detail along with tracking of
corrective actions. This paper also discusses knowledge gained from the compliance assurance process, along with
the areas of proposed improvement to the current process for the next five year cycle. This includes alignment of
the assessment process with the management system approach (using a risk based assessment process), improving
regulation and the processes of compliance assurance and enforcement.

14:30
IPC2016-64464, An Assessment of State Regulatory Oversight of Pipeline Systems in Alaska
D. Norton, Hawk Consultants, J. L. Owens, USDOT PHMSA Office of Pipeline Safety, G. Annis, Independent Author
Following pipeline leaks on the Alaskan North Slope in 2006, the state of Alaska, by executive order of the
governor, responded by establishing the Petroleum Systems Integrity Office (PSIO) as the lead state agency
responsible for oversight of the maintenance of facilities, equipment, and infrastructure for oil and natural gas
resources in Alaska.
The executive order identified three major activities for PSIO:
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• An assessment of Alaska’s oil and gas infrastructure integrity;
• An assessment of current regulatory oversight in Alaska; and
• A review of industry oversight efforts.
The PSIO assessments identified infrastructure with indeterminate regulatory oversight. In addition, PSIO
recommended improvements to facilitate efficient and effective regulatory oversight, including establishment
of minimum requirements for operators’ integrity management systems and the coordination of data
collection among agencies.
The initial activity set of PSIO was completed and the oversight function closed in 2015. Future efforts to
improve policies, systems, and methods of oversight will depend on executive direction, legislative support, and
management emphasis within state agencies.

Session 1-1-6: Development of Pipeline Procedures
Session Chair: Tamara Bews, Bews Consulting Services Inc
Room: TELUS MacLeod E1
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 10:30 - 12:00

10:30
IPC2016-64083, Risk Based Strategy for the Development of an Emergency Pipeline
Repair System (EPRS)
A. Alani, G. Goodfellow, D. Keen, Penspen
The condition of pipelines during operation is typically monitored by means of external and internal inspections.
These inspections allow for planned intervention when a pipeline is found to be deteriorating. A failure to inspect
adequately for time dependent threats, or randomly occurring events such as third party interaction, could result in
pipeline failure, leading to a requirement for an emergency repair. An Emergency Pipeline Repair System (EPRS) is
therefore an essential part of a pipeline integrity management system.
The primary purpose of the EPRS is to ensure that pipeline operators have the necessary level of readiness to allow
an emergency repair to be carried out, whilst minimising the economic consequences of having a pipeline out of
service, and optimising the cost of purchasing and maintain equipment and spares.
In general, pipeline operators will have some emergency repair procedures to cater for unplanned or unexpected
incidents. However, to complete an emergency repair efficiently and effectively, the availability of adequate
spare materials and timely access to the damage location is required. For a large pipeline network satisfying these
requirements can be challenging.
This paper discusses some basic elements of an EPRS and describes a case study of the development of a risk
based EPRS strategy for an offshore pipeline operator. This approach involves for the identification of credible
hazards that can lead to damage requiring an emergency repair, and identification of repair options. The relative
importance of the individual pipelines, in terms of their availability requirement, and the expected time required
to complete an emergency repair are then taken into account. This enables the pipelines to be ranked based on
the consequence of failure. Pipelines with consequence rankings that are considered unacceptable are therefore
highlighted, and EPRS readiness related to those pipelines can subsequently be optimised.
Recommendations for the development of an EPRS for an onshore or offshore pipeline network are also made.

11:00
IPC2016-64385, System-Wide Response to Incidents_Case Study
S. Zhang, S. Kariyawasam, TransCanada Pipelines, R. Sutherby, Agile Integrity Engineering Ltd., J. Upadhyaya,
University of Calgary
This paper presents a systematic and comprehensive procedure for the system-wide response to incidents (SWRI).
This SWRI process has been used for identifying emerging threats and incorporating the learnings from major
incidents into a pipeline integrity management program (IMP). This process also complements the IMP for
threat identification and system wide risk assessment, thus giving consideration to all known threats and their
interactions. A recent major incident due to thermal expansion on a TransCanada pipeline system was used to
demonstrate the process of SWRI and the use of SWRI to identify the contributing factors of thermal expansion.
An example was used to illustrate the engineering assessment for thermal expansion driven by the construction
of two new compressor stations on an existing pipeline. The process documented in this case study has the
potential to augment the integrity management programs and systemic corrective actions for pipeline systems in
the energy industry.
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11:30
IPC2016-64556, Pipeline Project Technical Documents Control and Compliance
C. Pecanha, Petrochemical Automation and Integration Specialists LLC, T. Jansen, Valero Terminaling and Distribution, J. Lind,
T. Fontes, Petrochemical Automation and Integration Specialists LLC
This paper presents an overview of Pipeline Project Technical Documents, along with Control Room Management
and Compliance Issues, Challenges and Processes in the Oil & Gas Industry. It will be based on the work that the
authors have developed between 2010 and 2015.
With an overwhelming number of standards, norms, and best practices, operational and security requirements
needs to be well implemented and documented. Any compliance issues have the potential to cause serious
repercussions to an organization as an incident or an audit failure could result in significant financial loss.
This review is especially critical to the industry as it highlights the advantages of taking a broad approach to obtain
and maintain compliance in today’s Oil & Gas regulatory environment. The focus will be on pipeline monitoring
regulations— Department of Transportation (DOT)— Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
(PHMSA) and American Petroleum Institute (API) recommended practices: API 1164 (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition System - SCADA Security), API 1165 (SCADA Displays), API 1167 (SCADA Alarm Management) and API
1168 (Control Room Management).
Regarding Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems (SCADA) security, this includes not only IT
infrastructure such as computers and network related appliances, but also other equipment such as programmable
logic controllers (PLCs) and Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) depending on the system architecture. The cybersecurity threat has become a real issue related to critical infrastructure protection, and physical or human-risk
issues. Understanding the systems vulnerabilities that could impact the availability of the control system and the
facilities it controls is key.
On the Control Room Management side, current PHMSA regulatory framework, a human factors plan is required
to ensure control systems match human capabilities and limitations. Pipeline operators are since required to inform
controllers of their roles and responsibilities, and carefully assess the implications on each of the following SCADA
areas: alarm management, documentation and procedures, HMI displays, shift handover, fatigue management,
change management and training.
Therefore with the pipeline industry facing increasing regulatory scrutiny and ever-increasing cyber-threats, it’s
more important than ever for companies to improve their plans, documentation, and processes. Companies around
the globe are converging and prioritizing Security and Control, establishing long-term strategy to meet and sustain
regulatory compliance to remain competitive, increase efficiency and productivity.
The authors, working jointly with the client and industry leaders, have developed compliance methods and
procedures to deal with these challenges. After applying these methods and procedures, the observed results were
translated into smoother transitions to a centralized SCADA control center, which not only meet regulatory safety
guidelines and PHMSA regulation, but also added value and efficiency to the control center operations.

Session 1-1-7: Pipeline Studies & Analysis
Session Chair: Benjamin C. Mittelstadt, Dynamic Risk Assessment Systems, Inc.
Room: TELUS MacLeod E1
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 10:30 - 12:00

10:30
IPC2016-64534, Root Cause Analysis of 8" FRP Pipeline Failure that Resulted in a Spill and Fire
A. Tatarov, F. Gareau, Skystone International LP
Fiberglass reinforced plastic pipe (FRP) is the second most common type of pipe in the Canadian oil and gas
industry, based on installed length. Industry methods to define risks and prevent failures are difficult because
industry is still learning how these types of materials fail. Current industry failure records indicate that the failure
rates for some of these materials are higher than steel failure rates. Unique details related to a failure will be
discussed in this paper. This failure occurred on an 8-inch OD FRP pipeline at the bottom of the riser. The failure
resulted in a spill and a fire. The reasons for failure and fire initiation were analyzed separately.
The failure was a result of combination of several types of stresses and material degradation. Both static and
dynamic stresses contributed to the failure.
• Ground settling resulted in high static bending stress of the last section of the pipeline connected to the riser
elbow supported by the anchor.
• The failure was in the last connection of the pipeline. Static tie-in stresses could have contributed to the failure.
• Static stresses were evaluated using Finite Element Analysis approach and found to be insufficient for the failure.
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• Dynamic stresses contributed to the failure. The failure happened soon after a power outage, when numerous
wells were restarted, and several fluid surges may have occurred.
Material degradation associated with a specific orientation of glass fibres at the connection pup contributed to the
failure. The failure sequence was established and different modes of fire initiation were analyzed.

11:00
IPC2016-64640, Unlocking the Power of Incident Investigation: Building a Strong Pipeline Safety
Management System from a Solid Foundation
M. Weichel, DNV GL
As many pipeline operators embark on the journey of developing a Pipeline Safety Management System (PSMS),
the first question is typically, “Where do we begin?” Management systems can be intimidating, and the thought
of taking on the task of developing one can seem overwhelming. Companies want to know if it is necessary to
start from scratch, if they can use existing processes or programs, and which step to take first for a successful
PSMS. There are many ways to begin, but one of the most effective ways is to first ask two questions, “What do
we already have?” and “What are our biggest problems?” Armed with these answers, a path forward can be
developed, and the foundation for the management system can begin to take shape.
One effective way to choose where to begin when developing the PSMS is to determine which elements have been
related to the root causes of incidents and near misses in the past. Likewise, continuing to determine and monitor
the causes of incidents after the implementation of the PSMS will provide guidance for continual improvement of
the management system. Using the elements and sub-elements of existing management system standards or
practices, such as API RP 1173, Pipeline Safety Management System Requirements [1], as a starting point for
determining root causes is a good way to break down, categorize, and trend the causes of each incident.
Combining these with a gap analysis of both the undocumented and documented processes and procedures will
provide a basis for determining the priorities for development and implementation of each
management system element.

11:30
IPC2016-64686, Long Term Structural Integrity Considerations for Abandoned Pipelines
S. Finneran, TJ Prewitt, J. Kaufman, DNV GL
Pipeline abandonment occurs when a pipeline is permanently removed from service at the end of its useful life.
Pipelines removed from service may be either abandoned in place, or may be excavated and physically removed.
Regulations across North America recognize abandonment in place as a viable option for retirement of pipeline
facilities, and recommend site-specific assessment for determining the appropriate approach for a given project.
While generally considered an accepted practice, requirements for abandonment approval vary across North
America. In general however there has been increasing interest across the industry to better understand the
possible long term risks associated with out of service pipelines. In Canada, the Canadian Standards Association
(CSA), Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA), Petroleum Technology Alliance of Canada (PTAC), and the
National Energy Board (NEB), have undertaken numerous studies to identify and address the related risks.
In order to responsibly abandon or decommission a pipeline an operator should consider the long term risks
associated. The primary hazards typically identified across industry for pipeline abandonment are associated with
long term corrosion degradation, potential for creation of water conduits, possible environmental impacts, and
potential for pipeline collapse and associated soil subsidence. In general, most of these are considered to be longterm hazards. Unfortunately, little guidance is presently available to the industry for determining remaining
structural capacity of a heavily corroded pipeline to establish potential and timeline for future collapse, nor for
determining possible subsidence magnitudes associated with large diameter transmission lines.
This paper presents a technical approach to approximate the remaining strength of an abandoned pipeline
undergoing long term corrosion degradation, considering both general metal loss, and randomized pitting and
perforation growth. The work presented used a combination of finite element analyses, and existing industry
models for determining load bearing capacity, for estimated corrosion progression.
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Track 2: Project Management, Design, Construction &
Environmental Issues
Track Chair: Rod Trefanenko, PII Pipeline Solutions
Track Co-Chair: Jason Smith, CH2MHill
Track Co-Sponsors: ATCO & WorleyParsons Canada

Topic 2-1: P
 roject Management
Session 2-1-1: Project Execution, Tools & Social Considerations
Session Chair: Thomas H. Greaves, Ch2MHill Canada
Room: TELUS Glen 205
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 10:30 - 15:00

10:30
IPC2016-64175, A Staged Approach for Managing Terrain and Geohazards on New Pipeline Projects
M. Leir, A. Baumgard, K. Johnston, BGC Engineering Inc.
Pipeline route selection and design is an iterative process by which one or more potential pipeline corridors are
systematically narrowed from the general path of about 10 km in width to a highly specified 30 m to 50 m wide
corridor. The process usually spans several years, and is frequently becoming increasingly complicated, requiring
a multi-disciplinary technical and managerial approach that considers the political and regulatory process,
environmental impact and permitting, project and industry economics, access, constructability, land acquisition, and
terrain. Specialist technical contributions to the pipeline routing process include pipeline hydraulics, pipeline and
facility construction, terrain/geohazards, and environment/archaeology. Problematic terrain and geohazards are
two of several issues that need to be managed through the feasibility and design of a new pipeline project. As the
project advances through Front End Engineering and Design (FEED) from feasibility to final engineering design
and as the corridor narrows from kilometers to tens of meters in width, the level of detail required in ongoing
terrain and geohazard investigations should increase in order to optimize the design process and match the
commensurate with the increased detail being provided by other specialists contributors and the advancement of
the design, in general.
An idealized Four-Stage framework for managing geohazards and problematic terrain during pipeline routing
and design is outlined in the paper. This framework has been founded on several international resources listed in
the references and has, by necessity, been developed, tested, and refined by the authors over the last ten years on
several projects in North and South America. Each of the 4 Stages is described and contains guidelines on project
study scale, a target corridor width, the engineering design level, cost accuracy, and geohazard related engineering
tasks and deliverables. This staged approach is provided as a road map to help guide all project participants
including owners, project managers, engineers, scientists, and regulators to understand how geohazards and
problematic terrain are managed through the pipeline routing and design process.

11:00
IPC2016-64003, Pump Replacement at a Critical 63 Year Old Pump Station
T. H. Greaves, Ch2MHill Canada
The Kamloops pump station has been serving Kinder Morgan Canada well for over 63 years. The technology used
to lift crude oil, gasoline and diesel 500 m (1640') above the Thompson River was developed in the late 1940’s.
In recent years maintenance issues forced Kinder Morgan to look at replacing the pumps.
The paper will focus on the way designers looked at replacing circa 1950’s technology with new technology and the
benefits: especially in the area of pump power supply using variable frequency drives. Other innovations included
testing spare, in-line pumps to determine whether they could provide contingency pumping, and a simple and
efficient tie-in process.

11:30
IPC2016-64116, Capturing Best Practices for Third Party Inspections of Pipeline Construction
D. Montemurro, TransCanada Pipelines, R. Hoffmann, INGAA Foundation, K. McCaig, CEPA Foundation, R. Sahney,
PBOK Technical Training Ltd.
The North American pipeline industry is facing a time of significant expansion over the next decade as a result
of technology advancements which have fundamentally shifted supply and demand patterns in North America.
While recent commodity prices have softened, the need for pipeline infrastructure may only be somewhat
delayed still allowing industry opportunity to improve practices in a number of areas. The INGAA Foundation
and CEPA Foundation have a number of initiatives underway in this respect; in particular, there is emphasis on
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improving quality during the construction. This initiative described in this paper will compile a body of knowledge
and capture best practices as they relate to third party inspection during the construction process. The outlined
approach is intended to have two main philosophical underpinnings: it must complement existing practices,
training and certification and it must remain user friendly and practical to use.
The main challenge in capturing best practices in this area lies in striking an appropriate balance between specific
guidance regarding third party inspection without becoming overly prescriptive in terms of specific member
company practices. This is further complicated by the need for covering a broad range of topics and information
that is not always consistently documented across member companies. In light of these realities, the body of
knowledge document is taking an approach that aligns material tightly to the construction process to allow an
intuitive layout for new industry entrants. Specifically, a detailed table of contents was developed and agreed by
the working group. Using this simple framework, available Member Company information was then reviewed and
assessed to develop detailed information to be contained within the document.Significant collaboration, through
working sessions, with subject matter experts, will then be used to review, revise and supplement the content as
required. Overall, this approach should provide a technically sound document addressing gaps in codified industry
knowledge while remaining relevant and accessible for most users. Once captured, this body of knowledge will be
available for member company use immediately and can also potentially be used as a basis for training, individual
study as well as further refining existing industry certification.

13:30
IPC2016-64607, Socio-Economic Effects Monitoring and Pipelines: Moving Towards a Practical and
Project-Specific Framework
S. Dowse, Vista Strategy Corp., M. Hoyle, Hemmera Envirochem Inc., K. Card, Independent Consultant
Socio-economic effects monitoring is emerging as a regulatory requirement and risk management tool in the
Canadian pipeline sector. While socio-economic impact assessments have been part of the regulatory landscape
for some time, the additional step of socio-economic monitoring beyond the predictions of the assessment, in a
parallel fashion with environmental monitoring, has not. Generally, socio-economic monitoring is a process to track
project-related socio-economic outcomes, to evaluate the effectiveness of mitigation that was designed during the
regulatory assessment phase, and to adapt or improve mitigation in order to respond to unanticipated outcomes.
Different from mines or industrial facilities that are focused in one geographic area with a long term operating
presence, pipelines present unique challenges with respect to socio-economic monitoring. Monitoring of pipeline
projects requires an approach that considers the interests of often numerous administrative and geographic
jurisdictions and the challenge of data collection over a relatively short-term construction period. These pipelinespecific factors are layered with the challenges associated with all socio-economic monitoring programs related to
multiple influences on social and economic outcomes and the challenge of effect attribution. This paper provides
an overview of socio-economic monitoring as a requirement in the Canadian pipeline context, and reviews the
public domain approaches proposed by various recent project proponents in Canada. This paper ultimately
presents a framework for a practical and focused socio-economic monitoring process that is uniquely suitable
for the context of major pipeline projects (Pipeline Socio-Economic Monitoring— or P-SEM — Model). The P-SEM
model will help Project Managers meet regulatory requirements, improve mitigation, buffer projects from broader
socio-economic issues that are beyond their sole control, and create a touch point for engagement with project
stakeholders through pipeline construction.

14:00
IPC2016-64015, Sustaining Capital Cost Contingency Assessments
M. Schoenhardt, MS Consulting
ACCE recommended practice 43R-08 applies historical empirical data to estimate contingency. This Parametric
contingency method has clear advantages over other practices for mega-projects including speed, accuracy and
cost effectiveness. While mega-projects capture the attention of executives, shareholders, media and researchers,
the sheer quantity of many companies’ “small projects” (less than $10MM) can eclipse the capital of a single megaproject. For most companies, small projects are the foundation of sustained and incremental profitability. The size
of “small projects” often precludes detailed contingency assessments by Project Managers while their puny stature
renders them unattractive to academic research. As a result many firms solve this problem by simply applying
10% contingency regardless of the project’s actual risk profile. Surely there must be a better way? A Canadian
Midstream company thought so, and developed a pioneering solution: a small-project systemic contingency tool.
This paper will review how the problem of small-project contingency assessments was solved using a parametric
approach tailored to six different project categories.
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14:30
IPC2016-64205, Value of Reliability, Availability and Maintainability (RAM) Simulation
Models in Pipeline Systems
B. M. Jones, A. Ferrari, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Reliability, Availability and Maintainability (RAM) models were first developed in Enbridge Liquids Pipelines in 2006
and in the last 3 years have contributed over $200 Million in capital cost avoidance while maintaining or improving
the reliable design and operation of the pipeline system. These models constitute a very effective, factual and
dependable tool to assess the throughput performance of a pipeline system over its entire life cycle or a specified
time of interest. In addition, the RAM model cost is a small fraction of the overall monetary benefit, in the order of
1%, hence making RAM models a highly leveraged activity.
The concept of a RAM model stems from Reliability Block Diagram methods (also known as Dependent Diagrams).
Interaction of large, complex and multi layered systems can then be analyzed using the Monte Carlo simulation
methods (or Stochastic Discrete Event Simulation) hence quantifying the output of the entire system with greater
accuracy than other estimating tools or methods. Over 10 years, Enbridge Liquids Pipelines has developed its
own failure database for equipment and operational events consequently almost all model inputs are based
on in-house data rather than industry generic data, making the model output more robust, accurate and
appropriate for internal use.
Initially, in Enbridge Liquids Pipelines, RAM models were mainly built to assess and confirm the design
capabilities of future pipelines designs and assist in the optimal selection of specific design options. Because of
the effectiveness of the tool combined with the current cost constrained business environment, the company is
moving towards building RAM models for assets already in operation in order to optimize their performance. This
is proving to be an extremely cost effective addition to internal decision making processes. The approach has been
used in risk based budgeting, asset maintenance, design modifications and throughput optimization initiatives.
In various industries including Oil and Gas, RAM models have proven their worth over time as an effective cost
avoidance tool. This approach has now been successfully deployed in the Pipeline Industry at Enbridge. As an
example, a RAM model conducted during the design phase of a pipeline project saved $28 million in capital by
proving that an additional storage tank and significant new infrastructure was not required.
Another benefit of RAM models has been their ability to confirm or counter stated assumptions by internal
stakeholders. Equipment upgrades and equipment sparing decisions are often seriously debated and costly
decisions may not always be based on complete economical foundations but rather on avoiding past negative
experiences or by following basic guidelines that are less than optimal. When a project or operational team needs
to find an alternative, a RAM model is a tool of choice to evaluate, and justify the best option.
Because of its proven value, RAM models are now an integral part of Enbridge Liquids Pipelines Design Standards
and are used on all large projects. Models recently built for operational pipelines delivered similar value so in
the near future the work will be expanded to encompass the entire existing network of integrated pipelines to
improve on performance and operational costs.

Topic 2-2: D
 esign & Construction
Session 2-2-1: Geotechnical Considerations
Session Chair: Jim Kenny, Stantec
Room: TELUS Glen 206
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 08:30 - 11:30

08:30
IPC2016-64235, Use of Advanced Processing Techniques of High Density LiDAR in Place of Survey for
Cost and Schedule Reductions on Early Phase Pipeline Projects: Capital Project Results
J. Hlady, Aventine Consulting, D. Parker, SNC-Lavalin
In the early phases of a pipeline project, the lack of data available for routing results in multiple routes being
considered and interactions with land owners with only a general route. As a consequence, multiple survey
programs are undertaken only to collect data that often is not being used, or site revisits are required to collect
additional survey data. Repeated visits by survey crews to the field results in considerable cost and schedule delay
to the project. A project was undertaken to reduce these costs and schedule impacts by replacing the need for
survey work during FEED by utilizing remote sensing data and Artificial Intelligence (AI). This paper outlines the
methods for collection of High Density (HD) LiDAR and high resolution imagery and then using AI to automatically
identify all above ground features. This technique has proven to provide data of sufficient accuracy and
completeness to conduct Pre-FEED and FEED level routing and engineering of a pipeline project. When survey is
required, it is only to collect below ground features and to collect or verify data in very specific detail. Additionally,
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when required for legal or engineering reasons, survey work can be conducted more efficiently by providing the
crews with a field database of the features already captured and means for updating the database with the data
they collect or verify.

09:00
IPC2016-64285, Re-Introducing the Benefits of Terrain Mapping for Pipeline Routing and Design
K. Johnston, B. Waddington, M. Leir, BGC Engineering Inc., C. Kenny, Prince Rupert Gas Transmission Project
Terrain mapping is the process of the interpretation of aerial photographs, LiDAR and satellite imagery plus field
based ground truthing to delineate and characterize terrain polygons with similar surficial materials, landforms
and geological processes [1]. For new pipeline projects, detailed terrain mapping is usually completed at a map
scale of 1:20,000 corresponding to ground accuracy, at best, of 20 m. Although typically used to support the
forestry industry in planning and developing forestry operations in British Columbia, Canada [2], and despite the
rapid advancements of remote sensing technology, the art and science of terrain mapping continues to be an
essential. albeit somewhat forgotten, tool for new and existing pipeline projects in a variety of terrain settings..
For new pipeline projects, a quality terrain mapping product has been be used to characterize ground conditions
and support the estimation of design inputs for numerous aspects of pipeline routing and design [3,4]. It is the
backbone of most terrain and geohazard related tasks on a pipeline project and it is useful through many stages
of a project’s development [5]. At routing and feasibility stages of a project, terrain mapping can be used to
efficiently identify geohazards to avoid and to allow comparison of the terrain between different corridor options.
Later on at the early design stages, terrain mapping can be used to develop and maintain a geohazard inventory to
support geohazard risk assessment and design through geohazards that could not be avoided [6], delineate areas
of shallow groundwater where buoyancy control and construction dewatering maybe required, help estimate soil
spring parameters to support pipe stress analysis, delineate areas of shallow bedrock to support construction cost
estimates and planning [8], and to identify sources of sands and gravels that maybe used for pipeline construction.
This paper is intended to re-introduce the ongoing benefits of terrain mapping for new pipeline projects and
describe how terrain mapping can cost-effectively support a pipeline project through its lifecycle of feasibility,
design, and construction. Examples of the benefits of terrain mapping for routing and design of two proposed
transmission pipelines in northern BC are presented. This work will be of interest to project managers, engineers,
scientists and regulators involved with routing, design, and construction of new pipelines projects.

10:30
IPC2016-64306, Enhancing Pipeline Project Management with Refined Rock Excavation Forecasting
J. R. Keaton, L. H. Boudra, E. L. Huggins, Amec Foster Wheeler
Accurate rock-excavation forecasting is one of the geotechnical risk factors that challenge successful management
of cross-country pipeline projects. Pipeline construction personnel with local experience typically estimate rock
excavation requirements for economic feasibility, permitting, and contracts. Where the excavation is paid on
a “classified” basis, construction bid and contract documents typically call for excavation of “ditch” rock to be
paid per lineal foot, whereas “area” or right-of-way (ROW) grading rock is paid per cubic yard. This paper briefly
reviews the desktop procedure for estimating rock excavation quantities presented at IPC2012 and describes
refinements to the procedure that expand its utility for pipeline project managers and planners. Input for the
desktop study consists of digital GIS files of topography, geology, soil survey, pipeline alignment, and construction
ROW layout and width. Publically available topographic data commonly has a horizontal resolution of 10-m;
therefore, the pipeline centerline is subdivided into 10-m-long segments, the endpoints of which are used to
summarize the data and perform calculations. Profiles of elevation, maximum ground slope, apparent ground
slope across the ROW perpendicular to segment alignment (sidehill slope), and the relative sidehill slope direction
are plotted for visual reference. A virtual geologic field reconnaissance along the alignment is performed using
Google Earth Pro to supplement digital geology and soil survey data. Bedrock type is interpreted for general ease
of excavation (granite versus shale) and soil survey map units are used to identify shallow cemented zones or
bedrock that form the basis for an overall rock excavation index factor, which is expressed in terms of estimated
mean and standard deviation of depth to rock and rock-like material. Rock factors vary based on the range of
pipe size and ground conditions for a particular pipeline project or segment. Rock Factor 0 on a recent project
corresponded to a mean-minus-one standard deviation (-1s) depth to rock that was below pipeline depth, whereas
Rock Factor 3 corresponded to a -1s rock depth that was above pipeline depth. Refined rock excavation calculations
consider equipment parameters (boom reach, track offset), trench configuration parameters (working pad width,
bench offset, two-tone geometry), centerline distance to adjacent pipelines, and direction of lay, as well as pipe
diameter and minimum cover depth. Desktop rock excavation results can be further refined by field examination
and seismic refraction surveys to check depth to blast rock in trench excavations which is interpreted to be seismic
velocities >>1,220 to 1,370 m/s. Construction records of actual blasting details are needed to further improve the
rock excavation model.
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11:00
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64546, A Comparative Study Between Lateral and Upward
Anchor-Soil and Pipe-Soil Interaction in Dense Sand
K. Roy, B. Hawlader, Memorial University of Newfoundland, S. Kenny, Carleton University,
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Design, I. D. Moore, Queen’s University
Buried pipelines are extensively used in onshore and offshore environments for transportation of hydrocarbons. On
the other hand, buried anchors have been used for many years to stabilize various structures. In the development
of design guidelines for pipelines, theoretical and experimental studies on buried anchors are sometimes used
assuming that pipeline-soil and anchor-soil interaction are similar. In the present study, finite element (FE) modeling
is performed to simulate the response of pipeline and anchor buried in dense sand subjected to lateral and uplift
forces. The similarities and differences between the responses of these two types of structures are examined to
justify the application of anchor theory to pipeline behaviour. The stress-strain behaviour of dense sand is modeled
using a Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) model, which considers the pre-peak hardening, post-peak softening,
density and confining pressure dependent friction and dilation angles. A considerable difference is found between
the lateral resistance of pipeline and vertical strip anchor of similar size. Progressive development of shear bands
(shear strain concentrated zone) can explain the load-displacement behaviour for both lateral and upward loading.

Session 2-2-2: Pipeline Networks
Session Chair: Prabhu Mishra, ARYA Engineering and Consulting Inc.
Room: TELUS Glen 205
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 15:30 - 17:00

15:30
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64057, Numerical Investigation of Deposition Characteristics of
Solid CO2 during Choked Flow for CO2 Pipelines
L. Teng, Y. Li, H. Han, P. Zhao, D. Zhang, China University of Petroleum
Choke valves are applied to control the pressure in CO2 pipeline. However, the temperature of fluid would drop
rapidly because of Joule-Thomson cooling (JTC), which may cause solid CO2 generate and block the pipe. In this
work, a three-dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model, using the Lagrangian method, Reynold’s
Stress Transport model (RSM) for turbulence and stochastic tracking model (STM) for particle trajectory, was
developed to predict the gas-solid CO2 flow and deposition characteristics downstream pipeline. The model
predictions were in good agreement with the experimental data published in the literature. The effects of particle
size, flow velocity and pipeline diameter on the fluid-particle flow characteristics were examined. The results
showed that the increase in the flow velocity would cause a decrease in particle deposition ratio and there existed
the critical particle size that lead to the deposition ratio maximum for each velocity. The paper also presents the
effects of particle motion on different deposition regions. Moreover, the main deposition region (the sudden
expansion region) is the easy to be blocked by the particles. With the increase in pipeline diameter, the particle
deposition ratio was decreasing. In addition, it was recommended for Stokes number to avoid 3-8 St.

16:00
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64020, Optimal Structure of Pipeline Network of CBM Fields
Considering Three-Dimensional Geographical Factors
Z. Duan, Q. Liao, M. Wu, H. Zhang, Y. Liang, China University of Petroleum at Beijing
Coalbed methane(CBM) has attracted much attention as a kind of new energy sources, with increasing demand
in energy consumption. As a lot of wells are being developed in CBM, pipeline networks of CBM fields are
characterized by their complex topological structures and high investment costs. Therefore, the optimization of
the gathering pipeline network topology structure will be very useful in lowering the production costs. Although
previous research has been done on topological structure optimization, most of them are conducted on twodimension geographical conditions, whose performances are not very satisfing. In this paper, first of all, the
result of two-dimensional topological structure optimization is given based on four sorts of connecting structures
using Genetic Algorithm(GA). Then, considering geographic factors, a three-dimensional topological structure
is obtained through ant colony algorithm(ACO).Taking a CBM field with 38 wells as an example, the paper has
optimized the topological structure. The result shows that by using this method the investment cost is reduced by
16.3% compared with that of the original structure. The study provides a guideline for designing pipeline network
structure in CBM fields and is also applicable to the analogous problem for similar mineral source.algorithm(ACO).
Taking a CBM field with 38 wells as an example, the paper has optimized the topological structure. The result
shows that by using this method the investment cost is reduced by 16.3% compared with that of the original
structure. The study provides a guideline for designing pipeline network structure in CBM fields and is also
applicable to the analogous problem for similar mineral source.
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16:30
IPC2016-64198, Pipeline Route Planning for Multiphase Pipelines
B. J. Kitt, A. Licker, J. Cull, Golder Associates Ltd.
Pipelines transporting multiphase products (i.e. mixtures of liquids and gas) are common in the upstream oil and
gas industry. However, there are numerous flow assurance challenges to the operation of multiphase pipelines,
particularly in hilly terrain. For multi-phase pipelines the flow pattern, pressure drop, and associated liquid hold-up
within the pipeline is highly dependent on the elevation profile, the gas to liquid ratio, the fluid properties,
and the rate of flow. It is desirable to consider how multiphase pipelines can be routed to minimize these
operational challenges.
Variation from project to project and the complex nature of multi-phase flow can create challenges to developing
common rules of thumb to be used in pipeline routing. There are commercially available software programs
that model steady-state and transient flow conditions for multiphase flow, but these programs accept only one
set of inputs for a particular routing scenario and the process of finding an optimal pipeline profile through the
landscape can become tedious. Consequently, in the author’s experience, it is still common practice to develop
pipeline routes for multiphase pipelines using traditional pipeline routing methods that are biased towards
pipeline construction rather than operational factors. However, operational cost-savings can be realized through
the application of multi-phase flow optimization in early pipeline routing and facility siting.
This paper proposes an alternate method to routing multiphase pipelines using Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) based design tools to simultaneously evaluate route options at a landscape level and model the hydraulic
behavior of the multiphase flow to identify optimal pipeline routes that minimize the challenges related to
multiphase flow. This method allows for proper consideration of the potential construction and operational
challenges of multiphase pipelines to be integrated into the pipeline design and balance against various other
factors which includes land use, construction methods, terrain challenges and environmental or social impacts.
Considering these challenges early in the conceptual design process will help operators realize capital and
operational cost savings while allowing for safer and more reliable pipeline operations.
The method uses a multi-criteria approach coupled with a hydraulic model with the ability to balance the influence
each factor has on the calculated “least cost path” to route options that improve the flow assurance aspects by
strategically navigating the terrain while respecting the host of other factors that contribute or influence the final
chosen pipeline route. Using this method, operators can be assured that where opportunities exist to improve the
hydraulic performance of a pipeline through route selection, these opportunities will be presented as outputs of
the model and expert judgment can be used to determine the final pipeline alignment.

Session 2-2-3: Design Methodologies
Session Chair: Jim Kenny, Stantec
Room: TELUS Glen 205
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 08:30 - 11:30

08:30
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64101, Integrity of Small Angle Mitered Joints
G. Zheng, University of Waterloo, I. Colquhoun, J. Paviglianiti, National Energy Board
Miter bends are commonly used in the oil and gas industry in a variety of configurations.
The current CSA-Z662 standard (Oil and Gas Pipeline Systems) states in the construction section (Clause 6.2.3(g))
that “mitred bends shall not be used”. However, a non-mandatory note accompanying the clause states that
“deflections up to 3 degrees caused by misalignment are not considered to be mitred bends.” Nonetheless, concerns
continue to be raised that stresses introduced due to this misalignment can affect and have affected both safety
and operation of pipelines. These concerns arise principally from on-site decisions to use miters to account for small
deflections where their use might not have been addressed in the piping design.
This paper reviews literature of failures associated with mitered joints and the theoretical development of stresses
in miters, and presents results from a linearized sensitivity analysis of buried mitered joints under pressure and
thermal loading based on ASME B31.1 and B31.3 criteria. The paper contains an analysis of the origins of CSAZ662 Clause 6.2.3(g). Recognizing that the stresses introduced by miters are largely discontinuity stresses, the paper
discusses the effects of such stresses, including the use of miters in cyclic service.
Recognizing also the strong dependence of D/t ratio on the discontinuity stress, the paper suggests a modification
to the Z662 approach to account for this effect. This modification would provide guidance to the use of miters to
effect small deflections both during design and construction of piping.
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09:00
IPC2016-64226, Experimental Response of Steel Pipelines to Close Trench Blasting
L. Matta, Stress Engineering Services, Inc.
When protecting pipelines from third party activities, it is beneficial for operators to apply very conservative
criteria for safe blasting. Recently, however, demands for increased capacity have required adding pipelines to
existing rights-of-way, often close to or between existing pipelines. In these cases, overly-conservative blasting
criteria can result in significant expenses and delays. The reported tests supply blasting stress data on full-scale
pipes configured to simulate trenching in close proximity and parallel to an existing pipeline. Two sets of tests have
been performed at a location with rock anticipated to be similar to that known to exist along a planned pipeline
route. The pipes were instrumented at a number of locations prior to burial. Ground vibrations were recorded
using seismographs during each shot. A variety of test blasts were performed, including advancing staggered line
shots with delays, grids of charges set off simultaneously to simulate sympathetic detonations , and grids of decked
charges. Charge weight ranged from 7.4 to 17.2 lbs/hole at distances from 15 to 25' from the pipes.
Measured blasting stresses are compared with predicted values. Data from classic SwRI tests is included for
comparison. Appropriate safety factors for close trench blasting based on the test data are considered. Measured
stress values from simultaneously detonated lines of charges are compared to predicted values, which are typically
of concern when the potential for sympathetic detonation is considered. Neglecting the potential for simultaneous
detonations may result in significant error. Also, the measured PPV as a function of the scaled distance and a
correlation of the blasting stresses with the measured PPVs are provided.

09:30
IPC2016-64050, A New Approach to Determine the Stresses in Buried Pipes under Surface Loading
F. Zhang, N. Branam, Kiefner and Associates Inc., B. Zand, Kiefner Associates, M. Van Auker, Kiefner and Associates Inc.
All buried pipes experience loading from the weight of soil overburden. When pipelines cross railroads, roads,
parking lots or construction sites, the pipes also experience live surface loading from vehicles on the ground,
including heavy construction equipment in some scenarios. The surface loading results in through-wall bending
in pipes, which generates both hoop stress and longitudinal stress. Current standards limit the stresses in buried
pipes to maximum values in terms of hoop stress, longitudinal stress and combined biaxial stress. An early approach
to estimating stresses and deformations in a pipe subjected to surface loads dates back to Spangler’s work in the
1940s. Many models have been developed since then. API RP 1102 provides guidance for the design of pipeline
crossings of railroads and highways following the model developed by Cornell University for the Gas Research
Institute (GRI). The Cornell model was developed only based on experiments on bored pipes crossing a railroad or
a highway at a near-right angle. The live surface loading distribution is also limited to the wheel-layout typical of
railroad cars and highway vehicles. Most other existing models only focus on the hoop stress in the pipe. In this
paper, a new approach to determine the stresses in buried pipes under surface loading is introduced. The approach
is suitable for assessing pipes beneath any type of vehicle or equipment at any relative position and at any angle to
the pipe. First, the pressure on the pipe from surface loading is determined through the Boussinesq theory. Second,
both hoop stress and longitudinal stress in the pipe are estimated. The hoop stress is estimated through the
modified Spangler stress formula proposed by Warman and his co-workers (2006 and 2009). The longitudinal stress,
due to local bending and global bending, is estimated by the theory of beam-on-elastic-foundation. The modulus
of foundation can be determined through the soil-spring model developed by ASCE. The hoop stress, longitudinal
stress and the resulting combined biaxial stress can then be compared against their respective limits from a
pertinent standard to assess the integrity of the pipe and determine the proper remediation approach, if necessary.
The performance of the proposed approach is compared in this study with the experimental results in the literature
and the predictions from API RP 1102.

10:30
IPC2016-64197, Assessment of Stress-Displacement State of Cable Suspended Pipeline Bridge During
Inspection Pig Motion
I. V. Orynyak, I. Z. Burak, Ukrtransgaz, S. O. Okhrimchuk, NPCz Tehdiagaz, A. I. Novikov, A.A. Pashchenko, IPP-Centre Ltd
Designing and maintenance of pipeline cable bridge with dynamic loads is complex because this problem
belongs to the geometrically nonlinears problems. Analysis shown that existing mathematics models of
cables has restrictions in use and we can’t use these cable models for dynamic loads calculations of cablesuspended pipeline bridge.
Movement, produced by motion of inspection pig inside pipeline is an example of such dynamic loads. During its
motion through the pipeline cable bridge the inspection pig induces additional stresses in pipeline due its weight
and finite velocity which induces the vibration of the bridge. Its stress state assessment requires a lot of modeling,
measuring and calculating actions to be done.
First of all the initial static stress state of the cable bridge should be evaluated. It depends on the existing tension
forces in the cable elements. They approximately were derived from the optical measurement of their geometrical
curvatures with accounting for known weight density of the cables.
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Then, existing software tool for piping stress calculation “3D Pipe Master”, which operates by 12 degrees of
freedom in pipe elements, was modernized to be able to take into account the geometrically nonlinear behavior of
6 d.o.f. cable elements. The equations which relate the elongations and rotations of cable elements with tension
forces in cables are written in the form convenient for application of the transfer matrix method in the linearized
iteration procedure which adjusts the measured displacements of the elements of the bridge with calculated one.
In this way the initial tension forces in cables, in particular, and the bridge state, in general were determined.
The dynamic part of the problem is solved by expansion in terms of natural frequencies eigenfunctions. The
accounting for the given inspection pig velocity allows to determine the time dependence of the generalized loads
for each mode of natural vibration as product of the pig weight multiplied by mode shape displacement in point
of pig position at the given time moment. Eventually the technique of Duhamel integral is used to calculate the
dynamic behavior of the bridge for each natural mode of vibration.
Two examples of dynamic stress calculation are considered. First is primitive one and relate to calculation joint
interaction pipeline and cable system at dynamic loading. The second example concerns dynamic calculation
pipeline cable bridge through the river Svicha during movement inspection pig. This bridge consists of two support,
two parallel pipelines (1220x15) with bends and cable system.
Analysis shown possibility uses “3D Pipe Master” software for the solving problems of durability pipeline cable
bridge any complexity in the conditions of static and dynamic loading.

11:00
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64084, The Reliability Estimation of Simplified Natural Gas
Pipeline Compressing Station Based on Statistics Principles
M. Fan, Y. Wu, W.i Kong, J. Gong, China University of Petroleum Beijing
With the rapid advancement of economic strength and rigorous requirement of environmental governance, the
natural gas serves as a more important energy source in industry and civil consumption than before. In 2014, the
total consumption of natural gas in China is approximately 172 billion m³. As the primary mode of natural gas
transport, the early pipeline has already operated for more than 20 years in China, and its reliability also attracts
abundant concerns by the increasing potential risks. However, the process of pipeline reliability evaluating and
estimation in China is still located at initial stage. To solve the problem, a simplified reliability estimation method
is introduced in this article. To begin with the main equipment of a compressing station, the filter, air cooler
and compressors are three research objectives. Because of redundant design for enhancing reliability, the major
equipment usually operates with a same spare unit. Thus, the simplified station is consisted by 3 main sections with
multiple units as filter section, compressing section and cooling section. By assuming their reliability following
normal distribution, the multivariate normal distribution model is available. Each unit is characterized by one
dimension of the multivariate normal distribution. This article considers both relevant and irrelevant processes
while the equipment is operating simultaneously and illustrates the results via two and three dimensions normal
distribution calculation. Due to the model is a singular function because of establishing based on multivariate
normal distribution and parameter estimation principles, the analytical solution is not available. Therefore, the
numerical computation is the compulsory solution. However, the reliability analysis of pipe is different from
equipment and it has been studied for years in details from theory to experiments. Consequently, the reliability of
pipe is analyzed by statistics method from collected operating data.
A pipeline with 25-years operating data in China is applied in the case study chapter for reliability estimation
and analysis. According to the operating data collected by China National Petroleum Corporation, the failure
rate of major equipment is estimated by determining the parameters of each distribution and fitted a curve
like bathtub curve. Similarly, the failure rate of pipe is indicated as failures per 103 km•year. For comparing, the
operating data is also fitted a curve to validate the result of the model with the purpose of estimating the whole
period reliability reasonably. The result demonstrates that the model is available in practice if the parameters are
determined properly.

Session 2-2-4: Construction Methodologies
Session Chair: Prabhu Mishra, ARYA Engineering and Consulting Inc.
Room: TELUS Glen 205
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 13:30 - 17:00

13:30
Rio Best Paper, Development of a Friction Welding Machine for Pipes with Rotatory Ring and
Evaluation of a Stainless Steel Duplex UNS32205 Pipe Weld Joint
D. R. Pissanti, F. Kroeff, L. M. Santana, A. D. da Costa, L. F. Kanan, F. Mattei, G. Dalpiaz, T. R. Strohaecker, M. Chludzinski
The Oil and Gas industry needs efficient and economical transportation of their products. In this context, transport
through pipeline is a viable and effective alternative. A concern for the pipeline construction is the union of
the pipe segments by arc welding, because it may decrease mechanical properties and corrosion resistance.
Friction welding is a method of joining metals in which there is no fusion of them, providing less microstructural
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modification and better mechanical and corrosion properties. A type of friction welding of pipes is performed by
rotating an intermediate ring between two pipes which are forced against the ring. This friction generated by
the contact is responsible for generation of heat, which together with the pressure of the pipe against the ring,
promotes the joining of components. In the present study, friction welding of Duplex Stainless Steel UNS 32205
pipes was performed. Three welds were executed to analyze the quality of the weld and the repeatability of the
process. Tensile and hardness tests, phases proportion and the presence of intermetallic compounds were analyzed.
All tests performed attended the international standards and were not observed any feature could compromise the
weld quality. Thus, it is possible to imply that the friction welding is a viable alternative for pipeline construction
with advanced materials such as Duplex Stainless Steel.

14:00
IPC2016-64090, Current Land and Waterborne Geophysical Methods for Guiding Horizontal
Directional Drilling and Trenching Along Pipeline Right-of-Ways
P. Bauman, WorelyParsons, L. Woods, E. Ernst, A. McClymont, WorleyParsons/Advisian
In Western Canada, oil and natural gas pipeline projects are being considered that will move hydrocarbons from
the Prairie Provinces and British Columbia, to the Pacific Ocean, the Atlantic, and even potentially the Arctic.
Installation of these pipelines will encounter discontinuous permafrost, creek and river crossings, glaciomarine
clays, thick muskeg, and other subsurface conditions that require specialized engineering planning in advance of
construction. Geophysical surveys, in combination with intrusive investigations, provide the required subsurface
information over the entire continuity of the right-of-way of interest. The types of surveys to be considered include
electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), induced polarization (IP), seismic refraction, seismic reflection, multi‑channel
analysis of surface waves (MASW), ground penetrating radar (GPR), and borehole geophysics. Typically, a
combination of several of these methods, along with some drilling information, are optimal for the cost-effective
site characterization of problematic segments of proposed pipeline right-of-ways.

14:30
IPC2016-64032, Towards Greener Alternatives in Pipeline Concrete Coatings
M. Jain, R. Bhardwaj, Gujarat Gas Ltd
Some of the major problems encountered during pipeline construction are countering buoyancy in hostile
wet environments and protecting the pipe in dry environments. A different field condition obligates different
protection methodology for the same. Though, several methodologies are used to counter buoyancy, concrete with
a density of 2200 to 2400 kg/m3, high strength and durability properties is the perfect material for protecting the
pipe and imparting weight.
However, production of the constituents of concrete is detrimental to the environment. An environmentally
and economically conducive alternate is the use of mineral admixtures as replacements in the cement. Mineral
admixtures have been widely and successfully used in building construction projects worldwide and have always
bettered their qualities in one way or another. However, their application in pipeline industry is limited. The paper
discusses the possibility of the use of such mineral admixtures like fly ash, rice husk ash, blast furnace slag and
metakaolin as binary (one admixture with cement) and ternary (two admixtures with cement) replacements in
pipeline concrete coatings.
The paper presents the results of laboratory experiments for such ternary blended concrete specimens where;
the relative proportions for different mixtures were varied to determine the optimum mix proportions. In the
investigation, the mixtures were tested to determine the mechanical properties (compressive, flexural and tensile
strengths) after 28 days of casting. The use of metallurgical slag based aggregates (instead of natural heavy
weight aggregates) is also discussed, thereby entertaining the prospect of imparting strength to the pipe section in
addition to weight for countering buoyancy. Being cost effective and environmentally friendly, these replacements
could warrant the betterment of not only the overall strength and durability of the pipeline but also the economic
viability of such change at a large scale.

15:30
IPC2016-64009, The Design and Construction of the Chinipas Slope Pipeline Crossing
A. Napolitano, G. Guidotti, A. Marsili, Saipem, A. Fabbri, Saipem SpA, M. Menichetti, University of Urbino “Carlo Bo”, Urbino,
F. Troiani, Sapienza University of Rome
SAIPEM has been awarded the engineering, procurement and construction of “El Encino – Topolobampo” Natural
Gas Pipeline Project in Mexico. The 30" pipeline begins in El Encino, in the state of Chihuahua, and terminates in
Topolobampo, in the state of Sinaloa. It runs in a West-South West direction perpendicularly crossing the “Sierra
Madre Occidental”, a mountain range characterized by uneven morphology with deep and narrow valleys and
steep slopes. Near the village of Santa Matilde, before reaching the Chinipas River, the pipeline route has to
overcome a 150 meters high steep slope on the left side of the valley of Chinipas. This slope features a sub vertical
rocky cliff with a 55 meters drop in the upper section. A trenchless crossing of the slope was designed and executed
to safely cross the steep slope by means of raise borer and tunnel. Since the area was nearly inaccessible, SAIPEM,
for the first time in the design of a trenchless crossing of slopes, has performed the geomechanical study using a
remote sensing process based on the Structure from Motion (SfM) technique for a three-dimensional reconstruction
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of the outcrop of the cliff. The activity has been carried out in collaboration with the Department of Earth, Life and
Environmental Science of the University of Urbino. The results of the study led to the optimization of the trenchless
geometry maintaining the raise bore into the competent rock avoiding frequent lithological variations critical
during the drilling and identifying a suitable tunnel entrance location.

16:00
IPC2016-64642, In-Situ Piping Header Replacement
A. Grams, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
The “A” manifold header replacement is presented within this paper as a case study to demonstrate how laser
scanning (both of the existing piping and the newly fabricated spools) as well as off-site spool fabrication and
testing, when combined with detailed pre-planning of activities and mapping of facility impacts to optimize the
execution of a complex in-situ piping modification with an extremely tight facility outage window.
This paper explores the design and execution strategies used for the complete replacement of the southern portion
of the NPS 24 piping header in “A” manifold at Enbridge’s Sarnia Terminal as contained within the Project Leaveto-Open packages. The piping header was fully replaced and upsized to NPS 30 as part of the Line 9B Reversal &
Line 9 Capacity Expansion Project during a four-day facility outage in the summer of 2014. The work was managed
by Enbridge Pipelines Inc. and executed by a regional industrial construction company (“contractor”). The header is
a straight run of approximately 55m and includes 14 process tie-points. Certain stages of the replacement required
a total shutdown of Sarnia Terminal, which mandated a very tight execution window. To enable completion of the
work within the allotted outage, the new piping header was fabricated and hydrostatically tested in three sections
at the contractor’s fabrication shop. All on-site tie-ins were designed to be bolted connections.
The factors which influenced the design and the staged execution strategy used during the outage are discussed in
detail within the paper. Three key operability and technical factors influenced the design and execution strategies
employed. Firstly, the Sarnia Terminal is fully interconnected to allow delivery to and from all 17 storage tanks on
all 5 connected pipelines which enables a high level of operational flexibility. The result of this facility arrangement
is a very complex isolation plan and requires large product drain-up volumes. Secondly, it was a requirement that
the replacement piping, which is both larger diameter and heavier walled than the pre-existing piping header, did
not increase the stress on any components of the existing piping system during or after installation. Finally, the
length and number of connections on the manifold provided fit-up challenges and mandated an extremely high
level of accuracy in the fabrication process to remove the requirement for on-site “field-fit” welds which could not
be accommodated with the execution schedule. These factors posed numerous structural, mechanical and process
challenges for which a detailed discussion is presented to provide insight into, and justification of the design and
execution methodologies utilized.

16:30
IPC2016-64637, Deploying Mobile Construction Inspection Forms as a Case Study
for Technology Adoption
B. Vogt, R. Belcher, Jr., Project Consulting Services, Inc.
Within pipeline construction field inspection data collection relies mostly on archaic systems and processes.
For almost all projects, paper-based or at best word processor and spreadsheet reports are manually collected,
reviewed, aggregated and archived. The effort and error in this typical process is reduced using a mobile inspection
form system that simplifies the field data collection workflow, increases data accuracy and quality, and can be used
to generate dynamic project management dashboards. An evaluation of two case study projects provides insight to
overcoming technology adoption for pipeline construction as well as performance, quality and forecasting benefits
witnessed during these projects. The use of a mobile inspection form system creates the ability for improved
analytics such as detailed construction tracking, dynamic forecasting and spatial overlays of construction progress.
Improved data standardization and data integrity from the use of tablet forms produces detailed and functional
key performance indicators (KPIs) delivered on-demand through a project dashboard. When both field data quality
is improved and project managers are provided timely KPIs, projects have the opportunity to be delivered safer,
faster and with higher quality, which is a win for the entire pipeline industry.
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Topic 2-3: E
 nvironmental Issues
Session 2-3-1: Environmental Issues
Session Chair: Jason Smith, CH2MHill
Room: TELUS Glen 205
Date: Friday, September 30
Time: 08:30 - 09:30

08:30
IPC2016-64370, The Advantages of Integrating Major Accident Hazards and ESIA for Pipeline Projects
G. Pettitt, S. Westfall, Environmental Resources Management
During many years of working on oil and gas pipeline projects, the authors have experienced many occasions
where safety and environmental professionals on the same project have conducted assessments without using an
integrated approach, often to the detriment of the project. This ‘siloed’ behaviour is evident in the way that safety
and environmental teams are often assembled at different times and have little to no interaction.
An Environmental, Social and Health Impact Assessment (ESHIA) is used as a key mechanism to identify potential
adverse consequences from a pipeline project in terms of unwanted impacts to fauna and flora and local
communities. Simultaneously, major hazard studies are carried out for a pipeline project to identify major accident
hazards risks to adjacent communities or at above ground installations (AGIs), usually from flammable events due
to the transport of natural gas, crude oil or petroleum products. Both the ESHIA and the major accident hazards
processes will identify appropriate prevention, control and mitigation measures to reduce the risk from the
pipeline system and to manage the potential adverse consequences in the unlikely event of a major accident.
Within the scope of many ESHIAs prepared now, there is an assessment of environmental and social impacts from
‘unplanned events’, which essentially are those major hazard events with the potential to cause multiple injuries or
fatalities to people in the local community or at AGIs. As such events are likely to have a major consequence to the
environment, particularly in the case of crude oil and petroleum products releases, it makes sense for such events
to be studied by both safety and environmental professionals using an integrated approach.
Such an integrated approach requires collaboration between various professionals from an early point within
a project, as there are several different aspects with a pipeline project that will require the assessment of key
personnel. For a pipeline project in the design stages, the main points for consideration are as follows:
• Construction of the pipeline system, with major disruptions to the local environment from the construction itself
(line pipe and AGIs) and due to the logistical requirements (traffic movements, movements of personnel and
construction camps, moving major equipment across the world).
• Operation of the pipeline system, with potential adverse impacts due to a loss of containment, as has been shown
by many accidents in the past (e.g. Ref 1, 2).
The key issue here is that the initiating events often remain the same, certainly with regard to operations where
the initiating event will be a loss of containment. There may be adverse consequences to people, the biological
environment and the physical environment, depending on the location and nature of the incident. For this
reason joint participation in the hazard identification (HAZID) process by key safety, social and environmental
professionals is considered beneficial to a pipeline project to ensure all potential initiators are included. In this case,
the HAZID process would also include an environmental impact identification (ENVID), rather than conducting both
processes separately.
A major advantage of conducting an integrated approach is the potential cost-savings. By bringing together
technical safety and environmental professionals at an early stage of pipeline project design, there is the potential
to avoid ‘doubling-up’ on potential issues, as well as conducting two parallel processes that have many similarities.
Perhaps more significantly, many potential adverse consequences (environmental, social and safety) can be
prevented, controlled or mitigated through their early consideration during project design. Hence, by bringing
together these different technical view-points at an early stage of pipeline system design, potential risk reduction
options that would be beneficial to people and the environment may be identified. If ESHIA considerations and
major accident hazard studies are evaluated in parallel during the early stages of a project (e.g. Appraise or Select),
a pipeline project will have more available options to prevent potential impacts. As prevention of hazards is
generally more cost-effective than designing in control and mitigation measures (for recovery of an incident), this
will have a critical financial benefit. Furthermore, early changes to project design are generally far less costly than
changes in the latter stages of a pipeline project; hence, early identification of prevention and risk reduction may
be hugely beneficial.
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09:00
IPC2016-64590, The Importance of Using Fluvial Geomorphological Risk Assessments Along Proposed
and Existing Pipelines when Crossing Waterways
M. Vukman, B. Fairley, J. Muirhead, Stantec
Pipeline failures resulting in environmental damage or impacts to humans can negatively affect an operator’s value
and reputation. Recent highly-publicized rupture incidents along rivers have focused the attention of industry and
the public on the risks associated with pipelines crossings . (1) The risk associated with water and drainage crossings
should be characterized by scientific findings of detailed fluvial geomorphic risk assessments and subsequent
stabilization alternatives.
When pipelines become exposed along streams and rivers, the traditional stabilization methods have been
centered on burying the exposed pipeline in concrete or rock. These treatments often fail to address the root
causes of the exposure; they focus instead on the physical expression of the perturbation rather than the
underlying hydraulic processes causing the stream to adjust thereby causing the exposure. Understanding the
fluvial geomorphic processes of the system permits the development of an appropriate, location-specific solution,
which will in turn lead to a durable, cost-effective, and ecologically-based stabilization measure. By the fluvial
geomorphic conditions of the pipeline setting and interpreting erosion, sediment transport, and sediment
deposition processes, Stantec believes that durable, cost-effective, and ecologically-based engineering stabilization
solutions can be implemented. Science-based stability will mean reduced risks to your asset and minimized
long-term maintenance and monitoring costs. Moreover, the design and implementation of these designs can be
less costly when compared to HDD or open trench lowering, generally easier to permit, and reduce long-term
maintenance and monitoring efforts. Environmental regulators understand that this approach works with the
natural tendencies of a river and improves the local ecological values while still ultimately serving to
protect the pipeline.
(1) The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration estimates there are currently 2,841 pipeline
crossings in the US.

Session 2-3-2: Design Considerations
Session Chair: Jason Smith, CH2MHill
Room: TELUS Glen 205
Date: Friday, September 30
Time: 09:30 - 10:00

09:30
IPC2016-64444, Use of Risk Assessment to Reduce Costs and Timelines in Pipeline Spill Response
I. Mitchell; S. Digel, Millennium EMS Solutions Ltd.
Spill response often involves rapid mobilization and upscaling, quick decisions, and aggressive clean-up.
However in many cases, in part due to the speed of the response, time is not taken to carefully consider the
optimum initial response and remedial approach, leading to unnecessary expense and, in many cases, extensive
environmental damage.
On several recent spill responses, principles of contaminated sites risk assessment have been incorporated directly
into the spill response. The intent was to use science-based decision making to reduce unnecessary remediation and
accompanying habitat damage while ensuring protection of human health and the environment. The approaches
used ranged from simple “Tier 2” adjustment of remediation objectives to “full-blown” site specific risk assessment
with ecological effects assessment, depending on the needs of the project.
The use of risk assessment during a spill response posed several challenges, including the need for quick decisions
with incomplete data, development of conceptual site models on the fly, and forecasting of future conditions.
Strong communication was also required, both between operator, consultant and contractors, and with regulators.
Often those working on the spill response needed to be taught new ways of thinking to ensure that the needs of
the risk assessment were met and that the results were incorporated into decisions going forward.
The results of implementing a risk-based spill response, however, were generally found to outweigh the challenges.
Savings on remediation costs have ranged into the millions of dollars, with additional benefits in reduced
environmental impacts, particularly in sensitive natural ecosystems. In at least one case, the operator changed their
internal spill response procedures based on the benefits that they experienced of incorporating risk assessment.
The presentation will include multiple case studies.
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 roject Management, Design, Construction &
Environmental Issues Posters
Session 2-4-1: Track 2 Poster Sessions
Session Chair: Mark Piazza, Colonial Pipeline Company
Room: TELUS Macleod A
Date: Poster Session 1 - Tuesday, September 27, 15:30 - 17:00
Date: Poster Session 2 - Wednesday, September 28, 10:30 - 12:00

IPC2016-64132, Investigation of Zinc- and Carbon-Nanoparticle-Based Nanocomposite Coatings
S. Park, M. TabkhPaz, University of Calgary, D. Park, Canmet Materials
High performance coatings of pipelines should possess properties such as high adhesion to the substrate, low gas
permeability, high corrosion resistance, etc. In this study, novel nanocomposite materials are studied for coating
of steel plates. The coatings consist of two-layer composites with different nanoparticulates. Zinc particles, multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT), and graphene nanoplatelets (GNP) are used for the base layer bonded to
the steel. Zinc particles are used as a filler and act as sacrificial anode against corrosion (cathodic protection).
Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) is added to the matrix for the second layers. Adhesion of the coatings is studied
through pull-off tests. To examine the corrosion protection capabilities, cathodic disbondment tests are conducted
on the coated steel plates. The gas permeability of the coatings is evaluated through a standard testing technique.
Results show that addition of Zinc particulates could enhance corrosion protection. The addition of GNP and hBN
nanoparticulates resulted in lower gas penetration. Results of this research will contribute to the development of
advanced pipeline coatings.

IPC2016-64081, Valve Characteristics and Their Effect on Transient Surge Pressures
in Delivery Terminals
E. Perez, A. El-Bayoumi, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
A hydraulic transient occurs when there is a sudden change in the steady state condition of a fluid in a pipeline.
The rapid change in velocity of a fluid causes a pressure wave to travel along the pipeline potentially causing
damage to the equipment and piping. Usually, different scenarios are studied depending on whether the fluid
is being injected from a tank into the pipeline or delivered from the pipeline into the tank. The most commonly
studied causes of sudden fluid velocity change in a pipeline are: closing of a fast acting valve (ESD or control valves
which close within seconds) and starting or stopping of pumps.
When a pipeline is delivering fluid into a tank, the closure of a valve can completely block the flow and create
transient surge pressures that exceed acceptable pressure limits, and require mitigation. Although the closure of a
control valve is a commonly analyzed scenario, the closure of a motor operated valve (MOV), which is less common,
can also create surge pressures which can put the pipeline at risk. There are three characteristics of an MOV
that can significantly impact the surge pressures it creates when it is closed. These valve characteristics are: flow
coefficient, valve curve and stroke time.
Hydraulic simulations were performed to study the effect of these three valve characteristics on transient responses
when delivering from pipelines into tanks. Simulation results show that a faster stoke time leads to higher pressure
surges, as well as a valve with a quick closing or linear curve. However, the flow coefficient of the valves will have
varying effects on transients depending on the piping system being analyzed. The purpose of this paper is to not
only highlight the importance of valve characteristics when modeling transient surge events but also to provide key
learnings that can be used to design safer delivery terminals.
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Track 3: Pipelines & Facilities Integrity
Track Chair: Stephen Gromack, TransCanada Pipelines
Track Co-Chair: Jerry Rau, RCP Inc.
Track Co-Chair: Jennifer Klementis, Spectra Energy Liquids
Track Co-Chair: Garry Sommer, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Track Co-Sponsors: Integrity Plus & Enbridge Pipelines Inc.

Topic 3-1: Prevention
Session 3-1-1: Integrity Management Plan
Session Chair: Mary Banack, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Room: TELUS MacLeod Hall D
Date: Friday, September 30
Time: 08:30 - 12:00

08:30
IPC2016-64513, Integrity Management of Ground Movement Hazards
Y. Wang, CRES (Center for Reliable Energy Systems), D. West, Golder Associates Ltd., D. Dewar, Spectra Energy Transmission,
A. S. Mckenzie‑Johnson, Kinder Morgan Inc., M. Sen, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Ground movements, such as landslides and subsidence/settlement, can pose serious threats to pipeline integrity.
The consequence of these incidents can be severe. In the absence of systematic integrity management, preventing
and predicting incidents related to ground movements can be difficult. A ground movement management program
can reduce the potential of those incidents.
Some basic concepts and terms relevant to the management of ground movement hazards are introduced
first. A ground movement management program may involve a long segment of a pipeline that may have a
threat of failure in unknown locations. Identifying such locations and understanding the potential magnitude
of the ground movement is often the starting point of a management program. In other cases, management
activities may start after an event is known to have occurred. A sample response process is shown to illustrate
key considerations and decision points after the evidence of an event is discovered. Such a process can involve
fitness-for-service (FFS) assessment when appropriate information is available. The framework and key elements
of FFS assessment are explained, including safety factors on strain capacity. The use of FFS assessment is illustrated
through the assessment of tensile failure mode. Assessment models are introduced, including key factors affecting
the outcome of an assessment. The unique features of girth welds in vintage pipelines are highlighted because
the management of such pipelines is a high priority in North America and perhaps in other parts of the worlds.
Common practice and appropriate considerations in a pipeline replacement program in areas of potential ground
movement are highlighted. It is advisable to replace pipes with pipes of similar strength and stiffness so the strains
can be distributed as broadly as possible. The chemical composition of pipe steels and the mechanical properties
of the pipes should be such that the possibility of HAZ softening and weld strength undermatching is minimized.
In addition, the benefits and cost of using the workmanship flaw acceptance criteria of API 1104 or equivalent
standards in making repair and cutout decisions of vintage pipelines should be evaluated against the possible use
of FFS assessment procedures. FFS assessment provides a quantifiable performance target which is not available
through the workmanship criteria. However, necessary inputs to perform FFS assessment may not be readily
available. Ongoing work intended to address some of the gaps is briefly described.

09:00
IPC2016-64352, Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) Integrity Management Plan for Onshore Liquid and
Gas Pipelines: Saudi Aramco Comprehensive Study
N. Tehsin, Saudi Arabian Oil Company, N. Alotaibi, Saudi Aramco, T. A. Bubenik, DNV GL, W. A. Al-Usaimi, Saudi Aramco,
S. J. Polasik, DNV GL
Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) on buried pipelines results from simultaneous presence of tensile stress, corrosive
environment, and material that is susceptible to SCC. ASME B31.8S provides a basic framework for determining the
SCC susceptible segments of buried pipelines. In-Line-Inspection (ILI) using smart tools have been effective in the
industry for locating and sizing SCC on pipelines. There are some inherent limitations in ILI tools, therefore pipeline
operators must develop a comprehensive SCC Integrity Management plan.
Saudi Aramco operates a combine pipeline network of approximately 22,000 kilometers in length. A significant
number of Saudi Aramco pipelines were built prior to 1980 with tape coated pipelines, thereby increasing the
pipeline network susceptibility to SCC. In-Line-Inspection (ILI) results from a total of 26 pipelines showed presence
of SCC out of 93 pipelines inspected using Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducer (EMAT) and Ultrasonic Crack
Detection (UTCD) technologies. These cracks were later verified through direct assessment results. Besides the basic
framework provided in ASME B31.8S, there was no existing criteria to prioritize the susceptible pipeline segments
for the SCC threat.
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Therefore, Saudi Aramco has conducted a comprehensive three-phase study to establish a robust integrity
management plan for pipelines affected with SCC. This paper will cover details for the third phase of the study,
which is about SCC integrity management planning. The first phase of this study included the collection, alignment
and analysis of pipeline, ILI and excavation data for 26 pipelines found with SCC and 17 pipelines inspected with
no cracks found. Data was used from both categorical (descriptive) and numeric variables. Data was assessed to
identify gaps for which appropriate assumptions were made. Statistical analysis (Logistics Regression) then was
conducted to identify trends of SCC likelihood, with regards to pipeline attributes (design, CP, slope, soil, etc.).
Literature review was conducted to compare findings to previous work by the industry. Moreover, the first phase
included the assessment of the performance of the ILI with regards to locating, identifying and sizing cracks. It also
included statistical analysis to develop a true defect population. In the second phase of the study, a probabilistic
approach was used to understand the effectiveness of ILI and hydrostatic pressure testing as mitigation methods
against existing SCC. Phase-2 also included the estimation of the growth of SCC features and to provide dig
selection criteria for susceptible segments.
The third phase of the study aimed at developing the SCC integrity management plans (SCC IMPs) for onshore
pipelines found with SCC-, based on the work completed on the 1st and 2nd phases of this study. The SCC
IMPs covered SCC susceptibility profiling along pipeline segments, engineering assessment of SCC features,
growth analysis, and a process to respond to the SCC threat. The SCC response strategy included; further ILI
plans, excavations plans, hydrotest benefit assessment and other mitigation measures, such as pipeline partial
replacement and recoating. The approach of the SCC-IMP will be deployed on all Saudi Aramco pipelines in the
future, to prioritize SCC susceptible segments and their mitigation plans.

09:30
IPC2016-64451, What Do Pipelines and Airplanes Have in Common?
S. Limon, LIMON Pipeline Analytics, D. W. Hoeppner, University of Utah, P. N. Clark, Southwest Research Institute,
J. Komorowski, Aerospace Division NCR Canada
In 1958, General Curtis E. LeMay established the structural integrity program for the United States Air Force
(USAF). Since then, the USAF has been honing the requirements for extending the service life, durability, and
safety of aircraft. These requirements have evolved to include Damage Tolerance principles that encompass the
design and the management of aircraft with the objective of reducing maintenance burdens and ensure structural
integrity for airworthiness, safety, and mission capability. Recently, requirements of some agencies and companies
include Holistic Life Structural Integrity Process (HOLSIP) and concepts aimed at improving the early prediction and
detection of structural discontinuities that can pose a safety concern. HOLSIP is intended to reduce the inspection &
maintenance cycle while identifying prevention and mitigative measures to be employed. This holistic methodology
addresses the total life of components and related issues. It is a physics based approach that incorporates the
interaction of all possible degradation mechanisms and their potential failure modes. It provides the basis for
analytical, experimental and procedural methods to make structural integrity predictions of components from the
design, manufacturing, commissioning, maintenance and inspection intervals that would meet the desired level
of safety and reliability. Non-destructive evaluation methods are incorporated in this approach as well. As part of
continuing to ensure the safety and reliability of pipelines systems, the energy pipeline industry performs periodic
risk assessments and maintenance activities and can enhance current integrity management programs by adopting
HOLSIP principles and framework.
In the early 2000s, pipeline industry associations and government regulators published a risk assessment based
process for prioritizing pipeline segments for inspection and remediation. These processes have been formally
integrated into an Integrity Management Program (IMP). By incorporating risk assessments and periodic
inspections as part of the IMP, energy pipeline operators have achieved great success in removing damage that
can pose an immediate or short-term safety concern to the public, environment and piping facilities. However,
in-service pipeline failures continue to occur suggesting that the treatment of integrity threats, degradation
mechanisms and failure modes is still fragmented. There needs to be a strong sense of wholeness in the approach
to managing pipeline integrity. The absence of this can lead to unnecessary inspections and assessments, early
pipeline retirements, over conservative assumptions or worse, further in-service accidents.
As energy pipelines around the world continue to age and their safe performance is expected to increase, the need
for HOLSIP becomes more apparent. This paper will give an overview of the fundamental principles and concepts of
a holistic approach developed for maintaining aircraft fleets and how they apply to structural integrity engineering
assessments for pipelines. A comparison with the current pipeline integrity management practices and regulations
will be highlighted.

10:30
IPC2016-64530, Improved Pipeline Dent Integrity Management
S. Tiku, A. Eshraghi, V. Semiga, BMT Fleet Technology Limited, L. Torres, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., M. Piazza,
Colonial Pipeline Company
Pipeline dents can be developed from the pipe resting on rock, a third party machinery strike, rock strikes
during backfilling, amongst other causes. The long-term integrity of a dented pipeline segment depends upon
parameters including pipe geometry, indenter shape, dent depth, indenter support, secondary features, and
pipeline operating pressure history at and following indentation. US DOT and other standards include dent repair
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and remediation criteria broadly based upon dent depth, dent location (top or bottom side), pressure cycling
(liquid or gas), and dent interaction with secondary features (weld, corrosion, cracks). These criteria are simple and
easily applied, however, they may not direct maintenance appropriately and be overly conservative or, in some
cases, unconservative.
Previous IPC papers have discussed the full-scale dent fatigue testing and dent modelling efforts to support
integrity management criteria development by collecting material and structural response during dent formation
and pressure loading. The present paper will present the results of this extensive dent structural and fatigue
life numerical simulation program using a validated finite element analysis process. The paper describes
the numerical simulation technique, as well as, the development of the novel engineering tool for integrity
management, eliminating the need for numerical simulation of individual dent features to assess the relative
integrity threat they pose.
The development of the engineering tool presented in this paper considers the dent formation, rerounding and
through life response to pressure fluctuations to evaluate the fatigue life of dent features. The results of these
analyses are used to develop fatigue life trends based on dent shape, restraint condition and operating pressure.
These trends were used to develop models to predict dent relative severity and life based upon ILI inspection dent
shape data for single peak dents. Dent shape has also been used to determine the restraint condition of a dent
and its influence on the dent feature fatigue life. The tools were developed to address many of the uncertainties
inherent in existing regulatory repair and remediation criteria. Current and future applications of the integrity
assessment model are described along with recommendations for further development and testing to support
pipeline integrity management, industry guidelines and standards.
The results of this research will be of use in improving integrity management decisions and support further
development of industry guides and standards. As such the information presented in this paper will be of interest
to pipeline operators, integrity management specialists, in-line inspection organizations and regulators. The
recommendations presented in this paper may be used to influence the direction of pipeline standards in their
direction in the disposition of dent features.

11:00
IPC2016-64533, Longitudinal Stress Limits in Managing Spans and Other Longitudinal Loads
Y. Wang, CRES (Center for Reliable Energy Systems), M. Sen, P. Song, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Stresses along the length of pipelines, termed longitudinal stresses, are generated by pipeline construction,
service conditions, and changes in pipe support conditions.Although there are no explicit federal regulations
limiting longitudinal stresses for in-service pipelines, pipeline operators typically reply on design requirements in
established standards, such as ASME B31.4, B31.8, and CSA Z662, to manage possible integrity concerns arising from
longitudinal stresses.
In this paper longitudinal stress limits in existing standards are reviewed. These standards include CSA Z662, ASME
B31.4, ASME B31.8, DNV RP F101 and API RP 1111. These standards provide various formulae or specific values for
the longitudinal stress limits. These limits are compared under various levels of internal pressure. Although the
potential failure modes addressed by the different standards may be similar, the specific limits on longitudinal
stresses differ among the standards. One of the interesting findings is that the limit on compressive longitudinal
stress can be very low when the combined stress criteria (von Mises or Tresca) are applied to pipelines operating
at a pressure level equivalent to Class 1 design of gas pipelines, i.e., hoop stress being 72% SMYS. These limits,
at 18-29% SMYS by some standards, are much lower than often quoted 90%, 80%, or 54% SMYS limits as those
quoted limits are given below the combined equivalent stress criteria are applied. The low stress limit can be quite
difficult to manage for spans after the addition of possible compressive stress from temperature differential, lateral
bending, and other sources.
Alternative stress limits that provide a consistent level of safety and in compliance with the spirits of standards
are proposed. The new limits are sound from the viewpoint of safety, yet practical to apply. One possibility of
increasing the compressive stress limit is reducing the hoop tensile stress by lowering operating pressure. The other
possibility is setting a combined equivalent stress limit that is not overly conservative and preserves a sound level of
safety. An Example is provided to illustrate the assessment of a span against the stress limits.

11:30
IPC2016-64609, Next Generation Integrity Management Framework
L. LeBlanc, W. Kresic, S. Keane, J. Munro, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
This paper describes the integrity management framework utilized within the Enbridge Liquids Pipelines Integrity
Management Program. The role of the framework is to provide the high-level structure used by the company to
prepare and demonstrate integrity safety decisions relative to mainline pipelines, and facility piping segments
where applicable. The scope is directed to corrosion, cracking, and deformation threats and all variants within
those broad categories. The basis for the framework centers on the use of a safety case to provide evidence that
the risks affecting the system have been effectively mitigated. A ‘safety case’, for the purposes of this methodology
is defined as a structured argument demonstrating that the evidence is sufficient to show that the system is safe.[1]
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The decision model brings together the aspects of data integration and determination of maintenance timing;
execution of prevention, monitoring, and mitigation; confirmation that the execution has met reliability targets;
application of additional steps if targets are not met; and then the collation of the results into an engineering
assessment of the program effectiveness (safety case). Once the program is complete, continuous improvement is
built into the next program through the incorporation of research and development solutions, lessons learned, and
improvements to processes.
On the basis of a wide range of experiences, investigations and research, Enbridge has concluded that there are
combinations of monitoring and mitigation methods required in an integrity program to effectively manage
integrity threats. A safety case approach ultimately provides the structure for measuring the effectiveness of
integrity monitoring and mitigation efforts, and the methodology to assess whether a pipeline is sufficiently
safe with targets for continuous improvement. Hence, the need for the safety case is to provide transparent,
quantitative integrity program performance results which are continually improved upon through ongoing
revalidations and improvement to the methods utilized. This enables risk reduction, better stakeholder awareness,
focused innovation, opportunities for industry information sharing along with other benefits.

Session 3-1-2: Methods
Session Chair: Todd Porter, Geospatial Corp.
Room: MacLeod Hall C
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 10:30 - 16:30

10:30
IPC2016-64095, Experimental and Numerical Investigation Into the Behaviour of Buried Steel Pipelines
under Strike-Slip Fault Movement
S. H.J. Van Es, A. M. Gresnigt, Delft University of Technology
Buried steel pipelines for water and hydrocarbon transmission in seismic regions may be subjected to large imposed
deformations. When a buried pipeline crosses an active strike-slip fault, the relative motion of the two soil bodies
in which is it embedded can lead to significant deformation of the pipeline and possibly to loss of containment.
To be able to fully understand the effects of this movement and the interaction between pipe and soil on the strain
demands in the pipeline, a novel full scale experimental setup has been developed. To allow accurate monitoring
of the pipeline deformation, the pipe-surrounding soil has been replaced with appropriate nonlinear springs,
leaving the pipe bare during the experiment.
In a total of ten tests, the strain demand in a pipeline as a result of these ground-induced deformations has been
investigated. The testing program includes variations of pipeline geometry, steel grade and internal pressure.
Furthermore, cohesive and non-cohesive soils have been simulated in the tests. Observed responses of the pipeline
include local buckling, high tensile strains (up to 5%) and, in one case, cracking of the pipeline.
Based on experiences with these experiments, a numerical model has been developed that uses non-linear springs
to model the pipe soil interaction. By modelling the pipe and soil conditions that were simulated in the ten
experiments, this model has been calibrated and validated. Comparisons between the model predictions and test
results show that the numerical model is able to predict the deformational behavior of the pipeline accurately.
Moreover, also the formation of local buckles is predicted with satisfying results. The results of the validation
operation lead to the conclusion that the new model is performing well. By omitting the modelling of the full soil
body, computation time is reduced, increasing practical use of the developed model.

11:00
IPC2016-64142, Review of Phase II for the Comprehensive Study to Understand
Longitudinal ERW Seam Failures
B. A. Young, Battelle Memorial Institute, S. Nanney, DOT - PHMSA, J. M. O’Brian, Battelle Memorial Institute
In response to the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) Recommendation P-09-1, the Department of
Transportation (DOT) Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety Administration (PHMSA) initiated a comprehensive
study to identify actions that could be implemented by pipeline operators to significantly reduce longitudinal seam
failures in electric resistance weld (ERW) pipe. The purpose of this paper is to provide a review of Phase II of the
project with focus on the study objectives and results.
Phase II of the project consisted of five tasks with the following objectives relevant to the ERW and flash weld
(FW) process: 1) develop and optimize viable hydrotest protocols for ERW/FW seam defects 2) improve the sensors,
interpretive algorithms, and tool platforms in regard to In-Line-Inspection (ILI) and In-the-Ditch-Methods (ITDM)
to better ensure structural integrity by developing and optimizing concepts to address problems in detecting and
sizing, 3) bridge gaps in defect characterization in regard to types, sizes, geometries, and idealizations, to increase
pipeline safety through improvements needed to implement both ILI and hydrotesting, 4) validate existing failure
prediction models and, where gaps preclude validation, refine or develop these models needed to assess and
quantify defect severity for cold welds, hook cracks, and selective seam weld corrosion (SSWC) (the primary ERW/
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FW seam threats) for failure subject to loadings that develop both during hydrotests and in service, and 5) develop
software to support integrity management of seam welds with enough flexibility to benefit from the experience
gained during this project.
The reports generated during the course of the project are publically available and are located on following
PHMSA website: http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/matrix/PrjHome.rdm?prj=390.

11:30
IPC2016-64334, Full-bore Pipeline Decompression as ‘Transient Fanno’ Flow
A. Godbole, G. Michal, C. Lu, University of Wollongong, P. Venton, Venton and Associates Pty Ltd, P. Colvin, Jemena
Full-bore decompression of an initially highly pressurized pipe has been studied extensively in recent years. The
main aim of this effort has been to estimate the speed of the decompression wave and its relationship to the speed
of a travelling fracture in the pipeline wall. It has been demonstrated that the speed of the decompression wave is
influenced by the friction at the gas-solid interface, and also the pipe diameter. The numerical value of the friction
factor has been estimated using known relationships such as the Haaland formula. However, it has also been
noticed that the friction factor value calculated in this way needs to be increased many-fold to achieve agreement
between theory and experiment. To date, there is no physical justification for this increase. This paper presents
an explanation by modelling the decompression as a ‘transient Fanno’ flow. The model development is based on
the experimental observation that the flow at the exit plane always tends to approach a ‘choked’ condition (sonic
velocity). It is shown that a re-interpretation of the Fanno flow formula allows an estimation of the irreversibility,
and therefore the friction factor in the evolving flow. When averaged over space and time, the friction factor
attains a better value that can be used in one-dimensional programs. The role of the ‘second coefficient of viscosity’
during the initial instants of the highly transient decompression process is examined.

13:30
IPC2016-64490, Evaluating Dents with Metal Loss Using Finite Element Analysis
J. Gossard, J. Bratton, D. Kemp, S. Finneran, S. J. Polasik, DNV GL
Dents created by third party mechanical damage are a severe integrity threat to onshore and offshore transmission
pipelines. This type of damage is often associated with metal loss, which can be introduced during the initiation
of a dent or develop as a result of the presence of a dent and associated coating damage. Once a dent has
been found to be associated with metal loss through excavation, there is little guidance to determine the
serviceability of the anomaly.
In this study, dents with associated metal loss due to corrosion examined in the field are evaluated to determine
the contribution of the interacting dent and metal loss features to the associated burst pressure of the feature.
Twenty dents with metal loss flaws were identified through an ILI survey while in service to capture dimensions of
the dent and metal loss features. Each site was excavated and measured using a laser scanner. The laser scanner
produced 3D imaging with sufficient resolution of both the dent and metal loss areas as a 3D surface mesh. The 3D
surface mesh was transformed into a 3D solid mesh and analyzed using a finite element analysis software package
in order to determine a predicted internal pressure that would cause failure. A subsequent statistical assessment
was performed to analyze the relationship between the ILI measurements and the predicted burst pressure
resulting from finite element analysis of each dent with metal loss feature. Statistical analyses were used to
evaluate the prediction capabilities of burst pressures of dent with metal loss features identified through ILI, prior
to excavation and direct examination.

14:00
IPC2016-64651, AIV and FIV in Pipelines, Plants, and Facilities
C. B. Harper, BETA Machinery Analysis - A Wood Group Company
Acoustic-induced vibration (AIV) and flow-induced vibration (FIV) are two common phenomena that can lead to
vibration-induced fatigue failures in piping systems. Pipeline facility managers, operators, designers, and engineers
are faced with identifying and mitigating the risks of AIV and FIV to avoid catastrophic instances of vibrationinduced fatigue failures in their facilities. This paper identifies common challenges to conventional AIV/FIV analyses
methods, and discusses advanced techniques available to address these challenges.
Acoustic-induced vibrations are caused by the sound energy created by flow through pressure reducing devices
like valves, or restrictive orifice plates. This sound energy can cause the piping wall to vibrate, thus exciting, and
possibly damaging, any nearby small-bore branch connections. Flow-induced vibrations are caused by pulsations
induced by flow past dead legs in piping systems. These pulsations can create shaking forces that cause vibrations
of piping, vessels, and equipment. The two phenomena will be compared and contrasted, while offering simple tips
and best practices in identifying, evaluating, and solving these two common flow-induced issues.
A field case study utilizing pulsation and vibration measurements between a line heater and inlet separator for
a gas plant will be presented and discussed. The case presents an opportunity to investigate mainline and smallbore piping AIV/FIV risks in plants, provides example data of clear AIV and FIV phenomena, and identifies complex
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situations that require more rigorous analysis. Advanced techniques for analyzing and solving complex issues that
are commonly found in piping systems will be explored. Further, the case highlights the benefits of early screening
and preventive considerations of upset conditions when dealing with flow-induced pulsation and vibration issues.
In this paper, the reader will gain an increased understanding of the importance of AIV/FIV in maintaining integrity
of their facilities, and be provided with tools and knowledge to mitigate any risks that may be encountered.

14:30
IPC2016-64627, Retarding Crack Growth by Static Pressure Hold for Pipeline Steel Exposed to a NearNeutral pH Environment
M. Yu, W. Chen, University of Alberta, K. Chevil, TransCanada Pipelines, G. Van Boven, Spectra Energy,
J. Been, IRISNDT-ENGINEERING
From extensive investigations for over 30 years since the discovery of near-neutral pH stress corrosion cracking
(NNpHSCC), the physical processes of crack initiation and growth have been determined, despite that some details
in various aspects of crack initiation and growth are still to be understood. The growth curve is a function of crack
growth by direct dissolution of steels at localized areas on pipe surface during initiation or at the tip of a crack
during early stage of crack growth (the dissolution growth curve), and by a process involving the interaction of
fatigue and hydrogen embrittlement (corrosion fatigue, the hydrogen enhanced fatigue growth curve) in Stage II
after crack initiation and early stage of crack growth. For the latter case, recent research shows that crack growth
rate can be substantially enhanced by variable amplitude cyclic loading. One of the most severe scenarios of cyclic
loading in terms of crack growth rate is the underload type of pressure fluctuations that is often found within
30 km downstream of a compressor station. This investigation is aimed to evaluate pressure scenarios that could
reduce or retard crack growth during pipeline operation. Specifically, the effect of pressure holds was investigated.
Different periods of static hold were performed to an X65 pipeline steel exposed to a near-neutral pH solution.
It was found that a static hold at the maximum load for one hour immediately after a large depressurizationrepressurization cycle (underload cycle) yielded the lowest crack growth rate, which was about one third of that
of constant amplitude fatigue without the static hold. Static holds for a period shorter or longer than one hour
have yielded higher crack growth rates. This observation can be applied to field pipelines during operations to
retard crack propagation.

15:30
IPC2016-64315, Development Towards a Novel Approach for Assessment of Corroded Pipe
G. M. Wilkowski, EMC2, P. Krishnaswamy, Y. Hioe, E. Punch, M. Uddin, Engineering Mechanics Corporation of Columbus
This paper describes an initial feasibility effort completed in a SBIR project for DOT-PHMSA to develop a novel
approach for the assessment of the remaining strength of corroded pipe. The goal was to assess what failure
criterion might be for modern line-pipe steels (e.g., X80) compared to pre-1970 pipes that were used to validate
the B31G and RSTRENG methodologies. In the process, the methodology will be able to handle many situations
that B31G cannot handle, i.e., high longitudinal stress, corrosion that is more circumferentially oriented
than axially oriented, interactions of longitudinal and hoop stresses, and multiple adjacent corrosion patches
without empirical criteria.
For the assessment of improved failure criteria, a series of SENT specimens were tested with a systematic variation
in the bluntness of the notch from sharp crack to large radii. This was done for a 1960 vintage X52 steel, and a
modern X80 steel. The sensitivity to notch acuity was much lower in the modern X80 steel, but both steels had
ductile fracture start before maximum load even with the most blunt flaw.
To better assess the driving force, an automated meshing system is being pursued, where detailed field laser scans
of corroded pipe surfaces were used to created detailed 3D FE meshes of the corrosion profile. One example case
was used to assess all the nuances of creating the FE mesh in an automated system, which are quite complicated.
The results were used to compare predictions for this case to B31G, B316mod, and RSTRENG predictions using the
X80 steel pipe properties.
The eventual system will be Cloud-based on the Ohio State Supercomputer Center, so that anyone world-wide
could conduct such FE analyses without having to have a license for the FE solver software or a supercomputer.

16:00
IPC2016-64668, Rational Stress Limits and Load Factors for Finite Element Analyses in Pipeline
Aapplications Part III—Elastic Plastic Load Factor Development
R. Dotson, C. Alexander, Stress Engineering Services, Inc., R. Kania, TransCanada Pipelines, A. Iyer, Stress Engineering Services,
A. Gourlie, TransCanada Pipelines
In this paper, a methodology is presented to develop load factors for use in elastic-plastic assessments of pipelines
and their components. The load factors are based on the pipe material properties and the ASME pipeline code’s
design margin for the service and location of the pipeline installation [1, 2]. These codes are recognized by 49
CFR 192 and 195 [3, 4].
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Minimum required load factors for internal pressure loads can be derived analytically based on design equations
from the ASME B31 piping codes and minimum material requirements for API 5L line pipe [6]. Once the load factor
is established for a particular case, the elastic-plastic methodology may be used in the Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
of pipelines and related components. This methodology is particularly useful in the assessment of existing systems
when linear elastic numerical analysis shows that local stresses may exceed the elastic design limits.
Two case studies are presented showing analyses performed with Abaqus [5], a commercial, general purpose FEA
software package. The first case study provides an assessment of a large diameter elbow where the stress on the
outer fibers of the intrados exceeded the longitudinal stress limits from B31.8. The second case study examines
an assessment of a tee connection where the stresses on the ID exceeded the yield strength of the component. In
addition to the case studies, the paper also presents the results of a full-scale test that demonstrated what margin
was present when the numerical calculations were based on specified minimum properties.
This paper is not intended to revise or replace any provision of B31.4 and/or B31.8 [1, 2]. Instead, it provides the
means for calculating load factors that can be used with an elastic-plastic analysis approach in a manner that
provides the same design margins as the ASME B31 codes. The approach described in this paper is intended for use
in the detailed FEA of pipelines and their associated components.

Topic 3-2: A
 ssessment
Session 3-2-1: Time Dependent Threats (Corrosion & Dents)
Session Chair: Nima Tajallipour, Spectra Energy Liquids
Room: MacLeod Hall B
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 08:30 - 15:00

08:30
IPC2016-64030, Failure Along Spiral Welds in Gas Pipeline
S. Safri, Kuwait Oil Co, S. Al-Sulaiman, A. Salam, Kuwait Oil Comapny, C. Lee, TWI Ltd.
A 16 km. long, 18" Gas pipeline (HP055) was in service to transport High Pressure Gas from an oil gathering center
in the West Kuwait area since 2001. The pipeline carried wet sour gas. It was inspected in 2008 using a high
resolution Magnetic-flux Leakage inline inspection (MFL-ILI) tool and no significant corrosion was found. In late
2012, a leak developed in the pipeline. The leak was due to a crack along the spiral weld on the lower half of the
pipe. Inspection during repairs revealed severe internal corrosion mainly in the lower half of the pipe. Further
leaks occurred within the next year, and eventually the pipeline was decommissioned. Another ILI could not be
carried out due to operational constraints and frequent leaks. The pipeline was critical to the operation of the
oil gathering center, and the loss of it severely affected gas/oil export targets and flaring reduction commitment.
Internal failure investigation was inconclusive, though indicating a possibility of sulfide stress cracking (SSC). The
failure investigation work was then entrusted to TWI, UK. A failed section of the pipeline was sent to their facilities
for examination and testing which included determination of chemical composition, metallographic and fracture
surface examination, tensile testing, residual stress measurement and SSC/HIC tests. This paper describes in detail of
the failure investigation findings and conclusion.

09:00
IPC2016-64061, Numerical Simulations of Burst of Corroded Pipes with Thermally Induced
Compressive Axial Strain
S. Cunha, UERJ -Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro, M. Pacheco, A. Briggs da Silva, ESSS
Some onshore pipelines conduct fluids that are too viscous to be conducted at ambient temperature; they must be
heated to enable efficient pumping and flow. These pipelines present a failure rate that is many times larger than
those that operate at ambient temperature. The prevailing failure mode for these pipelines is external corrosion:
the external thermal insulating coating can give rise to a very severe corrosion process.
Although corrosion is a significant threat for pipelines that operate with heated fluids, the available corrosion
assessment methodologies might not be appropriate for this situation. Several studies have been conducted
considering a pipeline with a corrosion flaw with axial stress (or load) plus pressure. But a heated pipeline with
axial restraint—as caused by the soil friction in a buried pipeline—imparts a compressive axial strain, not a stress.
Although in the elastic regimen the thermally induced axial strain generates significant axial stress, it can be
expected some level of decrease in the axial stress after yielding, due to the large reduction in the material stiffness
and the increase in Poison’s ratio. Since localized yield in the flaws is allowed in the assessment of a corrosion flaw,
it seems too conservative to use the elastic axial stress in this assessment.
In this article a numerical study of the effects of the temperature in the burst pressure of a pipeline with axial
restraint and thermal expansion is presented. Finite element simulations were conducted using actual tensile test
curves for two pipeline steel grades, API 5L Gr B and X70. The boundary conditions assumed axial restraint with
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free radial displacement. The loading comprised an initial heat of the pipe’s material and, afterwards, gradual
increase of the pressure until burst, assumed to occur by plastic instability. Two diameter to thickness ratio and
several flaw geometries were studied.
Initially, the effect of the temperature was evaluated for pipes without defect. Afterwards, numerical simulations
of the burst of pipe sections with volumetric flaws of various depth and length were conducted. For both
the cases of pipes with and without defect, the simulations were carried out comparing the cases of heated
and not heated pipes.
It was found that although the thermal effect causes a large compressive axial stress in the elastic regimen, this
stress is almost completely relaxed after yielding. No effect of the temperature in the burst pressure was observed
in the numerical simulations.

09:30
IPC2016-64072, Applying Corrosion Growth Rates Derived from Repeat III Runs to
Predict Future Severity
J. Dawson, L. Ganim, PII Pipeline Solutions
Corrosion is still one of the major threats to the integrity of onshore and offshore pipelines. Realistic corrosion
growth rates are essential inputs to safe and effective pipeline integrity managementdecisions. For example,
corrosion rates are needed to predict pipeline reliability as a function of time, to identify the need for and
timing of field investigations and/or repairs and to determine optimum re-inspection intervals to name just a few
applications. The consequences associated with using wrong corrosion growth rates range from the inefficient use
of resources (time, people and money) on unnecessary repairs and/or inspections to unexpected pipeline releases.
The identification of where corrosion is active on a pipeline and how fast it is growing is a complex process which
is understood in the general sense but is highly variable. Corrosion is therefore difficult to predict due to the very
localised nature of its behaviour and the many parameters that influence the corrosion reaction.
Running an in-line inspection (ILI) tool in a pipeline identifies the internal and/or external corrosion located along
the full length of the pipeline. The ILI inspection also determines the depth, length and width measurements for
each corrosion site and for the overall feature. The use of repeat ILI data to match and compare metal loss sites in
order to estimate the corrosion growth rates at individual defects along a pipeline is a well-used and established
practice in the industry. The use of such corrosion rates to make predictions of the future integrity of a pipeline
started in earnest approximately 5 to 10 years ago and over that time considerable experience has been gained.
Now that we are starting to collect 3, 4 or even 5 or more ILI data sets for the same pipelines we are able to test
and validate our earlier ILI based growth rate predictions versus what actually occurred in the pipeline over time.
With the benefit of this hindsight, the methodologies employed for evaluating and applying ILI based corrosion
rates can be further improved and refined to give more accurate predictions of the future pipeline condition, the
response schedule and for setting the timing of re-inspections.
This paper shares the experience gained and the improvements that can be made to the determination of corrosion
rates and application of these rates in a pipeline integrity assessment. These topics are illustrated and investigated
via the use of case studies on real ILI data sets.

10:30
IPC2016-64136, Assessment of In-Line Inspection Performance and Interpretation of Field
Measurements for Characterization of Complex Dents
L. Torres, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., M. J. Fowler, J. G. Stenerson, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline
Integrity management of dents on pipelines is currently performed through the interpretation of In-Line
Inspection (ILI) data; this includes Caliper, Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL), and Ultrasonic Testing (UT) tools. Based
on the available ILI data, dent features that are recognized as threats from a mechanical damage perspective are
excavated and remediated. Federal codes and regulations provide rules and allow inference on what types of dent
features may be a result of mechanical damage; nonetheless, there are challenges associated with identifying
dents resulting from mechanical damage. One of the difficulties when managing the mechanical damage threat
is the lack of information on how MFL and UT ILI tool performance is affected by dented areas in the pipe. ILI
vendors do not offer any technical specifications for characterizing and sizing metal loss features in dents. It is
generally expected that metal loss tool performance will be affected in dented areas of the pipe, but it is not
known to what degree. It is likely that degradation will vary based on feature shape, sensor design, and sensor
placement. Because metal loss tool performance is unknown within the limits of the dented pipe, other methods
for recognizing mechanical damage have been incorporated into the management strategies of mechanical
damage. Some of these methods include strain based assessments and characterization of shape complexity. In
order to build a more effective integrity management program for mechanical damage, it is of critical importance
to understand how tool technology performance is affected by dented areas in the pipe and what steps can be
taken to use ILI information more effectively. In this paper, the effectiveness of MFL and UT wall measurement
tools in characterizing and sizing metal loss features within dents is studied by evaluating against field results
from non-destructive examinations of mechanical damage indications. In addition, the effectiveness of using shape
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complexity indicators to identify mechanical damage is evaluated, introducing concepts such as dents in close
proximity and multi-apex dents. Finally, the effectiveness of ILI tools in predicting dent association with girth welds
is also explored by comparing ILI and field results.

11:00
IPC2016-64181, Experimental Validation of a Finite-Element Model to Simulate An Impact On Pipeline
due to Vehicles or Heavy Object Fall
C. Fernandez, M. Bertin, P. Cardin, ENGIE - CRIGEN
This paper deals in a first part with an experimental program aimed at studying mechanical impacts on
pipelines. Tests have been performed at CRIGEN-ENGIE-LAB, the Center of Research and Innovation for Gas
and New Energies of ENGIE (previously GDF SUEZ) on capacities under pressure and capacities without internal
pressure with an impact tool whom length is greater than the external diameter of the pipes and a tool similar
to an excavator tooth.
In a first part, the paper presents the tests which show a very good behavior of the pipelines. None have failed for
the large impact-tool, which is equivalent in terms of impact energy to a 1000 kg-vehicle impacting a pipeline at
~32 km.h-1 (~20_miles.h-1).
In a second part, the paper deals with existing analytical solutions: the Det Norske Veritas model for dent
assessment and the EPRG model for mechanical damage assessment due to an excavator tooth. Comparisons with
the CRIGEN tests show that the DNV equation is not always conservative in terms of predicted rupture energy and
that the third-party damage EPRG model predicts correctly the rupture for the tooth-like tool but does not seem
adapted for the longer tool.
In a third part, an explicit finite-element model (performed with the commercial software Abaqus) has then been
used to simulate numerically the tests. Different material behavior laws have been tested: a classical elastic-plastic
law and a law with a time-dependence (Cowper-Symonds). The comparison between the final geometry of the
impacted pipeline and the computational solution is quite satisfactory. A numerical strain criterion is extrapolated
and then applied to some real configurations.
This paper presents the tests, the analytical comparisons, the computational models and some applications to the
fall of heavy long objects as well as vehicle impact on pipelines.

11:30
IPC2016-64424, Corrosion Growth and Remnant Life Assessment—How to Pick the Right
Approach for Your Pipeline
M. Smith, C. Argent, A. Wilde, ROSEN Group
Accurate modelling of future corrosion growth is critical to long term pipeline integrity. A lot has been published
within the industry regarding how to accurately determine corrosion growth rates (CGRs) from repeat in-line
inspection data but there is limited guidance to support pipeline operators in deciding how to apply CGRs in order
to support the development of repair plans and investigate pipeline remnant life. The consequences of significantly
under- or overestimating CGRs are high and getting the balance right between the two is not straightforward.
Future integrity decisions can be made using maximum, upper bound, or average corrosion rates, and these rates
may be calculated for and applied to individual features, pipe joints, or segments. All of the commonly used
methods have advantages and disadvantages.
In this paper 10 CGR application methods have been applied to 3 onshore pipelines in which 3 inspections were
conducted. The methods were compared against each other by reviewing the corrosion growth predictions from
the 1st and 2nd inspections with the actual results of the 3rd inspection.
The aims of the study were (i) to identify the methods that limit underestimation of corrosion growth but also
do not severely overestimate corrosion growth, and (ii) to identify which methods are most appropriate for the
different future integrity decisions, e.g. repair & re-inspection planning and remnant life estimation.
A scoring methodology was developed in order to compare and rank the CGR application methods. The
methodology was based on an underestimation score (to identify which methods minimize underestimation) and
an overestimation score (to identify which methods limit unnecessary repair work). The scoring method allowed for
weightings to be applied to the under- and overestimation scores to take account of how the priorities vary when
making different future integrity decisions.
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13:30
IPC2016-64435, Non-linear Corrosion Growth—A more Appropriate and Accurate Model for Predicting
Corrosion Growth Rate
M. Al-Amin, S. Kariyawasam, S. Zhang, TransCanada Pipelines, W. Zhou, University of Western Ontario
External metal-loss corrosion is one of the major contributing factors for pipeline failures in North America.
Corrosion growth rate plays a crucial role in managing corrosion hazard for gas and liquid pipelines. Quantifying
the growth of corrosion over time is critically important for the risk and reliability analysis of pipelines, planning
for corrosion mitigation and repair, and determination of time intervals for corrosion inspections. Conservatism
in predicting the growth rate has significant engineering implication as non-conservatism can lead to critical
defects being missed by mitigation actions and may cause pipeline failure; whereas, over conservatism can lead to
unnecessary inspections and defect mitigations that may result in significant unnecessary cost to pipeline operators.
As more and more pipelines are now being inspected by in-line inspection (ILI) tools on a regular basis, the ILI data
from multiple inspections provide valuable information about the growth of corrosion defects on the pipeline.
Although the application of linear growth rate calculated by comparing depths from two successive ILI is a
common practice in the pipeline industry, research has shown that the growth of corrosion defect is non-linear and
defect-specific. The authors of this paper have previously developed defect-specific non-linear corrosion growth
model based on multiple ILI data. The objectives of this paper are to perform a comparison between the growth
rates predicted by linear and non-linear growth model, and to demonstrate the advantages of using non-linear
corrosion growth model in the integrity management program. Two case studies were performed to illustrate the
application of non-linear growth model by incorporating the measurement errors associated with the ILI tools,
which include both the bias (constant and non-constant) and random scattering error. The findings of these case
studies are presented in this paper.

14:00
IPC2016-64501, Development of Key Performance Indicators for Assessing Underdeposited Corrosion
A. Garcia, T. Place, S. Wood, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Hydrocarbons transported in transmission pipelines contains solid particle with micro-attached water. Subjected to
flow conditions, these particles may have sufficient density to reach the pipe floor and enable bacteria growth and
local Under-Deposit Corrosion (UDC) which is a major threat to the integrity of oil and gas transmission pipelines.
NACE & ASTM have published a variety of UDC related standard practices to manage corrosion in the oil industry
such as NACE 61114, but these standards do not provide quantitative key performance indicators (KPI) or UDC
mitigation plans on the analysis of sludge (pig ejecta). Enbridge Pipelines Inc. has embarked on an industry leading
effort to collect sludge samples produced during pigging operations and analyze the constituents and bacterial
population. This paper builds upon previous work by Enbridge Pipelines Inc. by considering a larger data set in
order to generate a more meaningful assessment of bacterial population/activity and provide better correlations
with crystalline compounds, water content and elements found in the sludge.
This paper presents these data and associated statistical analysis, and proposes original key performance indicators
for managing UDC based on numerous variables, foremost being the sludge analysis, and also in-line inspection
MFL signal to signal corrosion growth rates, flow conditions and pipeline operation. The paper also proposes
mitigation activities and intervals relative to these KPI’s.
Personnel involved in pipeline integrity management (eg. field operations, technical and management staff)
may find the concepts, strategies and correlations presented herein to be useful in developing their own under
deposited corrosion monitoring programs.

14:30
IPC2016-64654, Integrity Assessment of Post-Peak-Moment Wrinkles
M. Liu, Y. Wang, CRES (Center for Reliable Energy Systems), M. Sen, P. Song, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
For a pipeline experiencing a ground movement event, high longitudinal strain can be developed in the pipe
longitudinal direction. When prerequisite requirements are met, ASME B31.4 allows up to 2% (nominal)
longitudinal strain in a pipe. However, such high strain may be beyond the compressive strain capacity (CSC) of the
pipe which is defined as the compressive strain corresponding to the maximum bending moment. Furthermore,
wrinkles are usually formed at such a high strain level. Excessive local strain can accumulate around the wrinkles
when the nominal strain goes beyond the CSC which can lead to significant wrinkle growth or even tearing of the
pipe wall. Therefore, integrity of the pipes containing post-peak-moment wrinkles need to be assessed in order to
confirm that the 2% nominal strain permitted in the ASME codes can be safely tolerated.
A number of failure modes are possible. Firstly, a pipe must be capable of tolerating the nominal strain up to
2% under static loading without leak or rupture. Secondly, if a buckle or wrinkle is formed in the initial event of
ground movement and no leak or rupture occurs, the buckle or wrinkle can be subjected to fatigue loading during
the continued operation of the pipeline. The pipe should have sufficient remaining life till the anomalies are
discovered (through inline inspection, for example) and mitigated. The fatigue loading can come from fluctuations
in operation pressure, temperature, and/or other sources. In this paper, the immediate and long-term integrity of
selected pipelines were assessed.
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The work has demonstrated that for the selected pipelines: (1) all lines meet the prerequisite conditions outlined in
ASME B31.4 for the nominal strain limit up to 2%; (2) all lines are capable of tolerating nominal longitudinal strain
up to 2% without immediate negative consequences; (3) for the wrinkles corresponding to nominal strain up to
2%, the wrinkles are expected to have finite fatigue lives and intervention within 5 to 7 years should be sufficient
to prevent fatigue failures; and (4) locating and mitigating wrinkles corresponding to nominal longitudinal strain
greater than 2% after a ground movement event may be necessary to ensure the safety of the pipelines.

Session 3-2-2: Time Dependent Threat (Crack)
Session Chair: Thomas A. Bubenik, DNV GL
Session Co-Chair: Yvan Hubert, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Room: Hyatt Stephen
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 08:30 - 15:00

08:30
IPC2016-64098, Effect of Crack Depth on Burst Strength of X70 Linepipe with Dent-Crack Defect
H. Ghaednia, University of Windsor, S. Das, Univ Of Windsor, J. Zohrehheydariha, University of Windsor, R. Wang, R. Kania,
TransCanada Pipelines
External interferences cause various defects, which significantly affect the transportation of oil and gas in pipelines.
Corrosion, crack, puncture, dent, gouge, and combination of such damages from a variety of external interferences
are some common examples of surface damage in pipelines. Gouges, dents, cracks, and punctures that form in the
pipe wall as a result of contact and/or impact from foreign objects are often referred to as mechanical damage.
Structural integrity of oil and gas transmission pipelines is often threatened by these mechanical damages and as a
result, a failure of the pipeline may occur. A defect that contains both dent and crack, often known as dent-crack
defect, may lead to a rupture or leak in the pipe wall. This kind of defect is a matter of serious concern for the
pipeline operator since a rupture or a leak may occur. Hence, an experimental study was completed at the Centre
for Engineering Research in Pipelines (CERP), University of Windsor on 30" (762 mm) diameter and X70 grade pipes
with D/t of 90. This project was undertaken through laboratory based experimental work and numerical study
using non-linear finite element analysis (FEA) method. The purpose of full-scale test was to collect test data to be
able to validate finite element (FE) model. The validated FE model was then used to undertake parametric study
for determining the effect of the crack depth and operating (internal) pressure on the burst strength of NPS30 X70
grade oil and gas pipe. The parameters chosen in the FE based parametric study are: (1) crack depth which was
varied from 0.25 to 0.75 of pipe wall thickness and (2) internal pressure applied during denting process (operating
pressure of linepipe) was varied from no internal pressure to 0.75py. This study found that the dent-crack defect
with crack depth of 75% of wall thickness could reduce the pressure capacity by 54%.

09:00
IPC2016-64340, Assessing the Benefits of Hydrotests for Pipelines with SCC History Post
Crack Detection ILI Runs
N. Alotaibi, H. M. Al-Muslim, Saudi Aramco, T. A. Bubenik, DNV GL, W. Harper, Otterbein University,
W. A. Al-Usaimi, Saudi Aramco
Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is associated with pipelines made of susceptible steel operating in harsh corrosive
environments under high stress. Saudi Aramco adapted the use of EMAT and UTCD in-line inspection (ILI) tools to
locate, identify and size potential SCC defects, which revealed a significant number of cracks. All pipelines found
with cracks have been in service for more than 30 years and tape coated. Many of these pipelines operate in
subkha soil (alternatingly wet), indicating that the threat of SCC, which is time dependent, is persistent; requiring
implementation of long-term mitigations.
The number of ILI-reported crack features varied from one to tens of defects per pipeline segment for the majority
of the pipelines. Yet, some pipelines have been reported to have hundreds to thousands of cracks. Although these
reported cracks are not deep enough to affect the near-term integrity, the cracks could potentially grow to become
critical. Along with conducting ILI, Saudi Aramco investigated the use of hydrotests as a mitigation measure
for pipelines found to contain SCC. Hydrotests are thought to complement the ILI program and ensure that the
probability of premature pipeline failure is minimal.
Saudi Aramco conducted a study that entailed the evaluation of the benefit of conducting hydrostatic pressure
testing as an SCC mitigation method for pipelines with reported SCC.
The assessment of hydrotests as a mitigation measure includes developing a set of survival probability matrices
for each pipeline to determine which SCC defects would fail a hydrotest as a function of the test pressure
and pipe properties.
A statistical analysis of the ILI and field results, is used to predict the number and dimensions of the estimated
defect population within a pipeline. When this estimated defect population is combined with the survival matrices,
a prediction of the expected number of failures during a hydrostatic pressure test can be estimated. The remaining
defect population after a hydrotest is also predicted.
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The effectiveness of the hydrostatic pressure test is taken as the ratio of features that failed in the hydrotest,
divided by the total number of features that existed before the hydrotest. With the effectiveness of a hydrotest
defined, it is possible to compare two assessment methods, such as ILI and hydrotesting when developing linespecific mitigation plans.

09:30
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64478, The Effects of Pressure Fluctuations on Hydrogen
Embrittlement in Pipeline Steels
X. Xing, M. Yu, O. Tehinse, W. Chen, H. Zhang, University of Alberta
Hydrogen embrittlement is one of the most severe steel degradation mechanisms. Using hydrogen enhanced
decohesion (HEDE) and hydrogen enhanced local plasticity (HELP), we can predict if more hydrogen atoms will
accumulate into the plastic zone, enhancing the hydrogen embrittlement and the crack growth rate. In the current
study, a relationship has been proposed between operations of pipeline steels and hydrogen accumulation to
quantify the effects of hydrogen embrittlement. The study find that hydrogen accumulation rate is proportional
to stress intensity and inversely proportional to temperature; hence, higher stress intensity and lower temperature
will enhance hydrogen accumulation and crack propagation. Hydrogen potential, diffusivity, hydrostatic stress
near the crack tip, and the critical loading frequency have been considered in the new model to predict crack
propagation rates in pipeline steels. The predicted values are compared with experimental results of X-65 steel in
two near-neutral pH solutions to verify the model. This hydrogen diffusion model helps show former neglected
hazard operations such as minor cycles, and offers an easier way to optimize operations that will prolong the
life of pipeline steels.

10:30
IPC2016-64486, Evaluation of Fatigue in Gas Pipelines
V. Semiga, S. Tiku, BMT Fleet Technology Limited, A. Dinovitzer, BMT Fleet Technology Ltd., W. Wagster,
Interstate Natural Gas Association of America
There is a commonly held belief that internal operational pressure fluctuations of a gas pipeline is less likely to
result in fatigue cracking than a liquid pipeline. A defensible engineering analysis process, demonstrating that this
observation remains valid for all gas pipeline systems regardless of operation (i.e. transmission, bi-directional flow
at storage facilities), existing features (i.e. dents or preexisting cracks), material properties(i.e. pipe vintage, grade)
and pipeline geometry, needs to be developed. The work reported in this paper describes the work sponsored
by the Interstate Natural Gas Association of America (INGAA) to support gas pipeline operators in completing
Integrity Verification Programs (IVP) by defining which pipeline segments can reasonably be considered to be at
risk of fatigue damage accumulation and which are not.
This paper presents an overview of the work completed to develop a defensible approach to demonstrate the
conditions under which pipeline pressure fluctuation induced fatigue is not a concern. The development of this
approach, presented in this paper, considers the results of a survey of the range of cyclic severities experienced
by gas pipeline operators, typical feature types and sizes that could exist in a pipeline system (i.e. mechanical
damage, cracking) and the role of material properties on these assessments. The paper includes the development
of directions as to the collection and analysis of SCADA pressure data to produce a pressure spectrum severity
indicator (SSI) characterizing the fatigue damage potential of an operational history. This SSI is used along with
fatigue susceptibility tables indicating the conditions for which fatigue would not be a concern for a pipeline
segment. The susceptibility criterion relates a pipelines operation, in terms of SSI to the maximum feature size that
can exist in the system before fatigue is considered a threat to pipeline integrity.
The information presented in this paper would be of interest to pipeline operators, maintainers, consultants and
regulators. The technical work presented in this paper was completed to support compliance with regulatory
requirements and may also be used to influence the application of integrity management regulatory requirements
on gas pipeline systems by providing information and processes to eliminate the need to consider fatigue as a
damage accumulation process or integrity threat.

11:00
IPC2016-64603, A Study of Crack Interaction Criteria
C. Scott, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Cracks in close proximity may interact and lead to leaks or ruptures at pressures well below the predicted failure
pressures of the individual cracks. Several industry organizations and standards, including CEPA, ASME, API, and
British Standards provide guidance on the treatment of potentially interacting cracks. This guidance tends to
be very conservative.
This paper is a study of crack interaction, including a discussion of the industry guidance, a critical review failure
pressure models, and laboratory hydro-testing of pipe sections containing either in-service flaws or simulated flaws.
In some cases the industry guidance and current failure pressure models provide inconsistent predictions, and this
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leads to uncertainty in the assessments used in routine crack management programs. The results of the hydrotesting are discussed in the context of both types of predictions. Understanding and predicting these interactions is
important in maintaining an effective and efficient crack management program.
The paper is aimed at engineers involved in integrity assessments and integrity management system
process improvement.

11:30
IPC2016-64348, Susceptibility of Stress Corrosion Cracking in Liquid and Gas Pipeline: Saudi Aramco
Study Using Statistical Approach
N. Alotaibi, H. M. Al-Muslim, Saudi Aramco, T. A. Bubenik, DNV GL, A. Ababtain, Saudi Aramco, W. Harper,
Otterbein University
Owned by the Saudi Arabian Government, Saudi Aramco is a fully-integrated, global petroleum enterprise and a
world leader in exploration and producing, refining, distribution, shipping and marketing. The company manages
the largest proven reserves of conventional crude and the fourth-largest gas reserves in the world. The company
runs a vast network of pipelines transporting oil, gas and refined products to processing plants, refineries, export
terminals and other customers all over the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Saudi Aramco maintains its commitment to
supply gas to the continuously growing local markets by implementing latest technologies and state of the art
engineering solutions.
Since 2009, and as a result of launching an Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducer (EMAT) In-Line Inspection (ILI)
Program, Saudi Aramco has discovered Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) defects in a number of its pipelines. Saudi
Aramco built on ASME B31.8S criteria for identifying SCC susceptible segments to prioritize its network to manage
the utilization of the EMAT technology. The criteria were based on pipeline operating parameters, environment,
age and condition. An Extensive Field Verification program was put in action that illustrated the capabilities of
the EMAT ILI tools. (Saudi Aramco’s ILI program included a few additional runs of Ultrasound Crack Detection
Tool, UTCD, as well).
This paper discusses in more detail how the Study Team enhanced the ASME B31.8S prioritization criteria and the
major findings and highlights realized from this activity. A statistical evaluation of the data compiled in the 1st
phase of the comprehensive study was conducted along with the literature review. The Study Team used logistic
regressions[1,2] to identify factors that increase or decrease the likelihood that cracking is present. The trends that
were identified relate to coating type, pipe grade, pipeline age, diameter, thickness, metal loss, cathodic protection
(CP) level, slope, and pipe type. The Study Team used the findings to profile crack susceptibility in the pipelines
found with SCC and for the Saudi Aramco pipeline network as a whole to identify pipelines susceptible to cracking
to include in the future ILI runs.

13:30
IPC2016-64605, Review of Engineering Fracture Mechanics Model for Pipeline Applications
S. J. Polasik, C. E. Jaske, T. A. Bubenik, DNV GL
Operating pipelines may contain crack-like flaws created during fabrication or induced by service. Stress-corrosion
cracking (SCC) and fatigue are two common mechanisms that cause cracks to develop in operating pipelines.
Engineering fracture mechanics models are typically used to assess the potential for crack-like flaws to result
in pipeline failure. To this end, an inelastic fracture mechanics model was developed and incorporated into the
CorLAS™ computer program that is used by many pipeline operators. This paper reviews and documents the
details of the fracture mechanics model. It provides the equations used to compute the parameters in the model
and discusses their engineering basis. Correlations of predictions made using the model with the results of tests
and pipeline failures are presented. Typical applications of the model are also reviewed. Finally, areas of possible
improvements are discussed.

14:00
IPC2016-64688, A Review of Rules and Analysis Models for Interaction Of LF-ERW Manufacturing
Linear Features in Pipelines
H. Li, J. Prescott, H. Zhang, A. T. Viveros, J. Ferguson, Stantec
Multiple or stacked crack-like flaws can be found at longitudinal welds on vintage low frequency (LF) ERW pipeline
by inspection technologies. These features may be a result of fabrication or degradation during service. The
assessment of coplanar anomalies for fitness for service requires the evaluation of interaction, coalescence, and
sizing of overall depth and length for multiple and/or stacked linear features. Available industrial codes provide
rules to perform interaction and multiple flaw characterization; however, in some instances these general rules
may result in more features requiring repairs than is actually required for a pipeline integrity program. This paper
reviews interaction rules and models for linear features developed from published codes and industrial research
with the objective of identifying areas for further development.
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14:30
IPC2016-64701, Determining the Number of Excavations Required to Confirm the Presence or Absence
of SCC on a Pipeline Following an SCC DA Process
G. Desjardins, Desjardins Integrity Ltd, J. MacKenzie, Kiefner, D. Aguiar, Pacific Gas and Electric Company
The pipeline industry has been managing the threat of Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) for several years using the
methods developed by NACE SCC DA (Stress Corrosion Cracking Direct Assessment) and ASME B31.8S. SCC DA is
a widely accepted tool for assessing the threat of Stress Corrosion Cracking in pipelines. The process utilizes data
from direct examination at excavations to validate the process as well as to address existing SCC anomalies, if
found. However, neither the recommended practices nor the literature provide a usable and practical method for
determining the number of excavations necessary or to limit the excavation program based on observed results.
The goal of this paper is to develop a statistically defensible process for estimating the degree of confidence that
can be assigned to the effectiveness of a Direct Assessment program in maintaining the safety of a pipeline.

Session 3-2-3: InLine Inspection (All Technologies)
Session Chair: Stephen Westwood, OnStream Pipeline Inspection
Room: MacLeod Hall B
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 08:30 - 12:00

08:30
IPC2016-64126, Relative Statistical Calibration of ILI Measurements
M. Abdolrazaghi, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., S. Hassanien, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline, K. Cheng, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
In-Line inspection tools (ILI) including Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL) and Ultrasonic (UT) are commonly used to
detect/measure potential anomalies in oil and gas pipelines. Some of ILI reported anomalies are usually selected
for excavation and validated through field non-destructive examination techniques (NDE). It is a fact that both
ILI and NDE readings are contaminated with some measurement errors. Such errors are usually originated from
inherent tool limitations/capabilities, measurement techniques and procedure, and/or human errors. The intent of
this paper is to calibrate the ILI data relative to NDE measurement given the estimated statistical errors from both
tools. Commonly, a graphical representation is used to compare ILI versus field measurements; namely, a unity plot.
Herein, a linear relationship between ILI and NDE measurements is assumed. This can lead to existence of the linear
relationship between the ILI measurement and true value. Similarly, NDE measurement has the same relationship
with the true value. An advanced statistical approach based on linear regression and maximum likelihood is used
to determine the uncertainty of the ILI and NDE measurement errors. Furthermore, calibration parameters are
calculated using the estimated tools errors, variances and covariance of ILI and field measurement, and total
number of compared measurements to improve both accuracy and precision of entire ILI measurement dataset.
The proposed calibration can be easily used in a ubiquitous computing spreadsheet environment. The calibration
process is validated by successive corrosion ILI programs for both MFL and UT tools. Moreover, the paper compares
between different statistical methodologies to address precision and accuracy of measurements, calibration model
checks, and other industry ILI performance checks (e.g. API 1163). The proposed approach is intended to address
the need for additional integrity actions based on calibration results.

09:00
IPC2016-64346, Probabilistic Assessment of Crack Detection ILI Effectiveness for Managing Stress
Corrosion Cracking on Buried Pipelines
N. Tehsin, A. A. Saif, Saudi Arabian Oil Company, T. A. Bubenik, DNV GL, M. M. Al Qurashi, Saudi Arabian Oil Company,
S. J. Polasik, DNV GL
Continuous management of Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) threat with buried pipelines is an important element
of the Integrity Management Program. Ultrasonic crack detection (UTCD) and Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducer
(EMAT) tools have been widely used in the pipeline industry for locating SCC on pipelines. There are some potential
limitations with these tools, therefore estimating the probability of detection (POD), probability of identification
(POI) and sizing accuracy of these ILI tools, is essential to validate the inspection results. The relationship between
field-identified and ILI-reported features is a key component to estimate the expected number and size of defects
within a pipeline (i.e., true defect population). Furthermore, statistical analysis can also be applied to compute
the ILI and field results. This methodology is aligned with the guidelines provided in API 1163 Level-3 (ILI Systems
Qualification) validation process.
This paper provides a probabilistic assessment of detection, identification, and sizing accuracy of the EMAT and
UTCD ILI tool for managing the SCC threat on pipelines. The paper also describes the estimation procedure for true
defect population using statistical analysis for each pipeline or group of pipelines on which SCC has been found.
To support the analysis, transition matrices were developed for SCC features depth and length. These transition
matrices were also used to convert the number and severity of SCC features reported by an ILI, to estimate the true
defect population. The ILI data set was generated from 26 pipelines with a known history of SCC defects.
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Excavation data was collected from field reports where over 300 SCC features were identified in Nondestructive
Examination (NDE) of pipelines. The results obtained from the field were compared against the ILI reported
features and ILI detection limits. The aggregated POD for reportable features (above the detection threshold) for
both EMAT and UTCD tool was estimated. POI was estimated when the ILI reported features corresponded with
isolated cracks, fatigue cracks, SCC, relief cracks and crack-fields on the pipe. For the purpose of this study all other
linear anomalies were assumed to be non-crack like features.
Sizing accuracies (i.e., length and depth) were assessed through statistical models using three-parameter (shape,
scale, and threshold) Weibull distributions that were found to best model the depth and length distribution. The
statistical analysis were applied based on results from the True Positive features (i.e., reported by ILI tool and found
in the field), False Negative features (i.e. not reported by ILI tool and found in the field, which is the above the
detection threshold of the ILI tool), and Unreported features (not reported by the ILI tool and found in the field,
which is below the detection threshold of ILI tool).
Probabilistic models were also used to predict ILI feature list and simulate prior and future ILI results. This task
was performed to model the total number of estimated defects based on the True Positive, False Negative and
Unreported features on the pipeline by creating an inverse transition probability matrix. To determine the
impact of an excavation program after an ILI run, an approach was developed to analytically grow the defects
over time, as a function of defect depth, defect length, and pressure cycling history of the pipeline segment, to
determine the failures predicted in the future. The methodology also allow development of line-specific SCC
Management Programs.

09:30
IPC2016-64448, Probability-Based Sentencing Criteria for Volumetric In-Line Inspection Data
J. Mihell, Dynamic Risk Assessment Systems, S. Hasan, Dynamic Risk, JP Lemieux, Union Gas
ASME B31.8S, Figure 7.2.1-1 (referred to as Figure 4 in earlier editions of the Standard) is used by many operators
of natural gas transmission pipelines to schedule the remediation of corrosion features found via in-line inspection
(ILI). The underlying philosophy of this approach is that wall loss features should be repaired before the calculated
failure pressure falls below 110% of the maximum allowable operating pressure (MAOP). ASME B31.8S Figure
7.2.1-1 provides a basis for establishing maximum response times as a function of pipeline operating stress level,
based in part on assumed corrosion growth rates. The corrosion rates assumed in the derivation of ASME B31.8S
Figure 7.2.1-1 depend on the wall thickness of the pipe and the operating stress level as a percent of SMYS.
As documented in PHMSA’s March 17, 2016 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the 1.1xMAOP repair criterion that
forms the basis of Figure 7.2.2-1 has a demonstrated successful history of use in response management for wall loss
ILI data. Despite this successful record, some potential exists for the underlying corrosion growth rate assumptions
that are incorporated within that criterion to be non-conservative. Under some circumstances, the underlying
corrosion growth rate assumption that is incorporated in Figure 7.2.1-1 can be significantly less than that which is
provided in the guidance provided in NACE SP0502 (referenced in Appendix B of ASME B31.8S).
Therefore, operators should ideally take measures to verify that the growth rate assumptions incorporated within
Figure 7.2.1-1 are appropriate for their circumstances before adopting the scheduled response criteria from that
Figure. On the other hand, for the majority of circumstances, it could be demonstrated that the Figure 7.2.1-1
criteria may represent overly-conservative response times, particularly where feature-specific information related to
corrosion rates are available, and/or can be inferred from ILI data.
A desirable solution would be to employ a response time threshold that utilizes the 1.1xMAOP repair criterion
that has been demonstrated to be successful through industry’s widespread adoption of the Figure 7.2.2-1 criteria,
along with some basis for incorporating feature-specific corrosion growth rates (from ILI data), and additionally,
some basis for accounting for tool measurement error. Techniques for estimating the relative probability of
failure (Pf) exist that employ ILI data and account for tool measurement error, model error, and tolerances in pipe
dimensions and material properties. The problem to date is that probability targets have not been available for use
in conjunction with a Pf analysis.
Building on previous work done by Kiefner and Kolovich, this paper derives an approach for expressing Pf targets
in terms of the 1.1xMAOP repair criterion adopted by ASME B31.8S, Figure 7.2.1-1. The Pf targets are derived using
stochastic modeling, and incorporate probability density functions on tool error for feature depth and length,
wall thickness, yield strength, and model error. Using a wide range of pipeline material and design parameters, a
relationship for establishing lower-bound Pf targets is developed for broad application.

10:30
IPC2016-64526, ILI-to-Field Data Comparisons—What Accuracy Can You Expect?
M. Ellinger, T. A. Bubenik, P. Moreno, DNV GL
Det Norske Veritas (U.S.A.), Inc. (DNV GL) prepared this paper in order to study the expected accuracy of in-line
inspections (ILI) as a function of year, depth (both reported and field measured), and length, amongst other
factors. DNV GL has access to a significant amount of data that span many different pipeline operators, ILI vendors,
inspection years, and inspection technologies. DNV GL is well suited to complete this study as a result of our access
to these various data sets.
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Over 3,000 individual comparisons of ILI and field depths and lengths spanning from 2010 through 2015 from 11
operators and 68 line segments were compiled to meet the objectives of this paper. Inspection technologies include
axial magnetic flux leakage (MFL), ultrasonic wall thickness (UTWT), spiral MFL, and circumferential MFL.
Based on the analyses conducted in this paper, the following conclusions were generated.
• Axial MFL and UTWT inspections show significant improvements over the last several years.
• Axial MFL inspection systems are capable of meeting a depth accuracy of +/-10% of the wall thickness with
80% certainty, but this has not always been the case. UTWT inspection systems are capable of meeting a
higher depth accuracy.
• Axial MFL inspection systems report more pits and circumferential grooves than UTWT systems. This could suggest
UTWT systems are less sensitive to pits and circumferential grooves than axial MFL systems.
• Both axial MFL and UTWT inspection systems routinely under call defects with field measured depths greater than
50 to 80% of the wall thickness. This is contrary to a widely held notion that ILI is conservative for deep defects.
• ILI reported defect lengths do not correlate well to field measured defect lengths. In general, field measured
defect lengths are greater than ILI reported defect lengths.
• Depth accuracy tends to decrease slightly for very short defects (less than 1-inch) and for very long defects
(greater than 40-inches).
• Based on these conclusions, the authors make the following recommendations:
• Pipeline operators should dig more than the deepest reported defects to better understand the accuracy of the
inspection tools being used and to determine whether deeper anomalies are being under called.
• Pipeline operators should consider methods for evaluating change in corrosion depth from ILI survey to ILI survey
to lessen the dependence on the accuracy of the ILI tools. This should include a raw data signal analysis in order
to determine whether the general morphology (metal loss length and width) are changing between ILI surveys.
• ILI reported defect lengths should be used in conjunction with field measured defect depths (if available) when
performing failure pressure calculations.
• Additional accuracy, especially for deeper defects, may only come with new tool developments. Industry support
of such developments will be required to bring them to fruition.

11:00
IPC2016-64547, ILI to ILI Comparisons—Quantifying the Impact of Multiple Inspections
P. Moreno, M. Ellinger, T. A. Bubenik, DNV GL
Det Norske Veritas (U.S.A.), Inc. (DNV GL) prepared this paper in order to study the repeatability of inspection
results between subsequent in-line inspections. DNV GL has access to a significant amount of data that spans many
different pipeline operators, ILI vendors, inspection years, and inspection technologies. DNV GL is well suited to
complete this study as a result of our access to these various data sets.
Over 55,000 one-to-one metal loss defect comparisons were assembled from ILI-to-ILI analyses. Reported metal loss
defect depths, lengths, and widths spanning from 2003 through 2015 from 13 pipeline operators and 36 pipeline
segments were compiled to meet the objectives of this paper. Inspection technologies include axial magnetic flux
leakage (MFL), ultrasonic wall thickness (UTWT), spiral MFL, and circumferential MFL ILI.
From analyses of these data, the following conclusions were generated:
• Effect of ILI vendor:
• ILI repeatability is generally improved when the same ILI vendor is used (when compared to using two
different ILI vendors in subsequent inspections), but this is not always true.
• Reported metal loss depths:
• ILI repeatability decreases with increasing metal loss depth.
• Pipe geometry and type:
• ILI repeatability is better in larger diameter pipelines and with increasing wall thickness.
• POF classification:
• ILI repeatability is better for pitting, general corrosion, and axial grooving defects as compared to the other
POF classifications.
Based on these insights, the authors make the following recommendations:
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• Pipeline operators should consider using the same ILI vendor and tool if the goal is to identify change and/or
corrosion growth in the pipeline segment. A raw signal review is encouraged in order to verify the presence, or
lack thereof, changes in metal loss morphologies. The raw data review is especially important when comparing
inspections from two different ILI vendors.
• If the goal is to identify corrosion growth, and a pipeline operator uses different ILI vendors, it is recommended
that a statistical review of one-to-one matched metal loss features take place to identify candidate locations that
are more likely to be growing. The candidate locations should have a raw signal review in order to verify whether
or not growth is taking place.

11:30
IPC2016-64601, Making Integrity Decisions Using Metal Loss ILI Validation Process
Y. Li, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline, G. Fredine, Y. Hubert, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., S. Hassanien, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline
With the increased number of In-Line Inspections (ILI) on pipelines, it is important to evaluate ILI tool performance
to support making rational integrity decisions. API 1163 “In-Line inspection systems qualification” outlines an ILI
data set validation process which is mainly based on comparing ILI data with field measurements. The concept
of comparing ILI results with previous ILI data is briefly mentioned in API 1163 Level 1 validation and discussed
in detail in CEPA metal Loss ILI tool validation guidance document. However, a different approach from API
1163 is recommended in the CEPA document. Although the methodologies of validating an ILI performance are
available, other than determining whether an inspection data set is acceptable, the role of ILI validation in integrity
management decision making is not well defined in these documents.
Enbridge Pipelines Inc. has reviewed API 1163 and CEPA methodologies and developed a process to validate metal
loss ILI results. This process uses API 1163 as tool performance acceptance criteria while CEPA method is used to
provide additional information such as depth over-call or under-call. The process captures the main concepts
of both API 1163 and CEPA methodologies. It adds a new dimension to the validation procedure by evaluating
different corrosion morphologies, depth ranges, and proximity to long seam and girth weld. The process also
checks ILI results against previous ILI data sets and combines the results of several inspections. The validation
results of one inspection provide information on whether the inspection data set is acceptable based on the
ILI specification. This information is useful for excavation selection. Tool performance review based on several
inspection data sets identifies the strength and weakness of an inspection tool; this information will be used to
ensure the tool selection is appropriate for the expected feature types on the pipeline.
Applications of the validation process are provided to demonstrate how the process can aid in making integrity
decisions and managing metal loss threats.

Session 3-2-4: Time Independent Threats (MFC)
Session Chair: Jeffrey Sutherland, GE PII Pipeline Solutions
Room: TELUS MacLeod Hall B
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 15:30 - 17:00

15:30
IPC2016-64420, Material Properties and Flaw Characteristics of Vintage Girth Welds
K. Kotian, Center for Reliable Energy Systems, Y. Wang, CRES (Center for Reliable Energy Systems)
Integrity assessment of girth welds in in-service vintage pipelines is sometimes necessary, including regulatory
requirements, changes in service or pipe support conditions which may cause additional stress on the girth welds,
or “indications” being reported in in-line inspection (ILI). Material properties and flaw characteristics are essential
in such assessment, but very little data are available in most cases.
In a PRCI-funded effort, material properties and flaw characteristics of vintage girth welds are generated and
analyzed to fill the critical gaps. The output of this effort is being used as the inputs to a vintage girth weld
assessment procedure being developed in a separate and parallel effort. The outcome of these efforts collectively
allows for the assessment of vintage girth welds, which is a part of an overall integrity management program.
The basic material property data being generated include (i) pipe tensile properties in both hoop and longitudinal
directions, (ii) weld metal tensile properties, (iii) macrohardness traverse, and (iv) Charpy impact transition curves
with notches in the heat affected zone (HAZ) and deposited weld metal. These data provide essential information
on tensile strength, weld strength mismatch, and toughness. In addition, tensile tests were conducted on crossweld specimens with natural flaws and artificially machined planar flaws. These cross-weld tests provide an
indication of the welds’ stress capacity in the presence of flaws. They also provide the apparent toughness which
is essential in assessing welds’ tensile strain capacity. All tested girth welds were inspected using radiography and
phased array UT. Thus, this work provides a coherent picture of the material properties, flaw characteristics, and
stress and strain capacities of the tested vintage girth welds.
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16:00
IPC2016-64587, Girth Welds Integrity Evaluation on a Vintage Gas Pipeline
P. M. Hryciuk, J. A. Minellono, Transportadora de Gas del Norte - TGN, V. Dominguez, Tergo Ingenieria
A leak on a girth weld was detected on a 609.6 mm (24") diameter transmission gas pipeline while recoating
works were being performed. Failure analysis determined that the leak was caused by a pre-existing defect in
the girth weld. This pre-existing defect had not been evolving over time. Nonetheless, because of the stress
particular condition to which the gas pipeline was subject during the recoating work, the defect destabilized and
progressed to failure.
In order to reduce the risk of occurrence of similar failures, a total of 27,000 girth welds were individually analyzed,
corresponding to a length of 191 kilometers (118 miles) of the same gas pipeline section. The analysis included
evaluation of internal inspection runs and girth welds gammagraphs available from the recoating work. Hence,
not only was the data analyzed individually, but a comparison of the different sources of information to find a
correlation was also performed.
Features detected in the analysis were classified and prioritized base on comparison with the failed girth
weld defect. Also correspondence with crack like indications was considered. Severity of anomalies was
categorized on four levels. A set of the highest severe crack like anomalies with potential failure were selected
for direct assessment.
The complete process involved the assessment of 399 anomalies in total, revealing cracks on 79 girth welds. Metal
reinforcements were installed as permanent repair on 27 girth welds according to repair criteria, and direct
assessment findings were used to correlate internal inspection signals with features.
This paper discusses the results of the analysis, the field findings, and the actions taken.

16:30
IPC2016-64618, Estimating J-R Curve from CVN Upper Shelf Energy and its Application
S. Tandon, Blade Energy Partners, M. Gao, Blade Energy, R. Krishnamurthy, Blade Energy Partners, R. Kania, G. Rosca,
TransCanada Pipelines
Accuracy in predictions of burst pressures for cracks in pipelines has significant impact on the pipeline integrity
management decisions. One of the fracture mechanics models used for failure pressure prediction is API 579 Level
3 FAD ductile tearing instability analysis that requires J-R curves, i.e., crack resistance curves, for the assessment.
However, J-R curves are usually unavailable for most pipelines. To overcome this technical barrier, efforts have
been made to estimate the J-R curve indirectly from commonly available toughness data, such as the Charpy
V-notched Impact Energy CVN values, by correlating the upper-shelf CVN value (energy) to the ductile fracture
resistance J-R curve.
In this paper, the theoretical background and studies made by various researchers on this topic are reviewed.
Attempts made by the present study to establish correlations between CVN and J-R curves for linepipe
materials are then presented. Application of this CVN-JR correlation to API 579 Level 3 FAD tearing instability
assessment for failure pressure predictions is demonstrated with examples. The accuracy of the correlation is
analyzed and reported.
*FAD stands for Failure Assessment Diagram

Session 3-2-5: Assessment Research & Developments
Session Chair: Alasdair Clyne, ROSEN Canada Ltd.
Room: Hyatt Stephen
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 10:30 - 16:30

10:30
IPC2016-64284, New Classification Approach for Dents with Metal Loss and
Corrosion Along the Seam Weld
J. B. Nestleroth, Kiefner & Associates, Inc., J. Simek, T.D. Williamson, Inc., J. Ludlow, T. D. Williamson
The ability to characterize metal loss and gouging associated with dents and the identification of corrosion type
near the longitudinal seam are two of the remaining obstacles with in-line inspection (ILI) integrity assessment of
metal loss defects. The difficulty with denting is that secondary features of corrosion and gouging present very
different safety and serviceability scenarios; corrosion in a dent is often not very severe while metal loss caused by
gouging can be quite severe. Selective seam weld corrosion (SSWC) along older low frequency electric resistance
welding (ERW) seams also presents two different integrity scenarios; the ILI tool must differentiate the more
serious SSWC condition from the less severe conventional corrosion which just happens to be near a low frequency
ERW seam. Both of these cases involve identification difficulties that require improved classification of the
anomalies by ILI to enhance pipeline safety.
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In this paper, two new classifiers are presented for magnetic flux leakage (MFL) tools since this rugged technology
is commonly used by pipeline operators for integrity assessments. The new classifier that distinguishes dents with
gouges from dents with corrosion or smooth dents uses a high and low magnetization level approach combined
with a new method for analyzing the signals. In this classifier, detection of any gouge signal is paramount; the
conservatism of the classifier ensures reliable identification of gouges can be achieved. In addition to the high and
low field data, the classifier uses the number of distinct metal loss signatures at the dent, the estimated maximum
metal loss depth, and the location of metal loss signatures relative to dent profile (e.g. Apex, Shoulder).
The new classifier that distinguishes SSWC from corrosion near the longitudinal weld uses two orientations of the
magnetic field, the traditional axial field and a helical magnetic field. In this classifier, detection of any long narrow
metal loss is paramount; the conservatism of the classifier ensures that high identification of SSWC can be achieved.
The relative amplitude of the corrosion signal for the two magnetization directions is an important characteristic,
along with length and width measures of the corrosion features.
These models were developed using ILI data from pipeline anomalies identified during actual inspections.
Inspection measurements from excavations as well as pipe removed from service for lab analysis and pressure
testing were used to confirm the results.

11:00
IPC2016-64224, The Development and Use of an Absolute Depth Size Specification in ILI-Based Crack
Integrity Management of Pipelines.
G. Foreman, GE PII Pipeline Solutions, S. Bott, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., S. Tappert, PII Pipeline Solutions, J. Sutherland,
GE PII Pipeline Solutions
When assessing features in a sizing band, Pipeline integrity assessment approaches required the conservative
assumptions that all of the features in that band must be treated as if they are in the deepest band value. This
meant that the specification created only 3 sizes of crack depths 12%, 24% and 40% (+ 0.5 mm depth tol. at 90%
certainty). In practical terms a large quantity of features in the significant band of 25%-40% must be treated as dig
candidates (40%t + 0.5 mm), and length being the only severity ranking basis for any priority dig selection.
To provide a more insightful and accurate feature description from Crack ILI reporting as per the FFS analysis in API
1176 – 11.7.1 where crack severity is depicted as ERP (Estimated Rupture Pressure) individual crack dimension must
be established to a given accuracy. PII Pipeline Solutions and Enbridge Pipelines Inc., following the dig verification
process of API 1163, established an absolute depth sizing specification from the traditional depth buckets of 12.5%24%, 25%-40% and >>40% wt. for Crack Detection Reporting.
Using the API 1163 dig verification process, over 20,000 dig NDE results were utilized on a variety of pipeline
sections of different diameters. Predicted absolute depth estimation accuracy was determined for specific feature
types and thereby created a depth tolerance, with statistical certainty levels established that match those available
with metal loss ILI. Previous attempts at establishing absolute depth sizing for crack inspection required a series
of calibration digs. The large sample size over multiple pig runs and pipeline sections allowed for a statistical
specification algorithm be developed as part of the analysis process, therefore no additional reporting time, or
excavation cost was involved. The means to prioritize digs, based upon feature severity, and thereby providing a
major step forward in achieving a cost effective process of crack mitigation.
This paper describes the process and the means by which an absolute depth based crack ILI specification was
established using a set of real features from API 1163 dig verification and in support of API 1176. It also describes
benefits realized within pipeline integrity engineering of moving to such a reporting specification.

11:30
IPC2016-64363, De Facto Hydrostatic Test Pressures: A Study in Double Stroking
D. Warman, N. Gruzdowich, H. Kleeman, S. Boardman, U. Duruike, Enterprise Products
The pipeline industry has traditionally utilized the double stroke method to limit pipe yielding during pressure
testing. Yet few case studies are available which indicate the actual state of stress in a pipeline segment where the
pressure – volume plot indicates that the double stroke point has been reached. Examination of a typical stressstrain curve of pipeline steel indicates that the double stroke point typically occurs midway between the elastic
limit and the defined yield strength and that the elastic limit can occur at 80% of the defined yield stress.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a model to better understand the actual stresses a pipeline experiences
during a hydrostatic test. For analysis, the double stroke point is used as the test case, which results in insights
about the actual stresses seen on the pipeline and an understanding about what double stroking actually means.
The double stroke point was chosen for analysis since it is commonly used as a ceiling on hydrostatic test pressure
and, although literature provides clarity on its definition, few experiments and tests have been performed to gain
a practical understanding of its affect on a pipeline.
Analysis was done on a real world example and the results were compared to a Monte Carlo simulation to model
the sensitivity of the various parameters. The results of the real world test case of known pipe attributes indicated
that the strains in all pipe joints would stay below 0.5% at the double stroke point. When a Monte Carlo simulation
was applied to the pipe variables of the same test section, 0.5% strain was exceeded on several outlying joints, but
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in those cases the hoop stress utilizing Barlow’s equation was in-excess of 125% SMYS. The analysis in this paper
provides a tool for predicting the range of actual stresses the pipeline is experiencing when hydrostatically tested,
and in doing so, also provides a firmer grasp on what double stroking actually means for a pipeline.

13:30
IPC2016-64443, Full-scale Stress Corrosion Crack Growth Testing of an X70 Spiral-Welded Pipe inNearNeutral pH Soil Environment
J. Kang, D. Bibby, R. Blanchard, W. Zheng, Canmet Materials
Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in near-neutral pH environment remains a major concern for high pressure pipelines
transporting oil and gas in Canada since its first discovery in 1980s. A variety of laboratory experiments and models
have been developed to address different aspects of this complex problem. Full-scale pipe SCC testing using soil
box that mimics the condition in the field can directly assess crack growth in terms of pressure level, range of
pressure fluctuation, soil conditions, etc. This type of test also offers the most direct validation of SCC models.
A state-of-the-art full-scale SCC pipe testing facility has been established at Canmet Materials Hamilton Laboratory.
The facility includes a new hydraulic power unit (HPU), an upgraded 500 kN fatigue frame, and a new 2000 psi
(14MPa) pressurization system. In addition, a 24-channel direct current potential drop (DCPD) unit has been
refurnished for in-situ monitoring of crack growth.
The full-scale pipe SCC testing facility has been successfully used to measure crack growth in an X-70 (Grade 483)
large diameter (914 mm or 36" OD) spiral seam-welded pipe. Six axial cracks were made using saw cutting and
fatigue pre-cracking in the base metal and across the spiral-weld metal. All cracks were buried under two types
of soil boxes with soil obtained from a near-neutral pH SCC pipeline failure site mixed with distilled water or NS4
solution. The pH of the solution was maintained between 6.9 and 7.2 throughout the testing. Several loading
conditions were tested and DCPD was used to monitor SCC growth rate during all the tests.
No detectable growth was observed in the cracks of weld area during all the tests mainly due to over-matching
strength. Crack growth was also not detected for the base metal until the maximum pressure was raised up to 95%
SMYS with R=0.7. The threshold of the range of stress intensity factor, (delta K)th for SCC is thus estimated to be
between 11.53 to 13.52 MPa ^m1/2. The measured average crack growth rate was 5.98x10^-7 mm/s.

14:00
IPC2016-64479, Improvement of Pipeline Fatigue Life Estimation
A. Dinovitzer, BMT Fleet Technology Ltd., S. Tiku, V. Semiga, BMT Fleet Technology Limited, M. Piazza,
Colonial Pipeline Company, T. Jones, Marathon Pipe Line LLC
Fracture mechanics methodologies for calculating fatigue lives have been successfully applied by pipeline operators
to estimate integrity reassessment intervals. Their application in the definition of pipeline system fatigue lives
has been overly conservative in actual practice. The source and magnitude of the conservatism inherent in the
calculated fatigue life estimates needs to be identified so operators have a better indicator of when reassessments
should take place. The pipe life estimation is especially critical for Electric Resistance Weld (ERW) and Electric Flash
Weld (EFW) pipeline systems with longitudinally oriented defects.
Prior work on improving fatigue life was initiated through studies completed by Pipeline Research Council
International, Inc. (PRCI) to evaluate the sources of differences between fatigue life estimates produced by industry
fatigue analysis software and different metallurgists. Two significant sources of conservatism in the fatigue life
estimation process were identified: the fatigue crack growth rate (da/dN) and the bulging correction factor applied
to axial surface flaws. The experimental and numerical simulation techniques considering the impact of these
factors on rate of fatigue crack growth of pipeline axially oriented defects are described in this paper.
Finite element modeling was used to simulate pipe bulging in the presence of axial flaws. The effect of the pipe
thickness, diameter and flaw geometry was compared with treatments included in existing defect assessment
standards. The results illustrate that for longer and deeper flaws existing treatments over represent the local
bending due to pipe wall bulging. This results in unnecessarily conservative (shorter) fatigue life estimates.
The crack growth rate (da/dN) was measured in a compact tension specimen material fatigue testing program.
The test results included a range of ERW and EFW pipe materials with varying vintages and grades. The measured
fatigue crack growth rate for the materials tested was found to be lower than that recommended by existing
industry standards. This adds to the over conservatism of current approaches.
The numerical simulation and materials testing results and related recommendations presented in this paper are
compared to existing codified treatments to quantify the level of conservatism inherent in the current state of
practice. Recommendations are provided to enhance the precision and better manage conservatism in fatigue crack
growth rate calculations. Increased accuracy serves to improve integrity management and would be of interest to
pipeline operators, consultants and regulators.
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14:30
IPC2016-64499, Development and Implementation of a Risk Based Prioritization Methodology for
MAOP Reconfirmation of Gas Transmission Facilities
W. Sloterdijk, M. Hommes, DNV GL Oil & Gas, Groningen, R. Coster, DNV GL, S. Herbison, Exponent, T. Rovella,
Pacific Gas and Electric
As part of Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s (PG&E) on-going commitment to public safety, the company has
begun a comprehensive engineering validation of its gas transmission facilities that will ultimately support the
reconfirmation of maximum allowable operating pressure (MAOP) for these assets.
In addition to 6,750 miles of line pipe, PG&E’s gas transmission system contains over 500 station facilities. Since
this set of facilities is not only large but diverse, and the validation effort for these facilities is expected to be an
extensive, multi-year process, a methodology for the prioritization of the facilities needed to be developed to
facilitate planning of the process for the efficient mitigation of risk. As a result, DNV GL was retained to develop
and implement a risk-based prioritization methodology to prioritize PG&E’s gas transmission facilities for the
engineering validation and MAOP reconfirmation effort. Ultimately, a weighted multiple criteria decision analysis
(MCDA) approach was selected and implemented to generate the prioritization.
This MCDA approach consisted of the selection of relevant criteria (threats) and the weighting of these criteria
according to their relative significance to PG&E’s facilities. Relevant criteria selected for inclusion in the analysis
include factors that are important in order to assess both the short- and long-term integrity of the facility as
a whole as well as the integrity of features for which design records cannot be located. The criteria selected
encompass stable threats, time-dependent threats, as well as environmental impact. Enormous amounts of data
related to design, operations, maintenance history and meteorological and seismic activity in addition to other
environmental data were evaluated with this newly developed methodology to assess the relative risks of the
facilities. Pilot field visits were performed to validate the selection of the various criteria and to confirm the
outcome of the analysis.
The novelty of this approach lies in the prioritization of facilities in a coherent risk-based manner. The described
approach can be used by operators of oil and gas facilities, either upstream, midstream or downstream.

15:30
IPC2016-64548, Study of a Plastic Strain Limit Damage Criterion for Pipeline Mechanical Damage
Using FEA and Full Scale Denting Tests
U. Arumguam, Blade Energy Partners Ltd, M. Gao, Blade Energy, R. Krishnamurthy, Blade Energy Partners, R. Wang, R. Kania,
TransCanada Pipelines
Pipeline constructed in rocky terrain is vulnerable to damages such as denting, gouging and other mechanical
damages. In-line inspection (ILI) of these pipelines often reported several hundreds or even thousands of dents.
Although most of these reported dents are well below 6% outside diameter(OD) depth limit as per ASME B31.8,
few dents (sharp rock dents) with high strain could pose threat to integrity of the pipeline. Recently, strainbased models have been proposed to assess mechanical damage severity in pipelines. Attempts have also been
made to characterize cracking susceptibility in rock dents using the critical strain based ductile failure damage
indicator (DFDI) model. The objective of this study is to validate this model using full-scale denting tests conducted
at the laboratory. Additionally, validation also extends to against the simplified DFDI model without finite
element analysis (FEA).
In this paper, the existing ASME strain limit and strain limit damage models are reviewed. The critical strain based
strain damage model known as Ductile Failure Damage Indicator (DFDI) is then presented. The theoretical aspect of
this model, including early work by Hancock and Mackenzie on strain limit (ef, reference failure strain) for ductile
failure, is reviewed. The experimental aspect of material critical strain and its measurement using uni-axial tensile
testing are then described. An elastic-plastic finite element analysis is employed to calculate DFDI, which is used to
quantify the accumulated plastic strain damage and its susceptibility to cracking, and is validated using six full scale
denting tests. Finally, the simplified strain limits for plain dent is proposed and validated.

16:00
IPC2016-64680, Finite Element Modeling and Quantification of Mechanical Damage
Severity in Pipelines
X. Zhu, EWI, B. Leis, B N Leis Consultant, Inc.
Mechanical damage is one of the major threats to oil and gas transmission pipeline integrity, which has been the
case now for decades. Although much work has been done in that context, due to the complexity of its effects
mechanical damage severity remains difficult to quantify. Thus, work continues to better understand the failure
mechanism and develop the means to screen damage severity.
The present paper adopts a validated elastic-plastic finite element analysis (FEA) model to simulate mechanical
dents in pipelines and to quantify the effects of damage through a broad parametric study. This considers the need
for three-dimensional FEA models and the effects of FEA element type, soil constraint condition, indenter type,
pipeline grade and initial pipe pressure on dent response. The FEA model is also used to assess the minimum wall
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thickness for which a dent has the minimal effect on pipeline integrity. Finally, application of the proposed FEA
model is illustrated by successfully predicting the failure behavior of a dent in a full-scale fatigue test involving a
modern pipeline steel.

Session 3-2-6: Assessment (3rd Party, Weather, Outside Force, etc.)
Session Chair: Prabhu Mishra, ARYA Engineering and Consulting Inc.
Room: TELUS MacLeod Hall D
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 08:30 - 14:30

08:30
IPC2016-64146, Findings from an Investigation of Hydrotest Protocols
R. Olson, Battelle Memorial Inst, B. Leis, B N Leis Consultant, Inc., B. A. Young, Battelle Memorial Institute
Experience has shown that in-service failures can occur in Electric Resistance Welded (ERW) line pipe shortly after
a hydrotest as a part of line rehabilitation or in retesting to return to service. This can occur due to near-critical
features that grew but remained in the line, or due to a pressure-reversal due to stable defect growth during
the pressure test. The objective of the activity undertaken in this study was to improve hydrotesting protocols by
developing and optimizing procedures for conducting hydrotests of pipe with ERW or Flash Welded (FW) seam
defects, and validating the practical utility of the proposed procedures.
This activity has enhanced and adapted both failure and growth models to predict the behavior of defect shapes
based on collapse and fracture theories, to assess idealized cold welds, hook cracks, and selective-seam weld
corrosion (SSWC), and parametrically quantify differences and similarities in their response to increasing pressure.
Based on insight from these analyses, this activity has established a pressure-time sequence that incorporates
the spike concept to expose near-critical defects to pressures that will cause them to fail and it has evaluated the
sensitivity as a function of defect size with respect to time-dependent growth. In turn, insights from the outcomes
of these analyses were used to identify potential hydrotest protocols.

09:00
IPC2016-64333, Thermal Response of Gas Pipeline Metal to Gas Decompression
A. Godbole, G. Michal, C. Lu, University of Wollongong, P. Venton, Venton and Associates Pty Ltd, P. Colvin, Jemena
During natural gas pipeline processes that involve severe depressurization (e.g. blowdowns), the gas experiences
very significant cooling. The general impression in the industry has been that the adjacent pipeline metal also
experiences cooling to a comparable extent. Should this actually be the case, the metal would be rendered
susceptible to embrittlement. This would increase the possibility of fracture, thus compromising the integrity of the
pipeline. To avoid the perceived possibility of fracture, pipeline design specifications tend to recommend special
materials that can withstand low temperature. Such materials are often very expensive.
However, recent investigations into the heat transfer effects during pipeline decompression have shown that
although the gas does undergo considerable cooling during events such as blowdowns, the metal is not cooled to
nearly the same extent. These investigations resulted in a model of the blowdown, based on a blend of transient
CFD simulations, laboratory-scale and full-scale field measurements and time scale analysis. It was found that the
thermal response of the pipeline material at a particular location is determined to a large extent by the formation
of a sharp negative spike in the gas temperature, as the decompression wave passes that location.
The present paper presents a more detailed version of the blowdown model, taking into account the transient
temperature variations through the thickness of the pipe wall. The additional investigations offer insight into
the phenomenon of ‘thermal shock’ in the pipeline metal. It is found that the metal response to a thermal ‘spike’
differs markedly from that to a thermal ‘shock’ imposed on the surface of the metal. It is shown that the possibility
of unequal material expansion/contraction through the pipe wall thickness, and therefore the detrimental effects
of a thermal shock, is minimal during a blowdown.

09:30
IPC2016-64383, Failure Pressure Ratios and Implied Reliability Levels for Corrosion Anomalies on Gas
Transmission Pipelines
W. Zhou, University of Western Ontario, C. Gong, The University of Western Ontario, S. Kariyawasam, TransCanada Pipelines
In-line inspections (ILI) are routinely used to detect and size metal-loss corrosion anomalies on natural gas
transmission pipelines. Once an ILI is completed for a given pipeline, pipeline integrity engineers typically evaluate
the failure pressure ratios (FPR) for individual corrosion anomalies reported and sized by the ILI tool. FPR for a
given anomaly is defined as the nominal burst pressure capacity of the pipeline at the location of the anomaly
divided by the maximum operating pressure of the pipeline. Corrosion anomalies with FPRs less than a pre-selected
threshold FPR value are then considered critical defects and subsequently mitigated through field excavation
and repair. In a reliability-based pipeline corrosion management program, it is desirable to carry out anomaly
mitigation based on reliability-consistent criteria. In other words, an anomaly is considered critical and requires
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mitigation if its corresponding probability of failure (i.e. burst) exceeds an allowable probability of failure. It
follows that a practical means to achieve reliability-consistent corrosion anomaly mitigation is to calibrate the
threshold FPRs corresponding to allowable probabilities of failure. This study aims to calibrate reliability-consistent
threshold FPR values corresponding to natural gas transmission pipelines with a wide range of attributes and two
commonly used burst pressure capacity models for corroded pipes, namely RSTRENG and the model recommended
in CSA Z662-11 Annex O. The calibration process employs the first-order reliability method (FORM) to evaluate
the probability of failure at a given corrosion anomaly. The uncertainties associated with the pipe geometric
and material properties, ILI-reported anomaly sizes, operating pressure and accuracies of the burst pressure
capacity models are included in the reliability analysis. Analyses are also carried out to examine the sensitivity
of the calibrated threshold FRP values to the uncertainties in key input parameters such as the model error and
measurement errors associated with the ILI-reported anomaly sizes.

10:30
IPC2016-64460, A Life-Cycle Approach to The Assessment of Pipeline Defects
M. Turnquist, I. Smith, Quest Integrity
The application of in-line inspection (ILI) to assess pipelines for various anomalies is standard practice in the
pipeline industry. When ILI data identifies the presence of anomalies such as denting or ovalization, current
convention is to perform either a depth-based or strain-based assessment to assess the severity. Although a strainbased methodology is generally accepted in the pipeline industry, this approach does not address all of the primary
damage mechanisms associated with pipeline dents. Assessment based upon either depth or strain alone may not
only provide non-conservative results but also fail to properly rank dents in order of their true severity. A life-cycle
assessment approach that considers the damage caused by the dent formation, the stress intensification effect of
the dent profile, and the severity of future pressure cycling provides an improved understanding of the probability
of failure, allowing for more informed integrity management decision making.
Strain-based assessment of dents in pipelines is typically performed by calculating the local curvatures in the dent
geometry as measured by ILI. Local strains are then calculated based on these local curvatures. However, this
approach does not address that once a dent has been formed, continued pressure cycling at that location is what
will ultimately cause a failure. The current strain-based methodology does not account for the severity of the
pressure cycling at the dent.
A new and innovative methodology has been developed which takes a life-cycle approach to the assessment of
pipeline dents. This approach estimates the remaining life of a dent based on fatigue damage accumulation. Finite
element analysis (FEA) is used to calculate various stress concentration factors (SCFs) based on the geometry of
the dent. These SCFs are used to calculate an equivalent alternating stress for a unit pressure cycle event. Past
representative pressure cycling data is gathered using a rainflow counting approach. The amount of damage
accumulated during each pressure cycle is calculated using stress or strain based (S-N) fatigue curves; this allows
for a damage rate to be calculated based on past operational history. A remaining life can be estimated based on
this damage rate and an estimation of the initial fatigue damage accumulated during formation of the dent. This
estimation is made based on previous elastic-plastic FEA of various scenarios which simulate the formation and
shakedown of a pipeline dent.
Case studies which explore the use of different assessment methods to analyze dents will be presented. A
comparison of different assessment methodologies will illustrate the improved understanding of the probability of
failure of dents based upon the life-cycle assessment.

11:00
IPC2016-64511, Integrity of Buried Gas Pipeline Subjected to an Adjacent Pipe Rupture Event
S. Krishna, R. Krishnamurthy, Blade Energy Partners, M. Gao, Blade Energy
This paper discusses the integrity of 30" OD pipeline subjected to burst of 24" pipeline located 24' away. Study
discusses the detailed finite element analyses (FEA) of pipeline subjected to the stress waves emanating from the
rupture event. Dynamic response of a 30" gas pipe buried approximately 6.5' deep was studied using ABAQUS, to
determine how it may have been affected by the rupture of an adjacent 24" gas pipe. The pressure at the 24" OD
pipe was dropped from flow pressure to zero psi in a very short interval to simulate a rupture. Sensitivity analyses
were conducted by varying the soil modulus and rupture time duration using 2-D and 3-D approaches to arrive
at a consensus. In-addition, nonlinear Mohr-Coulomb based advanced soil constitutive models were also used to
establish the effect of the soil behavior with the rupture event. Integrity of the pipeline was established based on
the stresses/strains and strain based damage factors. Based on the FEA analyses compared with analytical results,
the integrity of the 30" OD pipeline can be established and also qualified as either fit or unfit for the operations.
The weight equivalent of TNT required to produce this shock loading was obtained by converting internal energy
from finite element model using analytical approaches. Analytical solutions and the results from earlier conducted
PRCI work were used to verify the simulation approaches. Amplification of stresses on the buried pipeline by using
TNT explosives on the surface was obtained through FEA and correlated using experiments conducted and listed in
PRCI work. Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian analyses were further carried out to simulate the crater formation related
to the burst event of the buried pipeline.
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13:30
IPC2016-64387, Pipeline Operator Perspective in Use of Hydrostatic Testing as an
Integrity Management Tool
B. C. Mittelstadt, Dynamic Risk Assessment Systems, Inc., P. Vieth, Dynamic Risk USA, Inc., M. Piazza,
Colonial Pipeline Company, M. M. Hilger, Phillips 66 Pipeline LLC
Regulation in the United States mandating the use of pressure testing as an assessment tool for the construction
and commissioning of pipelines was initiated in 1970. Prior to regulation, however, pressure testing was being
applied within the pipeline industry to provide confidence in the operational integrity of pipeline systems.
Additional assessment technologies and processes including high resolution in-line inspection continue to
be developed and further enhanced; however pressure testing remains a valuable and acceptable tool in the
management of pipeline integrity. Current applications include quality verification of original construction
practices, integrity assessment of existing pipelines, and verification of material yield strength when key records
may be missing or incomplete.
It is recognized that extensive hydrostatic testing knowledge exists today in the form of API Recommended
Practices, ASME code documents, the body of work of industry consultants, regulatory language and other
resources. A key element to implementing the current industry standards is a pipeline operator perspective
in practical application on selection of hydrostatic testing as an assessment tool and the subsequent technical
design of a hydrostatic test program in order to achieve integrity management goals. This paper discusses
hydrostatic testing in the context of selection as an integrity management tool, development of risk-balanced
objectives for a hydrostatic test program, and understanding the limitations and potential detrimental effects of
hydrostatic testing.
This paper summarizes key considerations in guidelines published in early 2016 that were developed through a
Pipeline Research Council International project.

14:00
IPC2016-64064, Formulation and Experimental Validation of a New Erosion Flow Model
R. Owston, D. McKeon, Southwest Research Institute
In the present work, a multivariable study has been conducted to systematically evaluate the effects of impact
angle, material hardness, flow rate, sand concentration, particle size, and fluid viscosity on erosion. Experimental
testing consisted of a submerged sand slurry jet impacting a flat plate in different orientations. Weight loss data,
as well as profilometer surface scans have been collected on coupons to fully define the erosion. Empirical data
trends were evaluated to provide insights into functional relationships between erosion rate and the parameters
varied in the study. Interestingly, it was determined that scaling of experimental testing with regard to proppant
concentration could be accomplished, since erosion rate normalized by the mass of sand impacting the eroded
surface proved to be a constant.
A total of five existing computational erosion models were evaluated against experimental data for both
qualitative and quantitative performance. Results indicate that two models achieve relatively good comparison
with experimental data without the need for case-specific tuning of model constants. This suggests that the use of
these numerical models for erosion prediction in scenarios where tuning is not possible (due to lack of time/data),
may still provide a reasonable estimate for the rate of material loss on equipment.
As the culmination of experimental testing and computational benchmarking efforts, a new erosion model was
also formulated. This was based on both the experimental results and behavioral observations from existing
submodels. The new model explicitly included contributions to erosion from the following variables: impact
velocity, particle size, material hardness, and angle of impact. Improvement in simulated erosion rate agreement
with empirical data was observed for all cases over existing submodels. However, those cases with higher
particle diameters benefited the most. Using the new model, error compared to experiments was below 50% for
all cases except one.
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Topic 3-3: M
 itigation
Session 3-3-1: Repair
Session Chair: Laura Kennett, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Session Co-Chair: Damir Grmek, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Room: MacLeod Hall B
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 10:30 - 17:00

10:30
IPC2016-64213, Full-Scale Elevated Temperature Testing of Composite Repairs in
Bending and Compression
C. Sheets, R. Rettew, Chevron, C. Alexander, Stress Engineering Services, Inc., T. Axenova, Tengizchevroil
The increasing use of composite repair systems in critical and complex applications has brought greater scrutiny
to their design and performance. This has been especially true in high-temperature, immersed environment
applications where ambient temperature test results with industry standard de-rating factors are all that is
available for design. Since this approach does not always adequately capture environmental effects or the
performance of composite systems at elevated temperatures, it is beneficial to perform full-scale testing which
accurately replicates the in-situ application. In order to accomplish this, a full-scale testing program was developed
that subjected multiple composite repair systems to internal and external loads at temperatures up to 120 °C with
and without water immersion.
This program involved the reinforcement of 12.75-inch x 0.375-inch pipe samples that had simulated corrosion
defects. Full-scale load and pressure testing was conducted to simulate the long-term performance of the
composite repair systems in the environmental conditions of the application. A strain based performance threshold
of 0.4% strain at 120 °C and 100% SMYS was used to develop a competitive program that ranked the participating
systems and reduced the number of acceptable repairs from six down to three. This approach increased the
efficiency of the full-scale testing and allowed for more in-depth analysis of the top-performing systems.
The results of the full-scale testing of six composite repair systems at elevated temperature allowed for a
quantitative measure of their effectiveness under in-situ conditions. Several of the systems were shown to provide
inadequate reinforcement under these conditions; however, it was also observed that appropriately designed and
installed systems are capable of meeting the intense demands of elevated temperature, harsh-service conditions.

11:00
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64662, Application of Load Sequence to Control Crack Growth in
Steel Pipelines Under Near Neutral pH SCC
O. Tehinse, W. Chen, University of Alberta, J. Been, IRISNDT-ENGINEERING, S. Keane, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., G. Van Boven,
Spectra Energy, K. Chevil, TransCanada Pipelines
Pipelines are designed to operate below a maximum operating pressure in service. However, there are pressure
fluctuations during operation. The presence of pressure fluctuations creates a drive for crack growth in steel pipes.
In order to prevent catastrophic failure of pipelines, there is need for better understanding of the contribution
of pressure fluctuations to crack growth rate in steel pipelines. Analysis of pressure fluctuation data in oil and
gas pipelines shows that there are different types of fluctuations in a pipe due to friction loss with distance from
the pump or compressor station. All these fluctuation types show a form of variable amplitude loading classified
in this research as underload, mean load and overload. Studies of some structural systems shows that underload
can cause acceleration of crack growth while retardation of crack growth is observed after an overload. This
research aims to apply pressure fluctuations to manage integrity of steel pipelines through a novel approach of
load sequence involving underload and overload in near neutral pH environment. Clear knowledge of the effect
of load interaction involving load sequence of underload and overload is vital to control crack growth in steel
pipelines under near neutral pH environment. The result of crack growth rate under different load sequence on
X65 steel indicate that increase in overload ratio of 2, 3 and 4 caused an increase in crack growth rate of 1.68E-3,
1.89E-3 and 2.31E-3 mm/block respectively. These results are compared with results from other tests under variable
amplitude without load sequence. Analyses were carried out on the morphology of the crack tip and the fracture
surface after the test.

11:30
IPC2016-64214, Finite Element Analysis of Composite Repairs with Full-Scale Validation Testing
C. Sheets, R. Rettew, Chevron, C. Alexander, Stress Engineering Services, Inc., A. Iyer, Stress Engineering Services
Composite repair systems for pipelines are continuing to be used for increasingly difficult and complex applications
which can have a high consequence of failure. In these instances, full-scale testing is typically pursued at a high-cost
to the manufacturer or operator. Finite element analysis (FEA) modeling is a valuable tool that becomes especially
attractive as a method to reduce the number of full-scale tests required. This is particularly true when considering
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the costs associated with recreating complex load and temperature conditions. In order for FEA to fill this role, it
is necessary to validate the results through full-scale testing at the same loads and temperatures. By using these
techniques, FEA and full-scale testing can be used in unison to efficiently produce accurate results and allow for the
adjustment of critical parameters at a much lower cost than creating additional full-scale tests.
For this program, a series of finite element analysis (FEA) models were developed to evaluate the performance of
composite materials used to reinforce corroded steel pipe in critical applications at elevated temperatures up to
120 °C. Two composite repair manufacturers participated in the study which was conducted on 12-inch x 0.375-inch
Gr. X60 pipes with machined simulated corrosion defects that represented 50% wall loss. Load conditions consisted
of axial compressive loads or bending moments to generate compressive stresses in the machined defect.
In the described evaluation program, FEA simulations were able to produce results which supported those found
in full-scale validation testing. From the FEA models stresses and strains were extracted from the reinforced steel
and composite materials. Good correlation was observed in comparing the results. Although limitations of the
modeling included accurately capturing differential thermal strains introduced by the elevated test temperature,
the results indicated that FEA models could be used as a cost-effective means for assessing composite repair systems
in high-temperature applications.

13:30
IPC2016-64350, Mitigation for Infilling Around Pipelines with Cyclic Lateral Deflections
R. Phillips, R. Mcaffee, S. Dooley, C-CORE, M. Martens, TransCanada Pipelines
The soil response around a high temperature pipeline proposed for construction was evaluated. Infilling of backfill
around pipelines at side bends subjected to temperature changes may accumulate during cyclic displacements
leading to ratcheting and possibly buckling of the pipeline. A medium-scale laboratory model testing program was
used to gain a better understanding of how silty sand backfill migrates around a pipeline when subjected to cyclic
lateral loading. Several mitigation techniques using geosynthetics and compressible materials were evaluated in
order to both delay and reduce the net downward soil movement from pipe displacement cycles.

14:00
IPC2016-64436, Pipeline Failures Resulting from Interacting Integrity Threats
G. T. Quickel, J. A. Beavers, DNV GL
All pipelines contain manufacturing and construction anomalies that typically are stable with time and are not
generally considered to be integrity threats. These include laminations, seam weld anomalies, girth weld anomalies,
and shallow dents. There also are time-dependent integrity threats to buried natural gas and petroleum pipelines.
These include external and internal corrosion, fatigue, corrosion fatigue, stress corrosion cracking (SCC), and
hydrogen embrittlement. Unexpected failures can occur when the time dependent integrity threats are coupled
with these stable anomalies. This paper describes several of these interactions.

14:30
IPC2016-64467, Restored Crossings: Applying Stream Restoration Techniques to
Protect Exposed Pipelines
D. Salas, A. Steber, Cardno
Maintenance of existing rights-of-way often involve dealing with exposed pipelines near stream crossings. Streams
often shift over time. This adjustment can lead to erosion of the streambed and streambanks, exposing pipelines
or other infrastructure to threats such as hydraulic pressure, buoyancy, debris collisions, or pipe vibration and
fatigue. Under these conditions, managers can be faced with relocating the pipe, performing localized streambank
stabilization, or employing stream restoration techniques to provide long-term protection.
When localized stabilization is the preferred approach, selection of techniques is often determined by what will
protect the pipeline without consideration of the stream context surrounding it. However, due to site conditions,
manager preferences, and regulatory considerations, techniques from the disciplines of stream restoration and
habitat enhancement can provide cost-effective alternatives to traditional hard-armoring by concrete or stone
depending on the site context. Using past experience and a series of decision analysis tools, it was determined that
geomorphic context should be factored as a foremost consideration when evaluating the most stable and cost
effective approach to correcting exposed pipelines. One of the most critical factors in assessing the feasibility of
stabilization options is the height and orientation of exposed pipes relative to the stream’s bankfull elevation.
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15:30
IPC2016-64040, Risk-Based Mitigation of Mechanical Damage
J. Ma, F. Zhang, Kiefner and Associates Inc., G. Desjardins, Desjardins Integrity Ltd
According to the PHMSA data on reportable incidents, for the 20 years ranging from 1995 to 2014, excavation
damage accounted for 16.4% of the incidents on 301,732 miles of gas transmission pipelines and 15.6% of the
incidents on 199,210 miles of hazardous liquid pipelines. On the whole, excavation damage is a major cause of
incidents, ranking third following incidents caused by material / weld /equipment failure and corrosion.
For the purposes of this study, mechanical damage is separated into two categories, i.e. immediate failures and
delayed failures. An immediate failure is one which occurs at the instant the damage is done to the pipeline. A
puncture, for example, is an immediate failure. Delayed failures involve damage that is not sufficient to cause a
leak or a rupture at the time it is inflicted. Delayed failures typically are related to some time-dependent factor
that results in the damage becoming severe enough to cause failure after a period of time. On average, 14.6% of
the mechanical damage incidents in gas transmission pipelines and 13.3% of the mechanical damage incidents in
hazardous liquid pipelines can be classified as delayed failures.
The immediate failures are generally minimized through the preventative measure and design efforts. For instance,
it is shown herein that the puncture probability can be calculated through the comparison between the likelihood
of any given external load being imposed and inherent pipe resistance.
While preventative measures serve to reduce the occurrences of delayed failures as well as the occurrences of
immediate failures, delayed failures are largely mitigated through in-line inspection and timely remediation
actions. The fact that the assessment methods for mechanical damage are generally not as robust as those for
cracks and corrosion tends to limit the reliability of deterministic calculations of response times. Therefore, in the
study described herein, risk-based approaches to minimizing delayed failures were developed. Three different
approaches to deciding which dents need to be excavated after an ILI were pursued. One involves the use of
reportable incident rates based on the PHMSA statistics in conjunction with the number of ILI dent indications per
mile to get a probability of failure. The second consists of a decision-making process based on the ILI-reported dent
depths and the dent fatigue life probability-of-exceedance (POE) function. The third relates to a decision-making
process based on successive excavations of dents located by ILI, in which the Bayesian method is applied to compare
predicted versus actual severity and thereby determine the probability of failure associated with stopping after a
specific number of excavations.

16:00
IPC2016-64653, Finite Element Analysis and Test Verification of Composite Repair Length on NonLeaking External Defects
T. Mally, Citadel Technologies, Dr. M. W. Keller, University of Tulsa, R. Walker, M. Kiani, Citadel Technologies,
C. W. Burnworth, University of Tulsa
Engineered composite repairs are rapidly gaining traction as an alternative pipeline integrity repair method. These
repair systems are being used to repair corrosion, erosion, dents, wrinkle bends, mechanical damage, and other
anomalies that commonly occur on pipelines. Composites possess many significant advantages when compared
to traditional metallic repairs. One of the most critical benefits of composites is that most composite repairs are
fabricated on-site by installing an uncured composite that subsequently cures. This cure-in-place approach enables
the production of repairs that can conform to complex geometries. Conformability allows for the reinforcement of
damaged piping and pressure vessels that were difficult, or impossible, to repair with rigid metallic sleeves. While
composites offer improved performance and reduced installation times for complex geometries, the engineering
and installation of these repair systems is not as straightforward. Many areas of the methodology used to design
composite repair systems are active areas of research. One of the current areas of discussion is the distance a repair
must extend past a non-through-wall defect. The current nonmetallic repair standards, ASME PCC-2 Article 4.1
[1] and ISO/TS 24817 [2], suggest that a composite repair should extend a varying length past the defect in each
direction, based on either the diameter and thickness of the pipe to be repaired or the stiffness of the composite.
For the case of through-wall defects, the design methodology is based on the lap-shear strength of the composite
and generally leads to repairs that extend farther beyond the defect when compared with non-through wall
repairs. For this damage scenario, the presence of an extended repair area is considered an additional factor of
safety. However, for non-leaking external defects, there is some debate as to whether the standard-prescribed,
minimum repair length is required. This paper investigates a comparison of the minimum repair length required
by ASME PCC-2 Equation 17 versus a shorter overlap length of 2". Finite Element Analysis is used to model the
difference in the two repair approaches. The FEA model is then verified by a hydrotest on a full-scale spool repair.
Six specimens are machined to 75% wall loss and repaired with an engineered composite solution. The defect
design for these repairs is adopted from guidance in ASME PCC-2. After installation of the repair, the pipe spool
is then subjected to a hydrotest to 100% SMYS. After the 100% SMYS test, the specimens were ruptured in order
to compare the ultimate strengths of the two repair approaches. All test results are compared using appropriate
statistical approaches to determine significance (a=0.05).
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16:30
IPC2016-64082, Reinforcement of Planar Defects in Low Frequency ERW Long Seams Using
Carbon Composite Materials
C. Alexander, Stress Engineering Services, Inc., T. Rizk, LP, H. Wang, R. Clayton, Boardwalk Pipeline Partners, LP, R. Scrivner,
Stress Engineering Services, Inc.
A comprehensive study was conducted to examine the reinforcement of LF-ERW flaws located in a 16"x 0.312" w.t.,
Grade X52 ethylene pipeline. The study was prompted by an in-service leak that was discovered and subsequently
expanded as a result of discovering several additional leaks. An initial failure analysis of the leak location was
conducted followed by broader material testing, full-scale testing, and metallurgical analysis of the remaining pipe.
The use of composite repair systems as a feasible method of LF-ERW seam reinforcement was also examined.
The potential for composite repair systems to provide reinforcement to LF-ERW flaws and crack-like defects
was demonstrated in this study. Distinct contrasts were observed between the performance of samples with
unreinforced and reinforced EDM notches subjected to cyclic pressure and burst tests. Reinforced samples
exhibited improvements in pressure cycle life and significantly increased burst pressure capacities when compared
to unreinforced samples. The results of this program demonstrate that when properly designed and installed,
composite materials are an effective means for reinforcing LF-ERW long seam weld flaws, and other planar defects,
to ensure that cracks neither form nor propagate during aggressive pressure cycling and burst testing. The testing
program was specific to the operating and material conditions associated with this particular pipeline.

Topic 3-4: M
 onitoring
Session 3-4-1: Crack Growth Analysis
Session Chair: Jerico Perez, Spectra Energy Gas
Session Co-Chair: Jennifer Klementis, Spectra Energy Liquids
Room: Hyatt Stephen
Date: Friday, September 30
Time: 08:30 - 11:30

08:30
IPC2016-64111, Circumferential Crack Detection—Challenges, Solution and Results
T. Hennig, NDT Global, M. Brimacombe, Pembina Pipeline Corporation, C. Wargacki, NDT Global
Within the last decades axial cracking became a significant and well known threat to pipeline systems. The defects
are often in combination with external corrosion/coating disbondment (SCC) or in/at the longitudinal welds. ILI
service providers have developed inspection technologies for liquid and gas lines that are widely used nowadays.
In comparison to axial cracking, circumferential cracking does not yet show a significant role in pipeline integrity.
Nevertheless, pipeline operators observe from time to time such defects, often in combination with circumferential
welds and / or local stress/strain accumulation. These are often caused by pipeline movement which may especially
occur in mountainous areas.
Over the course of the 2014/2015 calendar years NDT Global was approached by Pembina Pipeline to inspect a 12"
pipeline for circumferentially oriented crack like indications.
The pipeline system is an 814 km pipeline that transports crude oil within Canada. The pipeline consists of 6
sections ranging from 61 km to 251 km each. Due to the geographical location of the pipeline running through a
mountainous region this pipeline was considered to be susceptible to axial stresses (which can be the underlying
cause of circumferentially oriented defects, both in the base material as well in the girth welds).
In previous integrity digs circumferential crack like indications were found and the entire system needed to be
inspected to determine the severity of this threat.
Pembina and NDT Global established a close collaboration for a successful inline inspection campaign to address
the threat of circumferential cracking. This paper will discuss some challenges solved during the course of the
project. Lessons learnt from previously inspected sections have been applied to ongoing inspections.
The authors will briefly introduce the pipeline system and inspection campaign. In detail a discussion of field
verification findings and ILI results will be shown. Finally, conclusions drawn by the pipeline operator are presented.
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09:00
IPC2016-64295, Optimized Methods of Recording Pipeline Pressure Fluctuations for
Pipeline Integrity Analysis
J. Zhao, University of Alberta, K. Chevil, TransCanada Pipelines, W. Chen, University of Alberta, J. Been, IRISNDT-ENGINEERING,
S. Keane, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
A crack growth and remaining life predictive software Pipe-OnLine has recently been developed to predict crack
growth of pipeline steels in near neutral pH environments. Pressure fluctuations from SCADA data are utilized as
inputs for crack growth calculations. The accuracy of crack growth predictions largely depends on whether the
SCADA data have captured all crack-growth contributing events of pressure fluctuations during pipeline operation.
This investigation is aimed at 1) to analyse typical characteristics of pressure fluctuations during oil and gas pipeline
operations, 2) to model various pressure data recording scenarios in terms of capturing crack growth contributing
pressure fluctuation events, and 3) to provide optimized methods for recording pressure data for the purpose
of making crack growth and remaining service life predictions. It is recommended that gas pipeline pressure
fluctuations be recorded at a sampling interval of one to several minutes in order to ensure a good accuracy of
predictions, while the oil pipeline pressure is recorded at a sampling interval of the order of seconds.

10:30
IPC2016-64563, A Finite Element Procedure to Model the Effect of Hydrostatic Testing on Subsequent
Fatigue Crack Growth
T. Anderson, Team Industrial Services, G. Thorwald, Quest Integrity USA
When a hydrostatic test or spike test is performed on a seam-welded pipeline that contains crack-like flaws, the
flaws that survive the test are modified by the event. A test pressure that is significantly above the maximum
operating pressure (MOP) leads to plastic deformation at the tip of a flaw, which results in a zone of compressive
residual stresses. Upon subsequent pressure cycling, the rate of fatigue crack propagation is reduced relative to
what it would have been in the absence of the pressure test. This effect is beneficial, as it extends the life of the
pipeline. This is a well-known phenomenon called fatigue retardation, which affects all metallic structures subject
to cyclic loading and overload events. This paper describes a finite element modeling procedure that is aimed at
quantifying the beneficial effect of fatigue retardation following a hydrostatic test.
The consensus among fatigue experts is that retardation is caused by crack closure, where compressive residual
force the crack faces to close, even in the presence of a positive internal pressure. When crack closure occurs during
pressure cycling, the effective magnitude of cyclic pressure decreases, which results in a reduction in crack growth
rate. In the present study, a novel finite element technique was developed to calculate the magnitude of crack
closure pressure as a function of test pressure relative to MOP. Once the crack closure effects are quantified, it is a
relatively simple matter to incorporate these effects into a pressure cycle fatigue analysis.
A finite element parametric study involving a range of MOP and test pressure values led to the
following conclusions:
• The magnitude of the crack closure and fatigue retardation effects are influenced by the relative magnitude of
the MOP and test pressure. Given a hydrostatic test pressure of 100% SMYS, for example, greater crack closure
effects are observed at MOP = 50% SMYS versus MOP = 72% SMYS.
• The maximum benefit from crack closure occurs at test pressures ranging from 90 to 95% SMYS. The effect is less
pronounced at higher test pressures.
• The highest fatigue retardation benefit occurs when there are numerous low-pressure excursions. When applying
this model to actual pressure data, minimal benefit was seen immediately downstream of a pumping station,
where a high operating pressure is consistently maintained, but significant benefits were seen immediately
upstream of a pumping station, where low-pressure excursions are common.
Experimental validation of this model is necessary before it can be incorporated into remaining life analyses, but
the trends predicted by the model are instructive. This study is part is part of a larger effort to develop predictive
models to optimize test pressures in hydrostatic and spike tests.

11:00
IPC2016-64626, Update of Understanding of Near-Neutral pH SCC Crack Growth Mechanisms and
Development of Pipe-Online Software for Pipeline Integrity Management
W. Chen, J. Zhao, University of Alberta, J. Been, IRISNDT-ENGINEERING, G. Van Boven, Spectra Energy, S. Keane,
Enbridge Pipelines Inc., K. Chevil, TransCanada Pipelines
This paper is aimed to introduce Pipe-Online Software that has been developed recently for crack growth and
remaining service life prediction for pipelines experiencing near-neutral pH stress corrosion cracking and corrosion
fatigue. The software was developed based on the latest understanding of the physical, chemical and mechanical
processes involved during crack initiation, early crack growth and coalescence, and stage II crack growth. In each
stage of cracking, governing equations were established based on extensive experimental simulations under
realistic conditions found during pipeline operation in the field and vast amounts of field data collected, which
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include pipeline steel properties, crack geometries, field environmental conditions, SCADA data of oil and gas
pipelines. The model has considered a wide range of conditions that could lead to the crack initiation, crack
dormancy and crack transition from a dormant state to active growth. It is concluded that the premature rupture
caused by stress cracking at a service life of about 20 - 30 years commonly found during field operation could
take place only when all the worst conditions responsible for crack initiation and growth have been realized
concurrently at the site of rupture. This also explains the reason why over 95% of near-neutral pH cracks remain
harmless, while about 1% of them become a threat to the integrity of pipeline steels. It has been found that crack
initiation and early stage crack growth are primarily caused by the direct dissolution of steels at constrained areas.
The rate of dissolution can be high at the pipe surface because of various galvanic effects, but decreases to a low
value as the cracks approach a depth of ~ 1.0 mm, leading to a state of dormancy as generally observed in the field.
In stage II crack growth, the software has considered loading interactions occurring during oil and gas pipeline
operations with underload-type variable pressure fluctuations. The software has provided predicted lifetimes that
are comparable to the actual service lives found in the field. This forms a sharp contrast with the predictions made
by existing methods that are generally conservative or inconsistent with the field observations. It demonstrated
that large slash loads during gas pipeline operation, are a major life-limiting factor and should be avoided as much
as possible. On the other hand, the oil pipelines have shorter lifetimes because of their more frequent pressure
fluctuations and larger cyclic amplitudes.

Session 3-4-2: Validation & Performance of ILI Tools for Crack Detection
Session Chair: Asim Khan, Spectra Energy Liquids
Room: TELUS MacLeod Hall C
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 08:30 - 16:30

08:30
IPC2016-64216, Detection of Crack-Related Features Within Dented Pipe Using Electromagnetic
Acoustic Transduction (EMAT) Technology
L. Torres, G. Vignal, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., K. Korol, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline, J. Sutherland, GE PII Pipeline Solutions,
S. Tappert, PII Pipeline Solutions
Mechanical damage has been identified as a significant integrity threat within the Oil & Gas pipeline industry. In
addition to deformation, associated secondary pipeline damage may also consist of coating removal, metal removal
and cold working of the underlying metal that may result in cracking within the dented area. Detection of cracks
within dented areas of the pipe using conventional Ultrasonic Technology (UT) and Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL)
In-line Inspection (ILI) technologies has been of limited success due to the variety of possible feature expressions,
sensor design and arrangements, and the related complexity within the underlying physics for detection and
characterization. Previous studies have shown the feasibility of Electro Magnetic Acoustic Transduction (EMAT)
technology for detecting and characterizing crack related indications within dents on liquid pipelines. This study
expands upon experimental investigations using pull through ILI tests on manufactured dents where machined
linear indications (notches) were introduced into the dents. In this paper, the performance of EMAT technology
for detection and characterization of crack related features in liquids pipelines under real operating conditions is
presented. EMAT data were combined with high resolution caliper data, ultrasonic crack inspection data and dent
strain assessment data, to demonstrate the EMAT capabilities to enhance pipeline integrity management of dents.
Results of field non-destructive examinations are compared to EMAT predicted values to assess the performance
of this technology. This study presents a supplementary method of detecting and mitigating coincidental crack
related features with dents on liquids pipelines, further enhancing the safety and improving the integrity
management of pipelines.

09:00
IPC2016-64189, Comparing the Performance of Liquid and Tape Coating Systems Using In-Line
Inspection Measurements
H. Tsaprailis, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline, M. Abdolrazaghi, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., J. Liang, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline
In this paper, pipelines with similar parameters (e.g., diameter, environment, temperature of the product, etc.)
are used to compare the effectiveness of field repair coatings (i.e., liquid epoxy and tape coating systems) against
external corrosion. Liquid epoxy and tape coating systems are compared based on number of corrosion features,
severity, morphology and distribution of features over depth and length. Once corrosion defects are assessed in
the field and a repair coating is applied, In-Line Inspection (ILI) tools can detect and size the corrosion features
under these coatings. If the corrosion feature is growing, the growth can be detected and measured using ILI data
assessment. In this paper, data from both field nondestructive examination (NDE) and ILI measurements collected
from 1996 to 2013 are used to assess the corrosion growth rate (CGR) under both types of coatings. The CGR depth
is compared for both liquid epoxy and tape coatings and then normalized by the number of corrosion features over
the segment. In addition, the effectiveness of cathodic protection was evaluated at the locations of the assessed
repair coating. Ultimately, this paper provides useful information to pipeline operators for decision making
regarding the choice of repair coatings based on operational data collected over 14 years.
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09:30
IPC2016-64409, Continuous Depth Sizing of ILI Ultrasonic Crack Detection
M. Grigat, ROSEN Technology and Research Center, A. Atto, J. Voss, ROSEN Technology and Research Center GmbH
Since the market launch of Ultrasonic crack detection tools, the conventional crack depth sizing is based on four
depth classes or buckets. A more differentiated, continuous depth sizing is becoming increasingly relevant for
pipeline operators and especially for pipelines with large populations of planar anomalies (SCC colonies, lackof-fusion in ERW seam-welds, etc.). The ILI industry is introducing a continuous crack depth sizing. Next to the
better differentiation and the linearity of the depth reporting, the main advantage of the continuous depth
sizing is the direct comparability to the results of field verifications. The continuous depth sizing improves the
ability to assess the performance validation of the depth sizing and thus, contributes to a general improvement of
the crack depth sizing.
This paper describes the development and implementation of a continuous crack depth sizing method and shows
its advantages in comparison to the conventional depth classes. In addition, the paper discusses the extraction of
the crack depth profiles from inspection data and shows examples of a direct comparison to field verification data.

10:30
IPC2016-64421, Graded EMAT Performance Specification Validated in Blind Test
M. Baumeister, ROSEN Technology & Research Center, M. Tomar, Kinder Morgan US, T. Fore, Kinder Morgan Inc., C. F. Yoxall,
ROSEN USA, Inc., T. Beuker, Rosen Group
The management of Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) represents one of the challenges for pipeline operating
companies with pipelines potentially susceptible to SCC. In order to help better support the management of
SCC, a graded performance specification for the high-resolution Electro-Magnetic Acoustical Transducer (EMAT)
In-Line Inspection (ILI) technology is derived which provides higher levels of confidence for detection of crackfield anomalies with critical dimensions. This paper presents the process used to derive the graded performance
values for the EMAT ILI technology with regard to SCC. The process covers the Probability of Detection (POD) and
Probability of Identification (POI).
A blind test was carried out to derive the graded performance specification. Test data set was compiled comprising
EMAT data for several joints containing relevant anomalies and neighboring joints, some containing additional
shallow SCC. These joints had been dug based on EMAT ILI data and all of the joints were evaluated with 360
degree Non-Destructive Examination (NDE) followed by destructive testing. For each target joint with relevant
anomalies to be assessed, four additional joints were added in random order to generate a realistic density and
distribution of anomalies. Furthermore, pipe joints with non-crack like anomalies, as well as pipe joints with mixed
populations were included in the blind test data set to ensure a realistic feature population and to assess POI
without side effects of a weighed feature population inside set of composed ILI data.
The data set was then evaluated by multiple analysts and result from each analyst were evaluated and utilized to
derive the POD and POI values for the graded specification. In addition, the full process of data analysis including
team lead review was carried out for one of the analysts for comparison to the individual analyst results. Anomaly
dimensions were compared against the true population to derive the POD and POI values. Furthermore, length and
depth sizing performance was assessed.

11:00
IPC2016-64429, Shear-wave Ultrasonic Crack Inspection Tool Performance for Cracks
Associated with Metal Loss
P. S. Mendoza, S. Bott, Y. Hubert, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Shear-wave ultrasonic in-line tools are used for crack management in liquids pipelines. An ultrasonic pulse is
generated, travels in the pipe wall and reflects on axially oriented artifacts that could be geometric or crack-like
in nature. If several geometrical artifacts are present, detection and sizing efficiency of these ultrasonic inspection
tools could be reduced. Cracking located within corrosion is one possible interacting set of geometrical artifacts
that could affect in-line inspection (ILI) performance.
As part of continuous improvement, a comprehensive review of two thousand three hundred and thirty eight
in-the-ditch measurements of cracking in corrosion were compared to crack ILI reported features in order to
determine the tool performance in cases where cracks were associated with metal loss. Relationships of depth and
predicted burst pressures were reviewed and compared to cracks not associated with metal loss. Additionally, field
NDE results that had incomplete information in the ILI-NDE correlation files with indications of being potential
defects were reviewed to examine the possibility of undocumented coincident cracking in metal loss that could
represent an integrity threat. This paper summarizes the results and potential implications for management of
cracking in corrosion using shear-wave ultrasonic crack ILI.
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11:30
IPC2016-64433, Detection of Crack Initiation Based on Repeat In-Line Inspection
M. Palmer, C. Davies, ROSEN, R. Palmer-Jones, Rosen Group, M. Ginten, ROSEN
As Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) and other cracking related issues become a more recognised hazard or threat
that can be monitored by in-line inspection (ILI), there have been high expectations for the pipeline inspection
industry to produce a reliable solution for identifying and sizing cracks. The current leading ILI technologies
provided for pipeline crack detection are Ultrasonic (UT) and Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducer (EMAT). The
introduction of EMAT In-Line Inspection technologies has provided a proven solution for crack detection that can
be used in gas pipelines without having to introduce a liquid couplant into the pipeline.
With the development of these technologies worldwide pipeline regulators are putting more pressure on the
industry to monitor integrity issues relating to cracking. For example USA pipeline operators are required by
the Office of Pipeline Safety to inspect and assess their pipelines that operate within high consequence areas
for integrity issues, such as SCC, and repair or replace affected pipe. The inspection options for this include the
use of Inline inspection tools—”smart pigs”. These regulations in combination with the majority of pipeline
incidents relating to SCC occurring in gas pipelines have led to a significant increase in the use of EMAT ILI
technology in recent years.
With repeat EMAT ILIs now being conducted on some pipelines there is the option to compare data sets to identify
any changes between inspections. Due to the complexities of the EMAT measurement principle and the volumes
of data recorded, the process of directly comparing raw signal data from two runs is still in its infancy and cannot
currently be used to confirm or discount evidence of crack growth, such as the industry has seen with estimation of
corrosion growth based on Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL) technology signal comparison. However the comparison
of EMAT data sets can aid the identification of crack initiation. This technical paper presents a method for
identifying the initiation of crack growth (the development of newly detectable cracks) based on repeat EMAT ILI,
using feature matching and comparison of raw EMAT inspection data. The implications for integrity management
of the identification of newly detectable SCC are discussed, and possible future improvements are outlined. The
paper includes a case study that illustrates some of the issues.

13:30
IPC2016-64666, The Use of Hydrotesting and EMAT Inline Inspection Technology for the Integrity
Management of Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) in Gas Pipelines
P. M. Hryciuk, E. Carzoglio, J. A. Minellono, L. Martinetto, Transportadora de Gas del Norte - TGN, P. M. Guillen,
Macaw Engineering, J. Grillenberger, RTRC Germany
This paper is aimed at operators of natural gas pipeline networks that may be susceptible to SCC. It presents a
successful case in the use of EMAT technology in the high-pressure natural gas system of Transportadora de Gas del
Norte (TGN-Argentina).
It describes activities completed as part of the Integrity Management Program for Stress Corrosion Cracking
(SCC) which started in 2000. Initially this was focused on hydrotesting and re-coating, in 2014, the contribution
of internal inspections tools that can detect linear anomalies such as SCC related features (crack-like defects) was
added to the program.
This paper focuses on integrity activities carried out on a section of the North Mainline gas pipeline (constructed
in 1960), which suffered an in-service failure in 2002 due to High pH SCC. The rupture site was located thirteen
kilometers downstream from a compressor station. As a result of this event, a hydrostatic test of 30.6 kilometers of
pipe downstream from the compressor station was performed to levels of 100% to 110% of SMYS, followed by a
recoating with a 100% solids liquid epoxy coating.
In 2014, a program of internal inspections with EMAT tools was initiated. Results indicated the existence of nine
crack-like anomalies in the studied section, five of them on the same pipe, located 800 meters upstream from
the 2002 rupture site, in a section that had been recoated after the 2002 failure. Field verifications confirmed
the presence of SCC crack in the same pipe, matching the five anomalies reported by the instrument. In the four
remaining excavations, manufacturing defects were found at the location of the crack-like reported features. The
pipe containing verified SCC was cut out in order to perform a full scale burst test. The test piece failed by rupture.
The rupture initiated from one of the cracks that was identified by the EMAT tool, at a pressure of 108.5 Kg/cm2
(1543.2 psi). This pressure was 4% higher than the pressure recorded in the 2002 test (104.5 Kg/cm2 – 1486.3 psi).
The severity of SCC cracks detected by in-line inspection is typically assessed using methods such as API 579. For this
case the safe pressure and predicted failure pressure of the reported anomalies is compared with both the 2002
hydrotest pressure and the actual failure pressure during the burst test. This assessment is useful for understanding
the conservatism in the methods used for assessment, and can be used to inform the selection of limits for critical
defect sizes for detection by ILI tools.
The capability of the EMAT tool to detect and size SCC defects that would be critical at the operating pressure and
hydrotest pressure is discussed and the possibility of discriminating between SCC colonies that have been recoated
and those that may still be active due to degraded coating is discussed.
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This paper concludes that a hydrostatic test performed to a high stress level followed by recoating is a reliable way
to stop SCC crack growth and prevent the development of new SCC cracks in gas pipelines. Additionally, the paper
presents an example in which the development of new technology that detects and sizes SCC crack, provides a
significant quality leap in the management of SCC.

14:00
IPC2016-64552, Case Study on Management of a Pipeline Exhibiting Challenging
Crack ILI Performance
M. Sen, A. Kulhawy, S. Bott, S. Akonko, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
This case study describes the crack management program for a pipeline that is NPS26, 7.1 mm wall thickness, Grade
X52, flash welded and was constructed from 1954-1957. It transports light crude oil, and experiences pressure
cycling though start-stop operations. Excavations have revealed that the pipeline’s flash welded seam contains a
variety of manufacturing anomalies. While the majority of these anomalies are benign and stable, some exhibit the
potential to grow due to the pressure cycling of the line. Furthermore, in 2010, the pipeline experienced a rupture
and leak that were caused by cracks in the longitudinal seam weld. Correspondingly, the cracking threat has been
actively managed using in-line inspection (ILI), excavation, and repair programs. The most recent ILI runs were
conducted with ultrasonic crack detection (USCD / UTCD) and ultrasonic phased array crack detection (DUO) tools in
2009, 2012 and 2013.
As a part of these ILIs, a comprehensive excavation program comprised of over 300 excavations was conducted
to validate the ILI data and mitigate the cracking threat. Unity plots comparing the measurements from each
excavated ILI feature with the corresponding field Non-Destructive Examination (NDE) measurements were
evaluated to support quantification of the Probabilities of Identification, Detection, and Sizing for these
inspections. The results revealed that the ILI results were not repeatable when comparing the data from the three
inspections, and not meeting target specifications. Furthermore, advanced analysis was completed to combine the
data and evaluate the tool performance reliability for the pipeline. The results showed that the crack ILI tools were
not achieving the required reliability targets for the pipeline.
Considering that ILI is often successfully used to support the crack management of pipelines for the vast majority
of conditions, the 2010 failures were investigated to determine the causes for the unacceptable ILI performance.
The investigation revealed that the distinct peaking, misalignments, and pipe mill grinding associated with the
pipelines flash weld, caused challenges for the tool’s detection and sizing capabilities. Therefore in order to ensure
the safety of this pipeline, mitigation in addition to crack ILI programs was deemed to be required.
Some options included operating at a reduced pressure, hydrostatic testing, or pipeline replacement. Hydrostatic
testing was selected as the preferred option for implementation. This was successfully completed in October 2015
and there were no leaks or ruptures that occurred during the hydrostatic testing. This demonstrated that the pretest excavation programs, which targeted features exhibiting burst pressures below that of the hydrotest pressure,
had mitigated the cracking threat on the pipeline.
The results of the reliability analysis showed that the uncertainties associated with the ILI were higher than
acceptable. However as there were no failures during the hydrotest the reliability analysis was conservative for this
case in consideration that the pre-test excavation program was able to mitigate the cracking threat. Nonetheless,
the process of reviewing and assessing the ILI-field comparisons and evaluating the ILI tool performance remains
a critical component of crack ILI management. Conducting alternative mitigation to ILI for crack management, if
required, also remains a critical component of crack ILI management. For this pipeline the cracking threat will be
re-assessed within 5 years of the hydrostatic test to support continued safe and reliable operation.

14:30
IPC2016-64583, A Study of Crack Detection Ultrasonic Attributes to Manage Leak Threats Associated
with Short Crack-Like Flaws in ERW Pipelines
K. Korol, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline, Y. Hubert, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., P. Senf, S. Koon, PII Pipeline Solutions, G. Fredine,
Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Inline Inspection (ILI) tools along with hydrostatic testing have been the primary identification and mitigation
techniques for cracking threats on liquids pipelines. Each technique faces detection challenges in relation with
the weld type, geometry, and feature types, sizes and orientations. Low frequency electric resistance welds (LF
ERWs) are subject to a number of crack-like defects due to the ERW manufacturing process. These defects may
include fatigue cracks, lack of fusion, burned metal defects, stitched welds, cold welds, cracks in hard HAZ, surface
breaking hook cracks near the weld and selective seam corrosion [1].
Within a population of features in a pipeline, a subpopulation can exist of short, deep defects (>>50% wt) that
may be undersized by the ILI tool or not detected by a hydrostatic test due to the length of the flaw. For ILI tools,
a length detection threshold is set based on the tool speed (which is dictated by the tool type and configuration).
A feature may be undersized by the ILI tool if its length is below this tool threshold. For hydrostatic testing,
through-wall flaws may be undetected if the flaw length is below the critical length for a significant leak. Through
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detailed ILI data analysis, Enbridge Pipelines Inc. along with PII Pipeline Solutions has been able to consistently
identify short and deep crack-related defects on LF ERW pipe through means other than feature dimensions
provided by the ILI tool.
In-ditch non-destructive examination and destructive laboratory testing has confirmed these features are critical
and fall below current ILI tool’s detection thresholds. This paper discusses unique ILI data attributes that may
identify a more severe feature than would conventional ILI sizing practices, and how the identification and
selection procedure is being applied across Enbridge’s pipeline system. This analysis effort aligns with Enbridge’s
goal to continuously improve its integrity management processes and further enhance the safety of its pipelines.

15:30
IPC2016-64612, The Benefits of Accurate ILI Performance on Pipeline Integrity Programs for Axial
Crack and Metal Loss Corrosion Threats
R. Adianto, J. Skow, C-FER Technologies, J. Sutherland, GE PII Pipeline Solutions
An analysis describing the benefits of an accurate in-line inspection (ILI) system performance is presented in this
paper. A good ILI performance is characterized as an accurate description of the condition of an inspected pipeline.
Information from a better ILI performance, as compared to a poorer one, can be used to reduce the number of
required digs and/or extend the re-inspection interval without compromising the pipeline’s integrity. As a result,
these parameters can be used to assess the benefits of the improved inspection performance.
For this analysis, the ILI performance was represented by the depth sizing accuracy as the depth of a feature is
one of the most critical parameters in assessing the pressure containment capacity at the feature location. This
work utilized a sensitivity analysis in which the impact of various levels of ILI performance on a pipeline integrity
program in terms of the number of required repairs for a given reliability threshold was examined. The number of
required repairs associated with each inspection performance was calculated using a reliability based assessment
method. This method was selected because it fully accounts for the statistical characteristic of the ILI performance.
The sensitivity analysis considered two pipeline condition scenarios for two pipeline systems. The first pipeline
condition scenario was characterized as having a high number of features, many of which were severe in size, while
the second condition scenario consisted of fewer features that were less significant in size. The analysis was carried
out for both axial stress corrosion cracking and metal loss corrosion features.
The results of the analysis show that a more accurate ILI depth measurement leads to a more accurate pipeline
reliability estimate, and therefore, a reduction in the number of required repairs. However, the benefit associated
with continued ILI measurement accuracy improvement exhibits a diminishing trend.

16:00
IPC2016-64469, Improved Pipeline Integrity Management by Using Multiple ILI Technologies
P. Chan, K. Liu, Kinder Morgan Canada
The most common methods currently available for detecting cracks and linear features in pipelines are Ultrasonic
Crack Detection (USCD) ILI and Electromagnetic Acoustical Transducer (EMAT) ILI.A third ILI technology using
Spiral MFL with hard spot detection capability has also showed capability for detecting linear features within
deformations that are not readily detectable by USCD or EMAT tools.
Any measurement technology, including ILI and field NDE tools, has a range of accuracy and detection capability.
This paper analyzes and compares the performance of these ILI tools against the measurements obtained from field
investigations. It will be shown that each technology has its own limitations, and features detected by one tool
could be missed by the other tool.
Consequently, until one existing or new ILI technology has demonstrated its ability to catch all the features
within its stated specification, employing multiple ILI technologies is an effective method to compensate for the
weaknesses of any one particular ILI tool and ensure a higher level of safety for pipelines. An additional benefit of
running multiple ILI tools is the opportunity for providing feedback of dig results to the different ILI vendors which
could help them improve their own tool detection and sizing capabilities.
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Session 3-4-3: New Technology Developments & Tool Enhancements
Session Chair: Richard Fletcher, DNV GL
Room: MacLeod Hall D
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 10:30 - 16:30

10:30
IPC2016-64215, ILI as an Alternative to CIS/CIPS in Multiple Pipeline Corridors
D. Janda, D. Williams, Baker Hughes Inc., L. Krissa, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.

Assessing
the effectiveness of Cathodic Protection (CP) in multiple pipeline corridors can be challenging.Close
interval potential (CIS or CIPS) above ground CP surveys rely on interruption of all current sources that affect a
particular pipeline and can be especially problematic in multi-pipe corridors involving several operators. Multi-pipe
corridors can be very congested and complicated with numerous pipeline crossings and bonds. These circumstances
can lead to difficulties in locating and ensuring the above ground survey is being conducted over the pipeline of
interest. Inappropriate decisions surrounding the actual integrity of a particular pipeline have been made based on
conventional pipe to soil surveys. The use of inline cathodic protection current measurement tools can eliminate
a number of errors associated with above ground potential assessment techniques in multiple pipeline corridors
and provide more accurate integrity data. CP ILI inspections can conclusively identify undocumented electrical
connections to other structures on pipelines in such congested corridors. Active, unbeknownst bonds/connections
will cause significant errors in CIS/CIPS data if not properly addressed during data acquisition. Additionally,
information collected through the CIS technique is generalized since it is the average gradient being measured
from all influencing adjacent lines. Information from an inline cathodic protection current measurement tool
is specific to only the pipeline being inspected and therefore eliminates this uncertainty. This paper outlines
an alternative approach to above ground close interval survey for assessing CP performance using inline
inspection technology.

11:00
IPC2016-64368, Pipeline In-Line Inspection Enhancement Opportunities
S. Asher, ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company, J. Crapps, ExxonMobil Upstream Research
Pipeline in-line inspections (ILI) are one of the primary methods used to assess the integrity of operating oil
and gas pipelines. These inspections can be complicated to conduct due to a variety of reasons ranging from
operational limits (high/low flow velocity, wall thickness, pipeline extreme depth or pressure, etc.) to limits
inherent to the inspection technology. Often these complexities are overcome with tools customized to a specific
pipeline. Although this has been effective for singular pipeline inspections, a more industry-wide approach should
be considered to develop broader solutions. This paper discusses the opportunities to enhance ILI and suggests a
ranking of priorities for technology development.

11:30
IPC2016-64069, Identifying and Sizing Axial Seam Weld Flaws in ERW Pipe Seams and SCC in the Pipe
Body Using Ultrasonic Imaging
H. Haines, Kiefner & Associates, L. Horchens, Applus RTD Technical Competence Center, P. S. Tomar, Kiefner
A significant portion of the global energy pipeline infrastructure is constructed with pipe materials manufactured
using the Electric Resistance Weld (ERW) process. The longitudinal seam of these ERW pipelines may contain
manufacturing flaws and anomalies that can grow over time through pressure fatigue and result in a pipeline
integrity failure. These flaws/anomalies can be present in both vintage pipe (generally pre-1970) manufactured
using a low frequency ERW process (LF-ERW) and more modern pipe that is manufactured using a high frequency
ERW process (HF-ERW). ERW seam anomalies are challenging to detect, discriminate, and size with current In-Line
Inspection and In-Ditch NDE inspection technologies, which is driving the industry to better understand current
inspection industry performance and to develop new technologies for ERW seam anomaly inspection.
Ultrasonic (UT) imaging using inverse wave extrapolation (IWEX) is an emerging NDE technique that is being
applied for improved discrimination and sizing of anomalies in pipelines. This paper will describe the IWEX
development, the challenges related to seam weld integrity and assessment and SCC assessment, and results from
studies to evaluate performance. Ultrasonic imaging is also compared to the current state-of-the-art techniques
such as ultrasonic phase array (PA) and ultrasonic time of flight diffraction (ToFD). A goal of the project is to
produce images capable of discriminating cold welds, surface breaking hook cracks, non-surface breaking upturned
fiber indications, poor trim, offset plate edges, and anomalies with fatigue cracking. For SCC the goal is to size
all of the cracks in a colony and produce a three-dimensional map of the colony. In mapping these anomalies the
sizing needs to be sufficiently accurate to qualify in-line inspection tools used for crack inspection.
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13:30
IPC2016-64364, Pipeline Strain and Vibration Monitoring by Smart Materials
S. Pargen, RTRC GmbH, M. Magerstaedt, ROSEN Group, D. Larink, T. Mönster, N. Rentmeister, RTRC GmbH
Dielectric elastomer sensors (DESs) are a new class of mechanical sensors and can be used to fabricate unique
intelligent elastomeric products with tailor made properties. In this case, a new sensing method was developed
to measure strain and vibration of pipelines using a combination of highly flexible DESs and novel polyurea
coatings (intelligent coating). The structural health monitoring system described here is suitable to improve
safety and maintainability of critical pipeline sections. Such system can be applied to both steel and to
polymeric or composite pipes.
Basically, the investigated DESs are compliant capacitors consisting of an elastomeric polyurethane film, highly
flexible electrodes and surrounding polyurethane insulation. Due to the building block chemistry of polyurethane
elastomers, the mechanical, electrical, thermal and chemical properties of DESs can be adapted to specific
application scenarios. The versatility of the sensor concept allows the design of DESs with variable hardness (Shore
A: 30 to 95), active surface (1 – 1500 cm2), thickness (200 µm - >>1 cm) and sensitivity. Applied electrodes consist of
conductive particles which are integrated in an elastomeric matrix.
The capacitance of a DES is proportional to the area of overlapping electrodes (active sensor area) and it is inversely
proportional to the elastomeric film thickness. In case of deformation due to tensile or pressure loading, the active
sensor area expands while the thickness of the elastomeric film decreases. Both effects result in a measurable,
linear increase in capacitance. When installed along the axial direction on the exterior of a pipe, the DES is sensitive
to strain changes parallel to the pipe axis and allows to detect displacement or deformation that may cause the
pipeline to fail. The strain sensitivity of the system depends upon the precision of the capacitance measurement. A
typical setup allows a measuring accuracy of at least 0.1 % strain.

14:00
IPC2016-64519, Identification of Repair Coatings on Pipelines Using In-Line Inspection Technologies
J. Grillenberger, RTRC Germany, A. Greig, Kinder Morgan Canada
One of the major issues in the pipeline industry is coating disbondment. A very large percentage of external
corrosion and SCC is observed under disbonded coatings that shield Cathodic Protection (CP). This has been an
ongoing issue with coated and cathodic protected pipelines since the initial use of these two protection methods.
The various coating types and their typical failure scenarios, under various harsh environmental conditions, as
well as their compatibility with cathodic protection when disbondment occurs, play a major role for re-coating
programs and selection of the coating type used for repairs and re-coating programs.
With the continued development and improvements of the “Electro-Magnetic Acoustic Transducer” (EMAT) in line
inspection technology it is possible to locate disbonded coatings, without the need of exposing the pipeline. This
way operators can assess the condition of the coatings applied to their pipeline systems at a comparable low cost.
Inline inspection tools equipped with the “EMAT” technology are also capable of identifying the various coating
types and coating conditions.1 The coating type identification process is not limited to coating types applied to
whole joints. Field applied coatings covering the girth weld area or coating changes within a joint such as repairs
can be identified as well. In the presented case study, the challenge was the identification of different coating
types used as repairs or for re-coating procedures, within the 60 year history of the inspected pipeline system. At
the beginning of the project the main coating types and obvious repairs were identified based on EMAT in line
inspection data. In a combined effort, operator and in line inspection vendor compared the initially identified
coating types with the known repair history of this pipeline system. Based on this shared combined information the
coating type analysis could be fine-tuned and additional areas could be identified as repaired or re-coated.
The paper will outline different coating repair methods described by the operator and subsequently identified
by the EMAT tool. This paper will also describe for each coating repair method the associated risks for
the pipeline integrity.

15:30
IPC2016-64369, Development of a Magnetic Eddy Current In-Line Inspection Tool
S. Asher, ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company, A. Boenisch, K. Reber, Innospection, Ltd.
Pipeline in-line inspections (ILI) are one of the primary methods used to assess the integrity of operating oil and
gas pipelines. Conventional In-Line Inspection (ILI) technology is based on ultrasonic (UT) or magnetic flux leakage
(MFL) sensors. Although these technologies are suitable for most pipeline inspection, there remains an opportunity
to expand ILI technology and application. ExxonMobil and Innospection Ltd. are working to develop a new ILI
sensor technology based on a combination of Magnetic Eddy Current (MEC) and multi-differential eddy current.
This new technology provides the potential to detect small volumetric features, inspect heavy wall gas pipelines,
and inspect pipelines with corrosion resistant alloy or non-metallic liners.
Initial feasibility trials were conducted with a prototype ILI MEC tool. Tests were conducted on an 8.625" (219 mm)
X65 carbon steel pipe lined with 0.118" (3 mm) of Inconel 825 pipe. Four types of defects were introduced in the
pipe to represent natural defects anticipated in service:
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• Metal loss of features 3 to 24 mm in diameter on the external surface of the carbon steel base pipe
• Erosion on the internal layer of the CRA liner
• Internal girth weld crack-like defects
• Metal loss defects at the interface of the CRA and carbon steel
Over 80 pull tests were conducted to determine the detection capabilities and speed sensitivities of the tool.
All defects were detected by the sensors including the very small (<10 mm) pinhole-type features. Detection
performance was not affected at speeds up to 0.75 m/s. Since detection capabilities exceeded expectations, future
development will continue based on the current prototype.

16:00
IPC2016-64586, Casing and Inserted Pipe Inspection Program on the San Francisco
Peninsula Using Robotic ILI
R. Liddicoat, GTS, J. Janvier, Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E) operates multiple gas transmission pipelines on the San Francisco Peninsula,
a significant portion of which operate at low Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure (MAOP), typically below
300 psig and are challenging to inspect using traditional ILI technology. This paper describes PG&E’s use of NonTraditional robotic ILI technology to inspect numerous cased pipelines located in High Consequence Areas in the
highly populated and dense urban area between the San Francisco International Airport (SFO) and central San
Francisco. Examples will be provided for pipeline segments installed in various casing types, including sections
inserted through utility infrastructure that was made available for use as a gas pipeline casing. Examples include
pipe that was installed in the 1940’s and cased pipe installed without corrosion test stations. In some instances, the
length of cased pipe sections were several hundred feet long and traversed locations difficult to access, such as
major highway crossings and cased spans above water crossings. These inspections were executed in 2015 on 24
separate pipeline segments totaling more than 12,000' of pipeline. This paper explains how the inspection team
utilized current technology and identified Non-Traditional ILI (NT ILI) as the preferred method. It also explains how
the locations were scoped, project parameters and program strategy were developed, NT ILI tool selection, project
outcomes, and lessons learned. An overview of the advantages of NT ILI methods to perform these cased pipeline
inspections in-lieu of External Corrosion Direct Assessment (ECDA) and Traditional ILI will be discussed. This paper is
applicable to Track 3 (Pipelines & Facilities Integrity) and also to Track 2 (Project Management, Design, Construction
& Environmental Issues), and will be of interest to Pipeline Operators, Integrity Management Engineers, and
Project Managers. The intent is to share PG&E’s experience utilizing Non-Traditional robotic ILI tools to perform
difficult pipeline inspections in casings, as well as practical advice on scoping, planning, and execution of nontraditional ILI projects.

Session 3-4-4: Integrity Management
Session Chair: Nikki Nguyen, Spectra Energy Liquids
Room: Hyatt Stephen
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 08:30 - 11:30

08:30
IPC2016-64097, Measuring Critical Strains in Dent Defect of Oil and Gas Pipes
J. Oshana-Jajo, J. Zohrehheydariha, H. Ghaednia, University Of Windsor, S. Das, Univ Of Windsor
Steel pipelines are exposed to harsh environmental, geotechnical and other conditions and hence, they can be
damaged. The damage can threaten the structural integrity of the pipeline and can cause economic loss and
environmental damage if a failure occurs. A common way for pipelines to be damaged is through physical contact,
creating a structural imperfection, dent, wrinkle, crack, and/or other damages or defects. A dent disrupts the
pipeline’s circularity causing increased strains in concentrated areas. A research program was established and
carried out to study the strain concentration of dented pipes. The study was completed using full-scale laboratory
testing and numerical analysis at the Centre for Engineering Research in Pipelines (CERP). This study included four
lab tests on two different pipe materials (X70 and X56) and finite element analysis (FEA) based parametric study.

09:00
IPC2016-64105, Hydrotesting and In-Line Inspection, Now and the Future
M. Kirkwood, T D Williamson ME FZE, J. Rau, RCP Inc.
Pressure testing of pipelines has been around in some form or another since the 1950s1-14. In its earliest form,
operators used inert gases such as Nitrogen or even air to test for pipeline integrity. However, with the significant
increases in pipeline pressures and inherent safety issues with a pressurized gas, the switch to using water
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happened in the late 1960’s15-17. Hydrostatic tests (referred to as hydrotests) have been used since then to set and
reset the Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure (MAOP) for pipelines but as other technologies develop and gain
acceptance will hydrotesting still play a key role in pipeline integrity in the years ahead?
Currently, hydrotesting is a topic for the impending US Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration’s
(PHMSA) Proposed New Rule Making (PNRM)18. Under the NPRM, hydrotesting is required to verify MAOP on pre1970s US “grandfathered” pipelines, as well as on pipelines of any age with incomplete or missing testing record
and include a high level test with a “spike” in pressure. But hydrotesting may not be the only method. Alternative
methods and new technologies—used alone or used in combination with hydrotesting— may help provide a more
comprehensive way for operators to identify and address potential problems before they become a significant
threat. This paper explores both sides of the argument.
Before In-Line Inspection (ILI) technology was even available, hydrotesting was the absolute means of the proof
of integrity. However, hydrotesting is under scrutiny for many reasons that this paper explores. ILI was introduced
in the 1960’s with the first commercially available Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL) tools that presented the industry
with an alternative. Currently there are a huge array of available technologies on an ILI tool and so is the role of
the hydrotest over? The paper looks at the benefits of the hydrotest and these are presented and balanced against
available ILI technology.
Furthermore, as pipelines are being developed in even more harsh environments such as deepwater developments,
the actual logistics of performing a hydrotest become more challenging. The paper will also look at both
applications onshore and offshore where regulators have accepted waivers to a hydrotest using alternative
methods of proving integrity.
The paper concludes with the current use and needs for hydrotesting, the regulatory viewpoint, the alternatives
and also what the future developments need to focus on and how technology may be improved to provide at least
a supplement if not a replacement to this means of integrity assurance.

09:30
IPC2016-64566, Hydrostatic Pressure Testing as Part of an Integrity Management
Program: A Case Study
S. Keane, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., M. Rosenfeld, Kiefner/Applus – RTD, L. Heise, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Integrity management tools must be fit for their intended purpose and a hydrostatic pressure test is no exception
to this. A hydrotest can be designed to demonstrate an industry recognized safety factor, or an alternate safety
factor that aligns with a target reliability. Hydrostatic pressure tests are a destructive test, but they can be designed
and executed to minimize likelihood of unnecessary damage to otherwise benign manufacturing anomalies. In
order to determine a risk balanced design, a hydrostatic pressure test must be engineered to achieve fitness-forservice goals, risk goals, as well as asset goals.
The paper proposes a risk balanced design to a hydrostatic pressure test. Key technical aspects related to the
science of hydrostatic pressure testing are summarized and related to fitness-for service goals, risk goals and asset
goals. The approach to designing a hydrostatic pressure test is demonstrated through a case study on a 326 mile
(525 km) NPS 26 (DN 650 mm) pipeline manufactured using 1950’s vintage flashweld longseam.

10:30
IPC2016-64685, Evaluating Pipeline Ovality Acceptability Criteria for Straight Pipe Sections
D. Kemp, J. Gossard, S. Finneran, J. Bratton, DNV GL
Pipe ovalization, a deviation from the circular nominal cross section, is a common occurrence during the
manufacturing of pipe sections. Additionally, ovalization can also occur in pipelines during and after installation
and construction. CSA Z662-11 provides an acceptance criteria of 5% for pipeline ovality in bends, however there is
a variation in acceptance criteria for pipe ovality occurring in straight pipe sections. An industry review of pipeline
design, operation, and maintenance codes was conducted to determine the industry acceptance for ovality limits
in straight pipe sections. Based upon this industry review, the ovality limits were evaluated against constructability
limits, limitations for passage of in-line-inspection tools, as well as evaluating the stress in an ovalized pipe section
compared to the maximum allowable stress of the pipe. The API 579 Fitness-for-Service assessment was used
to evaluate varying levels of ovality to determine an acceptability criteria for ovalization in straight pipe. The
criteria was first established using a level 2 Fitness-for-Service assessment, which was then evaluated with a level
3 assessment using finite element analysis. This criteria was evaluated using multiple pipeline diameters and wall
thickness in order to determine scalability.
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11:00
IPC2016-64697, Development of the UKOPA Strategy for the Management of Ageing Pipelines
G. Goodfellow, Penspen, J. Haswell, Pipeline Integrity Engineers, G. Pailor, SABIC UK Petrochemicals, P. Davis,
British Pipeline Agency Ltd., R. McConnell, Pipeline Integrity Engineers
The United Kingdom Onshore Pipeline Operators Association (UKOPA) was formed by UK pipeline operators
in 1996 to provide a common forum for representing pipeline operators’ interests in the safe management of
pipelines. This includes ensuring that UK pipeline codes include good practice, and that there is a common view in
terms of compliance with these codes. To achieve this UKOPA has carried out a number of technical initiatives and
studies to establish good practice requirements for UK operators which aim to ensure pipeline integrity is managed
such that the risks posed by pipelines are as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP) in accordance with UK goalsetting safety legislation.
UKOPA has developed Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) methodology which is published in UK standards and
detailed guidance on the derivation of pipeline specific external interference failure frequencies, which have
previously been published at IPC. The external interference frequency model is based on an analysis of data
recorded in the UKOPA fault database which records product loss and damage data for UK major accident hazard
pipelines from 1962 onwards. The database currently has a total length of 22,158 km of pipelines with over 877,598
km years of operating experience. The failure data is sparse, with only 192 product loss incidents, so where possible
damage data and engineering failure models are used to develop reliable pipeline failure rates. To date this work
has concentrated on the random failure causes of external interference and ground movement, which generate
the major residual risk posed by pipelines in the UK.
The majority of the UK pipeline population is now older than the original 40 years target design life. Consequently,
the current UKOPA strategy is focused on the issues which affect the integrity and risk management of ageing
pipelines. This requires the investigation of potential damage mechanisms which may affect older pipelines,
including the impact of degradation of components which are no longer allowed by current standards, such
as pipeline sleeves or casings, the degradation of damage which occurred during original construction and the
assessment of the impact of material and weld quality standards typical of older pipelines. The work currently
being undertaken by UKOPA involves first the assessment of the impact on integrity, then the development of
engineering failure models, and finally the application of the models to the UK pipeline population to predict
failure frequencies which are then compared with recorded data.
This paper describes the assessment of the UKOPA damage data to identify indications of age related damage
and deterioration trends, the development of practical integrity models for the assessment of pipeline sleeves and
construction dents and the application of these models to the UK pipeline population. It also discusses an approach
developed for UKOPA ethylene pipeline operators to assess population developments adjacent to existing pipelines.

Topic 3-5: Pipeline & Facilities Integrity Posters
Session 3-5-1: Track 3 Poster Sessions
Session Chair: Mark Piazza, Colonial Pipeline Company
Room: TELUS Macleod A
Date: Poster Session 1 - Tuesday, September 27, 15:30 - 17:00
Date: Poster Session 2 - Wednesday, September 28, 10:30 - 12:00

IPC2016-64518, Analysis of Pressure Test Failure Performance by Vintage Pipe
J. J. Chen, D. Williams, Dynamic Risk Assessment Systems Inc., K. Leewis, Leewis and Associates, D. Aguiar,
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
This paper is intended to improve the general knowledge base of vintage pipe performance so that the granularity
of information available to support decision-making can be improved upon for matters related to risk mitigation
and prevention. This objective is consistent with the progression towards increasingly data-driven integrity
management programs. Approximately 70% of the 300,000+ miles of interstate gas transmission and gathering
pipelines in service in the United States were constructed with pipe manufactured before 1970. The incident data
from 2002 to present day collected by the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Pipeline and
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA), indicates that up to 38% of gas transmission and gathering
pipeline incidents involved steel pipe manufactured and installed prior to 1970. These older pipelines have
inherently different manufacturing and construction threats. When attempting to address vintage pipe concerns,
one of the main challenges facing the industry is the limited amount of information related to older pipe mill
production. This paper will focus on an analysis of vintage pipe pressure test failure performance. This will be
conducted through a statistical review of the PHMSA 1970 to 1984 gas transmission and gathering pipeline incident
data by pipe manufacturer, production date and seam type. These performance records and statistics are essential
when re-establishing the MAOP (or MOP) and confirming the fitness for service of vintage pipelines. This analysis
provides insight into pipeline integrity prioritization and mitigation activities and serves to better inform pipeline
risk assessment and integrity management programs.
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Track 4: Operations, Monitoring & Maintenance
Track Chair: Robert Hadden, Kinder Morgan Canada
Track Co-Chair: Renan Baptista, Petrobras R&D Centre
Track Co-Chair: Mark Leir, BGC Engineering Inc.
Track Co-Sponsors: merjent & Saskatchewan Ministry of the Economy

Topic 4-1: O
 perations and Maintenance
Session 4-1-1: Pipeline Isolation
Session Chair: Tran Mah-Paulson, T. D. Williamson
Session Co-Chair: Celine Mah, T.D. Williamson Inc.
Room: TELUS MacLeod E3
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 10:30 - 12:00

10:30
IPC2016-64154, Pipeline Double Block Isolation: What are the Options?
K. Whiteis, F. Dum, TD Williamson Inc.
Conventional pipeline maintenance and modification work requires removal of hydrocarbons from inside the
pipeline section where work will be performed. In order to complete this task, the pipeline must either be
depressurized (blown down) or temporarily isolated.
Depressurization can be costly because the pipeline cannot stay in service during that time. As a result, valuable
production is lost and downstream customers may be affected. Also, the significant environmental issues
associated with the removal of pipeline inventory further escalate the overall costs and complexities of the
maintenance/repair process. Plus, depressurization might not be an option for repair/maintenance work on
long pipeline sections.
An alternative to depressurization of the entire pipeline is isolation of the pipeline section needing maintenance
or repair. Because this method allows the pipeline to stay in service, production downtime and loss of pipeline
product are kept to a minimum, with associated environmental and economic benefits.
A wide range of methodologies, both intrusive (such as hot tapping and plugging) and non-intrusive (inline
isolation plugs), can be used to isolate in-service pipeline sections. Both approaches are well accepted in the
industry, with the choice of one over the other being largely governed by factors such as location and accessibility
of the pipeline, operating pressures, pipeline inventory, and costs.
Some maintenance/repair operations using isolation methods require a facility shutdown. These cases often
require double barriers to safeguard personnel and facility equipment during pipeline maintenance. Although
the philosophy, definition, and requirements of double barriers have been described in various international
codes and standards, certain misconceptions persist surrounding double barrier terminology and its application to
pipeline pressure isolation tools. The objective of this paper is to clarify the concepts of double barrier isolation,
and to examine how both intrusive and non-intrusive methods can be used to provide double barrier isolation
that meets the accepted requirements. The paper also addresses methods that can be used when standard
isolation is not practical.

11:00
IPC2016-64691, Re-routing of an Exposed Sub-Sea Pipeline Using a Double Block and Bleed
Intrusive Isolation Technique
S. Iyengar, TD Williamson India Private Ltd. India, S. Jaiswal, OIL & NATURAL GAS CORPORATION Ltd.
Oil & Natural Gas Corporation Ltd. (ONGC) operates a 42" gas pipeline that originates from an offshore
platform and terminates at an onshore plant. The pipeline has operated for two decades and transmits 17%
of India’s gas needs.
Unfortunately, the buried pipeline became exposed at Landfall Beach, likely due to the unpredictable impact of
natural forces over a period of time. The shifting shoreline eroded resulting in the pipeline being exposed, which
threatened its integrity. Stopgap arrangments were made to protect the pipeline from being hit and moved by
continual tides, but that temporary measure also proved ineffective against the forces of the nature. The seasonal
tropical storms worsened the situation.
ONGC rose to the challenge and decided to carry out permanent remedial measures, including re-routing of the
affected segment of the pipeline and its associated station valve.
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The situation presented several challenges. Because the pipeline was responsible for a large percentage of India’s
gas needs, it was important to keep the pipeline live. Additionally, the worksite was a popular beach recreation
area, so safety was a top priority.
ONGC contacted T.D. Williamson India Private Ltd. (TDW) for an isolation solution using double block and bleed
methodogy to meet both of these concerns.

11:30
IPC2016-64212, FortisBC 36" High Pressure Line Isolation Using Double Block and Bleed Technology
K. Whiteis, R. Marwaha, T.D. Williamson, Inc., N. Bolger, Fortis BC, J. Treece, T.D. Williamson, Inc.
In order to increase safety, reliability, and efficiency while conducting repairs on high pressure pipelines, the
oil and gas industry is shifting toward achieving line isolation with the help of double block and bleed (DB&B)
technology. In fact, federal regulations in Canada have made this method a mandatory requirement for conducting
maintenance on pipelines under pressure. The purpose of DB&B is to control for imperfect pipelines by providing
two seals inside the pipe with a bleed port between them to remove any product that may pass the first seal.
Traditionally, DB&B is achieved using two single plugging heads in tandem. This method requires two taps, and
thus, two sets of fittings, valves, and plugging machines. Today, newer technology allows DB&B to be achieved
using a single tap, effectively increasing jobsite safety and lowering project costs.
This single-tap technology consists of two independent plugging heads which are connected together and lowered
into the pipeline. Once lowered inside the pipe, the system creates two workable seals with a bleed port between
them. With the seals in place, the pipeline contains an effective double block and bleed isolation that meets
industry regulations (Occupational Safety and Health Administration 29CFR 1910.146).
This paper discusses the benefit of using single-tap DB&B technology during an isolation performed in Surrey,
British Columbia, Canada, on a pipeline owned by FortisBC. The job required isolating a section of 36-inch and
24-inch natural gas transmission lines in order to tie in a pigging launcher and receiver. In addition to the small
size of the jobsite and being adjacent to a major highway, the project had a tight timeline that necessitated firsttime isolation success.
This particular pipeline is the only source of supply for the city of Coquitlam, a major power generation facility, and
the Vancouver Island system. The project required a bypass to keep the pipeline operational; however, the jobsite
was not large enough for a traditional bypass.
To work within the spatial confines, the bypass was completed using the internal housing of the DB&B isolation
system. Despite the project challenges, a successful double block and bleed isolation using the single-tap
design was achieved. The methodology proved to provide excellent leak management and a workable seal,
resulting in timely project completion and uninterrupted flow of gas downstream. Furthermore, project costs
were greatly reduced when compared to facilitating DB&B on a 36-inch line using the traditional tandem
plugging configuration.

Session 4-1-2: Pipeline Repair & Reinforcement
Session Chair: Neil Bolger, Fortis BC
Room: TELUS MacLeod E3
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 13:30 - 15:00

13:30
IPC2016-64104, An Experimental Study to Evaluate the Performance of Competing Filler Materials
Used with Type B and Stand-Off Steel Sleeves
C. Alexander, Stress Engineering Services, Inc., A. Beckett, Alyeska Pipeline Service Company
An experimental program was conducted to evaluate the performance of various filler materials used in Type B
and stand-off steel sleeve designs. Full-scale testing examined the performance of three filler materials and two
sleeve types reinforcing four separate dents subjected to cyclic internal pressure. All filler materials were installed
with the test sample at 55°F and allowed to cure for 7 days. The metric for comparing filler material performance
were stress concentration factors (SCFs) measured in the dents in the unrepaired and repaired configurations. The
filler materials included a two-part epoxy, an epoxy-based grout, and a cement-based grout. The average SCF for
the unreinforced dents was 5.64, while after reinforcement the average SCF was 1.2 (an average reduction of
79%). The results of this program generated two important findings. First, the stand-off sleeve design was able to
provide reinforcement similar to what was measured for the Type B sleeve. Secondly, the study determined that the
cement-based grout actually slightly outperformed the epoxy-based grout, the latter of which was the preferred
filler material of choice prior to this study. This paper provides readers with practical information and data on the
performance of competing filler material technologies, while also presenting a systematic method for evaluating
different methods of reinforcement.
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14:00
IPC2016-64211, Experimental Study of Elevated Temperature Composite Repair Materials to
Guide Integrity Decisions
C. Sheets, R. Rettew, Chevron, C. Alexander, D. Baranov, Tengizchevroil, P. Harrell, Stress Engineering Services, Inc.
Over the past two decades, a significant amount of research has been conducted on the use of composite materials
for the repair and reinforcement of pipelines. This has led to vast improvements in the quality of composite systems
used for pipeline repair and has increased the range of applications for which they are viable solutions (including
corrosion and mechanical damage). By using composite repair systems, pipeline operators are often able to restore
the structural integrity of damaged pipelines to levels equal to or even in excess of the original undamaged pipe.
Although this research has led to substantial advancements in the quality of these repair systems, there are still
specific applications where questions remain regarding the strength, durability, and effectiveness of composite
repair systems, especially in elevated temperature, harsh environment conditions.
This program initially involved composite repair systems from six manufacturers. The test group included both
carbon and E-glass based systems. Performance based qualifications were used to reduce the size of the test group
from the initial six systems down to three. The experimental study consisted of small-scale testing efforts that
ranged from tensile tests performed over a range of temperatures to 10,000-hour material coupon tests at elevated
temperatures. The elevated temperatures used for testing were intentionally selected by the operator to reflect the
248 °F design temperature of the target pipeline.
Using small-scale qualification testing outlined in ASME PCC-2 – Repair of Pressure Equipment and Piping standard
(Article 4.1, Nonmetallic Composite Repair Systems: High-Risk Applications) as a foundation, the test program
described in this paper was able to demonstrate that, when properly designed, and installed, some composite
materials are able to maintain their effectiveness at high temperatures. This study combined short-term and longterm testing of composite systems and demonstrated the advantages of a 10,000 hour test when aging properties
are unknown. Finally, the study showed that, although high-temperature reinforcement using composite repair
systems is feasible and commercially available, this capability is not standard practice across the composite repair
industry. Proper analysis and verification using experimental methods, including full scale testing should be
conducted prior to installation of a composite repair system in these types of harsh conditions.

14:30
IPC2016-64311, Reinforcing Large Diameter Elbows Using Composite Materials Subjected to Extreme
Bending and Internal Pressure Loading
C. Alexander, Stress Engineering Services, Inc., R. Kania, J. Zhou, TransCanada Pipelines, B. Vyvial, Stress Engrg Serv Inc.,
A. Iyer, Stress Engineering Services
A study was conducted to evaluate the use of E-glass/epoxy composite materials to reinforcement of large
diameter elbows. Using a combination of sub-scale and full-scale testing, the study demonstrated that when
properly designed and installed, composite materials can be used to reduce strain in reinforced elbows considering
bending loads up to 3.6 million ft-lbs, cyclic pressures between 720 psi and 1,440 psi, and burst testing. The stresses
measured in the composite material were well below designated ASME PCC-2 design stresses for the composite
materials. During testing there was no evidence that previously applied bending loads reduced the overall burst
pressure capacity of the composite-reinforced elbows. Finite element modeling was used to optimize the geometry
of the composite reinforcement. During testing there was no evidence that previously applied bending loads
reduced the overall burst pressure capacity of the composite-reinforced elbows. The resulting design guidance from
this study was used to provide direction for possible reinforcement of large diameter elbows for in service pipelines.

Session 4-1-3: Inspection & Testing
Session Chair: Peter Tanchak, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Session Co-Chair: Shannon Krochenski, TransCanada Pipelines
Room: TELUS MacLeod E3
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 15:30 - 17:00

15:30
IPC2016-64127, Statistical Relevance of ILI and Field Trending
M. Abdolrazaghi, Y. Hubert, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., S. Hassanien, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline
Trending ILI and field measurements are usually used to determine the accuracy and adequacy of the inspection
program. It is important to address the statistical sufficiency of validated ILI data in order to make a sound integrity
decisions. This paper reviews and compares several statistical relevance and sampling methodologies including
proportional sampling, ASTM E 122, and the Bayesian approach. The Bayesian approach is introduced as an
appropriate method to determine the statistical relevance between population (entire ILI data set) and sample
(a portion of the population e.g. ILI data used for trending). While proportional sampling is a basic statistical
method commonly used in pipeline integrity, it is based on random simplified sampling of the data and does not
account for distribution type of population. On the other hand, ASTM E 122 suggests a sufficient number of sample
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points based on the population distribution shape; however, it has some limitations in acceptance and rejection
boundaries. It was observed that, if previous historical knowledge of the population with verified sample points
(e.g. previous ILI runs, previous dig programs, or historical knowledge), the Bayesian approach is more likely an
effective method. Herein, a sufficient number of sample points to provide a specified least margin of error (MOE)
are obtained. Both corrosion and crack ILI inspection data has been used to justify this inference. Unity plots of
corrosion data are typically used to describe the performance of corrosion ILI tools. Using the proposed Bayesian
approach, the appropriate number of corrosion ILI data meeting excavation criteria is estimated. In addition, the
crack trending data can be processed using the proposed approach in order to express a statistically relevant
samples meeting the excavation criteria within an acceptable margin of error.

16:00
IPC2016-64328, A Basic Performance of the Normal Incidence Method for the Middle Zone of Wall
Thickness of the LSAW Steel Pipes
Y. Matsui, Y. Iizuka, JFE steel corporation
We report on the perfomance of the ultrasonic normal inceidence method as the technique for the inspection
of the middle zone of wall thickness of the LSAW steel pipes. Generally, the tandem method is applied to the
LSAW seam inspection for the middle zone of the wall thickness. In this method, two probes are located in
circumferential direction. One probe transmits an ultrasonic wave and the other probe receives a mirror-reflection
from the vertical flaw in middle zone of the wall thickness. In this method, it’s difficult to adjust each probe’s
location and angle. So, we studied on the normal incidence method for the middle zone of the wall thickness
using one probe. It can reduce the time and effort to adjust the probe’s location and angle, because the probe
arrangement is simple.
In the normal incidence method, it’s possible to transmit and recieve the mirror reflection because ultrasonic wave
is transmitted perpendicularly to the planar flaw under the high refraction angle. As the result of the comparison
experiments between the normal incidence method and the tandem method, the amplitude of the echo from a
vertical flaw is 12dB higher than the tandem method. In this experiment, we used cutting test piece from the LSAW
steel pipes that has 1219.2 mm outside diameter and 18.5 mm thickness and 3.0 mm FBH. In addition, it has the
wide area sensitivity that is 18 mm in terms of the circumferential direction. On the other hand, the amplitude of
reflection echo changes ±25% when incidence angle for the pipes is changed ±0.3 degree. It is necessary to control
strictly the diviation of the incidence angle to the pipe in the practical running. It suggest that the reliability of this
technique will be improved by compensating sensitivity variation, for exmaple the infuluence of backlash.

16:30
IPC2016-64495, Integrity Management and Life Extension for a CALM Buoy Oil Export Terminal
R. Gordon, J. C. Ruiz-Rico, M. Brongers, DNV GL, J. Gomez, Ocensa - Oleoducto Central S.A.
This paper applies state-of-the-art integrity management and life extension methodologies to address degradation
and failure modes specific to CALM buoy export terminals. The main objectives are to (1) classify the components
of the export terminal according to their criticality, (2) establish risk-based inspection and maintenance plans to
reduce or mitigate risk to acceptable levels and (3) assess remaining life.
The method is applied to a CALM buoy operating off the coast of Colombia. This buoy serves as the oil export
terminal for all crude oil transmitted by the Ocensa pipeline, which has a capacity of 560 kBPD or around 60% of
total Colombia oil production. The buoy is nearing the end of its design life, and options for life extension have
been investigated based on an integrity assessment of the current condition of the equipment. As part of the
assessment, detailed plans for future Risk Based Inspections (RBI) and Mitigation, Intervention, and Repair (MIR)
have been developed.

Session 4-1-4: Pipeline System Modeling
Session Chair: Karl Blank, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Room: TELUS MacLeod E3
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 08:30 - 10:00

08:30
IPC2016-64531, Modeling Conflicts and Batch Quality Impacts in Pipeline and Crude
Oil Storage Terminal
B. Juergensen, T. Xi, I. Ewanicke, Stream Systems Ltd.
The problem of identifying and forecasting potential scheduling conflicts and the impact to quality and delivery
time is a very real and complex problem in crude oil terminals. The most effective way to identify and manage the
conflicts is to develop a terminal simulation model and associated feeder pipelines that combine the elements of a
mass balance system, operating rules and procedures, and behavioral patterns.
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This paper is a case study describing the approach in designing a detailed crude oil storage terminal simulation
model with an objective to identify and quantify complex operating conflicts within an existing storage facility
then comparing the existing facility with other configuration options. In addition, the model will be able to
measure quality impacts that result from resolving the operating conflict for each evaluated configuration.
The simulation model was developed to answer three main questions. The first was whether current design with
three incoming transfer lines was workable. The second was whether a shared line configuration had an impact on
operations and the third was whether the designed configuration of shared tank lines compared to dedicated lines
had a quality impact. Quality impacts are reported as a percentage change from a commodity density and sulphur
value. The first two questions are answered utilizing a Wait List log.
Movements that were unable to occur as required created a conflict which are captured on the Wait List for
analysis. The quality question is answered with quality deviation from expected qualities for density and sulfur
reported as a percentage change.
The user provides input data for the model and the model provides resulting output allowing the user to simulate
the process, change data to determine sensitivity to changing inputs and make management decisions based on
results and better understanding of possible outcomes. The model requires accurate data for input into the model
processes. The user can adjust input data to create different Experiments for various end results. All data entered
through the User Interface is consolidated in a database that prepares and validates the data input for the model.
As the model runs, charts and graphs depict, in real time, the progress and changing output for key indicators for
the model as a whole or for individual components of the model. Additionally, a log file is created when the model
runs. This log file can be downloaded to Excel after the model run is complete. The log file provides key output
data that can be sorted and analyzed.
We will demonstrate how the resultant model allows a terminal operator to assess quality impacts to batches
delivered through the pipelines and tankage as a function of operational procedures and system configuration
changes. We will further demonstrate how the model outputs were used to assess various operating scenarios to
determine the optimal facility configuration.

09:00
IPC2016-64262, Study of Uneven Distribution in Parallel Petroleum Processing Pipes
R. Liu, China National Offshore Oil Corp. Research Institute, H. Zhu, Q. Li, CNOOC Research Institute, Y. Wan, Tianjin Branch,
CNOOC Ltd., Tianjin, K. Fan, China University of Petroleum
The aim of this article is to investigate uneven distribution of oil-gas two phase flow in parallel petroleum
processing pipelines. On-site analysis on BZ35-2 central platform A and SZ36-1 central platform N/O (two typical
platforms in China’s Bohai Bay) shows that uneven distribution is originated mainly by two sources: flow rate
difference and dryness difference. A 3-dimensional numerical model of two-phase flow in T-junction before parallel
processing units was built. Flow and dryness distribution under different operating conditions were simulated. It
is demonstrated that unevenness of flow rate grows worse as the total flow rate increases or operating pressure
difference between parallel units becomes larger. Moreover, unevenness of dryness is mainly caused by phase split
in a tee. It can be concluded that the phase split will be more obvious when parallel units are located at different
heights or gas volume fraction of feed stream and inlet flow rate is small. Besides, flow rate distribution has an
effect on dryness distribution. There is a specific flow ratio that will cause the most serious phase split.
Finally, according to the conclusions, modification scheme for BZ35-2 central platform A piping layout was
proposed. And this work may provide some guidance for process design and practical operation of parallel units.

09:30
IPC2016-64168, Fundamental Research on Method of Characteristics Based on Cubic Interpolated
Profile Scheme in Water Hammer Analysis
Y. Tanaka, National Institute for Rural Engineering, K. Tsuda, Graduate School of System and Information Engineering,
University of Tsukuba, A. Mukai, NARO Western Region National Agricultural Research Center, H. Taruya,
NARO National Institute for Rural Engineering
This paper introduces basic research conducted to develop a numerical analysis technique for water hammer
analysis. The CIP (Cubic Interpolated Profile) scheme was applied to obtain more accurate results without
greatly causing a spatial interpolation error depending on the Courant number in the method of characteristics.
Regarding this technique, the authors derived a well-formed error formula by applying a linear stability analysis.
Characteristics of the interpolation error were clarified by comparing existing interpolation schemes with the
method of characteristics.. The interpolation error of CIP scheme was superior to the Spatial Linear Interpolation
Scheme, was approximately equal to the Time Linear Interpolation Scheme and the cubic spline interpolation
scheme with sufficient number of computational grids. The calculation efficiency of the CIP scheme was superior to
the other schemes excepting the Spatial Linear Interpolation Scheme.
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Session 4-1-5: Pipeline Evacuation
Session Chair: Bryan Balmer, Fortis BC Energy Inc.
Room: TELUS MacLeod E3
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 10:30 - 12:00

10:30
IPC2016-64012, Effects of Pipeline Elevation Changes on Optimum Expelling
Procedures for Gas Pipelines
K. Botros, C. Edwards, NOVA Chemicals, B. Watson, T. Thrall, TransCanada Pipelines
Expeller performance has been evaluated in terms of the capability to create suction pressure at the throat.
This formulation has been used to assess the effectiveness of evacuating combustible gases from an isolated,
depressurized, pipeline section involving mainline block valves up to two times normal spacing with an
intermediate vent stack. Additionally, the effects of elevation changes that promote buoyancy driven flows are
accounted for in time as the interface between air and gas travels along the pipeline section during expelling.
Two expelling strategies were introduced and assessed. These are simultaneous expelling, in which gas is expelled
from the pipeline section from both ends, and sequential expelling, in which an intermediate vent stack is used
to expel gas from the upstream and downstream segments. The effects of elevation changes and the location
of the intermediate vent stack determine the best strategy for expelling so as to maximize the purge velocity in
the section of a pipeline to be purged, while maintaining the mean flow velocity in the pipe above the minimum
purge velocity to prevent air-gas stratification. It was found that for a ‘Flat-’ or a ‘Cusp-type’ elevation profile it is
advantageous to follow a sequential expelling procedure using one expeller at the intermediate vent stack location.
In the case of a ‘Vee-type’ elevation profile, a simultaneous expelling procedure is a better option in terms of
expelling time, at the cost of needing to deploy two expellers to different sites quite far apart. Air ingress location
depends on the expelling strategy and elevation profile.

11:00
IPC2016-64076, Technical Evaluation of the Consequence of HCDP Upsets from Gas Producers
along Pipeline Laterals
C. Hartloper, NOVA Chemicals Centre for Applied Research, K. Botros, NOVA Chemicals, K. Tittemore, TransCanada Pipelines
Natural gas accepted into the pipeline at receipt points is subject to gas quality specifications to ensure that
downstream laterals and mainlines are not subjected to operational upsets, and that the integrity of the pipeline
and related facilities is not compromised. One of the specifications is the maximum hydrocarbon dew point (HCDP)
at the pipeline operating pressure. Occasionally, gas plants encounter operational upsets that result in a higher
HCDP. If the HCDP exceeds the ground temperature, condensation of heavier hydrocarbon can potentially occur
along the lateral. Ideally, after an upset has been detected and the producer has been shut in, the lateral would be
pigged to remove the condensed hydrocarbons. However, if the lateral is unpiggable, the only way to remove the
liquids is to evaporate them into a flow of dryer gas. The present paper compares two potential courses of action
which may be taken after a high HCDP is detected at a receipt point on an unpiggable line: (a) flowing dry gas
from the producer after the source of upset is corrected, or (b) pulling dryer gas back from the operator’s mainline
through the lateral to the producer. In order to determine the most appropriate course of action for a given upset,
the state of the lateral during and after the upset must first be accurately quantified. In the present paper, the
state was modelled based on the governing equations of fluid flow including heat transfer and condensation, the
GERG-2008 equation of state, and empirical liquid-hold-up equations. The effect of flow parameters (e.g., gas
composition, lateral elevation profile, ground temperature, etc.) on the upset severity is explored. Subsequently,
models for forward flow and pull back are presented, and the criteria for selecting when either course of action is
appropriate are discussed.

11:30
IPC2016-64521, Backfilling Abandoned Pipelines with Paste
S. Longo, J. Cull, Golder Associates Ltd.
According to the Alberta Energy Regulator High Pressure Pipeline Database (September 2015) there are
approximately 473,000 km of high pressure pipelines in Alberta alone, ~93,000 km of which have been
discontinued. Of these 93,000 km of discontinued lines approximately half have been abandoned. When a pipeline
is abandoned it is typically flushed out, marked and has all corrosion protection and monitoring systems removed.
In the absence of corrosion protection all pipelines will inevitably corrode. This can create long term issues for
abandoned pipelines. Two of the critical issues are potential ground subsidence and the creation of unintended
water conduits. Ground subsidence is caused when an abandoned pipeline corrodes to the point of allowing the
surrounding soil to fall into the empty pipe. Ground stability issues can result depending on the size and depth
of the pipeline. Stability issues can appear suddenly in the form of sinkholes, slow slumping troughs or cracks
in the earth and anything in between. Regarding unintended water conduits the main concern centres on a
pipeline under or near water crossings or in areas of saturated soil. The pipeline corrosion can eventually provide a
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mechanism for water (or other constituents) to enter and migrate through the empty pipe and then be discharged
further down the line. This uncontrolled migration can potentially have environmental impacts depending on what
gets transported and where it ends up being discharged.
One common industry method to protect abandoned lines from the issues described above is to backfill them with
foam or grout. Backfilling areas of abandoned lines can help protect against ground instability and subsidence as
the line corrodes away. Creating plugs or cutting/capping abandoned pipelines can protect against the possibility
of water conduits. The use of paste technology is not common to the industry in this regard however it can provide
many benefits over current foams and grouts. This paper will discuss paste technology and its’ use as a backfill
option for pipeline abandonment.

Session 4-1-6: Liquid Pipelines
Session Chair: Rajanpaul Lalli, Kinder Morgan Canada
Session Co-Chair: Dan Bonner, Kinder Morgan Canada
Room: TELUS MacLeod E3
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 08:30 - 10:00

08:30
IPC2016-64480, Entrapped Gas and Vapor Formation Influence on Surge Pressure in
Liquid Pipeline Systems
D. Cheng, B. Seng, Fluor
Predicting the effects of entrapped gas or vapor formation on surge is very important in design and operation
of liquid pipelines. This paper identified the scenarios in which entrapped air and vapor formation need to be
considered in pipeline operation and design. Useful modeling methods utilizing common liquid pipeline transient
hydraulics software are provided. Validation of the presented methods was completed using experimental data
from published literature. Examples are presented in showing the implementation of the provided modeling
methods on real pipeline design scenarios. Finally, advantages and limitations of the presented methods was
discussed. The methods presented in this paper enable pipeline operators and design engineers to properly
estimate the complicated surge issues such as the influence of air bubble venting and column separation and
collapse using commonly available single phase hydraulics tools. The operators and engineers will benefit from the
provided methods in finding and validating reliable surge mitigation solutions and creating pipeline design with
higher integrity level. The paper also presents the limitation of the methods and continuous improvements that
can be achieved in the future.

09:00
IPC2016-64208, Benefits of Variable Frequency Drives on Pumping Systems in
Enbridge Liquids Pipelines
A. Ferrari, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
An electrical Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) is a device that controls a motor by varying the frequency and voltage
supplied to the motor. Frequency (or hertz) is directly related to the motor’s speed (RPMs). If an application does
not require an electric motor to run at full speed, the VFD can be used to ramp down the frequency and voltage to
meet the requirements of the electric motor’s load. As the application’s motor speed requirements change, the VFD
can simply turn up or down the motor speed to meet the speed requirement which in turn controls the output of
the connected equipment, in this case a pipeline pump (i.e. flow and pressure).
This device is important in pipeline applications as it provides the operator with improved control over the critical
parameters of the pump and in doing so increases pumping efficiency while reducing energy costs.
Enbridge Liquids Pipelines has gradually introduced more VFD units on its mainline pumping systems since 1994.
To date, 50% of the mainline pumps in the Enbridge Liquids Pipeline network operate under the control of a VFD.
There is now sufficient historical operating data on those assets in order to quantify the benefits related to this
particular system. This paper focuses on the operational reliability aspects of the VFDs and equipment controlled
by the VFD. This includes failure probabilities and throughput performance over the life cycle of the system but
excludes technical implications such as VFD selection, application, specification or design.
From a pure maintenance perspective, VFDs contribute to a marked improvement on pumps in terms of failure
reduction. For general pump failures including components such as mechanical seals, bearings, shaft, wear rings
or couplings, it is demonstrated that the probability of failure is lower on pumps combined with VFDs compared
to pumps without VFDs. In terms of mean time between repairs (MTBR), this equates to an increase of 65%
relative to pumps with VFDs.
All mainline pumps in Enbridge Pipelines Inc. are driven by electric motors. With regards to drive motor failures,
there is also a significant reduction in repairs; MTBR increases by approximately 25% on VFD driven electric motors.
Another factor which can enhance the benefits associated with VFDs is the sparing options. In Enbridge Liquids
Pipelines, there are two types of sparing options related to VFDs:
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• Dedicated VFDs (1 VFD controlling a single mainline pump)
• Shared VFD (1 VFD shared between a set of mainline pumps) with back-up across the line starting.
The throughput performance between the above mentioned existing options has been shown to differ
substantially. On a specific pipeline built initially with shared VFDs then fitted with Dedicated VFDs, the number of
pump failures decreased by 60% leading to a throughput loss reduction of 66%.
However, while the VFD helps preserve the asset it runs in conjunction with, the VFD itself introduces a high
frequency of failures in the overall pumping system. For the systems studied in Enbridge Pipelines Inc., adding a
VFD increases the frequency of downtime events by 118%. However, these failures are short in duration which in
the long term add up to less downtime (276% less) on a pumping system with VFD.
Finally, VFD units have a high capital cost which can double the cost of ownership of a pumping system over the
life cycle of the asset. However, this cost can be offset by the increase in availability provide by the VFD but this
needs to be vetted through a Life Cycle Cost analysis.

09:30
IPC2016-64687, Overpressure Protections in Liquid Pipeline Hydraulic Design
A. Zhou, Worley Parsons, D. Yu, WorleyParsons Canada, V. Cabrejo, TransCanada Pipelines
Continuous economic development demands safe and efficient means of transporting large quantities of crude oil
and other hydrocarbon products over vast extensions of land. Such transportation provides critical links between
organizations and companies, permitting goods to flow between their facilities. Operation safety is paramount
in transporting petroleum products in the pipeline industry. Safety can affect the performance and economics
of pipeline system. Pipeline design codes also evolve as new technologies become available and management
principles and practices improve. While effective operation safety requires well-trained operators, adequate
operational procedures and compliance with regulatory requirements, the best way to ensure process safety is to
implement safety systems during the design stage of pipeline system.
Pressure controls and overpressure protection measures are important components of a modern pipeline system.
This system is intended to provide reliable control and prevent catastrophic failure of the transport system due
to overpressure conditions that can occur under abnormal operating conditions. This paper discusses common
pressure surge events, options of overpressure protection strategies in pipeline design and ideas on transient
hydraulic analyses for pipeline systems. Different overpressure protection techniques considered herein are
based on pressure relief, pressure control systems, equipment operation characteristics, and integrated system
wide approach outlining complete pressure control and overpressure protection architecture for pipeline systems.
Although the analyses presented in this paper are applicable across a broad range of operating conditions and
different pipeline system designs, it is not possible to cover all situations and different pipeline systems have their
own unique solutions. As such, sound engineering judgment and engineering principles should always be applied
in any engineering design.

Topic 4-2: A
 utomation and Measurement
Session 4-2-1: Pipeline Leak Detection
Session Chair: Juan Gil, TransCanada Pipelines
Room: TELUS MacLeod E2
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 08:30 - 14:30

08:30
IPC2016-64675, Leak Detection for Shut-In Pipelines
N. Rostamy, F. Vejahati, N. Noroozi, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
In this paper, a new leak detection system based on a pattern recognition algorithm in a shut-in condition of a
pipeline is presented. For a fully shut-in pipeline, the governing fluid dynamic equations are simplified to the
thermodynamic state postulates. Hence, the shut-in section can be treated as a closed thermodynamic system with
no mass flow in or out of the system boundaries. The system always contains the same amount of matter, but heat
and work can be exchanged across the boundaries of the system. The pattern recognition algorithm presented in
this paper automatically monitors the pressure drop patterns and generates an alarm when the pattern of pressure
gradients matches the leak signatures. The algorithm takes into account the effect of thermal cooling and other
operational complexities to enhance the reliability performance of the scheme. Results of the performance of the
shut-in leak detection system are presented and discussed in this paper. Both simulated and historical leak scenarios
during shut-in state are used to investigate the performance of the shut-in leak detection scheme.
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09:00
IPC2016-64488, Leak Detection and Operations Management in Offshore Pipelines
J. Zhang, Atmos International Ltd, A. Kane, ATMOS International
This paper will demonstrate that with limited instruments at the terminals and platforms only, it is feasible to
monitor the integrity of offshore pipelines effectively. Some examples of applications will be shown, including both
crude oil and natural gas pipelines.
The statistical volume balance technology based on flow and pressure measurements at the inlets and outlets only
provides the detection and location of leaks. The paper describes the performance of these leak detection systems
for incidents ranging from small leaks to pipeline rupture.
To help operators run pipelines safely and cost effectively, real-time transient models are used to calculate the
flow, pressure, temperature, density and other fluid properties along the pipeline. Instead of using measured
flow and pressure, the operators rely on these calculated values to take operational decisions. The combination of
hydraulic modelling and statistical leak detection provides the operators with the information and confidence in
the integrity of their pipelines. In the event of any incident the operators can take actions quickly and correctly to
minimize the consequences.

09:30
IPC2016-64218, Near Real-Time Automated Detection of Small Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Leaks Using
Remote Optical Sensing and Machine Learning
M. S. Araujo, S. P. Siebenaler, E. DuPont, S. Blaisdell, D. Davila, Southwest Research Institute
The prevailing leak detection systems used today on hazardous liquid pipelines (computational pipeline
monitoring) do not have the required sensitivities to detect small leaks smaller than 1% of the nominal flow rate.
False alarms of any leak detection system are a major industry concern, as such events will eventually lead to alarms
being ignored, rendering the leak detection system ineffective [1].
This paper discusses the recent work focused on the development of an innovative remote sensing technology that
is capable of reliably and automatically detecting small hazardous liquid leaks in near real-time. The technology
is suitable for airborne applications, including manned and unmanned aircraft, ground applications, as well as
stationary applications, such as monitoring of pipeline pump stations. While the focus of the development was
primarily for detecting liquid hydrocarbon leaks, the technology also shows promise for detecting gas leaks.
The technology fuses inputs from various types of optical sensors and applies machine learning techniques to
reliably detect “fingerprints” of small hazardous liquid leaks. The optical sensors used include long-wave infrared,
short-wave infrared, hyperspectral, and visual cameras. The utilization of these different imaging approaches raises
the possibility for detecting spilled product from a past event even if the leak is not actively progressing.
In order to thoroughly characterize leaks, tests were performed by imaging a variety of different types of
hazardous liquid constitutions (e.g. crude oil, refined products, crude oil mixed with a variety of common refined
products, etc.) in several different environmental conditions (e.g., lighting, temperature, etc.) and on various
surfaces (e.g., grass, pavement, gravel, etc.). Tests were also conducted to characterize non-leak events. Focus was
given to highly reflective and highly absorbent materials/conditions that are typically found near pipelines.
Techniques were developed to extract a variety of features across the several spectral bands to identify unique
attributes of different types of hazardous liquid constitutions and environmental conditions as well as non-leak
events. The characterization of non-leak events is crucial in significantly reducing false alarm rates. Classifiers
were then trained to detect small leaks and reject non-leak events (false alarms), followed by system performance
testing. The trial results of this work are discussed in this paper.

10:30
IPC2016-64371, A New Approach to Pipeline Leak Detection Using Electromagnetic Sensing
C. Dawson, S. Inkpen, C. Nolan, D. Bonnell, Instrumar Limited
Many different approaches have been adopted for identifying leaks in pipelines. Leak detection systems,
however, generally suffer from a number of difficulties and limitations. For existing and new pipelines, these
inevitably force significant trade-offs to be made between detection accuracy, operational range, responsiveness,
deployment cost, system reliability, and overall effectiveness. Existing leak detection systems frequently rely on the
measurement of secondary effects such as temperature changes, acoustic signatures or flow differences to infer the
existence of a leak.
This paper presents an alternative approach to leak detection employing electromagnetic measurements of the
material in the vicinity of the pipeline that can potentially overcome some of the difficulties encountered with
existing approaches. This sensing technique makes direct measurements of the material near the pipeline resulting
in reliable detection and minimal risk of false alarms. The technology has been used successfully in other industries
to make critical measurements of materials under challenging circumstances. A number of prototype sensors were
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constructed using this technology and they were tested by an independent research laboratory. The test results
show that sensors based on this technique exhibit a strong capability to detect oil, and to distinguish oil from water
(a key challenge with in-situ sensors).
The nature of the electromagnetic sensing technology means that the sensors are both more compact and more
robust than alternative systems and these advantages have a corresponding impact on cost. Sensors using this
electromagnetic sensing technology could be deployed either in an array, installed at suitably spaced intervals
along the length of a pipeline, or in closer proximity for monitoring specific locations such as a pump station or
valve location or a high sensitivity area. In addition, sensors based on this technology should be easy to integrate in
new and old pipelines. Because the sensors do not need to be installed close to the pipeline, the risk of damaging
a pipeline during installation would be very low. A leak detection system based on the electromagnetic sensing
technology therefore represents a simple, low risk and cost effective option, with unambiguous data interpretation
that helps prevent false positive leak enunciation.

11:00
IPC2016-64405, Acoustic Leak Detection at a Distance: A Key Enabler for Real-Time Pipeline
Monitoring with the Internet of Things
M. Ocalan, Rheidiant, LLC, J. Edlebeck, S. P. Siebenaler, Southwest Research Institute
Real-time leak monitoring of pipelines is a need that is growing with the aging of the assets and the rise of the
population living in their close proximity. While traditional deployment of external monitoring solutions on legacy
assets may require extensive construction and trenching on the pipeline right-of-way, a new class of self-powered
and wirelessly communicating devices provides an intriguing alternative. These devices are installed on the rightof-way with no need for mechanical excavation and allow continuous monitoring of a pipeline over long distances.
Their low-power requirement makes it possible to operate the monitoring system continuously on battery power
and their wireless communication is established through a self-forming network. These attributes make real-time
monitoring possible without requiring any wiring to be deployed on the right-of way. The devices take advantage
of the pipe’s characteristics that guide the acoustic waves generated by the leak along the pipeline to detect leaks.
These characteristics make the detection possible even from a device that is not in close proximity of the leak.
Since device spacing is a key parameter in the cost of monitoring with the leak detection system, it is important
to understand the parameters that govern the propagation of leak sound on pipelines. Testing was performed
for this purpose to validate the ability of these novel acoustic sensors in an outdoor test facility under a variety of
leak conditions. This testing evaluated the propagation of acoustic waves emanating from small leaks on a buried
pipe. This was achieved by pressurizing the pipeline to different levels of pressure and inducing leaks through
various orifice sizes. The acoustic disturbances induced by these leaks were measured by sensors deployed at
various stations on the pipe. The results of this testing demonstrated the ability of such an approach to be used for
detecting very small disturbances in soil from an offset position caused by leaking liquids.

11:30
IPC2016-64698, A Novel Approach to Leak Sensitivity Testing of Computational Pipeline Monitoring
Systems for Hydrocarbon Liquid Pipelines with Hydraulic Simulators
S. Mokamati, Vanmok, D. Hung, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
In the operation of hydrocarbon liquid pipelines, Computational Pipeline Monitoring (CPM) systems are used for
software based leak detection. When installed, CPM systems must meet the regulatory requirements such as API
1130 in the USA and CSA Z662 in Canada. API RP 1130 provides several methods that can be used to test a CPM
system: forced parameter testing, simulated leak test (SLT), and fluid withdrawal testing (FWT).
Leak tests are performed to establish and verify the leak detection capabilities of the installed CPM system and
in some cases test the response of the personnel. One of the primary interests in leak testing is the realism or
hydraulic accuracy of the leak signature, in order that the reported leak sensitivity results of the test are reflective
of the real performance of the CPM system.
Simulated leak tests (SLT’s) use an offline pipeline model to generate hydraulically accurate data which can be
fed into the CPM model. SLT’s provide the most flexible and hydraulically accurate solution to simulating leaks,
compared to some of the other API RP 1130 compliant test methods. SLT’s do not have leak location restrictions
and also correctly models the flow and pressure hydraulic signature of a leak.
The paper outlines a novel approach and method to leak simulation, based on its size and shape of the leak hole.
This method can be used to represent various sizes of a leak, ranging from a pin hole to a large rupture along the
seam. Implementation of the method in a simulator developed with commercial software is discussed. The results
of the simulation, namely the hydraulic signatures from the simulated leak and the CPM response, are compared
with the widely used leak simulation method using a constant leak rate. Finally, possible applications of this
method are considered.
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13:30
IPC2016-64471, Pipeline Rupture Detection based on Machine Learning and Pattern Recognition
M. Di Blasi, Z. Li, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Pipeline ruptures have the potential to cause significant economic and environmental impact in a short period
of time, therefore it is critical for pipeline operators to be able to promptly detect and respond to them. Public
stakeholder expectations are high and an evolving expectation is that the response to such events be automated by
initiating an automatic pipeline shutdown upon receipt of rupture alarm. These types of performance expectations
are challenging to achieve with conventional, model-based, leak-detection systems (i.e. CPM -RTTMs) as the
reliability measured in terms of the false alarm rate is typically too low.
The company has actively participated on a pipeline-industry task force chaired by the API Cybernetics committee,
focused on the development of best practices in the area of Rupture Recognition and Response. After API’s release
of the first version of a Rupture Recognition and Response guidance document in 2014, the company has initiated
development of its own internal Rupture Recognition Program (RRP). The RRP considers several rupture recognition
approaches simultaneously, ranging from improvements to existing CPM leak detection to the development of new
SCADA based rupture detection system (RDS). This paper will provide an overview of a specific approach to rupture
detection based on the use of machine learning and pattern recognition techniques applied to SCADA data.

14:00
IPC2016-64704, Oil Pipeline Standoff Leak Detection / A Novel Approach for Airborne Remote
Detection of Small Leaks
E. Bergeron, FlyScan Systems Inc., F. Châteauneuf, F. Babin, J. Gravel, INO, M. Allard, INO
While natural gas pipelines already benefit from airborne, remote detection of leaks, oil pipeline leak detection
has been so far limited to SCADA system capable of detection leaks over 1% of flow, and visual inspection of the
right of way. This paper presents a novel way of detecting small leaks (i.e. 100ml/minute) of oil using an optical
detection system mounted on an airborne platform (UAV or helicopter).The technology presented in this paper was
developed and tested with the financial support and input from the US DoT / PHMSA and TransCanada Pipelines.

Session 4-2-2: Hydraulic Simulations & Real Time Advanced Functions
Session Chair: Cam Meyn, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Session Co-Chair: Paul Vinh, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Room: TELUS MacLeod E3
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 15:30 - 17:00

15:30
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64355, 3-D Transient CFD Modeling of Pig Motion
D. J. Parilli, N. Loaiza, J. Garcia, A. Blanco, Universidad Simón Bolívar
Pigging operations are common procedures for pipeline maintenance. However, questions still remain about
pig dynamics due to the difficulties to accurately describe this complex phenomenon. Consequently, most
predictions of pig dynamics are based on empirical knowledge deduced from experimental data and numerical
models developed considering simplified physical models, without calculate transient pig-flow interaction and
neglecting 3D aspect of flow dynamics. Therefore, to present an actual 3D transient model, this paper proposes a
novel CFD methodology using a static mesh in a moving control volume. Forces acting on the pig are dynamically
computed by a Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) approach; pig velocity is obtained for each time instant and it is
set as a variable boundary condition. This method was validated with experimental results and it may be used
to describe a wide range of rigid body motion immerse in a flow. This approach is then utilized to obtain the
transient simulation of a pig launch in a straight water pipeline. Numerical predictions of the static grid method
were compared with those obtained using moving mesh simulations. Results show that the pig reaches a terminal
velocity higher than average flow velocity and a huge difference on predictions of maximum pressure drop
(through the pig) between steady state based models and transient models. Additionally, it was simulated a 2D
model to observe the differences between 2D and 3D simulations on the flow characteristics and pig motion
features, which shows an important increase of the pressure drop on 3D model over 2D and high pig acceleration
in the 3D simulation.

16:00
IPC2016-64080, Application of Error-in-Variable Model (EVM) for Estimating Gas Pipeline Internal Wall
Roughness Before and After Pigging
T. Leung, J. M. Smith, NOVA Chemicals, T. Glen, W. Runciman, TransCanada Pipelines
Gas pipeline internal surface typically undergoes degradation for a variety of reasons such as fouling of the
pipe inner surface, erosion, corrosion and deposits of objectionable materials that occasionally enter the gas
stream at receipt points. Accurate monitoring of the pipe internal surface condition can hugely benefit the
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planning of cleaning activities. Theoretically the pipe wall roughness for a given pipe segment can be extracted
based on measured flow data and other system parameters. The challenge lies in the fact that measured data
all contain varying degrees of uncertainty, and the system becomes more complex to analyze when it contains
different segments connected in series or parallel like many typical gas gathering and lateral networks. This
paper demonstrates the application of the Error-in-Variable Model (EVM) using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) solution method in analyzing a complex pipeline network on the TransCanada NGTL System. EVM, a wellestablished Bayesian parameter estimation technique, accounts for uncertainties in the measured variables, such
as flow and pressure data, when determining the most probable estimates of unknown parameters such as pipe
internal wall surface roughness. In this work, the EVM problem is solved using the MCMC Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm. The MCMC approach is demonstrated to be robust, easy to implement and capable of handling
large quantities of data. It has the potential to analyze complex networks and monitor the pipe wall surface
condition on-line with SCADA data. Using this method, the internal wall surface roughness for the segments of
interest in this network were extracted from measured data collected before and after the pigging operation.
Results demonstrate the model’s capability in estimating the degradation of the pipe wall internal surface and
the effectiveness of pigging. Details on implementation and challenges in applying such methodology to analyze
complex gas networks are discussed.

16:30
IPC2016-64014, Innovations into Minimizing Interfacial Contamination between Crude Batches Due to
Dead-legs in Pump Station Piping Layouts
K. Botros, E. Clavelle, NOVA Chemicals, G. Vogt, TransCanada Pipelines
Invariably, oil pump station piping layouts may contain multiple dead-legs brought about by closed valves at one
end of side branches, while flows continue through the main runs. During the transportation of heavy crude
through the pump station, these dead-legs will be filled with this crude. When a light crude batch is introduced
next into the pipeline, following the heavy crude ahead, two phenomena will occur. First, contamination between
batches at the interface of the two crudes will occur due to axial turbulent diffusion along the length of the
pipeline itself. Second, as the light crude flows through the pump station, and passes by each dead-leg containing
residual heavy crude from the preceding batch, the heavy crude trapped in these dead-legs will start to drain
out into the passing light crude in the main run. This causes further contamination and spreading of the mixing
zone between the two batches. The second source of contamination, which is addressed in this paper, could cause
appreciable contamination particularly for large dead-leg sizes and numbers.A computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
model has been developed to quantify the drainage rate of the contaminating crude into the main stream and its
impact on widening the mixed zone (contamination spread) between the two batches. Two drainage mechanisms
of the heavy crude in the dead-legs into the main stream of the light crude have been identified and quantified.
Finally, potential innovations to mitigate contamination due to dead legs are presented and quantified for their
respective effectiveness in minimizing the contamination spreads between batches of different crudes.

Session 4-2-3: SCADA, Automation & Measurement
Session Chair: Dion Dube, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Room: TELUS MacLeod E2
Date: Friday, September 30
Time: 08:30 - 11:30

08:30
IPC2016-64160, CyberSecurity from Field to Host
L. Cysouw, AutoSol Canada, N. Rabadi, D. Osburn III, Automation Solutions, Inc.
Remote communications to field devices for data monitoring and controls has greatly reduced operating costs,
reduced downtime, and helped in optimize our industry. With the ever growing threat of cyber-attacks, the need
for securing this data is becoming a more common topic of discussion. Whether collecting SCADA or Measurement
data from the field, doing remote configuration, or even sitting dormant, it is important to keep the line of
communication to your devices secure. This presentation will discuss potential threats and examples of cyberattacks. It will cover industry standards, types of cyber security, and the importance and best practices for securing
data for Measurement and/or SCADA and control systems.

09:00
IPC2016-64193, Pipeline Diagnostics with Ultrasonic Meters
N. L. Gailey, FMC Technologies, N. Rasool, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Canada and the United States have vast energy resources, supported by thousands of kilometers (miles) of pipeline
infrastructure built and maintained each year. Whether the pipeline runs through remote territory or passing
through local city centers, keeping commodities flowing safely is a critical part of day-to-day operation for any
pipeline. Real-time leak detection systems have become a critical system that companies require in order to provide
safe operations, protection of the environment and compliance with regulations. The function of a leak detection
system is the ability to identify and confirm a leak event in a timely and precise manner. Flow measurement devices
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are a critical input into many leak detection systems and in order to ensure flow measurement accuracy, custody
transfer grade liquid ultrasonic meters (as defined in API MPMS chapter 5.8) can be utilized to provide superior
accuracy, performance and diagnostics.
This paper presents a sample of real-time data collected from a field install base of over 245 custody transfer
grade liquid ultrasonic meters currently being utilized in pipeline leak detection applications. The data helps to
identify upstream instrumentation anomalies and illustrate the abilities of the utilization of diagnostics within the
liquid ultrasonic meters to further improve current leak detection real time transient models (RTTM) and pipeline
operational procedures. The paper discusses considerations addressed while evaluating data and understanding the
importance of accuracy within the metering equipment utilized. It also elaborates on significant benefits associated
with the utilization of the ultrasonic meter’s capabilities and the importance of diagnosing other pipeline issues
and uncertainties outside of measurement errors.

10:30
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64372, Loss Coefficient Estimation for Viscous Mixtures of Light,
Heavy and Extra Heavy Crude Oil in Y-Junctions.
A. Piñero, E. Caldera, M. Borregales, M. Asuaje, Universidad Simón Bolivar
One of the challenges of transporting highly viscous crude oil is to ensure that the flow of oil will be delivered.
It is also necessary to keep the operational standards and conditions along sections of pipes and fittings. Today,
with low oil prices, it is important to minimize energy losses through the pipelines and accessories. However, new
designs are often based on correlations that have not been developed for heavy oil water mixtures and are not
frequently reported in the literature. Moreover, conventional calculations do not take into account the presence
of accessory lines, or simply consider by empirically adding an extra percentage of energy loss or according to
the engineer design test. Even more, the current correlations that could estimate accessory loss do not work well
for viscous fluids and are even less suitable for the case of two-phase mixtures. For example, Gardel correlation
[1] was made for water flow through yee type accessories. Applying this correlation to viscous fluids result in
high deviations, more than 500% compared to CFD simulations. The present work attempts to predict the fluid
dynamics behavior and the energy losses of these viscous fluids and mixtures (oil - water) going through a Yee type
confluence. All simulations were carried out using ANSY CFX R v14.5. Mesh number of elements was optimized
using Pipe-It R (optimization software). A grid independence study was also carried out automatically in Pipe-It R to
ensure the quality of results. Several conditions have been simulated: angle confluence of 45o - 75o , diameter ratio
2-7, oil viscosity from 10 to 105 cP, and water cut of 0-1. As the main result, a correlation that predicts the behavior
of viscous mixtures in their passage through yee type con- fluences was developed using a genetic algorithms
technique [2]. This correlation takes into account: viscosity, fluid fractions, input speeds, confluence angle and
other parameters that are not normally considered by other authors. Therefore, it may be used in mixtures of
water with light and heavy crude oil. Finally, correlations with 10% deviation compared to CFD simulations
were obtained.11:00

11:00
IPC2016-64670, Methane Detectors Challenge: Low-Cost Continuous Emissions Monitoring
S. P. Siebenaler, A. Janka, Southwest Research Institute, D. Lyon, Environmental Defense Fund, J. Edlebeck, Southwest
Research Institute, A. Nowlan, Environmental Defense Fund
Natural gas leakage from unmanned facilities, such as compressor stations, gathering sites, and block valve
locations, can pose significant economic and safety impacts. Additionally, methane, the primary constituent of
natural gas, is a powerful greenhouse gas with 84 times the global warming potential of carbon dioxide on a
mass basis over a 20-year period (IPCC 2013). Due to the remote location of many of these facilities, fluid leaks can
persist for extended periods of time. Continuous leak detection systems would facilitate rapid identification and
repair of leaks. However, existing technologies, such as infrared cameras, are cost-prohibitive to be installed at a
high number of sites and are instead used in periodic monitoring as part of leak detection and repair programs.
Such periodic monitoring does not provide for quick detection of “fat tail” leaks that dominate the emissions from
gathering and transportation systems (Mitchell et al. 2015, Subramanian et al. 2015).
A unique and innovative arrangement of various stakeholders was utilized to initiate a technology development
and testing program aimed at expedited deployment of low-cost technologies at high numbers of sites. The
technologies targeted for this work were low enough in cost to economically justify the installation of such sensors
at every gas gathering and transportation site. This work was driven by an environmental advocacy organization
under a partnership with eight different oil and gas companies and technical oversight from various universities,
non-profits, and government agencies to give a wide perspective on the needs of such technology.
Four different technologies were developed and tested in realistic release environments. The technologies ranged
from sensors modified from automobile-based technology to laser-based systems used for monitoring gases in
coal mines. The systems were treated as “end-to-end” units whereby all components (e.g., sensor, data acquisition,
enclosures, etc.) needed to perform according to the provided specifications. The testing involved controlled
releases under numerous environmental conditions and with different gas compositions. The largest focus of the
testing was on outdoor releases where the systems had to detect the transient nature of gas plumes.
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The primary objectives of the testing were to determine the readiness of the technologies for pilot testing in
the field and identify continuous improvement opportunities. The project demonstrated that there are newlydeveloped technologies that could be deployed as low-cost continuous monitoring solutions for the gas industry.

Topic 4-3: G
 eohazards
Session 4-3-1: Geohazard Management I
Session Chair: Chris Campbell, BGC Engineering Inc.
Room: TELUS MacLeod E2
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 10:30 - 12:00

10:30
IPC2016-64199, Past Bank Erosion as a Guide for Bank Erosion Prediction at Pipeline Crossings
L. Roberge, G. Ferris, H. Weatherly, BGC Engineering Inc.
This paper presents a methodology which uses past bank erosion behaviour as a predictor of future performance.
The methodology employed in the bank erosion study consists of the following main steps: identifying a reach
to examine, classifying the watercourse, estimating key hydrotechnical properties, obtaining historical air
photographs of the reach, georeferencing or orthorectifying the airphotos, mapping the position of the channel
edge, obtaining the historical records of nearby gauges to estimate the return period of floods that have occurred
between successive pairs of historical air photographs, and finally combining the results to provide correlations
between the rates of bank erosion and the rarity of the floods that have occurred.
More than 70 bank erosion studies have been completed in the past two years at a variety of watercourses. This
paper provides three case histories that illustrate the methodology and then proceeds to provide some tentative
relationships that could be used to focus future bank erosion studies on those sites most active, and used to
provide a preliminary estimate of the amount of bank erosion that could be expected in both design settings and
existing pipeline integrity evaluations.
In this study wandering rivers are more laterally active than other channel pattern types. Although the smallest
floods do not cause large-scale changes to the banks, significant bank erosion can be caused by either moderate
(20-year) or extreme (100-year) events with a rough trend to larger bank erosion in larger floods. No significant
correlation between the time elapsed between successive air photos and the magnitude of erosion was found,
suggesting that bank erosion is an event-driven process rather than time dependent.

11:00
IPC2016-64219, Real-time Flood Monitoring and Management of a Mississippi River Pipeline Crossing
M. Devonald, BGC Engineering, H. Weatherly, BGC Engineering Inc., M. Hill, P. Song, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.,
L. Vincent, BGC Engineering
Enbridge Liquids Pipelines (Enbridge Pipelines Inc.) operates over 26,000 km of liquid pipelines in Canada and the
US, administers a system-wide geohazard management program to identify, investigate and monitor geohazards,
and performs remediation as required. An integral part of the geohazard management program is real-time flood
monitoring, where pipeline watercourse crossings affected by flooding are identified and flood levels monitored.
Watercourse crossings where the pipelines have a high potential to become exposed, to span, and potentially to
fail during a flood event are studied in more detail.
This flood monitoring program automatically monitors publicly available real-time stream gauge flow
measurements and compares these measurements to estimated discharge thresholds for the crossing under
evaluation. Thresholds are related to the current pipeline depth of cover (DOC) and the amount of scour that can
occur over a range of flood magnitudes. Thresholds include: 1) the estimated peak flow to expose the top of the
pipe, “exposure flow”, 2) the estimated peak discharge and associated flow velocities that could create enough
free spanning pipe for the onset of vortex induced vibration (VIV) fatigue failure, “flow of concern”, and 3) where
additional mechanical assessment taking account of specific pipe properties, data requirements and circumstances
has been carried out, the “critical flow”, the estimated average peak flow and duration that has the potential to
result in product release due to VIV once a sufficient pipe span length has developed, “critical flow”.
This paper is a case study of an assessment and flood monitoring of one of Enbridge’s Mississippi River pipeline
crossings, which has a history of flood-related pipeline exposure and subsequent mitigations. During real-time
monitoring of a 2015 flood event the “exposure flow” and “flow of concern” thresholds for this crossing were
exceeded, resulting in a decision by Enbridge to shut down the pipeline. Subsequent surveys revealed that the pipe
had become exposed and was spanning adjacent to the previously remediated area. The previous mitigation likely
limited the length of pipe exposure and pipe span. Added complexity was encountered during the post shutdown
DOC survey, which needed to be completed as quickly and safely as possible after flood levels declined to allow for
an assessment of the actual condition of the pipeline prior to restart.
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This paper presents a methodology that could allow pipeline operators to identify river crossings susceptible to
pipe exposure, and the potential for freespan development, due to flooding, by providing an understanding of
what is likely happening to the cover over the pipe at a particular crossing during a flood event. This provides a
tool to better manage pipeline river crossings experiencing flooding.
As far as the authors are aware, this case study represents the first time a pipeline has been shut down based on
real-time flows and thresholds in the United States.

11:30
IPC2016-64222, Integrating Geophysical and Geotechnical Engineering Methods for Assessment
of Pipeline Geohazards
A. McClymont, E. Ernst, WorleyParsons/Advisian, P. Bauman, WorelyParsons, N. Payne, Advisian/WorleyParsons
Geohazards are a particular group of hazards which, in the pipeline context, are defined as natural phenomena
or hazards of a geological, geotechnical, hydrological or tectonic origin that can impact a pipeline or the
associated environment.. When considering geohazards for pipeline projects, it is important to comprehensively
characterize all potential geohazards that may impact the pipeline, not only during the construction phase of
the project but through the designed operational lifespan of the pipeline. Such approaches should include a
detailed understanding of the local subsurface geological and geotechnical conditions to enhance the geohazard
assessment and mitigation design for the pipeline system. Conventional subsurface assessments of geohazards
typically utilize invasive drilling and investigative excavation methods to identify and map local soil and rock
structures, characteristics and engineering properties. Here, we show how the integration of geophysical methods
to geohazard and geotechnical assessments can reduce costs and site impacts while providing a comprehensive and
spatially extensive understanding of subsurface conditions. To demonstrate the utility of integrated geotechnical
and geophysical investigations, we focus on two case studies from proposed natural gas pipelines that are intended
to transport natural gas from northeast British Columbia to proposed LNG facilities on the Pacific coast. Our first
case study features an assessment of potential glaciomarine clay deposits that represent a complex geohazard
condition to a section of a pipeline route near Kitimat, British Columbia. Glaciomarine clay (or quick clay) is
commonly found at low elevations in coastal areas of northern countries (e.g., Canada, Russia, Norway, Sweden,
Finland, and in Alaska, United States). They can fail under loading and, critically, at low slope angles and thus
introduce geohazards to the pipeline stemming from potential liquefaction, mass movement, instability, loss of
structural support potential flooding caused by mass movement events. In the two-stage assessment, we first used
a combination of seismic and electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) methods to rapidly map clay deposits and
identify zones of potentially low shear strength, and map depth to bedrock along and across the alignment. The
geophysical cross-sections are partially ground-truthed using available borehole data and will be used in stage two
to optimize locations of boreholes for detailed geotechnical characterization of soil and rock properties. In our
second case study, we present a detailed assessment of a potential tectonic geohazard at the proposed crossing of
a suspected fault zone in northeastern British Columbia. Although fault structures within basement rock are well
recognized in the general area, it is unclear if the fault system extends into the specific region of the pipeline, the
width of the potential fault zone and whether the faults will be characterized as active (i.e., whether they have
been seismically active over the past 10,000 years as per the potential impact and seismic characterization of the
pipeline system). To image potentially active fault structures within the post-glacial sediments and underlying
bedrock, a geophysical survey that used a combination of high-resolution seismic reflection and groundpenetrating radar (GPR) methods was undertaken. Several potential fault strands have been identified that will be
the subject of a follow up paleoseismic trenching and borehole program to assess the age of last movement. Our
presentation will pay particular attention to some of the unique challenges of these projects, including surveying
over large areas and employing geophysical methods in remote rugged terrain. By combining interpretations of
the geophysical data with conventional geological and geotechnical information, we show how an integrated
geophysical/geotechnical engineering approach to geohazard assessment yields a relatively detailed understanding
of subsurface conditions, while minimizing costs and site impacts.

Session 4-3-2: Geohazard Management II
Session Chair: Joel Van Hove, BGC Engineering Inc.
Room: TELUS MacLeod E2
Date: Wednesday September 28
Time: 08:30 - 10:00

08:30
IPC2016-64378, Monitoring Ground Slumping Across a Natural Gas Distribution Network
with Satellite Radar
M. D. Henschel, B. Deschamps, G. Robert, MDA, D. Zulkoski, TransGas Limited
Ground deformation from natural or anthropogenic processes is a significant factor in the integrity management
plan for natural gas distribution networks. Rapid or large scale deformation can pose an immediate rupture
threat, while smaller, more gradual or repeated ground deformation regimes lead to material stresses, damage
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and strain accumulation, posing a longer-term threat. Satellite monitoring can play a key role in pipeline integrity
management programs by measuring ground deformation over an entire pipeline network, at high spatial and
temporal resolutions.
Millimeter accuracy ground deformation estimates are derived from radar satellite imagery using InSAR, a
well-established and validated remote sensing technique. InSAR is an effective tool for rapidly identifying new
regions requiring ground geotechnical surveys, deriving estimates of deformation rate, extents, and evolution
of deformation patterns, for validating or extending traditional ground-based measurements, and for forwardlooking operational monitoring.
We present the results of InSAR ground deformation monitoring over a natural gas distribution pipeline network
in Saskatchewan, Canada. At the case study site, up to 40 year old, small-diameter pipelines have been subjected
to ground slumping from a retrogressive landslide affecting multiple lakeshore communities and compounded in
recent years by a high water table. Some locations have recently experienced slumping at rates greater than 50 cm/
yr leading to important structural issues with roads, buildings, water mains, and gas pipelines.
The ground movement analysis is based on RADARSAT-2 satellite imagery acquired at 24-day intervals over a short
period in 2015. Thousands of suitable measurement points were identified over two communities on opposing
shores of the lake. The measured InSAR deformation time series showed deformation toward the lake. The extents
of the deformation are clearly delineated by the InSAR measurements.

09:00
IPC2016-64515, The Cheecham Landslide Event
J. P. Barlow, BGC Engineering Inc., J. Richmond, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Land disturbance associated with the progressive expansion of a major pipeline and power corridor, along with
extensive timber harvesting, triggered the reactivation of an ancient, 100 million cubic meter deep-seated landslide
in northern Alberta. The landslide threatened six major transmission pipelines, and caused a loss of containment
in one of the pipelines. The level of landslide activity and associated pipeline damage was surprising given the
relatively subtle disturbances in relation to the massive scale of the slide. Given the very shallow 4.5 degree
slope inclination and the lack of any surface expression of distress over most of the slope area, this case history
underscores the importance of considering regionally specific geological conditions within pipeline geohazard
evaluations. An intensive, multi-pronged program was adopted to stabilize and manage the landslide, including a
series of targeted surface and ground water control measures that produced an approximate 100-fold reduction in
movement rates. This demonstrates that the sensitivity of slides in the region to subtle changes is a negative factor
for triggering landslides, but can also be a positive factor for stabilizing them.

09:30
IPC2016-64594, Technical and Operational Guidelines When Using Strain Gauges to Monitor Pipelines
in Slow Moving Landslides
D. Dewar, E. McClarty, Spectra Energy Transmission, G. Van Boven, A. K. Tong, Spectra Energy
Vibrating wire (VW) strain gauges have been used by the pipeline industry for over 50 years as part of landslide
hazard management programs. This paper provides technical and operational guidelines for the use of these strain
gauges based on 20 years of experience managing active but slow moving landslides. Guidelines are provided
for the use of strain gauges during 1) routine monitoring 2) cut outs and 3) strain relief. Examples of expected
strain gauge responses are provided along with technical considerations for interpreting data.Given the relatively
small size of the gauges in relation to the length of pipeline within most landslides, techniques are provided to
best locate the gauges including the use of 1) visual/on-site geotechnical assessments, 2) geotechnical monitoring
technologies and 3) smart pigging technologies (caliper, IMU and axial strain technologies). Limitations, reliability,
and alternatives to VW gauges are also discussed.
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Topic 4-4: O
 perations, Monitoring & Maintenance Posters
Session 4-4-1: Track 4 Poster Sessions
Session Chair: Mark Piazza, Colonial Pipeline Company
Room: TELUS Macleod A
Date: Poster Session 1 - Tuesday, September 27, 15:30 - 17:00
Date: Poster Session 2 - Wednesday, September 28, 10:30 - 12:00

IPC2016-64210, Considerations for Gas Pipeline Blowdown
D. Galatro, ILF Consultants Inc.
Blowdown is a planned or unplanned release of pressurized natural gas from stations, equipment (vessels) or
pipelines. In high pressure pipelines, the blowdown leads to low temperatures within the fluid and high vent rates
due to larger gas inventory volumes. Blowdown is a hazardous operation, and for this reason several methods
have been proposed to improve the accuracy in the estimation of the blowdown rate and the blowdown time in
pipelines. In general, these approaches include either physical volume or pipe models with numerical and analytical
methods of solution. For instance, a very simple approach for the estimation of the blowdown time is presented
by American Gas Association (AGA); this approach can be used a as first-approximation to verify the size of the
blowdown stack/valve. Another well-known simple method to predict gas-line blowdown times was presented by
Weiss, Botros and Jungowski (WBJ) (1988); this method involves the application of correction factors that regards
the pipeline as a volume. However, due to the transient nature of the blowdown and the proven accuracy of their
formulation, in recent years transient simulations have been performed using commercial simulation software.
This work compares simplified approaches and an acknowledged transient method integrating significant effects
of fluid mechanics (quasi-steady flow for one phase), heat and mass transfer and rigorous thermodynamics. This
transient method is extensively used by process design engineers since it is included as a calculation tool or utility
in commercial simulation software. Experimental data taken from acknowledged literature allows estimating
the level of accuracy of these approaches. Due to the complexity and sometimes non-availability of the transient
models included in commercial simulation software, a novel and innovative simplified hybrid approach is presented
in this work. This approach includes novel and improved correlations as well as numerical solutions of a physical
model that can be easily translated into a computational code or sequentially structured in a spreadsheet. This
method allows for estimating relevant variables associated to the pressure – time computation and the optimal
sizing of blowdown stack/valves in gas pipelines, based on recommended gas blowdown times; these times were
estimated considering a balance between the maximum permissible blowdown duration and the minimum wall
and fluid temperatures that can safely be contained in the pipeline. Finally, comparisons between the results
obtained by using commercial software and the novel approach are presented, showing a fair level of accuracy of
this method (7.6 % maximum error percentage) considering its simplicity with regard to the transient modelling.

IPC2016-64267, Apparatus for Testing Drag Reducing Agents in Gas Transmission Pipelines
J. Chen, Fushun Research Institute of Petroleum and Petrochemicals, SINOPEC, W. Zhao, SINOPEC, Y. Di, Science Dept,
SINOPEC, B. Jia, Pipeline Storage & Transportation Co., Ltd., SINOPEC, J. Wang, Chemical Sales Co., Ltd., SINOPEC, H. Li,
Pipeline Storage & Transportation Co., Ltd., SINOPEC
Drag reduction agents (DRA) with its special properties adhering to the inner wall of gas pipeline can reduce the
pipe surface roughness and turbulent velocity of gas flow. Injecting DRA into the natural gas pipeline is a potential
and economical method which decreases the energy consumption and enhances gas delivery throughput. The
premise that DRA can be used on site is to pass the performance test in laboratory, so reasonable DRA test system
are designed through simulating the operation conditions of natural gas transmission pipelines. Emphatically
improving the pumping system, atomization injection system and test pipe section. The pumping system adopts
separation design pattern which can avoid various DRA samples blending drastically. The atomization injection
system provides full atomized space for DRA solution which can ensure atomization injection process to carry out
ideally. The test pipe section can replace quickly and ensure a higher measuring accuracy. The proposed approach
above can perfect the test system for DRA used in gas transmission pipeline and can provide important guidance to
the industrialized application of DRA.

IPC2016-64320, Waveform Pattern Recognition Applied to Rapid Detection of Wall-Thinning in Pipes:
A Simulation‑Based Case Study
W. Alobaidi, E. Sandgren, H. Al-Rizzo, University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Pattern recognition using correlation analysis (Cij) method is useful for non-destructive testing of physical objects,
including pipes. An evaluation of the technique based on Computer Simulation Technology (CST) models has
demonstrated the advantages of using the technique to detect and classify pipe wall thinning (PWT) in pipes. Given
enough increments, the technique can be refined to detect any possible combination of PWT attributes. For this
research 71 different simulations were modeled for purposes of calibration of the system, based on five varied
properties of the modeled PWT instances. These properties include: location (29 simulations based on distance
from origin and two lengths of PWT, for a total of 58 simulations), width (standardized at 25.4 mm), depth (four
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simulations as radius of PWT at 78.74 mm, 81.28 mm, 83.82 mm, and 86.36 mm), length (four simulations as
percentage of circumference: 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% circumferential PWT) and type of defect (five simulations
based on five discrete profiles).
Microwaves were simulated from port 1 and port 2, with a sweeping frequency range (0.5 GHz bandwidth),
analyzed as S11 and S21 for measuring and calibrating the response to the standards. The resulting waveforms
became the standard patterns against which 11 unknown simulations were compared, sometimes using
S11waveforms for comparison, and at other times S21.
The correlation analysis technique was able to distinguish parameters for the unknown test cases. The technique
is able to determine the correlation between the resonance frequency peak (RFP) and waveform for an unknown
case, and those of nearby calibration models, via pattern recognition. For example, 0.847 and 0.872 correlations to
two standard patterns for an unknown RFP which appears midway between two standard RFPs, produces a peak
for the unknown that is equidistant from the RFPs for the standards.

IPC2016-64150, Optimization of Planning and Scheduling of Refinery Product Based on
Downstream Requirements
G. He, China University of Petroleum (Beijing), Y. Liang, China University of Petroleum at Beijing, L. Fang,
China University of Petroleum (Beijing), Q. Zheng, Drilling &Produciton Technology Research Institute,
PetroChina Pipeline Company, L. Sun, China University of Petroleum (Beijing)
The disconnect between the optimization systems of upstream production and downstream demand poses a
legitimate problem for China’s refined oil industry in terms of overproduction waste. Established methods only
partially model the refinery system and are unable to integrate detailed production plans or meet market demands.
Therefore, the research on production scheduling optimization combined with the demand of downstream
pipeline network has very real applications that not only reduce the consumption of human/material resources,
but also increase economic efficiency. This paper aims to optimize the production scheduling of refined oil
transportation based on the demand of downstream product pipelines by analyzing the relationships between
crude oil supply, refinery facility capacities and refinery tanks storage. The new model will minimize the refined
production surplus therefore minimizing refinery costs and wastage. This is done by implementing models custom
designed to optimize the three subsystems of the overall process: oil product blending scheduling optimization,
producing and processing equipment scheduling optimization, and mixed crude oil scheduling optimization.
We first analyzed the relationship between all the production units from the crude oil to the distributional
destinations of oil products. A mathematical model of the refinery production scheduling was then built with
minimum total surplus inventory as the objective function. We assumed a known downstream demand and used
a step by step model to optimize oil stocks. The oil blending plan, production scheduling, amount of crude oil,
and refined oil mixing ratios were all derived from the model using three methods: a nonlinear method called
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), the simplex method and the enumeration method. The evidence laid out in
this paper verifies our models functionality and suggests that systems can be significantly optimized by using
these methods which can provide solutions for industries with similar challenges. Optimization of the refinery’s
overall production process is achieved by implementing models for each of the three distinguished subsystems:
oil blending model, plant scheduling model, and the mixed crude oil refining model. The demand dictates the
final production quantities. From those figures we are able to place constraining limits on the input crude oil. The
refined oil production scheme is continuously enhanced by determining the amount of constituent feed on the
production equipment according to the results of previous production cycle. After optimization, the minimum
surplus inventory of the five oil components approach their lower limits that were calculated using our models.
We compare the literature on scheduling optimization challenges both in China and abroad while providing a
detailed discussion of the present situation of Chinese refineries. The interrelationships of production processes on
each other are revealed by analyzing the system and breaking it down to three fundamental parts. Basing the final
production predictions on the downstream demand, we are able to achieve a minimum refinery surplus inventory
by utilizing a comprehensive refinery scheduling model composed of three sub-models.

IPC2016-64118, Robust Direct Hydrocarbon Sensor Based on Novel Carbon Nanotube
for Leakage Detection
K. Parmar, S. Park, C. Park, University of Calgary
One of the major risks in oil and gas industry has been the pipeline leakages, a threat to financial states, damaging
environment and raising public concern especially after major incidents. In order to minimize the impact of spills,
quick detection of a leak and a rapid response are needed. The systems currently employed to detect pipeline
leakage range from simple visual checking to complex hardware and software systems such as mass balance,
pressure point analysis, flow deviation, acoustic emission systems, and fibre-optic-based sensing technologies. These
methods are useful, but there are certain limitations. The main drawback of the majority of these leak detection
technologies is that they are only indirectly detect hydrocarbon leakage, often unable to detect the leakage until
the spill is large enough to cause significant damages in both the financial and environmental aspects.
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The need for preventive monitoring system and direct detection of hydrocarbon leakage is urgently needed
to enable fast response and timely repairs with less deleterious effects. Research is being conducted for the
development of a functional prototype and environmental testing of in-situ carbon nanotube (CNT) nanocomposite
based sensors for hydrocarbon leakage detection. The CNT nanocomposite offers a unique approach to the direct
hydrocarbon leakage detection in pipelines and aboveground storage tanks (ASTs).
Expanding the study from the previously reported investigation of sensor characteristics in optimal ambient
condition, studies were conducted to identify the sensor performance under harsh conditions such as the
underground (exposed to the soil) with compost and moisture, high pressure, changing temperature and longterm exposure to the outdoor environment. Research into the sensor behavior is studied and a performance matrix
is developed that accounts for the change in sensor response to various environmental conditions. Results showed
that the proposed CNT nanocomposite sensor was applicable under given conditions with negligible errors while
maintaining high sensitivity to the hydrocarbon leakage.
Once a list of sensor detection specifications is defined, it is anticipated that the CNT sensor technology can be
applied as part of a robust, reliable and accurate early detection system for the pipeline industry.

IPC2016-64065, Geotechnical Instrumentation: Monitoring Longitudinal Stress of High Pressure
Pipeline during Longwall Mining Operations—A Case Study in West Virginia
M. P. Derby, P.G., CPG, M. Saunders, P.G., Applus RTD, B. Zand, Kiefner Associates
Longwall mining operations could compromise the integrity of high pressure pipelines by way of surface
subsidence and soil strains. Prior to implementing field programs for monitoring subsidence, a preliminary
mitigation/stress analysis study should be designed to determine the possible effects of the longwall mining
operations on the pipeline(s). If the stress analysis indicates possible high stresses beyond the allowable limits of a
pipeline, then a mitigation plan should be developed and implemented. Regardless of the anticipated stress level
in a pipeline, a strain monitoring program is usually recommended.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the design of a pipeline strain monitoring program, which includes the
installation of strain gages at critical locations along two adjacent pipelines. The study area includes a 12" diameter
steel pipeline (for natural gas transport) and a 12" HDPE pipeline for water transport. The study area is located in a
mountainous region of West Virginia.
Prior to the field program, a laboratory pilot study was performed with strain gages on a test section of HDPE pipe
to determine the best mounting procedures. The field implementation program included the installation of strain
gages on the gas and water pipelines. Multiplexers, data loggers, a solar array and a satellite modem for 24/7 data
transfer were installed, and monitored throughout the study. During the field implementation program several
meteorological and geologic events occurred which caused some design changes in the field program.
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Track 5: Materials & Joining
Track Chair: Millan Sen, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Track Co-Chair: Dr. Xian-Kui Zhu, Edison Welding Institute
Track Co-Chair: Aaron Dinovitzer, BMT Fleet Technology Ltd.
Track Co-Sponsors: Acuren & BMT Fleet Technology Ltd.

Topic 5-2: M
 aterials
Session 5-2-1: Mechanical Anisotropy
Session Chair: J. Barry Wiskel, University of Alberta
Room: TELUS Glen 201/202
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 10:30 - 12:00

10:30
IPC2016-64147, Anisotropic Material Characterization and Its Effect on Structural Integrity
O. Hilgert, Salzgitter Mannesmann Forschung, C. Kalwa, Europipe
In recent years anisotropic pipe material properties gained more interest due to offshore and strain based design or
fracture arrest topics.
The effect of anisotropic UOE pipe material characteristic is analyzed in this contribution. Both, anisotropic strain
dependent values (Lankford) and anisotropic strength dependent factors (Hill) are compared and their impact on
load bearing and plastic strain capacity inves-tigated.
Several common load cases as internal and external pressure as well as bending are in-vestigated. An analysis
of structural behavior concerning burst pressure and transverse strain capacity, collapse pressure and maximum
bending moment and critical buckling strain is performed depending on yield strength variation. Therefore the
above load and strain ca-pacities are investigated based on present material anisotropy as well as numerical
paramet-ric studies.
For internal pressure as dominating load case it was found, that a higher yield strength in longitudinal direction
decreases burst pressure and increases transverse strain capacity. An increase of radial yield strength increases burst
pressure as well as transverse strain capacity.
For collapse applications, higher radial and transverse yield strength is beneficial as well as a lower
longitudinal yield strength.
Increasing longitudinal and radial yield strength leads to beneficial structural responses in terms of bending.
Increase of transversal yield strength is thus not recommended as the maximum bending moment is not affected
and critical buckling strain is decreased.
Further it becomes clear from the above various parametric studies that the structural be-havior is prone to
differ for every set of distinct anisotropic parameters and the load case. On the other hand selection of distinct
anisotropic material can promote desired structural be-havior.

11:00
IPC2016-64380, Identification of a 3D Anisotropic Yield Surface of X70 Pipeline Steel
Using a Multi-DIC Setup
K. Denys, S. Coppieters, R. Van Hecke, KU Leuven, S. Cooreman, ArcelorMittal Global R&D Gent, D. Debruyne, KU Leuven
A new method is proposed combining multiple synchronized digital image correlation setups (multi-DIC) and
finite element model updating to identify the hardening behaviour and anisotropy of 23.5 mm thick X70 line
pipe steel. Curved tensile samples have been cut from a coil. While performing a tensile test on those samples,
the force was obtained from the load cell and the back and front surface strain fields were measured by means
of two synchronized stereo digital image correlation setups. The tests on the curved samples are reproduced
with FE simulations, applying the same boundary conditions as the experimental setup to obtain the numerical
force and strain fields. While simultaneously minimising the discrepancy between the experimentally and
numerically obtained force and strain fields, the strain hardening behaviour is identified beyond the point of
maximum uniform elongation.
A profound understanding of the anisotropy is also mandatory because the hot rolling operation develops
substantial anisotropy which has an important influence on the line pipe performance. Due to the 23.5 mm thick
steel that is used in this work, it is possible to measure the front and side surfaces with two synchronized stereo
digital image correlation setups. Because full field information is available in all 3 material directions (lateral,
longitudinal and through thickness direction), a 3D anisotropic yield criterion can be identified. A prerequisite for
stable and accurate identification of the yield locus parameters is that the governing parameters are sufficiently
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sensitive to the experimentally measured response. For this purpose, a double perforated specimen has been
designed which includes a side perforation. The latter guarantees the necessary through-thickness information to
inversely identify the 3D anisotropic yield function through multi-DIC and finite element model updating.
The presented procedure could potentially be used by line pipe manufactures to verify whether the mechanical
properties meet the specified requirements. The proposed approach has some advantages compared to
conventional methods to determine mechanical properties of large diameter pipe. The curved specimen geometry
is modelled in the FE simulation, hence the detrimental effects of flatting the tensile specimen can be avoided.
Further, the new approach enables to consider the complete wall thickness as opposed to conventional testing with
round bar samples of which a part of the wall thickness is removed during manufacturing.

11:30
IPC2016-64695, Mechanical Properties Anisotropy in X80 Line Pipes
A. Gervasyev, Ghent University, A. Struin, I. Pyshmintsev, RosNITI, R. Petrov, Ghent University, B. Leis, B N Leis Consultant, Inc.
The anisotropy of tensile properties and impact toughness of X80 ferrite-bainite pipeline steels was investigated.
The lowest strength values were found in longitudinal (L) direction, medium— in the direction of wall thickness
(Z-direction), the highest— in transverse (T) direction. The anisotropy of the tensile properties is low and does not
change significantly with the test temperature. The maximum variation in yield stress and tensile stress do not
exceed the ranges of 100 MPa and 50 MPa respectively.
The anisotropy in toughness is more clearly pronounced. Impact toughness in both T and L directions is more than
250 J/cm2 at minus 20°C while in Z-direction it is less than 30 J/cm2 at the same temperature. Low Z-direction
toughness determines the susceptibility of steel to splitting during ductile fracture propagation (formation of
brittle cracks parallel to the rolling plane of the plate). Microstructure and crystallographic texture analyses
showed that the susceptibility to splitting is controlled by a number of factors like the predominant orientation of
cleavage crystallographic planes parallel to the rolling plane, morphology of the microstructure elements, and the
distribution of “second” phases.

Session 5-2-2: Fracture Tests & Fracture Design
Session Chair: Melissa Gould, DNV GL
Room: TELUS Glen 201/202
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 13:30 - 15:00

13:30
IPC2016-64021, Single Edge Notched Tension (SENT) Testing at Low Temperatures
P. Moore, TWI Ltd, A. Crintea, NSIRC (Brunel University & TWI)
Much of the established data from SENT tests has been generated on ductile materials in the form of tearing
resistance curves (R-curves) in terms of J. The testing of SENT specimens is now standardised in BS 8571 (2014)
and there is potential to use SENTs for high and low temperature tests, but there is little recently published data
showing SENT behaviour at low temperature. This paper presents a comparison of fracture toughness data for
equivalent SENT and SENB specimens in three different steels as ductile-to-brittle transition curves over a range
of temperatures. SENT specimens in comparison to SENBs show higher fracture toughness on the upper shelf,
lower transition temperature, but also a much steeper transition from ductile to brittle behaviour. It is therefore
important to characterise SENT behaviour at the lowest anticipated service temperatures to ensure that this sudden
change in fracture behaviour will be avoided in service.
This paper also describes methods for carrying out SENT tests at very low temperatures, including the use of
threaded ends to allow testing inside a temperature controlled test chamber, while preventing the specimen from
yielding at locations away from the intended notch tip.

14:00
IPC2016-64310, HISC in Onshore Pipelines: Design Considerations
A. Lockey, A. Young, T. Turner, B. Kelly, Penspen
The occurrence of Hydrogen Induced Stress Cracking (HISC) is well documented in offshore pipelines constructed
from duplex steel. The conditions required for HISC to occur are exposure to water, presence of a negative
electrical potential from cathodic protection, and application of a high tensile stress. There is evidence that
through wall HISC crack growth can occur in forgings when these conditions are present for just a few hours.
Onshore pipelines may also be constructed from duplex steel to provide corrosion resistance, particularly flowlines
carrying well fluids. Where the fluid has a high pressure or low temperature, high tensile stresses may occur. These
stresses are further increased at localised stress raisers such as girth welds and attachment fillet welds. The presence
of water in the soil and the use of cathodic protection is likely for most buried onshore pipelines. Therefore all the
conditions necessary for HISC to occur may be present.
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Guidance for assessing the susceptibility of offshore duplex steels to HISC is available in DNV RP F112, based
on laboratory testing and industry experience following failures caused by HISC. However, historically it has
not been commonplace to use duplex material for onshore high pressure pipelines, so no standard guidance is
available. A detailed engineering assessment is therefore required. However, many onshore design engineers
may not be familiar with the HISC failure mechanism, and may not consider it at all when designing a pipeline
using duplex material.
This paper discusses recent experience in applying the design rules in DNV RP F112 in an onshore
pipeline design project.
Firstly the paper covers the conditions necessary for hydrogen generation to occur. It discusses the differences
between onshore and offshore cathodic protection systems, with reference to the electrical potential required for
hydrogen generation. It concludes that in some situations, control of the cathodic protection potential will be the
sole barrier to hydrogen generation, and thus its reliability can be of critical importance.
Secondly the paper describes the detailed analysis required to determine peak stresses and strains at localised
stress raisers, for assessment against the limits provided by DNV RP F112. The definition of ‘peak’ stress and strain is
discussed, since this is different from the definition more commonly used (for example in fatigue analysis). The HISC
phenomenon is driven by dislocation movement due to applied stress, but DNV RP F112 provides limits in terms of
both stress and strain. A method is presented to determine strains caused exclusively by stress and not by thermal
expansion or the Poisson effect.
It is concluded that some interpretation of the DNV RP F112 guidance is needed for application in an onshore
environment. Further work, including testing, is required to demonstrate whether the DNV RP F112 guidance can
be applied reliably onshore.

14:30
IPC2016-64299, Experimental Study on Inverse Fracture in Drop-Weight Tear Test and Other
Laboratory Test—Current Activities in HLP Committee, Japan Report 2
T. Tagawa, JFE Steel Corporation, T. Fujishiro, T. Amano, Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation, S. Aihara,
The University of Tokyo, Bukyo, S. Igi, JFE Steel Corporation
The drop-weight tear test (DWTT) has been widely used to evaluate the resistance of linepipe steels against long
brittle fracture propagation. However, there is an ambiguity in its evaluation if the inverse fracture appears on
the specimen fracture surfaces. Although cause of the inverse fracture is not fully understood, compressive prestraining near the impact hammer has been discussed as a possible cause.
In the present work, DWTTs for X65, X70 and X80 were performed. In addition to conventional DWTT specimen
with a pressed notch (PN), PN specimen with a back slot and specimens with a chevron notch (CN) or a static precracked (SPC) were examined. The fracture appearances were compared in the different strength and in the
different initial notch type. The frequency of the inverse fracture appeared in these DWTTs were different in each
material and each specimen type, but there were no cases free from the inverse fracture.
The inverse fracture was investigated by fractography and the hardness profiles along the under layer of the
fracture surfaces. Also, the strain histories during impact in DWTTs were measured by the digital image correlation
technique based on the high-speed camera images.
DWTT purposes to evaluate the brittle crack arrestability of the material in a pressurized linepipe. The DWTT
results should be examined with a manner of a running brittle crack in a pressurized linepipe. A large scale brittle
crack arrest test, so called temperature gradient ESSO test was also performed for X65 mother plate. The shear
area fraction measured in DWTT fracture appearance was compared with the local shear lip thickness fraction
in ESSO test. The count of the inverse fracture was discussed in comparison with the long brittle crack arrest
behavior in ESSO test.

Session 5-2-3: Pipe Production—Special Applications
Session Chair: Muhammad Rashid, Evraz NA
Room: TELUS Glen 203/204
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 10:30 - 12:00

10:30
IPC2016-64192, HFI Welded Steel Pipes for Low Temperature Pipelines
H. Brauer, M. Veit, Salzgitter Mannesmann Line Pipe GmbH, F. Meyer, FW-Fernwaerme-Technik GmbH, L. Grube, FWFERNWÄRME-TECHNIK GmbH, M. Stiller, FERNWÄRME-TECHNIK GmbH
Due to an ever increasing endeavor for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions over the next few decades, with
a gradually increasing demand for energy world-wide and despite a society which is becoming more and more
civilized and industrialized, the actual challenge in handling this problem is intensified by decreasing sources of
energy, a global economic recession as well as energy market instabilities.
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Replacing fossil energy sources such as oil with alternative energy concepts is at best difficult because of the high
initial investment costs needed installing alternative energy concepts.
As an answer to the problems faced, the industry offers several solutions ranging from advanced technologies with
a high efficiency ratio such as fuel cell and hydrogen energy, up to and including alternative new or renewable
energy sources such as solar, hydro and wind power.
One of the major solutions for the transitional period to economical and reliable renewable energies is considered
to be the use of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG).
To accommodate for these requirements, Salzgitter Mannesmann Line Pipe has continuously developed highly
sophisticated materials in the form of bainitic pipes for the transportation of gaseous or liquefied medium at
ultra-low temperatures.
In the first part of this presentation paper the process route as well as the material and pipe properties
will be shown and explained. In cooperation with our construction partner Fernwaerme-Technik (FW), the
bainitic pipes were used to construct a special multi-pipe system for the conveyance of liquefied natural gas
(LNG) at a temperature of -162 °C. The pipe system as well as results from the field testing is presented below
and tests have been conducted on this system for three years using liquid nitrogen. It can be shown, that
not only the low temperature pipe material requirements for transportation of LNG are fulfilled, moreover
it offers further potential as an alternative for the replacement of expensive austenitic steels applied at
temperatures down to -196°C.

11:00
IPC2016-64406, Manufacture and Qualification of Small Diameter / Thickwall Reelable
DSAWL Linepipe—Part 1
S. Hall, Tata Steel, M. Connelly, G. Alderton, A. Hill, Tata Steel Europe, S. Wen, Tata Steel R&D
Tough market conditions have seen the price of oil drop which with the subsequent uncertainty surrounding the
industry have seen the oil and gas industry concentrate on reducing the cost of designing, installing and operating
pipelines. A critical process for the industry is the procurement, manufacture and installation of appropriate
linepipe. The method of installation is often dictated by the pipe size and the water depth that the pipe is
to be laid in, however there are times when the choice of lay method is due to vessel availability and relative
costs for each technique.
In early 2014, Tata Steel successfully manufactured and delivered 16"OD x 0.875"WT X65 submerged arc welded
longitudinal (SAWL) linepipe for installation via the reel lay method. Notable features about this fact were the
size, which represents the thickest 16" external diameter UOE pipe yet delivered by Tata Steel, and that this was
to be the first UOE pipe to be installed by the reel lay method in the North Sea. The ability to manufacture small
diameter thickwall linepipe was only possible due to recent operational developments including an established
tooling programme and a fully validated Finite Element (FE) model of the UOE process, along with years of
experience of integrating these tools into the manufacturing process.
This paper discusses the manufacturing challenges for small diameter thickwall linepipe, and how with the aid of
modelling tools, innovative thinking and previous experience in supplying small diameter thickwall linepipe into
two reel-installed projects, the pipe was manufactured and delivered with the properties shown to be compliant
with DNV-OS-F101 Supplementary Requirement P.

11:30
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64659, The Influence of the Bourdon Effect on Pipe Elbows
D. Abdulhameed, S. Adeeb, R. Cheng, University of Alberta, M. Martens, TransCanada Pipelines
Pipe elbows are frequently used in a pipeline system to change the direction of a pipeline. External loads or
thermal expansion may result in bending moments on the pipe bend causing ovalization of the initial circular crosssection. The ability of the pipe elbow to ovalize will result in an increase in the bend flexibility when compared
to straight pipes [1]. In case of pipe bends subjected to internal pressure, the pipe will start to straighten out due
to the difference between the intrados and extrados surface area. The internal pressure causes unbalanced thrust
forces tending to open up the elbow depending on its stiffness and surrounding constraints. These forces tending
to cause ovalization of the cross section and causing the tendency of pipe bends to open up are termed the
“Bourdon effect”. If these unbalanced thrust forces are not taken into consideration, unanticipated deformations
and high stress levels could occur at the elbow location that may not be accounted for in traditional stress analysis
[2]. A better understanding of the influence of the Bourdon effect on the elbow design parameters is required.
Past studies investigated the behaviour of pipe elbow under closing bending moment and proposed factors that
account for the increased flexibility and high stress levels. These factors are used in the current design codes ([3],[4]
&[5]) and known as the flexibility factor and stress intensification factor.
In this study, an investigation is conducted on pipe elbows with different nominal pipe size and various bend
radius to internal pipe radius ratios (R/r) to get a better understanding of the Bourdon effect and its influence
on the pipe stresses and deformations. Differential equilibrium equations are solved to derive a mathematical
model to evaluate the unbalanced thrust forces resulted from the Bourdon effect on a pipe elbow. The forces
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evaluated from the derived model are compared to finite element model results and showed excellent agreement.
A comparison between the CSA-Z662 code and the FEA results is conducted to investigate the applicability of the
stress intensification factors used in the current CSA-Z662 code for different loading cases. The study showed that
the external bending moment direction acting on the pipe has a significant effect on the distribution of stresses on
the pipe elbow and significantly depending on the level of applied internal pressure.
[1] V
 on Karman, Th. - 1911: Ueber die Formanderung dunnwandiger Rohre, insbesondere fedemder Ausgleichrohre.
Zeitschrijt des Vereines deutscher Ingenieure, Vol. 55, Part 2, pp. 1889 - 95.
[2] F erzad Shemirani, proceedings of the 2014 10th international pipeline conference, Sept-Oct. 2014.
[3] C
 SA Z662-15 Canadian code for oil and gas pipeline systems.
[4] A
 SME B31.3: Process piping code. ASME Code for pressure piping.
[5] A
 SME B31.1: Power piping. ASME Code for pressure piping.

Session 5-2-4: Pipe Forming—Effect on Mechanical Properties
Session Chair: Justin Crapps, ExxonMobil Upstream Research
Room: TELUS Glen 201/202
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 15:30 - 17:00

15:30
IPC2016-64553, Effect of Residual Forming Stresses on Fracture in ERW Pipe
T. Anderson, Team Industrial Services, G. Brown, Quest Integrity USA
When ERW pipe is formed from steel plate, yield-magnitude residual stress are developed in the pipe body. These
residual stresses can be virtually eliminated through cold expansion or a normalizing heat treatment. In the
absence of cold expansion or normalization, residual forming stresses can be reduced by hydrostatic testing and
operating pressures, but not eliminated entirely. Vintage ERW pipelines with sparse or non-existing hydrostatic
test records may contain significant residual forming stress. When a pipe joint with residual forming stress unzips
along the seam in service or during a pressure test, there is a measurable spring-back, where the matching halves
of the fracture surface are separated by several inches. The ASTM standard E1928 includes a formula for calculating
residual forming stresses from the measured spring-back. Spring-back is a common occurrence when vintage ERW
pipe joints fail, which is clear evidence that residual forming stresses are real.
The authors have performed a series of finite element analyses to simulate the ERW manufacturing process. These
analyses also consider post-forming events, including cold expansion, hydrostatic testing, and fracture. For pipes
that are not cold expanded, the effect of maximum pressure on residual stress relief was quantified. As one would
expect, a pipe joint that has been hydrostatically tested at or above the specified minimum yield strength (SMYS)
has less residual forming stress than a pipe that is subject only to the maximum operating pressure (MOP). The
analyses showed that the residual forming stresses are tensile on the OD of the pipe and compressive on the ID.
When fracture of a pipe joint is simulated by releasing the nodal constraints at the seam weld, the resulting springback in the finite element model closely matches the spring-back predicted by the ASTM E1928 equation.
Residual forming stresses can contribute to fracture of vintage pipe joints with low toughness. A number of
in-service failures have occurred at very low operating pressures. Given realistic toughness properties for carbon
steel, hoop stresses from pressure alone were not sufficient to explain the observed failures. An additional
source of loading must have contributed to the failures. Moreover, the pipe joints that experienced low-pressure
failures had surface-breaking cracks on the OD, so residual forming stress is the obvious culprit. Traditional
pipeline fracture models, such as Log-Secant and CorLAS, do not consider residual forming stress. Modern fracture
mechanics-based burst models, such as API 579 and PRCI MAT-8, are capable of incorporating both pressure stresses
and residual stresses. In the present article, the effect of residual stress on burst pressure is demonstrated using
the PRCI MAT‑8 model.
Based on the aforementioned finite element study of ERW pipe manufacturing, this article presents
recommendations on default residual stress assumptions for burst pressure analysis. In the future, residual stress
measurements in vintage ERW pipe will be used to refine these recommendations. A recently-completed PHMSA
project resulted in the development of sensors for nondestructive measurement of residual stress. Destructive
tests, where an axial cut is made in a pipe joint and the spring-back is measured, will be used to validate the sensor
technology as applied to residual forming stress.
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16:00
IPC2016-64143, The Effect of Spiral Cold-Bending Manufacturing Process on
Pipeline Mechanical Behavior
G. Chatzopoulou, P. Areos, G. C. Sarvanis, C. I. Papadaki, University of Thessaly, S. A. Karamanos, Univ of Thessaly
Large-diameter spiral-welded pipes are employed in demanding hydrocarbon pipeline applications, which require
an efficient strain-based design framework. In the course of a large European project, numerical simulations on
spiral-welded pipes are conducted to examine their bending deformation capacity in the presence of internal
pressure referring to geohazard actions, as well as their capacity under external pressure for offshore applications
in moderate deep water. Numerical models that simulate the manufacturing process (decoiling and spiral cold
bending) are employed. Subsequently, the residual stresses due to cold bending are used to examine the capacity
of pipe under external pressure and internally-pressurized bending. A parametric analysis is conducted to examine
the effect of spiral cold forming process on the structural behavior of spiral welded pipes and the effect of internal
pressure on bending capacity. The results from the present study support the argument that spiral-welded pipes
can be used in demanding onshore and offshore pipeline applications.

16:30
IPC2016-64183, Experimental and Numerical Study on the Evolution of Mechanical Properties
during Spiral Pipe Forming
S. Cooreman, M. Liebeherr, D. Van Hoecke, ArcelorMittal Global R&D Gent, P. Thibaux, ArcelorMittal, M. Y. Enderlin,
ArcelorMittal Europe - Flat Products
Large diameter spiral welded pipes are produced from hot rolled coil. The forming of a spiral pipe out of a coil
is a sequence of cold deformation steps which are: decoiling, levelling and 3-roll forming (followed by seam
welding). Obviously the material experiences a quite complex deformation history since several strain reversals
occur during the different steps. A further complexity is that the strain history will even vary along the thickness as
it mainly concerns bending deformation. It is therefore not at all surprising that the mechanical properties on pipe
and coil are different. The steel manufacturer is able to control the production of the steel within well-defined
process limits. Consequently he can guarantee the properties of his product, i.e. the coil. However, the spiral pipe
manufacturer only has limited possibilities to control the steel properties but eventually he is responsible for the
properties of his product, i.e. the pipe. A detailed understanding of how spiral pipe forming affects the mechanical
properties would definitely help steel mills to specify and target coil strength to ensure the final pipe strength.
Therefore an experimental study was launched in which a 4-point bending setup was used to reproduce the
different forming steps on lab scale. The mechanical properties were measured at intermediate process steps, i.e.
on coil, after levelling, after pipe forming and after subsequent flattening. The last step was included because, in
practice, the mechanical properties along the pipe transverse direction are typically measured using flattened
tensile samples, i.e. after introduction of an additional cold deformation step with strain reversal. The advantages
of this experimental approach are twofold: first, one has full control and knowledge on the deformations
introduced during the different steps. Second, the typical statistical variation of mechanical properties from coil
to coil or even within one coil is far less pronounced as all samples are taken within a relatively short distance
from each other. For a more detailed understanding of the experimental study, an efficient Finite Element model
to simulate spiral pipe forming was developed in Abaqus. A nonlinear kinematic-isotropic hardening law was
applied to describe the material behavior. In this way it was possible to capture both yield point elongation and
the well-known Bauschinger phenomenon. This paper summarizes numerical and experimental results for a 16
mm thick X70 grade, where different production parameters (leveller settings, ratio of wall thickness to outer
diameter) were considered.

Session 5-2-5: Mechanical Properties
Session Chair: Sreekanta Das, Univ Of Windsor
Room: TELUS Glen 201/202
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 08:30 - 10:00

08:30
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64568, The Short and Long Term Effects of Elevated Temperature
on the Mechanical Properties of Line Pipe Steels
T. R. Jacobs, D. K. Matlock, K. O. Findley, Colorado School of Mines, L. Collins, Evraz North America
The mechanical properties of six industrially produced pipeline steels equivalent to API X52, X60, and X70
specifications were evaluated in the temperature range of 200-350 ºC. The steels were tested in uniaxial tension
at strain rates of 10^-4 and 8 x 10^-4 s^-1 in the as-received condition and after a low temperature 100 h aging
process under a 419 MPa tensile stress. Dynamic strain aging was identified in the tensile data with the observation
of serrated yielding, minima in ductility and maxima in ultimate tensile strength with respect to temperature. In
addition to minima in ductility, higher strength grade steels exhibited maxima in ductility at high temperatures
and greater amounts of strengthening compared to the lower strength grade, both which could be attributed to
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the precipitation of carbides or nitrides during tensile deformation. The low temperature aging process resulted
in increased yield strength due to static strain aging, slight changes to ultimate tensile stress and, no observable
change in ductility. Thus, based on the results discussed it is suggested that pipeline steels can be designed based
on room temperature tensile properties, using established corrections for such properties at elevated temperatures.

09:00
IPC2016-64157, Material Characterization of Pipeline Steels: Inspection Techniques Review and
Potential Property Relationships
L. Smart, Kiefner and Associates, Inc., L. J Bond, Iowa State University, G. Morris, Kiefner and Associates, Inc., B. J. Engle,
Iowa State University, J. MacKenzie, Kiefner
The oil and gas industry in North America operates an aging infrastructure of pipelines, 70% of which were
installed prior to 1980 and almost half of which were installed during the 1950s and 1960s. There is growing
interest in having knowledge of pipe properties so that a safe operating pressure can be determined, yet there
are a significant number of cases where records are incomplete. Current in-line inspection (ILI) technologies focus
on defect detection and characterization, such as corrosion, cracking, and the achieved probability of detection
(POD). As a part of the process in assessing defect significance it is necessary to know the pipe properties, so as
to determine potential failure limits. The mechanical properties (yield strength, tensile strength and fracture
toughness) of steel pipe must be known or conservatively estimated in order to safely respond to the presence of
detected defects in an appropriate manner and to set the operating pressure. Material property measurements
such as hardness, chemical content, grain size, and microstructure can likely be used to estimate the mechanical
properties of steel pipe without requiring cut-outs to be taken from pipes for destructive tests.
There are in-ditch methods of inspection available or being developed that can potentially be used to determine
many of the material characteristics and at least some mechanical properties. Furthermore, there is also potential
ILI data to be used for obtaining some information. Advances in ILI technologies for this purpose are currently
being explored by several interested parties. ILI companies are specifically focusing on relating magnetic
measurements from eddy current and magnetic flux leakage measurements to mechanical properties. ILI also
regularly uses ultrasound measurements for wall thickness determination. Potential application of advances
in ultrasound measurements for grain size and other properties are being explored. However, nondestructive
methods of inspection in common use today usually do not enable determination of either the material or
mechanical properties, leaving the only alternative to be destructive testing. This is costly, time-consuming, and
often not practical for pipe that is in-service.
ILI and in-situ techniques are reviewed in this paper and provide an analysis of a sample set of data is presented.
The paper explores the possibility of obtaining mechanical property data from data potentially measurable by
ILI and in-situ measurements. Ideally, results would allow mechanical property measurements desired to assess
pipelines so as to ensure that at a specific operating pressure there is the proper response to anomalies that might
pose a significant threat. The use of a multivariate regression analysis showed better results than the traditional
two-variable regression plots, and may be key to determining which properties are necessary to provide the best
results for reliably estimating the mechanical properties of pipe. However, there is still much work to done in
understand and account for the many sources of variability within the pipe material, and how that relates to the
resultant relationships between the mechanical and material properties.

09:30
IPC2016-64632, Considerations in Modern Linepipe Specifications and Girth Welding Practice for
Balanced Performance
Y. Wang, CRES (Center for Reliable Energy Systems), D. Horsley, Horsley Consulting, S. Rapp, P.E., Spectra Energy
Pipe grade is a dominant parameter in a pipeline’s service life. Critical decisions on the design, construction, and
maintenance of pipelines are made on the basis of pipe grade. The implied assumptions or expectations are that
pipes of the same grade would behave similarly and the experiences with a particular grade can be applied to all
pipelines of the same grade. This simplification does not adequately take into account the other characteristics that
are not represented by pipe grade, but can play a critical role in the safe and economical operation of pipelines.
For instance, the evolution of steel-making processes and advancements in field welding practice can lead to
significant differences in weld behavior among pipes of the same nominal grade.
Most of the design, construction, and maintenance practices in the pipeline industry were established before the
extensive use of modern control-rolled and microalloyed steels. With the exception of a few isolated research
projects, the impacts of the fundamental changes in the steel metallurgy in modern microalloyed steels have not
been systematically examined and understood. For instance, these steels may have very low strain-hardening
capacity as a result of the TMCP process and may be subject to high levels of heat-affected zone (HAZ) softening
due to their ultra-low carbon low- hardenability steel chemistry. HAZ softening reduces the longitudinal pipe
strain capacity of girth welds, and low strain- hardening can potentially have a negative impact on tolerance to
anomalies such as corrosion or mechanical damage.
This paper starts with a brief review of linepipe manufacturing history with a focus on the chemical composition
and rolling practices that directly affect the mechanical properties and the response to welding thermal
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cycles. The characteristics of linepipes made from modern microalloyed steels are contrasted with those made from
vintage hot-rolled and normalized steels. The resulting mechanical properties of these two types of materials in the
presence of welding thermal cycles are presented, and compared in terms of their behavior.
The consequence of the weld characteristics is shown using examples of girth welds subjected to longitudinal
strains. The implications of the pipe and weld characteristics on the design, field girth welding, and maintenance
of pipelines are highlighted. Future directions and best practices in linepipe alloying and manufacturing strategies,
linepipe specifications, field girth welding, and building strain- resistance girth welds are briefly described. It is
emphasized that assessing the performance of pipelines based on their grades has fundamental shortfalls, and
that gaps in codes and standards can lead to unexpected outcomes in pipeline integrity. In the long-run, revising
relevant codes and standards is necessary to ensure consistent and reliable applications of new materials in
the entire industry.

Session 5-2-6: Pipe/Plate Production
Session Chair: Robert MacKenzie, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Room: TELUS Glen 201/202
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 10:30 - 12:00

10:30
IPC2016-64179, Development of Grade X80 High Charpy Energy Linepipe by MA Formation Control
H. Kimura, N. Ishikawa, S. Kakihara, J. Kondo, T. Yokota, JFE Steel Corporation
Higher grade linepipes such as Grade X80 have been developed and applied to the long-distance pipelines in order
to reduce the pipeline construction cost using thinner pipes than conventional grades. Service pressure is getting
raised in recent years for efficient gas transportation. In addition to the requirement for the higher strength
materials, running ductile fracture should be prevented in the long distance high pressure pipelines. Resistance to
the ductile fracture that is evaluated by the Charpy energy is an important material property for the high grade
linepipes, because the high operation pressure increases the driving force for the running ductile fracture.
Bainite single-phase steel tends to show higher Charpy energy than ferrite-bainite or bainite-MA dual-phase
steel, since void nucleation is enhanced in the dual phase steels by microscopic strain localization in the soft phase
connecting to the hard phase. However, in the higher grade steels with bainite single phase, a small amount of MA
grains generally remains because of their richer chemistry. Therefore, further reduction of the MA is key to improve
the Charpy energy for the higher grade linepipe steels. In order to achieve high Charpy energy by MA formation
control, optimum conditions of plate manufacturing process were investigated. As a result, a high Charpy energy
over 350J in the plate was achieved by the combination of intensified controlled rolling and precise control of
accelerated cooling conditions, which MA phases was minimized in those conditions.
Based on the above investigations, trial production test of grade X80 linepipe with the thickness of 18.5 mm
was conducted by applying the optimized controlled rolling and advanced accelerated cooling system with a
high cooling rate and homogeneous temperature profile. Stable higher Charpy energy was obtained by the MA
minimization and homogeneous microstructure achieved by advanced cooling system. Developed steel plates with
high Charpy energy are expected to be widely applicable to pipelines.

11:00
IPC2016-64099, Integrated Process- And Quality Control to Secure the Production of Slabs for Plates
for Line Pipe Application
H. Meuser, Salzgitter Mannesmann Grobblech, M. Weinberg, Hüttenwerke Krupp Mannesmann
In recent years for safety reasons the demands on line pipe steel are permanently increasing. Especially
mechanical properties, weldability and toughness properties are in focus. Beside this typically increasing demands
it is also observable that customer require increasing demands for an integrated process and quality control
systembeginning from steel production until the final plate has been produced. In order to fulfill these demands
for a comprehensive process control it is essential to be aware of possibilities in steel production as well as plate
production and their correlation for process improvement.
Steel works as well as rolling mill processes are more and more automated by measuring and control technology.
This creates best conditions for an exact adjustment of the processes based on the product quality.
The technique of process adjustment with the latest quality evaluation tools like SILENOS (Steel Inclusion Level
Evaluation by Numerical Optical Systems) or THEMIS (Testing for Heterogeneous Microinclusions and Segregation)
will be presented. SILENOS is a new assessing method for the steel cleanliness. Particle diameters above 20 microns
are analyzed with the help of computer tomographic images.
A special CNC milling machine, a high-resolution scanner and a laser spectrometer explore the metallic layers by
removing a large number of 10 µm layers to get a statistical correct evaluation. The concentration, size and form as
well as the chemical composition of the particles are determined by the automated procedure.
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THEMiS was developed to assess the quality of the slabs core zone. The center segregation of slabs is checked and
non-metallic inclusions are evaluated simultaneously. For this numerous spark spectrometric analyzes are placed
vertical to the centerline segregation. The classical spectrometric analyzes and the single sparks are evaluated.
This allows the exact description of the center segregation by a measurement and also the assessment of the nonmetallic inclusions between 1 and 10 µm in the core zone. The cleanliness and the quality of the core zone can be
described with highest accuracy and a new confidence level.
These specific measuring instruments are used for the adjustment of the steel-making processes at HKM
(Hüttenwerke Krupp Mannnesmann)and at SMGB (Salzgitter Mannesmann Grobblech) to cope with the end
customer requirements.
This paper deals with the evaluation of an integrated improvement and quality assurance process right from
the beginning of the steel production including a link-up between properties of the casted slabs as well as the
outcome on the final plate. The benefit for the final customer and milestones during these evaluation process will
be presented and described.

11:30
IPC2016-64302, Effects of Segregation on the Mechanical Performance of X70 Line Pipe
L. Collins, Evraz North America, S. Nafisi, P. Wei, EVRAZ Inc. NA, J. B. Wiskel, P. Wang, University of Alberta
Elemental segregation during continuous casting of steel in an inherent part of the solidification process.After
rolling, the segregation is evident through banding of the microstructure, particularly at the centerline where
the enrichment of such elements as carbon, manganese, molybdenum and chromium, may locally increase the
hardenability of the steel and result in the formation of harder microstructural features. While operational steps
may be taken to minimize segregation during casting, complete elimination of segregation is almost impossible.
Various slab rating systems have been defined over the years which are employed as a means to measure slab
quality taking into account such factors as internal cracks and segregation.While these slab rating systems were
intended to aid mill operators in assessing slab quality, in recent years slab ratings have been prescribed as a
means of assessing pipe quality.In this study the properties of pipe produced from a slab with Mannesmann rating
of 2 are compared to those of pipe produced from a slab with a rating of 3.The work has been supplemented
by microprobe analyses to measure the degree of segregation. In this study of X70 line pipe it was found
that although increased levels of Mn, Si and Mo could be found at the centerline of pipe processed from the
Mannesmann 3 slab, no differences in mechanical properties (YS, UTS, Charpy, DWTT) were identified which could
be attributed to segregation.

Session 5-2-7: Pipe/Plate Production
Session Chair: Cindy Guan, TransCanada Pipelines
Room: TELUS Glen 203/204
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 13:30 - 15:00

13:30
IPC2016-64153, Evaluation of Toughness Characteristics of API Grade Pipeline Steel Produced on a
Compact Strip Production (CSP) Line
B. Frye, V. Kendrick, A. Sutcliffe, Nucor Steel, J. Rodriguez-Ibabe, CEIT, D. Stalheim, DGS Metallurgical Solutions, Inc.
As concerns for environmental impact of oil and gas transmission pipelines and overall public safety of the
transmission pipeline systems are raised in the public domain, development of optimum toughness characteristics
are a key attribute. Toughness performance as measured by charpy impact testing or drop weight tear testing
(DWTT) is heavily influenced first by the average transformed grain size and more importantly the cross sectional
uniformity/distribution. In addition, the crystallographic texture created can further improve or detract from the
toughness performance.
The final transformed cross sectional grain size along with the uniformity/distribution is heavily influenced by the
available total metallurgical reduction ratio, microalloy design, proper generation of the various recrystallization
behavior types during rolling, critical per pass reductions and the final post rolling cooling rate. The final
crystallographic texture is influenced by final rolling temperature, cooling rate and final cooling stop temperature.
When the final cross sectional grain size and overall uniformity/distribution are marginal for optimum toughness,
the addition of favorable crystallographic textures can enhance the toughness performance.
The challenges of producing optimum toughness on a thin slab caster, <100 mm thickness, is well known due to
the available metallurgical reduction ratios. Typically, for API grade steels, a metallurgical reduction ratio ≥7:1
is required in order to achieve optimum toughness. However, in a thin slab caster the maximum metallurgical
reduction ratios possible can be between 5:1 and 7:1 depending on the final thickness.
Nucor Steel Gallatin has been working to optimize the overall toughness of API X-grades for transmission pipeline
steels in thicknesses up to 12.7 mm using their thin slab Compact Strip Production (CSP) production facility. By
utilizing a proper understanding of reducing the as-cast thin slab, along with the key alloy/process attributes and
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recrystallization behavior kinetics during the rolling process to optimize the final transformed cross sectional grain
size and more importantly the uniformity/distribution a high level of toughness performance can be realized. In
addition, a further understanding of the contribution of specific crystallographic textures can further improve the
toughness performance of these grades.
This paper will discuss alloy/process parameters that have been improved/optimized/studied to enhance the low
temperature toughness of API steels. In addition, toughness performance and metallographic characterization of
different processing parameters will be presented.

14:00
IPC2016-64399, Effect of Rolling Parameters on the Low-Temperature Toughness and Microstructure
of High-Strength Linepipe Steel
C. Stallybrass, Salzgitter Mannesmann Forschung GmbH, A. Völling, Salzgitter Mannesmann Grobblech GmbH, H. Meuser,
Salzgitter Mannesmann Grobblech, F. Grimpe, Salzgitter Mannesmann Grobblech GmbH
In recent years, large-diameter pipe producers around the world have witnessed a growing interest to develop gas
fields in arctic environments in order to fulfill the energy demand. High-strength linepipe grades are attractive
for economic reasons, because they offer the benefit of a reduced wall thickness at a given operating pressure.
Excellent low-temperature toughness of the material is essential under these conditions. Modern high-strength
heavy plates used in the production of UOE pipes are produced by thermomechanical rolling followed by
accelerated cooling (TMCP). The combination of high strength and high toughness of these steels is a result of the
bainitic microstructure and is strongly influenced by the processing parameters. For this reason, the relationship
between rolling and cooling parameters of heavy plate production, the low-temperature toughness and the
microstructure is at the center of attention of the development efforts of Salzgitter Mannesmann Forschung
(SZMF) in collaboration with Salzgitter Mannesmann Grobblech (SMGB).
It has been shown previously that a variation of the processing parameters has a direct influence on the
microstructure and correlates with mechanical properties that are accessible via small-scale tests. Modern
characterization methods such as scanning electron microscopy in combination with electron backscatter diffraction
have broadened our understanding of the underlying mechanisms and have helped to define processing conditions
for the production of heavy plates with optimized low-temperature toughness in small scale tests. Within the
present paper, the results of a recent laboratory investigation of the effect of a systematic variation of rolling
parameters on the microstructure and low-temperature toughness of as-rolled and pre-strained Charpy specimens
are discussed. In these trials, final rolling temperatures above the onset of the ferrite-austenite transformation and
cooling stop temperatures above the martensite start temperature were selected. The microstructure of the plates
was investigated by scanning electron microscopy and electron backscatter diffraction. In a series of Charpy tests in
a specific temperature range, it was found that plate material in the as-rolled condition is not strongly sensitive to
variations of the selected processing parameters, whereas pre-straining the Charpy specimens made it possible to
assess the potential of individual processing concepts particularly with regard to low-temperature toughness.
In addition to Charpy testing, the toughness was also quantified via instrumented drop-weight tear (DWT) testing.
By comparing total energy values from regular pressed-notch DWT-test specimens to J-integral values determined
in drop-weight testing of pre-fatigued DWT-test specimens, the impact of variations of specimen type on material
tearing resistance is shown.

14:30
IPC2016-64509, The Effect of Niobium in Solution on Austenite Decomposition in Line Pipe Steels
I. D. G. Robinson, T. Garcin, W. J. Poole, M. Militzer, University of British Columbia
Niobium is a common micro-alloying addition in line pipe steels to primarily promote grain refinement. In
particularly, Nb in solution has a significant effect in delaying austenite decomposition. A detailed quantification
of this effect is critical for appreciating the microstructure evolution in the heat affected zone (HAZ) of welds.
Different amounts of Nb-containing precipitates dissolve depending on the positions from the fusion line and
associated peak temperatures such that in addition to temperature and austenite grain size gradients the HAZ is
characterized by a gradient of Nb in solution. Two experimental steels containing a low carbon content (0.06 wt%)
and varying niobium content (0.034 and 0.091 wt%) were selected for this study. Laser ultrasonics (LUMet) was
used to measure austenite grain growth kinetics during continuous heating, followed by ex-situ metallography to
confirm the measured grain size. It was observed that for higher heating rates (>>100 K/s) that are of relevance for
the HAZ, grain growth during heating is negligible, i.e. the grain size is determined during the brief time at the
peak temperature. Higher holding temperatures lead to more extensive grain growth that in part is aided by the
increasing dissolution of Nb-containing precipitates.
Thermal histories were designed based on these tests to produce various austenite microstructures relevant for
different positions in the HAZ, i.e. austenite grain size and amount of niobium in solution, as initial conditions for
continuous cooling transformation (CCT) tests. Cooling rates were selected that span those in the HAZ for different
welding procedures and the austenite-ferrite transformation was recorded by dilatometry. Further, the CCT samples
produced were characterized by both metallography and micro-hardness testing. The resulting microstructures
correspond to a number of HAZ conditions dependent on distance from the fusion line, welding type and welding
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parameters. Niobium precipitation/solution has a particularly strong effect for large austenite grain sizes, altering
transformation temperatures by as much as 100 K and producing finer bainitic microstructures thereby increasing
the hardness extensively in the coarse grained HAZ.

Topic 5-3: W
 elding
Session 5-3-1: Welding Materials
Session Chair: Mohamad Cheaitani, TWI
Session Co-Chair: Philippa Moore, TWI Ltd
Room: TELUS Glen 201/202
Date: Thursday September 29
Time: 08:30 - 09:30

08:30
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64549, Effect of Cold-wire Addition in the TSAW Process on
Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of the HAZ of X70 Microalloyed Pipeline Steel
M. Mohammadijoo, University of Alberta, S. Kenny, Evraz Inc. NA., L. Collins, Evraz North America, H. Henein, D.G. Ivey,
University of Alberta
Microalloyed steels can achieve a good combination of strength and toughness through appropriate alloy design
and thermomechanical controlled processing (TMCP). However, the mechanical properties can deteriorate as a
result of the high heat input and thermal cycles that the steel experiences during welding. It is generally accepted
that the portion of the heat affected zone (HAZ) adjacent to the fusion line, i.e., the coarse grain heat affected
zone (CGHAZ), which is characterized by coarse grains and martensite-austenite (M-A) constituents, is the
region with poorer toughness relative to the rest of the steel. In the present research work, modification to the
conventional tandem submerged arc welding (TSAW) process is carried out by the addition of a cold wire during
welding (CWTSAW), which induces changes to the geometry and properties of the weld joint. Microstructural
analysis, mechanical property investigation and geometry analysis indicate overall improvement in the weld
and the HAZ properties after cold wire addition. These improvements are explained in terms of an increase in
the deposition rate and a decrease in the amount of heat introduced to the weldment. An X70 microalloyed
steel was welded using both TSAW and CWTSAW processes. Charpy-V-notch impact testing and microhardness
testing showed improvement in the HAZ mechanical properties for CWTSAW samples relative to TSAW samples.
Microstructural analysis, using both optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), indicated the
formation of finer prior austenite grains (PAG) and less M-A constituent within the CGHAZ of the CWTSAW samples.
These improvements are due to lower actual heat introduced to the weldment and a relatively faster cooling rate.

09:00
IPC2016-64361, New FCAW Electrode for Producing Ultra-Clean High-Toughness Welds in
X-80 and X-100 Steel
S. Fiore, Hobart Brothers
The challenges associated with the welding of high-strength pipeline steels, such as X-80 and X100, are well
established. While there are many filler metals that provide either adequate strength or good impact toughness, it
is difficult to find products that provide both. Add to that the need for all-position welding and high deposition
rates, and the options become almost non-existent.
Several years ago, Hobart® Filler Metals began working on a line of flux-cored arc welding (FCAW) consumables
that are unique in the welding industry. The products have a basic slag system, but do not operate like traditional
EXXXT-5 electrodes. Traditional T-5 electrodes have a low-melting, fluid slag, which makes welding out-of-position
especially difficult. They also have a high level of calcium fluoride, which affects the stability of the arc and causes
weld spatter. While the weld metal mechanical properties and crack-resistance are excellent, the welder appeal and
ease-of-use tend to be sorely lacking in most EXXXT-5 electrodes.
The new approach utilizes aluminum for deoxidation, which has the added benefit of very clean weld deposits.
The composition has been carefully optimized with appropriate levels of carbon, silicon, nickel and manganese.
Alternative fluorine sources are used in place of calcium fluoride, which results in very good welder appeal and allpositional capabilities, including vertical down. The novel use of aluminum in a gas shielded process results in very
low oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur content, providing exceptionally clean, tough weld deposits.
Although the new products have been produced over a range of strength levels, the primary emphasis of this paper
is on E691T5-GC (E101T5-GC) and E831T5-GC (E121T5-GC) electrodes. Testing shows that tensile strength levels
ranging from 700 - 880 MPa (100 - 128 ksi) can be achieved, with toughness levels of 120 J at 60°C (90 ft-lbs at 76°F)
or better. The highly basic slag, combined with low weld metal hydrogen (less than 4 ml/100 gm), provides excellent
resistance to cracking. The product can be used in all positions, including vertically down, making it an especially
appealing choice for welding high-strength pipe.
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Session 5-3-2: Weld Failure Assessment
Session Chair: Sanjay Tiku, BMT Fleet Technology Limited
Room: TELUS Glen 203/204
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 15:30 - 17:00

15:30
IPC2016-64564, Implementation of CSA Z662-15 Annex K Option 2 on a 914 mm Liquid Pipeline
D. Sarafinchan, R. Belanger, SGS Canada
For more than two decades, CSA Z662 Annex K has provided a method for developing alternative acceptance
criteria for weld flaws in mechanized welded pipelines. Increasingly, over the years, fracture mechanics
practitioners have found the method overly conservative and restrictive with respect to brittle fracture criteria
when compared to other accepted fracture mechanics-based engineering critical assessment ECA codes and
methods. These limitations rendered the CSA Annex K method difficult to implement on pipelines constructed
with materials not possessing optimal toughness and in cases requiring consideration of fracture toughness at
temperatures lower than the typical minimum design metal temperature (MDMT) of -5° C. This paper presents
experiences implementing CSA Z662-15 Annex K Option 2 methodology on a 610 mm diameter liquids pipeline
and compares and contrasts the utility and benefits of the code revision. In addition to evaluation of actual ECA
results, analytical evaluations of the Option 2 methodology were also conducted considering parameters outside
those used on the project. This pipeline required consideration for installation during winter months, necessitating
installation temperatures as low as -30°C.
The new Annex K Option 2 method was found to be of considerable benefit in preparation of a practical ECA.
Since fracture mechanics testing was conducted at the anticipated lowest installation temperature, the flaw
criteria was, as expected, principally controlled by elastic/plastic crack growth consideration. The failure assessment
diagram implemented into the CSA Z662-15 Annex K Option 2 provided tolerance for both longer and deeper
flaws than that afforded by Option 1 (which resorts to the former 2011 Annex K method). Furthermore, the
reduced restriction to the surface interaction ligament (p distance) offers additional advantages including increased
flexibility in weld profile design and weld pass sequencing.
Fracture toughness (CTOD) testing of TMP pipeline steels used in the project at -30°C often produced transitional
fracture toughness results. It was found that the particular project materials were quite sensitive to the level of
test specimen pre-compression (an acceptable plastic straining method to reduce residual stress gradients) applied
to the CTOD specimens to enhance fatigue crack-front straightness. It was found that optimizing the level of precompression (to achieve acceptable pre-crack straightness while minimizing plastic pre-strain) achieved a balance
between fully satisfying testing requirements, providing a conservative assessment of CTOD, and facilitating a
functional Annex K ECA.

16:00
IPC2016-64596, Fracture Toughness of Axial Seam Welds using As-Welded-Geometry/Sent Specimens
M. Uddin, Engineering Mechanics Corporation of Columbus, G. M. Wilkowski, EMC2
The single-edge notch tension (SENT) test is frequently used for the assessment of the integrity of welds with flaws
in them; this is done since the SENT specimen has the same flaw orientation as a surface flaw in the weld, and has
similar constraint that affects the brittle-to-ductile transition and upper-shelf value. Traditionally SENT specimens
are machined with a rectangular cross-section from the weld, and the thickness might be reduced because of
that machining operation. The toughness value of the constant thickness machined specimen is then used in a
pipe fracture analysis. Of course real welds have crowns in the roots of the weldment, which are ignored in both
the fracture specimen test and the pipe geometry fracture analysis. To assess the importance of the weld crown
and root, SENT tests were conducted as an exploratory aspect to determine the effect on toughness. Additionally,
assessment of results where the SENT specimen breaks in the weld or base metal outside the weld due to the
reinforcing that is usually machined off and ignored were conducted. The use of a full-weldment cross-section in
SENT testing can be done for axial seam welds or circumferential welds. The initial work was on axial seam welds,
although there is ongoing work for circumferential welds as well.

16:30
IPC2016-64491, Development of Pipeline Sleeve End Fillet Weld Stress Intensity Factor and Reference
Stress Solutions for Fatigue and Failure Assessment
V. Semiga, BMT Fleet Technology Limited, A. Dinovitzer, BMT Fleet Technology Ltd., A. Eshraghi, BMT Fleet Technology Limited,
R. Lazor, TransCanada Pipelines
Pipeline defects such as cracks, dents and corrosion often require permanent pressure retaining repairs. Full
encirclement metallic repair sleeves with fillet-welded end connections to the pipeline are often used for this
purpose. In-service failures have occurred at pressure retaining sleeves as a result of defects associated with the
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sleeve welds, such as hydrogen-induced cracks, undercut at the fillet welds and inadequate weld size. At present,
accurate quantitative fitness for service assessments for circumferential defects in a sleeve fillet welds are difficult
to carry out due to a lack of detailed stress intensity factor (SIF) solutions for finite length cracks.
The primary objective of the project presented in this paper [1] was to develop flaw acceptance criteria which
will fill gaps in the available Engineering Critical Assessment procedures for metallic sleeve repairs on all grades
of pipelines. SIF solutions for finite length sleeve-end fillet weld toe and root cracks were generated and used to
develop parametric equations suitable for carrying out defect assessments. These equations can be used in the
assessment of fatigue crack growth and/or fracture using failure assessment diagram (FAD) methods at sleeve
end fillets alongside the results developed for other structural geometries in national standards.The equations
were developed based on detailed finite element (FE) analyses of a wide range of sleeve end fillet weld cracking
scenarios to estimate the SIFs at both the deepest point and the surface breaking point along the crack front.

Session 5-3-3: Weld Integrity Management
Session Chair: Luke Ludwig, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Room: TELUS Glen 203/204
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 08:30 - 10:00

08:30
IPC2016-64390, Evaluation of Back-Bevel and Counterbore-Taper Unequal Wall Thickness
Transition Joint Designs
Xiaotong Huo, Memorial University of Newfoundland, Shawn Kenny, Carleton University, Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering and Design, Amgad Hussein, Memorial University of Newfoundland, Michael Martens,
TransCanada Pipelines
Wall thickness transition joints are used to connect energy pipeline segments; such as straight pipe to a fittings,
with different wall thickness. The transition joint may be subject to axial forces and bending moments that may
result in a stress concentration across the transition weld and may exceed stress based design criteria. Current
engineering practices, such as CSA Z662, ASME B31.4, and ASME B31.8, recommend the use of back-bevel transition
welded connections. An alternative transition weld configuration is the counterbore-taper design that is intended
to reduce the stress concentration across the transition.
In this study, the relative mechanical performance of these two transition design options (i.e., back-bevel and
counterbore-taper) is examined with respect to the limiting burst pressure and effect of stress concentrations due
to applied loads. The assessment is conducted through numerical parameter study using 3D continuum finite
element methods. The numerical modelling procedures are developed using Abaqus/Standard. The performance
of continuum brick elements (C3D8I, C3D8RH, C3D20R) and shell element (S4R) are evaluated. The continuum brick
element (C3D8RI) was the most effective in terms of computational requirements and predictive qualities.
The burst pressure limits of the transition weld designs were evaluated through a parameter study examining the
significance of pipe diameter to wall thickness ratio (D/t), wall thickness mismatch ratio (t2/t1), material Grade
415 and Grade 485 and end-cap boundary condition effects. The limit load analysis indicated the burst pressure
was effectively the same for both transition weld designs. The effect of pipe diameter, D/t, t2/t1, and counterbore
length on the stress concentration factor, for each transition weld design, was also assessed. The
results demonstrate the improved performance of the counterbore-taper weld transition; relative to the back-bevel
design as recommended by current practice, through the relative decrease in the stress concentration factor. The
minimum counterbore length was found to be consistent with company recommended practices and related to the
pipe diameter and wall thickness mismatch.

09:00
IPC2016-64614, Minimum Counterbore Length and Taper Angle Criteria for Transition Welds
M. Liu, CRES (Center for Reliable Energy Systems), M. Martens, TransCanada Pipelines
Transition welds joining pipes of unequal wall thickness are often used in gas and oil pipelines at road crossings,
bends, fittings, and locations of class change. Pipeline operators have successively utilized a counterbore-tapered
design for transition of unequal wall thickness. In the counterbore-tapered design, the wall thickness transition
is moved away from a girth weld region, resulting in reduction of stress concentration near the girth weld,
subsequently reducing the risk of hydrogen assisted cracking (HAC) and the driving force for fatigue crack growth.
The counterbore length (L) is an important design parameter in the design of the counterbore-tapered joint. The
aim of specifying the minimum counterbore length is to ensure that any local moments caused by the interaction
of longitudinal stress and the dissimilar wall thickness are satisfactorily attenuated when they reach the weld
area. While determining the minimum counterbore length, the present counterbore-tapered design criteria
considers the attenuation of the bending stress induced by the local moments but does not consider the bending
stress magnitude. In certain cases, although the bending stress attenuation length is long, the magnitude of the
bending stress is very small. The long counterbore length creates practical challenges for boring the pipe due to
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the limitation of boring tools. Since the magnitude of the bending stress is very small, it is not necessary to fully
attenuate the bending stress. In this work, the minimum required counterbore length (L0) criteria was revised. The
revised counterbore length criteria considered the magnitude of the bending stress and the stress attenuation,
hence avoided the unnecessary long counterbore length. The revised criteria was based on an analytical solution
and supported by detailed finite element analyses. The analyses showed that the minimum counterbore length can
be greatly reduced for those cases required unnecessarily long counterbore length with negligible or small increase
in the stress concentration in the weld area.
The present design method of counterbore-tapered joints allows only one value of taper angles at thickness
transition, i.e., 14˚. However, for some situations, creating the smoothness required with the 14˚ taper angle is
difficult and an increase in the taper angle is preferred.In this work, it is shown that the stress concentration near
the wall thickness transition and weld area for counterbore-tapered joints changes marginally by increasing taper
angle from 14˚ to 30˚.

09:30
IPC2016-64152, Region-Specified Cyclic Behavior of API X80 Welded Joints under
Uniaxial Cyclic Loading
H. Lu, Tianjin University, Y. Yang, PetroChina Pipeline Company, CNPC, G. Chen, X. Chen, Tianjin University,
X. Wang, Carleton University
Evaluation of mechanical performance of different regions can be difficult by using standard size samples due to
the size limitation of weld metal and heat-affected zone (HAZ). At first, the microstructure of different regions
was characterized and quantified by Scanning Electron Microscope, which indicate that the pipeline steel is a
typical acicular ferrite steel. In this study the deformation behavior of different regions (base metal, weld metal
and heat affected zone) in a welded joint of API X80 pipeline steel were studied by conducting uniaxial loading
tests on miniature specimens with the cross section of 2×0.5 mm and gauge length of 9 mm. From the results of
uniaxial tension in base metal and weld metal it is shown that the welding is overmatching. Compared to the base
metal, the coarse grained HAZ exhibits a lower strength, while the fine grained HAZ exhibits a higher strength.
Under near zero-to-tension cyclic stress loading, all regions of the welded joints exhibit progressive accumulation
of plastic strain. Under the same stress level, the base metal shows the fastest ratcheting strain accumulation,
which is the result of lower strength than other regions. This fact may indicate that the ratcheting behavior of the
overall welded joint is highly dependence on that of base metal for the present case. But when under the same
normalized stress level ( ), the fine grained HAZ has the highest ratcheting strain accumulation, while the coarse
grained HAZ has the lowest ratcheting strain accumulation, which reveals that the intrinsic resistance to ratcheting
is yield strength dependent.

Session 5-3-4: Weld Procedure Development
Session Chair: Robert Lazor, TransCanada Pipelines
Room: TELUS Glen 201/202
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 10:30 - 15:00

10:30
IPC2016-64384, Under Pressure Welding on CO2 Pipelines—The Effect of Thermal Decay on
Mechanical Properties
S. Slater, The ROSEN Group, P. Boothby, R. Andrews, MACAW Engineering, J. Barnett, National Grid Carbon
Whilst there is extensive industry experience of under pressure welding onto operational natural gas and liquid
pipelines, there is limited experience for Carbon Dioxide (CO2) pipelines, either in the gaseous or dense phase.
National Grid has performed a detailed research program to investigate if existing natural gas industry under
pressure welding procedures are applicable to CO2 pipelines, or if new specific guidance is required.
At IPC 2014 a paper was presented (IPC2014-33223) that dealt with the results from one part of a comprehensive
trial program, which defined the cooling time from 250°C to 150°C (T250-150) in CO2 pipelines and compared
them to the typical decay times for natural gas pipelines. The results from this part of the work identified that
maintaining the pre-heat using the established guidance in T/SP/P/9 during under pressure welding on dense phase
CO2 pipelines would be very difficult, leading to potential operational issues.
The previous paper gave a brief summary of the effect that cooling time had on the mechanical properties. The aim
of this paper is to present the findings of the T800-500 weld decay trials in more detail including the full testing
programme, detailing the affect that variables such as CO2 phase, CO2 flow velocity and the welding parameters
had on the weld and heat affected zone (HAZ) hardness.
The main finding is that although there is an indication that a higher cooling rate measured in the weld pool
(characterized by the cooling time from 800°C to 500°C) leads to increased hardness in the HAZ region, there are
no clear correlations. No hardness values were recorded that were considered unacceptable, even for the dense
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phase CO2 case which delivered the fastest cooling time. A significant finding was the requirement for controlling
the buttering run procedure. A discussion of the critical aspects, including the link between weld cooling time and
hardness, is presented with guidance on how this essential variables need to be controlled.
The paper is aimed at technical, safety and operational staff with CO2 pipeline operators. Read in conjunction,
this paper and the previous IPC paper form a comprehensive review of this critical work that is contributing to
the development of dense phase CO2 transportation pipelines and will facilitate the implementation of Carbon
Capture and Storage (CCS)1 projects which is a critical part of the transition to a low carbon economy.
The Don Valley CCS Project is co-financed by the European Union’s European Energy Programme for Recovery
The sole responsibility of this publication lies with the author.
The European Union is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein

11:00
IPC2016-64206, Design of In-Service Repair Welding Procedures for Operating Pipelines: Critical
Assessment of Variables Affecting Restraint Level and Heat-Affected Zone Microstructures
of Vintage Pipelines
S. Guest, A. Egbewande, Stantec, J. Dyck, Stantec, R. MacKenzie, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., M. Sadowski, Stantec
In order to maintain pipeline operation during repair and maintenance work, operators typically install branch
(i.e. hot-tap) and repair fittings (i.e. sleeves) onto flowing pipelines. In-service welding procedures must be
designed for these installations per code requirement. Welding induced cracking during the installation of pressure
containing repair fittings is a major concern when welding onto flowing pipelines. Repair fitting dimensions
influence cooling rates and restraint conditions. A combination of high stress and brittle microstructures formed
during the rapid cooling of high carbon equivalent vintage pipeline steel can create conditions that promote
the formation of cracks. CSA Z662 and API 1104 specify essential variables (requirements) that aim to mitigate
risk of cracking by qualifying the weld procedure to equal or more severe conditions than expected in the field.
These essential variables can include material carbon equivalent, cooling rate, and level of restraint limitations
to be applied during qualification of the weld procedure. This paper will focus on the creation of a safe welding
procedure by pre-welding assessment of the phase transformations that occur during welding on liquid product
vintage pipelines and modelling the influence of readily quantifiable variables on the level of restraint induced
by repair fittings.
Finite element analysis (FEA) was utilized to study the thermal history of simulated in-service weld heat affected
zones to approximate the stress and strain magnitudes (level of restraint) at the fillet weld toe of simulated
sleeve repairs. Thermal analysis was conducted on various weld bead geometries to simulate the effects of cooling
rates and tempering. To aid in the design of a safe weld procedure, two continuous cooling transformation (CCT)
diagrams were constructed from a vintage 1960s API 5L X52 pipe with a carbon equivalent of 0.51% (CEN and
IIW). This enabled the selection of optimal welding parameters that produced desirable HAZ microstructures.
The modeling of restraint level accounted for the thermal expansion and contraction of a multi-pass fillet weld
sequence on various pipe and sleeve thicknesses. The sleeve-on-pipe configuration was compared to the plate-onplate configuration. Sleeve wall thickness was varied from 1 to 7 times the pipe wall thickness to account for any
possible instances where a very thick fitting, such as emergency fittings (e.g. STOPPLE®), may be installed on a thin
pipeline. Test welds were completed on the 1960s vintage pipeline steel with a high volume water flow loop to
simulate operating conditions. The heat affected zone hardness values correlated well with those predicted by the
FEA and CCT results.

11:30
IPC2016-64629, Application of Thermal Analysis Tool for Girth Welding Procedure Qualification
Y. Wang, A. Wang, Center for Reliable Energy Systems, M. Quintana, Lincoln Electric Co
The mechanical properties of welds are governed by the final microstructure that develops as an interaction
between the chemical composition and cooling rates produced by welding thermal cycles. For modern microalloyed
thermomechanically controlled processed (TMCP) pipeline steels, the microstructure and mechanical properties can
be extremely sensitive to cooling rates. The development and qualification of welding procedure for these steels
may need iterative procedure to achieve targeted mechanical properties.
The accurate information of welding thermal cycles and cooling rates as a function of welding parameters is
valuable for optimization of welding process development. This paper covers the development, validation, and
application of a girth welding thermal analysis tool. The core of the tool is a numerical model that has a twodimensional, axis-symmetrical finite element procedure to simulate the transient heat transfer processes both in
the weld metal and the heat affected zone (HAZ). The tool takes welding parameters, pipe and bevel geometry,
and thermal properties as inputs and predicts thermal cycles and cooling rates in weld metal and HAZ. The
comparison of thermal cycles between experimental measurements and the model predictions show the tool was
robust and accurate.
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This tool is particularly effective in understanding the thermal history and resulting microstructure and mechanical
properties of high-productivity welding processes, such as mechanized dual-torch pulsed gas metal arc welding (DT
GMAW-P) processes. The tool was used in optimization of development and qualification of welding procedures of
a DT GMAW-P process under a tight time schedule. The actual welds were fabricated according to the optimized
welding procedures followed by the mechanical testing of welds. Good agreement was found between the
predicted tensile properties and those from experimental tests. The welding procedures were qualified within the
tight time schedule by avoiding iterative trials, and reducing the cost associated with the making of trial welds and
mechanical testing by approximately 50%. This tool has also been applied in the application of essential welding
variables methodology (EWVM) for X80 and X70 linepipe steels.
Future applications of the tools include the revamp of the approach to essential variables in welding procedure
qualification. In particular, the parameters affecting cooling rates may be “bundled” together towards the one
critical factor affecting weld properties, i.e., cooling rate. The individual parameters can be varied beyond the
limits in the current codes and standards as long as their combined effects make the cooling rate stay within a
narrow band. The same framework of approaches to GMAW processes can be extended other welding processes,
such as FCAW and SMAW.

13:30
IPC2016-64169, Development of an Effective ASME IX Welding Procedure Qualification Program for
Pipeline Facility and Fabrication Welding
J. Lu, B. Huntley, L. Ludwig, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
For pipeline cross country welding, welding procedures shall be qualified in accordance with the requirements of
CSA Z662 Oil and Gas Pipeline Systems in Canada and API 1104 Welding of Pipelines and Related Facilities in the
United States. For pipeline facility and fabrication welding on systems designed in accordance with CSA Z662 and
ASME B31.4, welding procedures qualified in accordance with the requirements of ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel
Section IX are permitted and generally preferred.
For pipeline facility and fabrication applications, ASME IX qualified welding procedures provide advantages as a
result of the larger essential variable ranges and subsequent flexibility in use. The resulting welding procedures
have broader coverage on material thickness, diameter, joint configuration and welding positions. Similarly, ASME
IX is more flexible on welder performance qualification requirements and accordingly a welder will have wider
performance coverage. When applied correctly, the use of ASME IX welding procedures often means significantly
fewer welding procedures and welder performance qualifications are required for a given scope of work.
Even though ASME IX qualified welding procedures have been widely used in pipeline facility and fabrication
welding, it is not well understood on how to qualify the welding procedures in accordance with ASME IX and meet
the additional requirements of the governing code or standard such as CSA Z662 in Canada and ASME B31.4 in the
United States. Additionally, ASME IX refers to the construction code for the applicability of toughness requirements
for welding procedure qualification. However, CSA Z662 and ASME B31.4 are both silent on toughness
requirements for welding procedure qualification.
This paper explains one preferred method to establish and develop an effective ASME IX welding procedure
qualification program for pipeline facility and fabrication welding while ensuring suitability for use and
appropriate notch toughness requirements. The paper discusses topics such as base material selection, welding
process, welding consumable consideration and weld test acceptance criteria.

14:00
IPC2016-64427, Double Jointing Technology for Strain-Based Design Pipelines
N. Verma, A. Wasson, ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company, D. Fairchild, Exxonmobil Upstream Res Co, F. F. Noecker II,
T. Anderson, ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company
Pipelines may experience significant longitudinal strains when subjected to large ground motions, such as seismic
activity, landslides, etc. For these conditions, a strain-based design (SBD) approach can be used. The use of higher
strength steels (like X80) for SBD approach can enable significant construction cost savings. Costs can be further
reduced through the use of a double jointing process in order to reduce the amount of field welding. However, it
is challenging to achieve adequate girth weld properties for SBD scenarios involving higher strength steels by using
conventional double jointing processes such as submerged arc welding (SAW).
Acicular ferrite interspersed in martensite (AFIM) has been previously identified as an advantageous high strength
weld metal microstructure that can be applied in field pipeline construction. In this paper, a double jointing
technology for X70+ SBD applications will be discussed. Excellent strength and toughness properties were achieved
in double joint welds by using an optimized AFIM welding technology that included a tailored welding consumable
wire and a high productivity GMAW-P weld process. Welding procedures are discussed along with mechanical
properties achieved. Productivity comparisons suggest that a fully optimized GMAW-P welding process in the
1G-rolled welding position can have productivity comparable to a conventional SAW double jointing process.
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14:30
IPC2016-64388, Development of Mechanised Welding Techniques for Hot Tap Split Tee Fittings
M. Atkinson, MACAW Engineering, S. Slater, The ROSEN Group
Historically, the manual metal arc welding (MMA) process has been used for welding of full encirclement split tees
on hot tap connections for gas transmission pipelines. The National Grid high pressure gas transmission network
currently consists of pipelines up to and including 1219 mm outside diameter. The large diameter pipes require
split tee assemblies up to 80 mm thick. The arc time to complete welding can be considerable and requires multiple
welders to complete welding in one continuous operation.
The qualification of a mechanised gas shielded flux cored arc welding (GSFCAW) procedure for welding the
longitudinal seams on large diameter tee connections would realise significant operational and cost benefits
over the MMA method. The equipment for mechanised field welding is readily available for a large number
of applications across many industries. Recent advances in the technology suggest that a suitable mechanised
procedure can be developed for the longitudinal weld seams of split tee assemblies.
The primary aim of this project was to qualify a mechanised GSFCAW process and set of procedures in line with the
National Grid specification for welding longitudinal seams of split tee assemblies. A comprehensive welding and
test schedule was performed using 50 mm tee material. Welding was performed using the Firefly welding system
in three positions, flat, overhead and horizontal to cover the full range of welding positions required for tee
connections with either horizontal or vertical off-take branches.
Based on the mechanical testing and non-destructive examination (NDE) results, the combination of process and
consumables used in this project have been qualified in accordance with the National Grid specification.
A number of quality issues were observed during welding and recommendations to address these have been
identified. The travel speeds achieved using the GSFCAW process are up to twice those recorded when welding
a similar size fitting using MMA. Even after considering the remedial work required to rectify quality issues, the
overall welding times recorded using the GSFCAW process were lower than those recorded on a similar size fitting
welded on site using the MMA process.

Session 5-3-5: Weld Microstructure
Session Chair: Adrian Gerlich, University of Waterloo
Room: TELUS Glen 203/204
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 10:30 - 12:00

10:30
IPC2016-64238, Characterization of Local Mechanical Properties of X80 Pipeline Steel Welds
Using Advanced Techniques
A. R. H. Midawi, Y. Kisaka, E. B.F. Santos, A. Gerlich, University of Waterloo
An instrumented indentation technique is proposed as a method to directly measure the local yield strength
distribution in each zone of gas metal arc welds produced in X80 linepipe. The joints were produced with different
microstructures and mechanical properties by applying shielding gases with varying Ar/CO2 ratios of 50 to 15% CO2
and the addition of a pure titanium
wire into the weld pool was used to achieve in-situ alloying. The local yield strength distribution for each weld
zone was then measured with instrumented indentation. The mapped yield strength distributions measured by
instrumented indentation was compared to the hardness distribution. In addition, the yield strength of each zone
obtained by instrumented indentation
were then compared to tensile test results from Digital Image Correlation (DIC), in order to obtain stress-strain
curves for each microstructural zone of the weld. The yield strength results obtained from both techniques are
in good agreement, suggesting that instrumented indentation can be useful method to measure the local yield
strengths of specific regions in a weld joint.

11:00
IPC2016-64305, Effect of Weld Thermal Cycles on Microstructure and Properties of Simulated Heat
Affected Zone in Thick-Wall X80 Pipe Steels
J. Gianetto, Canmet Materials, Natural Resources Canada, F. Fazeli, Canmet Materials, B. Shalchi-Amirkhiz, J. Li, Canmet
Materials, Natural Resources Canada
Continuous cooling transformation behaviour of the single cycled grain coarsened heat affected zones (GCHAZs)
produced with a peak temperature (Tp) = 1350°C and cooling times, Dt800-500 = ~ 1 to 100 s was evaluated
for three different X80 pipe steels having various content of C, Mn, Ni, Cr, Mo and microalloying elements that
include Nb, V and Ti. Optical microscopy was initially used to characterize the simulated GCHAZ, which consisted
of a range of coarse prior austenite grains that transformed to different fractions of mainly low carbon lath
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martensite/fine bainite, mixtures of upper bainite and/or granular bainite as a function of increasing cooling time.
A consistent trend of decreasing microhardness with increasing cooling time occurred for the range of GCHAZs
formed in the pipe steels. The significant differences in GCHAZ microhardness for Dt800-500 < 15 s is attributable
to the respective pipe steel compositions and the resulting microstructures. The GCHAZ microstructures were
further characterized by means of scanning electron microscopy with electron backscattered diffraction and
transmission electron microscopy with focus to analyze features of the transformation products, fraction of high
angle boundaries and the nature of microconstituents, including carbonitride precipitates and inclusions. The
simulated GCHAZ Charpy-V-notch impact energy transition curves revealed a consistent upward shift towards
higher temperatures with increasing cooling time (Dt800-500 = 6, 15 and 30 s). The primary factors contributing to
the variations in impact toughness of the respective GCHAZs were the differences in the microstructure, hardness
and detailed features, including fraction of high angle boundaries (packet size), and the presence of various
M-A microconstituents.

11:30
IPC2016-64321, Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Girth Weld HAZ in X80 Line Pipe with
High Deformability for Strain Based Design Applications
Y. Liu, China Petroleum Pipeline Research Institute, Y. Li, S. Li, Z. You, Z. Yin, CPPR
X80 line pipe with high longitudinal deformability (X80HD) has been developed and applied in the Strain Based
Design (SBD) of pipelines in harsh environment such as seismic areas, permafrost areas, fault zones, etc. For
SBD pipelines it is critical that the pipeline girth welds overmatch the tensile properties of the pipe material to
avoid local strain accumulation in the girth weld during a strain event. Also, it is important that pipeline girth
welds that may experience high strains in operation have sufficient toughness to ensure adequate resistance to
failure by fracture.
The objective of this research was to gain a better understanding of the influence of chemical composition and
essential welding variables on microstructure and properties of the HAZ regions formed in X80HD pipeline girth
welds. In this study, by using the weld thermal simulation approach, the peak temperatures (Tp, representative
of the distance to the fusion boundary) and the cooling times, particularly between 800 ºC and 500 ºC (t8/5,
representative of the weld heat input), identical to those occurring in the girth weld HAZ of three different
X80HD pipe steels, were artificially reproduced. It should be noted that t8/5 is influenced by both heat input and
preheat temperature. The weld peak temperatures, Tp, from 500 ºC to 1300 ºC, in 100 ºC increment, whereas
the cooling times t8/5 from 5 to 30 seconds were in 5, 15, and 30 seconds, associated with the heat input range
of self-shielded flux cored arc welding (FCAW-S). The thermal simulation specimens on tensile properties, Charpy
impact toughness, and Vickers hardness were tested and analyzed. Microstructures of these simulated HAZ were
characterized by optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Finally, the actual FCAW-S
girth welding experiments were carried out. These girth welds were subjected to different testing for evaluation
of microstructure and mechanical properties of X80HD girth welded joints. These included transverse weld
tensile testing, microhardness map of the weld joint, Charpy V-notch impact testing of weld metal and HAZ, and
microstructure analysis. The results demonstrated that softening occurs in the fine grained HAZ (FGHAZ) and the
inter-critical HAZ (ICHAZ) of X80HD line pipe girth welds. The severity of HAZ softening depends on the steel
chemistry and the heat input applied during girth welding. The metallurgical design of the X80HD pipeline steel
and the optimization of the girth welding procedures were proposed.

Topic 5-4: C
 rack Propagation & Arrest
Session 5-4-1: Rich Gases, CO2 & Fracture Control
Session Chair: Gery M. Wilkowski, EMC2
Room: TELUS Glen 203/204
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 08:30 - 10:00

08:30
IPC2016-64011, Measurements of Decompression Wave Speed in Natural Gas Mixtures Containing
2-8% (Mole) Hydrogen by a Shock Tube
K. Botros, NOVA Chemicals, S. Igi, J. Kondo, JFE Steel Corporation
The Battelle two-curve method is widely used throughout the industry to determine the required material
toughness to arrest ductile (or tearing) pipe fracture. The method relies on accurate determination of the
propagation speed of the decompression wave into the pipeline once the pipe ruptures. GASDECOM is typically
used for calculating this speed, and idealizes the decompression process as isentropic and one-dimensional. While
GASDECOM was initially validated against quite a range of gas compositions and initial pressure and temperature,
it was not developed for mixtures containing hydrogen. Two shock tube tests were conducted to experimentally
determine the decompression wave speed in lean natural gas mixtures containing hydrogen. The first test had
hydrogen concentration of 2.88% (mole) while the second had hydrogen concentration of 8.28% (mole). The
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experimentally determined decompression wave speeds from the two tests were found to be very close to each
other despite the relatively vast difference in the hydrogen concentrations for the two tests. It was also shown
that the predictions of the decompression wave speed using the GERG-2008 equation of state agreed very well
with that obtained from the shock tube measurements. It was concluded that there is no effects of the hydrogen
concentration (between 0-10% mole) on the decompression wave speed, particularly at the lower part (towards
the choked pressure) of the decompression wave speed curve.

09:00
IPC2016-64365, Am I Too Rich? Determining Limits for Gas Composition to Ensure Crack Arrest in
an Existing Pipeline
R. Andrews, MACAW Engineering, M. Smith, ROSEN Group
Fracture control studies for new gas transmission pipelines usually produce a specified minimum Charpy energy,
often after including “correction factors”, which will ensure that a crack will arrest in the body of the pipe. The
basic pipeline parameters such as pressure, pipe grade, diameter and wall thickness will be fixed early in design,
and the reservoir and process engineering design will set limits on the extremes of the gas composition. Using
these inputs the Charpy energy to ensure crack arrest for the worst case gas composition can be calculated using
industry standard methods.
The inverse case, where the gas composition in an existing pipeline is to be changed from the original design
basis, is more challenging. Changes in gas composition can arise from ageing of the reservoir supplying a pipeline,
or opportunities for the operator to generate additional revenue from 3rd party access. Sales gas specification
limits for general purpose natural gas transmission often have broad limits, which can be met by a wide range
of compositions. Some of these compositions may be so rich that they give an unacceptable risk of extensive
crack propagation. In these cases composition limits must be set that are consistent with the crack arrest
capability of the pipeline.
As a wide range of gas compositions can give the same crack driving force, determining acceptable composition
limits is a “many to one” problem without a unique solution. This paper describes the derivation of an envelope of
richer gas compositions which gave an acceptable probability of crack arrest in an existing pipeline which had been
designed for a very lean gas mixture. Hence it was necessary to limit the amount of rich third party gas to ensure
that the crack driving force did not increase sufficiently to propagate a long running fracture.
Manufacturing test data for the linepipe were used with the EPRG probabilistic approach to derive a characteristic
Charpy energy which would achieve a 95% probability of crack arrest in 5 joints. After “uncorrecting” the high
Charpy energy, the value was used with the Battelle Two Curve model to analyse a range of gas compositions
and derive an envelope of acceptable compositions. Sensitivity studies were carried out to assess the effects
of increasing the temperature and of expanding the limits for nitrogen and carbon dioxide beyond the
initial assumptions.
It is concluded that for a specific case it will be possible to solve the inverse problem and produce composition
limits which will allow increased flexibility of operation whilst maintaining safety.

09:30
IPC2016-64456, Analysis of a Dense Phase CO2 Full-Scale Fracture Propagation Test
in 24" Diameter Pipe
A. Cosham, Ninth Planet Engineering Limited, D. Jones, Pipeline Integrity Engineers Ltd, K. Armstrong, D. J. Allason,
DNV GL- Spadeadam Test Site, J. Barnett, National Grid Carbon
A third full-scale fracture propagation test has been conducted using a dense phase carbon dioxide (CO2)-rich
mixture (approximately 10 mole percent of non-condensables), at the DNV GL Spadeadam Test & Research Centre,
Cumbria, UK, on behalf of National Grid, UK.
The first and second tests, in 914 mm (36 inch) outside diameter pipe, also conducted at the Spadeadam Test &
Research Centre, showed that predictions made using the Two Curve Model and the (notionally conservative)
Wilkowski et al., 1977 correction factor were incorrect and non-conservative. An additional correction was required
in order to conservatively predict the results of the two tests.
A third full-scale test was necessary to evaluate the fracture arrest capability of the line pipe for the proposed
610 mm (24 inch) outside diameter Yorkshire and Humber CCS Cross-Country Pipeline, because the predictions of
the first and second tests were non-conservative, and it was unclear if and how the results of these tests could be
extrapolated to a different diameter and wall thickness.
The third test was designed to be representative of the proposed cross-country pipeline, both in terms of the grade
and geometry of the pipe, and the operating conditions.
The test section consisted of seven lengths of pipe: an initiation pipe and then, on either side of the initiation pipe,
one transition pipe and two production pipes. The (in total) four production pipes are representative of the type of
line pipe that would be used in the proposed cross-country pipeline.
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A running ductile fracture was successfully initiated; it propagated through the transition pipes on both sides, and
then rapidly arrested in the production pipes. The result of the test demonstrates that a running ductile fracture
would arrest in the proposed Yorkshire and Humber CCS Cross-Country Pipeline.
The main experimental data, including the layout of the test section, and the decompression and timing wire data,
are summarised and discussed.
Furthermore, the implications of the three tests, in two different pipe geometries, for setting toughness
requirements for pipelines transporting CO2-rich mixtures in the dense phase are considered.

Session 5-4-2: Fracture Toughness Testing
Session Chair: Timothy Weeks, National Institute of Standards and Technology
Room: TELUS Glen 201/202
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 15:30 - 17:00

15:30
IPC2016-64610, Comparison of J-integral Measurement Methods on Clamped Single-Edge
Notched Tension Specimens
T. Weeks, National Institute of Standards and Technology, D. T. Read, Enrico Lucon, PROTIRO, Inc.,
J. W. Sowards, R. A. Rentz, NIST
This paper reports an extension of a previous study that compared methods of evaluating J by the crack mouth
opening displacement and by surface strain gradients.Here, the surface strain gradients are measured by threedimensional digital image correlation. The results herein represent a small test matrix that involved evaluation of
the J-integral for clamped single-edge notched tensile specimens from API 5L X65 base-metal, weld metal and the
adjacent heat affected zone; the J-integral was evaluated by a standardized procedure utilizing the crack mouth
opening displacement (CMOD) and by the contour integral method on an external surface strain contour. Digital
image correlation provides sufficient full-field strain data for use by this method and is considerably more robust
than surface-mounted strain gage instrumentation. A series of validity checks are presented that demonstrate
that the data are useful and valuable. Experimental determination of the J-integral is not limited to thoroughly
analyzed test geometries and may be achieved with limited instrumentation. Furthermore, the method described
does not require a determination of crack size nor any instrumentation that requires access to the crack mouth.

16:00
IPC2016-64058, CTOA Test Method Using Drop-Weight Tear Test (DWTT): Background, Standard
Development and Application
S. Xu, W.R. Tyson, C.H.M. Simha, M. Gesing, J. Liang, Canmet Materials
Arrest of fast ductile fracture in the design of gas pipelines has traditionally been assured by specifying Charpy
absorbed energy (Cv) of pipe steel based on the Battelle two-curve method. However, the Charpy test has been
shown to be inadequate to characterize crack propagation in modern high-strength, high-toughness pipe steels.
For steels with Cv more than approximately 100 J, fracture arrest methodologies based on Cv can lead to nonconservative predictions. The problem is that the Charpy specimen is too small to characterize full-scale fracture,
and for tough steels the ductility can be so high that the Charpy specimen bends without fracturing completely.
To overcome these limitations, the use of a larger full-thickness specimen, the “Drop-Weight Tear Test” (DWTT)
specimen, has been proposed. The test is instrumented to measure the force on and displacement of the impactor
during crack propagation. The data is interpreted to yield the “crack-tip opening angle” (CTOA), which is constant
during steady-state crack growth and characterizes the propagation resistance. The CTOA has been proposed for
some time as a suitable property to assess fracture propagation and arrest in high-pressure gas pipelines, but up to
now a standard test method for measurement of the CTOA has not been available. To remedy this situation, a draft
standard has been developed by the authors and is being balloted by ASTM E08.
In this paper, the CTOA parameter and CTOA-based fracture arrest methodology will be introduced briefly. The
background and development of the draft ASTM standard test method for determination of CTOA using the dropweight tear test (DWTT) specimen will be reviewed including the procedure and the results of an international
round robin. In the CTOA test method, the only adjustable parameter is the rotation factor (rp). Using a modified
Xue-Wierzbicki damage mechanics model and a statistical analysis, rp has been determined to be a weak function
of yield strength, Charpy absorbed energy and specimen thickness. Although no physical model has been
developed to explain the interplay of these factors, they are all related to the extent and distribution of plastic
deformation ahead of the crack. The technical background and quantification of rp will be described in this paper.
It is intended to apply the CTOA test method to a broad range of steels, including thin (less than 6 mm) and thick
(larger than 20 mm) pipe steels.
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16:30
IPC2016-64332, Effects of High Strain Rates on Ductile Slant Fracture Behaviour of Pipeline Steel:
Experiments and Modelling
R. Hojjati, ArcelorMittal Global R&D Gent, M. Steinhoff, RWTH Aachen University, S. Cooreman,
ArcelorMittal Global R&D Gent, F. Van den Abeele, ArcelorMittal Global R&D, P. Verleysen, Ghent University
Good material properties are desired in order to have a reliable design for the construction of oil and gas steel
pipelines. The occurrence of a longitudinal crack propagating along an oil or gas pipeline is a catastrophic event,
which involves both economic losses and environmental damage. Therefore, reliable predictions on fracture
propagation control are an essential strategy to ensure pipeline integrity. Fracture prediction is a challenging task,
since it requires knowledge of the interaction between the dynamic forces driving crack growth, and the resistance
forces opposing fracture propagation. Moreover, a large number of material properties have to be taken into
account. The main objective of this study is to examine the influence of high strain rates on the hardening and
ductile fracture behaviour of the API X70 pipeline steel by means of both experimental and numerical approaches.
To this end, dynamic fracture properties of the material are assessed using Drop Weight Tear Test (DWTT) impact
experiment at different temperatures. To characterise the high strain rate mechanical behaviour of API X70
pipeline steel, Split Hopkinson Tensile Bar (SHTB) experiments are performed on smooth and notched cylindrical
samples at temperatures ranging from room temperature to -50°C. These experiments are used for fundamental
material research and constitutive material modelling, knowledge of the true effective stress versus plastic strain,
strain rate and temperature.
In terms of numerical modelling, the modified Bai-Wierzbicki (MBW) model, which allows for accurate prediction
of the ductile fracture mechanism, is used. The MBW model represents the influence of stress state on the plasticity
behaviour and onset of damage of materials, and quantifies the microstructure degradation using a dissipationenergy-based damage evolution law. Eventually, based on the available test data, a new parameter set is proposed
to simulate slant ductile fracture of API X70 pipeline steel.
Using the new material parameters, good correlations between numerical simulations and experimental
observations from the SHTB and the DWTT have been obtained. The research results hence shed a brighter light on
the effects of high strain rates on the ductile slant fracture of modern pipeline steels.

Session 5-4-3: Fracture Arrest Tests of Full-Scale High-Strength Pipelines
Session Chair: Satoshi IGI, JFE Steel Corporation
Session Co-Chair: Xian-Kui Zhu, Edison Welding Institute
Room: TELUS Glen 203/204
Date: Friday, September 30
Time: 08:30 - 11:30

08:30
IPC2016-64317, Modified West Jefferson Burst Test for Assessment of Brittle Fracture Arrest in ThickWall TMPC Line Pipe Steel with High Charpy Energy
S. Igi, T. Sakimoto, J. Kondo, JFE Steel Corporation, Y. Hioe, Engineering Mechanics Corporation of Columbus,
G. M. Wilkowski, EMC2
Three partial gas pipe burst tests were conducted to assess the brittle-to-ductile transition temperature and brittle
fracture arrestability of a heavy-walled TMPC line-pipe steel. This steel had a very high Charpy energy (400 J) which
is typical of many modern line-pipe steels. In standard pressed-notch DWTT specimen tests this material exhibited
abnormal fracture appearance (ductile fracture from the pressed notch prior to brittle fracture starting) that occurs
with many high Charpy energy steels. Such behavior makes the transition temperature difficult to determine.
The first burst test was conducted in a manner that is typical of a traditional West Jefferson (partial gas vessel)
burst tests. The crack was initiated in the center of the cooled vessel (with a partial air gap), but an unusual result
occurred. In this test a ductile fracture just barely started from each crack tip, but one of the endcaps blew off. The
pipe rocketed into the wall of a containment building. The opposite endcap impacted the wall of the building and
brittle fractures started there with one coming back to the center of the vessel. The implication from this test was
that perhaps initiation of the brittle fracture in the base metal gives different results than if the initial crack came
from a brittle location.
The second burst test used a modified procedure. A sort length of the center of the vessel was cut out and rotated.
The HAZ of the axial seam weld had a higher dynamic transition temperature. The initiation flaw was across one
of the center girth welds so that one side of the initial through-wall crack had the crack tip in the base metal
while the other side initiated in the seam weld HAZ. On the base metal side, the crack took about 220 mm of crack
growth before reaching steady-state shear area, i.e., the shear area gradually decreased and the fracture speed was
increasing. On the other side, a brittle fracture was started in the HAZ as expected, and once it crossed the other
central girth weld into the base metal, the fracture immediately went to the lower shear area percent. This result
along with the first test suggests that the DWTT specimen should have a brittle weld metal at the starter notch
region to ensure the arrestability of the material.
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The final burst test was at a warmer temperature. There was a short length of crack propagation with higher shear
area percent, but it quickly turned to ductile fracture and arrested.
In addition various modified DWTT were conducted and used with an alternative brittle fracture arrest criterion to
predict the pipe brittle fracture arrestability.

09:00
IPC2016-64308, Fracture Behavior in West Jefferson Test under Low-Temperature Condition for X65
Steel Pipes with High Charpy Energy—Current Activities in HLP Committee, Japan, Report 1
T. Amano, Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation, S. Igi, T. Sakimoto, JFE Steel Corporation, T. Inoue,
Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation, S. Aihara, The University of Tokyo
This paper describes the results of pressure vessel fracture test which called West Jefferson and/or partial gas
burst testing using Grade API X65 linepipe steel with high Charpy energy that exhibits inverse facture in the Drop
Weight Tear Test (DWTT).
A series of pressure vessel fracture tests which is as part of an ongoing effort by the High-strength Line Pipe
committee (HLP) of the Iron and Steel Institute of Japan (ISIJ) was carried out at low temperature in order to
investigate brittle-to-ductile transition behavior and to compare to DWTT fracture behavior. Two different
materials on Fracture Appearance Transition Temperature (FATT) property were used in these tests. One is -60
degree C and the other is -25 to -30 degree C which is defined as 85 % shear area fraction (SA) in the standard
pressed notch DWTT (PN-DWTT). The dimensions of the test pipes were 24" (609.6 mm) in outside diameter (OD),
19.1 mm in wall thickness (WT). In each test, the test pipe is cooled by using liquid nitrogen in the cooling baths.
Two cooling baths are set up separately on the two sides of the test vessel, making it possible to obtain fracture
behaviors under two different test temperatures in one burst test. The test vessel was also instrumented with
pressure transducers, thermocouples and timing wires to obtain the pressure at the fracture onset, temperature
and crack propagation velocity, respectively.
Some informative observations to discuss appropriate evaluation method for material resistance to brittle facture
propagation for high toughness linepipe materials are obtained in the test. When the pipe burst test temperatures
are higher than the PN-DWTT transition temperature, ductile cracks were initiated from the initial notch and
propagated with short distance in ductile manner. When the pipe burst test temperatures were lower than the
PN-DWTT transition temperature, brittle cracks were initiated from the initial notch and propagated through
cooling bath. However, the initiated ductile crack at lower than the transition temperature was not changed to
brittle manner. This means inverse facture occurred in the PN-DWTT is a particular problem caused by the API DWTT
testing method. Furthermore, results for the pipes tested indicated that inverse facture occurred in PN-DWTT at the
temperature above the 85 % FATT may not affect the arrestability against the brittle fracture propagation and it is
closely related with the location of brittle fracture initiation origin in the fracture appearance of PN- DWTT.

09:30
IPC2016-64017, Specifications Dilemma Posed by High Toughness Line Pipe Steels
B. Leis, B N Leis Consultant, Inc., J. Gray, Microalloyed Steel Institute, F. Barbaro, Barbaro & Associates
Pipelines transporting compressible hydrocarbons like methane or high-vapor-pressure liquids under supercritical
conditions are uniquely susceptible to long-propagating failures in the event that initiation triggers this process.
The unplanned release of hydrocarbons from such pipelines poses the risk for significant pollution and/or the
horrific potential of explosion and a very large fire, depending on the transported product. Accordingly, the
manufacturing procedure specification (MPS) developed to ensure the design requirements are met by the steel
and pipe-making process is a critical element of the fracture control plan, whose broad purpose is to protect the
environment and ensure public safety, and preserve the operator’s investment in the asset.
This paper considers steel specification to avoid long-propagating shear failures in advanced-design larger-diameter
higher-pressure pipelines made of thinner-wall higher-grade steels. Assuming that the arrest requirements can
be reliably predicted it remains to specify the steel design, and ensure fracture control can be affected through
the MPS and manufacturing procedure qualification testing (MPQT). While standards exist for use in MPQTs to
establish that the MPS requirements have been met, very often CVN specimens remain unbroken, while DWTT
specimens exhibit features that are inconsistent with the historic response and assumptions that underlie many
standards. In addition, sub-width specimens are often used, whereas there is no standardized means to scale those
results consistent with the full-width response required by some standards. Finally, empirical models such as the
Battelle two curve model (BTCM) widely used to predict required arrest resistance have their roots in sub-width
specimens, yet their outcome is widely expressed in a full-size context.
This paper reviews results for sub-width specimens developed for steels in the era that the BTCM was calibrated to
establish scaling rules to facilitate prediction in a full-size setting. Thereafter, issues associated with the use of subwidth specimens are reviewed and criteria are developed to scale results from such testing for use in the MPS, and
MPQT, which is presented as a function of toughness. Finally, issues associated with the acceptance of data from
unbroken CVN specimens are reviewed, as are known issues in the interpretation of DWTT fracture surfaces.
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10:30
IPC2016-64112, Full Scale Burst Validation Tests for Crack Arrestor Designs for NPS 48 Grade
550 Rich Gas Pipeline
C. Guan, TransCanada Pipelines, B. Rothwell, Brian Rothwell Consulting Inc., J. Kondo, JFE Steel Corporation, M. Murata,
NSSMC, K. Armstrong, DNV-GL-Spadeadam Test Site
Two full scale burst tests for the assessment of different crack arrestor designs were carried out on the pipes that
will be used in the Coastal GasLink (CGL) Pipeline project. The tests supported by LNG Canada and TransCanada
Technology Management Program were conducted at the Spadeadam test site of DNV GL, United Kingdom (UK),
on 1219 mm (48") outside diameter CSA Z245.1 Category II Grade 550 pipe at a nominal pressure of 13.38 MPa
(1,940 psig) and temperature of -5°C, and with a gas representative of the richest gas envisaged for transport in the
CGL pipeline project.
The reservoirs are spaced with a gap between the reservoir ends of approximately 130 m, where the test section,
comprising eleven pipe lengths and a tie-in pup, was installed. The centre of the test section consisted of an 18.5
mm thick low toughness initiation pipe. The remaining pipes were referenced as 1E to 5E in the easterly direction
and similarly 1W to 5W in the westerly direction. The propagation pipes (1E and 1W) with 18.5 mm wall thickness,
used to establish steady-state propagation, were located immediately either side of the central initiation pipe.
For the first test, two crack arrestor pipes with 29.6 mm wall thickness were installed adjacent to the propagation
pipes in the west and east directions, with a lead-in transition of 18.5 mm wall thickness for a distance of 130
mm then a 4:1 taper running back to the full pipe wall thickness. To the east, the first crack arrestor pipe
had an average Charpy Vee-notch (CVN) energy of 246 J and to the west it had an average CVN energy of
341 J at the inboard end. In both directions, the fracture propagated from the initiation pipe, through the
propagation pipes (1E/1W) before arresting in the first 29.6 mm thick crack arrestor pipes (2E/2W). In both
directions, the arrest resulted in the fracture turning at the toe of the tapered transition on the front end of crack
arrestor pipes 2E and 2W.
The pipe arrangement for the second test was similar to the first one. In the east direction, in order to optimize
crack arrestor design, two 24.7 mm wall thickness pipes replaced the 29.6 mm pipes which were used in the first
test. In the west direction, the test section contained four 18.5 mm wall thickness test pipes arranged with a
progressively increasing Charpy energy, up to 452 J. A low toughness, 18.5 mm thick pipe (5W), with a 1.8 m long
Clock Spring® crack arrestor completed the test section. To the east, the fracture propagated from the initiation
pipe through pipe 1E before arresting near the inboard end of the crack arrestor pipe 2E. In the west direction,
the fracture was observed to run through all four of the pipes arranged with increasing CVN energy, before being
arrested by the Clock Spring® crack arrestor fitted to the fifth pipe.

11:00
IPC2016-64569, Determination of Brittle-To-Ductile Transition Temperatures of Large-Diameter TMPC
Linepipe Steel with High Charpy Energy by Use of Modified West Jefferson Testing
Y. Hioe, Engineering Mechanics Corporation of Columbus, G. M. Wilkowski, EMC2, M. Fishman, M. Myers,
Engineering Mechanics Corp.
In this paper the results will be presented for burst tests from a Joint Industry Project (JIP) on “Validation of Drop
Weight Tear Test (DWTT) Methods for Brittle Fracture Control in Modern Line-Pipe Steels by Burst Testing”. The
JIP members for this project were: JFE Steel as founding member, ArcelorMittal, CNPC, Dillinger, NSSMC, POSCO,
Tenaris, and Tokyo Gas.
Two modified West Jefferson (partial gas) pipe burst tests were conducted to assess the brittle-to-ductile transition
temperature and brittle fracture arrestability of two 48-inch diameter by 24.6-mm thick X65 TMCP line-pipe steels.
These steels had very high Charpy energy (350J and 400J) which is typical of many modern line-pipe steels. In
standard pressed-notch DWTT specimen tests, these materials exhibited abnormal fracture appearance (ductile
fracture from the pressed notch prior to brittle fracture starting) that occurs with many high Charpy energy steels.
Such behavior makes the transition temperature difficult to determine.
The shear area values versus temperature results for these two burst tests compared to various modified DWTT
specimens are shown. Different rating methodologies; DNV, API, and a Best-Estimate of steady-state fracture
propagation appearance were evaluated.
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Session 5-4-4: Running Fracture Arrest Analysis & Prediction
Session Chair: Su Xu, Canmet Materials
Session Co-Chair: Xian-Kui Zhu, Edison Welding Institute
Room: TELUS Glen 208/209
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 08:30 - 12:00

08:30
IPC2016-64052, Microstructure Engineering of Thicker Gage Niobium Microalloyed Line Pipe Steel
with Enhanced Toughness by High Temperature Processing Using TiN-Nbc Composite Precipitate
S. Subramanian, X. Ma, McMaster University, C. Miao, Shougang, X. Zhang, Shagang, L. Collins, Evraz Inc. NA
Prediction of crack arrestability of higher grade line pipe steel microalloyed with niobium in full scale burst tests
based on laboratory simulation tests including Charpy impact, DWTT and CTOD is rendered difficult, as the full
scale burst test is found to be far more sensitive to microstructure variables than current laboratory tests. This paper
deals with nano-scale TiN-NbC composite precipitate engineering as an alternative approach to strain-induced
precipitation of NbC to produce thicker gage plate or coil with enhanced toughness and resistance to ductile
fracture propagation of line pipe steel. Microstructure engineering is based on identification of key microstructural
parameters to which target properties can be related, and engineer the target microstructure through design of
base chemistry and optimization of processing schedules.
Nano-scale precipitate engineering based on control of spacing and size of TiN-NbC composite precipitate offers
a new approach to achieve excellent strength and toughness (300J at -60C) of line pipe steels through control of
target microstructure consisting of: (i) refinement of austenite grain size (under 30 microns) of transfer bar before
pancaking, (ii) high volume fraction of acicular ferrite with adequate plasticity to increase resistance to ductile
fracture propagation, (iii) high density and uniform dispersion of high angle grain boundaries that arrest microcracks to suppress brittle fracture initiation, (iv) less intensity of unfavorable {100}<011>> texture component
that facilitate the propagation of brittle fracture, (v) suppression of ultra-fine precipitates in the matrix, thereby
enlarging plastic zone ahead of the crack tip to blunt the tip of the crack, and (vi) suppression of coarse brittle
constituents (carbides or MA products) that initiate brittle fracture. Experimental results are presented on
thermo-mechanically rolled X-90 and K-60 that validate the concept of microstructure engineering using TiN-NbC
composite precipitate engineering to enhance strength and fracture toughness.

09:00
IPC2016-64119, Analysis of Data from a Full-Scale Burst Test on 1219 mm OD Grade 550 Pipe—
Implications for the Prediction of Fracture Velocity
B. Rothwell, Brian Rothwell Consulting Inc., C. Guan, TransCanada Pipelines, S. Igi, JFE Steel Corporation
In recent years, considerable doubt has arisen over the prediction of the level of toughness required to arrest a
propagating fracture in higher-strength line pipe. It has been clear for many years that the most widely used
traditional approach, the Two-Curve Method (TCM) developed at Battelle in the early 1970s, could not be applied
directly when the required toughness, expressed as full-size Charpy energy, exceeded about 80 - 90 J. Initially, this
issue was addressed by the adoption of empirical correction factors, but more recently, there have been indications
that this approach is no longer applicable to modern, high-strength materials. Additional information, which in
general can only be derived from well-characterized burst tests, is essential to furthering understanding of the
fracture arrest problem under conditions that are typical of modern, long-distance, large-diameter pipeline design.
In the context of the Coastal GasLink (CGL) project, TransCanada Pipelines has carried out a program of full-scale
burst testing at the Spadeadam test site of DNV GL.The tests were supported by LNG Canada and the TransCanada
Technology Management Program. These tests are described in another paper at this conference. Though most
of the testing was directed towards the assessment of different crack arrestor designs, one half of one test
contained a run of four pipes of progressively increasing Charpy energy, up to a very high level (over 450 J). The
fracture was observed to run through all four pipes, before being arrested by a crack arrestor fitted to a fifth pipe
having lower toughness.
Nearly all approaches to determining requirements for fracture arrest depend, directly or indirectly, on
relationships between fracture velocity (for given levels of fracture resistance) and the driving force, generally
considered to be directly related to the pressure in the plane of the crack tip. By comparing measured fracture
velocity with the crack tip pressure determined either directly at pressure transducer locations or by comparison
with propagation velocities within the expansion wave, conclusions can be drawn regarding the accuracy of
existing relationships. Most previous work regarding correction factors has been based simply on discrepancies
between predicted and observed propagation and arrest behaviour. Direct comparisons of observed and predicted
fracture speed potentially provide much more data and focus more clearly on where model deficiencies may lie.
The current analysis focuses on comparisons with the predictions of the traditional TCM and those of a transient
model developed by JFE. While data from the present work are clearly limited, this approach potentially presents a
way of recalibrating fracture velocity formulations that may extend the range over which traditional, Charpy-based
approaches can be applied. For the future, the incorporation of additional results from other recent, wellcharacterized burst tests would be extremely valuable in this respect.
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09:30
IPC2016-64240, Investigation of Crack Propagation Characteristics Using Instrumented Charpy and
Dwt Tests for Full‑Scale Burst Tested 1219 mm OD Grade 550 (X80) Linepipe
S. Igi, JFE Steel Corporation, C. Guan, TransCanada Pipelines, B. Rothwell, Brian Rothwell Consulting Inc., T. Hiraide,
JFE Steel Corporation
TransCanada Pipelines, on behalf of the Coastal GasLink (CGL) project, has carried out two full-scale burst tests
[1, 2] at the Spadeadam test site of DNV GL, to validate the effectiveness of crack arrestors and refine the
propagation control design for the large-diameter, X80 linepipe required for this project. The tests were supported
by LNG Canada and TransCanada Technology Management Program. For these full-scale burst tests, Grade
550linepipe having Charpy energies from 125 to over 450 J were produced using thermomechanical controlled
processing (TMCP) technology.
This paper describes propagation and arrest properties of theX80 linepipe materials having various Charpy energy
values from the aspect of crack propagation energy and crack propagation speed relationships from instrumented
Charpy and press-notched (PN) and static pre-cracked drop-weight tear (SPC-DWT) tests, together with in-situ
observation of crack propagation by high-speed video camera. It was found that crack propagation speed is
greatly affected by crack propagation energy measured by both Charpy and instrumented DWT tests. The crack
propagation energy is lower in DWTT specimens with a higher separation index. It is not clear whether the crack
propagation energy is only affected by the separations. However, the crack velocity is higher in DWTT specimens
with a higher separation index. It is assumed that the crack propagation speed might be not only affected by
separation but also low propagation energy. The testing data obtained from Charpy and instrumented DWT tests
are compared with the fracture speed data measured from the fullscale burst test. The correlation between Charpy
energy and crack propagation energy in DWTT is also compared with the predictions of an empirical equation.

10:30
IPC2016-64466, An Operator’s Perspective on Fracture Control in Dense Phase CO2 Pipelines
J. Barnett, National Grid Carbon, R. Cooper, National Grid
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is an approach to mitigate global warming by capturing and storing carbon
dioxide (CO2) from large industrial emitters. Pipelines will play a significant role in the transportation of CO2 in CCS
projects. National Grid has an interest in this, and has carried out research to investigate the requirements for the
safe design and operation of CO2 pipelines.
CO2 pipelines are susceptible to long running fractures which are prevented by specifying an adequate pipe body
toughness to arrest the fracture. There is no existing, validated methodology for setting pipe body toughness for
pipelines transporting dense phase CO2 with impurities. The methods for estimating the pipe body toughness are
semi-empirical so full scale fracture propagation tests are required to validate and extend these methods.
As part of a major research programme into pipeline transportation of dense phase CO2, National Grid conducted
two full scale fracture propagation tests using 900 mm diameter pipe in 2012. The tests demonstrated that the
current natural gas practices for setting pipe body toughness was incorrect and non-conservative for dense phase
CO2 pipelines. National Grid recognises the importance of understanding fracture arrest as it required to ensure
design code compliance, impacts on pipeline design and provides reassurance to stakeholders.
As the results of the two tests cannot be used directly to set the toughness requirements for a specific
project pipeline, a third full scale test was necessary to confirm the fracture arrest capability of the pipe for
the proposed pipelines.
A third full scale fracture propagation test was conducted in July 2015. A propagating ductile fracture was initiated
and successfully arrested in linepipe representative of that to be used on the proposed project.

11:00
IPC2016-64561, Simulation of Dynamic Crack Propagation and Arrest Using Various
Types of Crack Arrestor
M. Uddin, Engineering Mechanics Corporation of Columbus, G. M. Wilkowski, EMC2
In linepipe steels, there has been a growing interest in using damage mechanics that provides physical models
of the fracture process which are embedded into a two- or three-dimensional finite element (FE) model. Among
the various damage models, the cohesive zone model (CZM) has recently been used to simulate the ductile crack
growth behavior in linepipe steels because of its computational efficiency and it requires only two parameters
which can be determined in experiments. While CZM is not yet to be used as predictive tool, but it has a great
application in crack arrestor design as well as in providing insight to ductile crack propagation.
In this paper, the authors have demonstrated some practical applications of CZM in linepipe steels. The CZM was
used to simulate the ductile crack propagation in full-scale pipes which was able to capture the global deformation
as well as the experimental crack speed. The model was then used to determine the effect of anchor blocks at
the end of the pipe in a large diameter full-scale burst test. Later, the model was used to simulate two small
diameter pipe tests with steel crack arrestors to mimic two arrestor cases with one showing crack propagation
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and the other showing crack arrest. The CZM model was also applied to demonstrate the circumferential ringoff behavior of a small diameter pipe test with rigid crack arrestor. The arrestor model was then extended to
simulate a large diameter full scale Mojave burst test with “soft crack arrestor (SCA)”. A single element FE model
was developed to verify the SCA material which was later extended with stain-based failure criteria. Finally,
ductile crack growth in full-scale pipe with SCA was demonstrated to show that the FE CZM model can be used to
optimize the design of SCA.

11:30
IPC2016-64585, Modified Two-Curve Model for Predicting Fracture Arrest Toughness and Arrest
Distance of Full-Size Burst Tests
X. Zhu, EWI
Running fracture control is a very important technology for gas transmission pipelines with large diameter and
high pressure. The Battelle two-curve (BTC) model developed in the early 1970s has been widely used in pipeline
industry to determine arrest toughness in terms of the Charpy energy. Because of its semi-empirical nature and
calibration with test data only for grades up to X65, the BTC does not work for higher grades. Simple corrections
were thus proposed to extend the BTC model to higher grades, but limited to those grades considered. Moreover,
the BTC model only predicts the minimum arrest toughness, but not arrest distance.
To fill the technical gaps, this paper proposes a modified two-curve (MTC) model and a fracture arrest distance
model in reference to the Charpy energy. The MTC model coupling with an arrest distance algorithm can predict
fracture arrest toughness and arrest distance in one simulation of numerical integration for a single pipe or a set
of multiple pipes with given toughness. Two sets of full-scale burst test data for X70 and X80 are used to validate
the proposed model, and the results show good agreements between the predictions and full-scale test data of
arrest toughness and arrest distance as well. The MTC model is then applied to optimize a design of pipe segment
arrangements for a mockup full-scale burst test on a high-strength pipeline steel. The MTC simulation results
confirm the experimental observation that different pipe arrangements determine different arrest toughness and
arrest distance for the same grade pipes.

Topic 5-5: M
 aterials & Joining Posters
Session 5-5-1: Track 5 Poster Sessions
Session Chair: Mark Piazza, Colonial Pipeline Company
Room: TELUS Macleod A
Date: Poster Session 1 - Tuesday, September 27, 15:30 - 17:00
Date: Poster Session 2 - Wednesday, September 28, 10:30 - 12:00

IPC2016-64665, Microstructure and Tougthness of Weld CGHAZ Under Different Heat Input for X90
High Strength Pipeline Steel
L. Yang, Y. Sui, P. Xia, D. Yang, China Petroleum Pipeline Research Institute, Y. Zhang, CITIC Metal co.Ltd.
There is a development tendency in domestic pipeline construction that high-grade pipeline ( e.g. X90/ X100 pipe)
is used to lay long-distance transmission gas pipelines due to the increasing demand for natural gas of our country,
which could not only increase transmission pressure but also lower the cost of raw materials by reducing wall
thickness of pipes and cutting down weld consumables. X90 pipeline steel is a kind of low-carbon low-alloy highstrength steel with grain refinement strengthening, precipitation strengthening and dislocation strengthening
as main strengthening ways, and the whole alloy content is high, which has every property index meeting X90
standard design requirements and has relatively steady properties. But when subjected to weld thermal cycles,
the original austenite in weld coarse-grain heat affected zone (CGHAZ) becomes coarse at high temperature, yet
bainite and M/A morphology and distribution at room temperature cause local embrittlement in CGHAZ and make
it the weakest part of weld joint. So solving the problems such as welding properties, matched welding material
and weld processes is good for engineering application. Microstructure deterioration and big impact fluctuation
are prominent disadvantages of X90 pipeline steel in field girth welding, which needs further research and discuss.
In this paper, two kinds of industry trial produced X90 pipeline steels were chosen as test object. The grain
coarsening, microstructure revolution characteristics and the variation rules of low-temperature impact toughness
in weld CGHAZ of this two steels under different welding heat input (including Flux-cored arc welding, shield
metal arc welding and automatic welding) were investigated by physical thermal simulation technology, SEM,
optical microscope and Charpy impact test, and then the mechanism of toughness changes in weld CGHAZ of X90
pipeline was analyzed.
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Track Chair: Joe Zhou, TransCanada Pipelines
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Topic 6-1: Strain Based Design
Session 6-1-1: Strain Demand & Assessment
Session Chair: Joe Zhou, TransCanada Pipelines
Session Co-Chair: Ming Liu, CRES
Room: TELUS Glen 206
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 10:30 - 14:30

10:30
IPC2016-64508, Application of the Discrete Element Method (DEM) to Evaluate Pipeline
Response to Slope Movement
A. Fredj, BMT Fleet Technology, A. Dinovitzer, R. Gailing, BMT Fleet Technology Ltd., A. Hassannejadasl, BMT Fleet Technology,
M. Sen, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
The long linear nature of buried pipelines results in the risk of interaction with a range of geotechnical hazards
including active slopes and land surface subsidence areas. Ground movement induced by these geotechnical
hazards can subject a pipeline to displacement-controlled axial, lateral, vertical and flexural loading. The
techniques to predict pipeline displacements, loads, stresses or strains are not well described in design standards
or codes of practice. The results of geotechnical site observation, successive in-line inspection or pipeline
instrumentation are used to infer pipeline displacement or strain accumulation and these techniques are often
augmented through the application of finite element analysis. The practice of using finite element analysis for
pipe-soil interaction has developed in recent years and is proving to be a useful tool in evaluating the pipeline
behavior in response to ground movement.
This paper considers pipeline response to geotechnical hazard-induced loading scenarios related to slope
movement transverse to the pipeline axis. The details of the three- dimensional LS-DYNA-based BMT pipe-soil
interaction model employing a discrete element method (DEM) are presented in this paper. The validation of
the numerical models through comparison with medium-scale physical pipe-soil interaction tests are described
to demonstrate that the models are capable of accurately simulating real world events. The models are further
calibrated for nominal soil types to replicate the pipe-soil load displacement properties outlined in ASCE guideline
recommendations by developing responses that closely agree with these results from the physical trials and
engineering judgement.
The utility of advanced pipe-soil interaction modelling in supporting strain-based pipeline integrity management or
design is demonstrated by presenting the results of geotechnical hazard numerical simulations. These simulations
are used to describe the sensitivity of pipeline displacements and strains to the demands in of these geotechnical
events and develop relationships between the geotechnical event key parameters and pipeline response.

11:00
IPC2016-64301, Pipeline Integrity in Seismic and Extremely Cold Regions
N. Suzuki, T. Arakawa, JFE Steel Corporation, A. Arabey, Gazprom JSC
This paper discusses seismic integrity of a gas pipeline in extremely cold regions which pipeline consists of X70grade high-strain line pipes with outside diameter of 1420 mm. Longitudinal compressive strain limits and max
longitudinal compressive strain induced by compressive or bending deformation are discussed. The strain capacity
in bending of the high strain line pipes tends to be high by 0.5% compared to the largest value within those
calculated by some semi-empirical formulae proposed by former researchers. The pipeline may be subjected to
axial and/or bending deformation due to ground deformations in discontinuous permafrost zones or stone run
areas before an earthquake occurs there. Hence the effects of ground motion and ground deformations should be
taken into account simultaneously to investigate the seismic integrity of a pipeline. In order to simply distinguish
displacement controlled condition from load controlled condition, parameters including pipe-soil interaction
properties are proposed. Design formulae were derived to calculate strain demand of a pipeline to endure the
ground deformations, which parameters shall be applied to the deformation in the displacement controlled
condition. Finally it was concluded that the high-strain pipes are effective to ensure pipeline integrity in extremely
cold and seismically active regions.
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11:30
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64100, Some Observations on Soil-Pipe Interface Shear Strength
in Direct Shear Under Low Effective Normal Stresses and Large Displacements
R. S. Amarasinghe, D. Wijewickreme, University of British Columbia, H. T. Eid,
Department of Civil and Architectural Engineering, Qatar University
Experimental work is undertaken at the University of British Columbia (UBC) to study the soil-pipe interface
shear strength at levels of shear displacements and effective normal stresses typically encountered in offshore
soil-pipe interaction problems. A macro-scale interface direct shear apparatus having a test specimen footprint
of 1.72 m x 1.75 m was designed and built for this purpose. The apparatus is capable of testing various soil-pipe
interfaces under effective normal stresses in the range of 3 kPa to 6 kPa. A maximum shear displacement of 1.2
m is achievable at rates ranging from 0.1 um/s to 1 mm/s. Sensors mounted at the interface enable the accurate
determination of the effective normal stress at the interface when fully saturated fine-grained soils are tested. This
paper presents some observations arising from a series of interface direct shear tests involving fine-grained soils of
different plasticity against bare and epoxy coated steel surfaces.

13:30
IPC2016-64249, Physical Modelling on Buried Pipeline Response in Elasto-Viscoplastic Soils
C.K. Wong, R.G. Wan, R. Wong, University of Calgary, B. Liu, TransCanada Pipelines
Buried pipeline systems may traverse sections of unstable soil masses. Long-term ground movement may induce
large strains on the pipe over time. To maintain the integrity of the pipeline, pipeline engineers and designers
need to assess the frequency of critical ground movements to perform necessary remediation such as a stress relief
procedure to prolong pipeline operation. The frequency of applying necessary remediation measures will vary
depending on the rate of soil displacement in elasto-viscoplastic soils such as clay. Previous experimental work on
simulating soil-pipe interactions was completed extensively on granular soils such as sand. Thus, an experimental
program in simulating soil-pipe interaction for buried pipes in elasto-viscoplastic soils is highlighted in this paper.
The experimental setup comprises a steel soil chamber (0.9 m in width and height, 2.4 m in length) with a steel
pipe (150 mm diameter) being embedded in a compacted clay inside the chamber. The pipe is subjected to relative
longitudinal, vertical uplift, and horizontal transverse displacements. The equipment setup has the ability to
control and vary the displacement rate of the pipe. Hence, the effect of various displacement rates on the system
response or the subgrade reaction can be studied. The system response or the subgrade reaction is recorded in a
data acquisition system. In this paper, preliminary results of a vertical uplift test will be compared with existing
guidelines from the American Lifelines Alliance (ALA). The ALA guidelines have yet to incorporate the effect of
varying soil displacement rates in determining maximum loads subjected onto a pipeline.

14:00
IPC2016-64432, Effect of Soil Variability on Strain Demand Associated with Moving Slopes
A. M. Fraser, S. D. Koduru, C-FER Technologies
Assessment of strain demand is a critical component in strain-based design. The strain demand associated with
moving slopes is influenced by a number of factors related to the properties of the pipeline, the surrounding
soil, and the general slope characteristics. Available empirical models for assessing strain demand are limited to
special cases of slope movements, and detailed finite element analyses are often performed in order to accurately
assess the strain demand for specific slopes. Soil properties and slope movements are acknowledged to be highly
uncertain, with the uncertainty stemming in part from the lack of site-specific data and in part from the inherent
variability in soils. The sensitivity of strain demand to the effect of soil variability is an important consideration
when establishing the safety margin that must be employed when using the strain-based method for pipeline
design or assessment. In this paper, a finite element analysis of pipe-soil interaction is employed to assess the
influence of soil variability on strain demand. Strain demand is shown to be highly influenced by variability in slope
movement parameters and soil properties. Strategies to reduce the variability in the strain demand either through
increased data collection or through pipeline design are discussed.
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Sesion 6-1-2: Strain Capacity
Session Chair: Yong-Yi Wang, CRES (Center for Reliable Energy Systems)
Session Co-Chair: Satoshi IGI, JFE Steel Corporation
Room: TELUS Glen 208/209
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 10:30 - 16:30

10:30
IPC2016-64151, Strain Capacity of Large Diameter Pipes: Full Scale Investigation with Influence of
Girth Weld, Strip End Weld and Ageing Effects
S. Hoehler, H. Karbasian, A. Gering, Salzgitter Mannesmann Forschung GmbH, C. Kalwa, Europipe, B. Ouaissa,
Salzgitter Mannesmann Großrohr GmbH
The strain capacity of pipes under combined loading is a significant research topic if the pipes are provided for
Strain Based Design scenarios. Displacement controlled scenarios such as ground movements may significantly
affect transmission pipelines by inducing large amounts of plastic axial strains, which need to be considered
in the design process. For these combined loading cases with internal pressure combined with pronounced
longitudinal strains from environmental conditions it is essential to evaluate critical deformations on the one
hand and to conclude the required structural performance and material parameters, on the other hand. Also
pipe laying procedures introduce axial strains in pipes and pipe strings, e.g. cold bending of pipes for onshore
pipelines, or S-Laying of offshore pipelines. For these cases, although they do not involve a combined load case
with simultaneous internal pressure, also the strain capacity of the pipes and pipe connections must be guaranteed.
In any case, the structural behaviour needs to be checked via full-scale tests to confirm and validate engineering
approaches and computational models.
This contribution presents a recent full-scale test series of UOE pipe X70 and X100 (OD = 914 mm) and HSAW pipe
X70 and X80 (OD = 914 mm - 1016 mm) subject to internal pressure and bending load. Full-scale 4-point-bending
tests on pipe joints subject to varied internal pressure were performed at Salzgitter Mannesmann Forschung GmbH,
Duisburg, Germany. The test series included the influence of girth weld, strip end weld for spiral pipe, and ageing
effects of thermal treatment from polymer coating process. The local bending strains measured via strain gauges
and via optical strain measurements in the bending zone are evaluated for the tensile and compressive zone and
discussed with respect to existing analytical buckling models.
The results of the full-scale test program confirmed that the weld connections of the pipe joints are capable of
withstanding bending load. The effects of the girth weld and strip end weld during bending test are analyzed and
discussed. Furthermore, the influence of thermal ageing and the influence of the amount of internal pressure are
caught in the test results.
The experiments are extended by Finite Element simulations that widen the experimental parameter range. The
FEM parametric studies have the target to quantify the correlation between mechanical properties of the pipe
material (e.g. strength parameters, yield-to-tensile ratio, uniform elongation) with the structural pipe performance,
which is the compressive buckling strain or failure strain, respectively.

11:00
IPC2016-64628, Tensile and Compressive Strain Capacity of Pipelines with Corrosion Anomalies
M. Liu, CRES (Center for Reliable Energy Systems), B. Ayton, J. Bergman, C-FER Technologies, S. Nanney, DOT - PHMSA
Strain-based design and assessment (SBDA) methods have been developed to address integrity issues for pipelines
subjected to ground movement hazards. The current practice of strain capacity assessment focuses on the tensile
rupture of girth welds and compressive buckling of pipes. The integrity management of in-service pipelines often
involves assessing pipe segments with anomalies, such as mechanical damage and corrosion. The existing strain
capacity models do not yet include the impact of those anomalies.
This paper covers a part of the outcome from a comprehensive research effort aimed at developing assessment
procedures of pipelines containing corrosion anomalies and simultaneously subjected to large longitudinal
strains. The resistance to tensile rupture and compressive buckling are the focus of the paper. Recommendations
for the assessment of strain capacities were provided based on detailed numerical analyses which identified key
influencing parameters and controlling mechanisms. Selected full-scale experimental tests were also conducted
to demonstrate the identified mechanisms and evaluate the assessment methods. Both numerical analyses and
experimental test results demonstrate that: (1) corrosion anomalies can significantly reduce the tensile strain
capacity (TSC) and compressive strain capacity (CSC) of pipes, (2) in addition to the depth and longitudinal
length, the circumferential width of the corrosion anomalies has a significant impact on the TSC and CSC of
pipes, (3) circumferential-groove corrosion anomalies reduce the tensile strain capacity more than general
corrosion anomalies of the same depth and circumferential width, and (4) general corrosion anomalies reduce the
compressive strain capacity more than the circumferential-groove anomalies of the same depth and circumferential
width. The analysis and experimental test results shown in this paper can form the bases for developing SBDA
procedures and guidelines of pipelines subjected to large longitudinal strains
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11:30
IPC2016-64349, Strain Capacity and Deformation Behavior of HFW Linepipe
S. Igi, S. Yabumoto, JFE Steel Corporation, T. Sadasue, JFE Steel Corp, H. Tajika, K. Oi, JFE Steel Corporation
Newly-developed high quality high frequency electric resistance welded (HFW) linepipes have recently been
applied to offshore pipelines using reel-lay method and onshore in extremely low temperature environments
because of their excellent low temperature weld toughness and cost effectiveness. In order to clarify the
applicability of these HFW linepipes to the seismic region, a series of full-scale tests such as bending test with
internal pressure and uniaxial compression test were conducted according to the seismic design code in Japan
gas association (JGA).
Based on the above-mentioned full-scale tests, the safety performance of high quality HFW linepipe to apply to the
seismic region is discussed in comparison with the mechanical properties in the small-scale tests such as the tensile
and compression property of the base material and weld seam, especially focused on the compressive and tensile
strain capacity of HFW linepipe from the view points of full-scale performance and geometrical imperfection.
Test results of the bending test under internal pressure and the uniaxial compression test without internal pressure
were complied with the JGA seismic design code for the permanent ground deformation induced by lateral
spreading and surface faults.
A full-pipe tension test was conducted additionally in order to investigate the tensile strain capacity
to axial deformation.

13:30
IPC2016-64191, Full-Scale Pipe Strain Test Quality and Safety Factor Determination for Strain-Based
Engineering Critical Assessment
D. Fairchild, Exxonmobil Upstream Res Co, J. Crapps, ExxonMobil Upstream Research, W. Cheng, Exxonmobil Upstream Res Co,
H. Tang, S. Shafrova, ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company
Generating a tensile strain capacity (TSC) prediction model is a difficult challenge in applied mechanics. Because
current models are relatively new and extensive strain-based design (SBD) pipeline service experience does not
exist, rigorous model validation using full-scale tests (FSTs) is paramount. The lessons learned from 159 FSTs were
presented previously and the data base has grown to 173 tests. This data base is used to assess the accuracy of
a relatively new TSC prediction model. The new model simulates a single, surface breaking weld flaw; however,
some of the FSTs contained interacting or embedded flaws or unintentional weld defects, while others failed by
brittle fracture, and still others experienced welding problems rendering them unsuitable for model validation.
Of 173 tests, a smaller number (122, 101, or 89 depending on the goal) is used for comparison to the new model.
This paper describes (1) the importance of reliable FSTs, (2) how the 173 tests were judged for suitability in model
accuracy assessment, and (3) the use of the FST data to develop a safety factor for strain-based engineering critical
assessment (SBECA). The safety factor is generated from a 95% upper confidence limit on the ratio of predictedto-measured TSC. The safety factor is 1.88. Using the new model and this safety factor, a TSC prediction equation
is provided for use in SBECA. The practical meaning of this is that if either TSC or tolerable defect size is calculated
using the new model, then the probability of being non-conservative is estimated to be 5%.

14:00
IPC2016-64342, Influence of Cold Formed Bending on Strain Based Design Buckling Limits
T. Oldfield, Penspen Integrity, A. Young, T. Turner, Penspen
Cold formed bends are regularly used in onshore pipeline design to follow the profile and contours of the ground
and to ensure any necessary bending is performed under controlled conditions. The cold forming process induces
compressive and tensile plastic strains in the pipe wall which remain in the line pipe throughout the service
life of the pipeline.
Strain based design of oil and gas pipelines is well established in the offshore environment, where high operating
temperatures and pressures have pushed engineers to design more efficient structures through a better
understanding of post yield material behaviour and loading mechanisms. The industry standard code DNV-OS-F101
covers the design and limit states for offshore pipeline environments.
There is less experience of strain based design in onshore pipelines, and some of the problems unique to the
onshore environment have not been fully investigated.
Low lateral and vertical soil restraints can be observed on a pipeline operating in a desert environment, this in
combination with high operational temperature and pressure loading can result in the potential for displacement
of the bends. This displacement can induce significant strains in the pipeline. The compressive strains may be
sufficient to develop local buckling. Consequently, the local buckling strain represents a key performance limit for
the design of the bends.
There is currently no code guidance to include the additional strain component generated by the cold forming
process for onshore strain based design. This results in overestimation of the allowable strain capacity of the bends.
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This paper investigates how the fabrication of cold formed bends affects the local buckling strain limit and how
this reduces the structural capacity of the bend.
Finite Element analysis has been used to assess how the additional strain components, induced during cold
formed bending affects the operational capacity of the pipeline. Sensitivity analysis was carried out on a
range of unpressurised line pipe, with a diameter to wall thickness ratio varying between 25 and 60, using a
specific material model.
Sensitivity analysis indicated a strong correlation between the Finite Element results and those calculated from the
local buckling strain limit equation within the industry standard code DNV OS-F-101. The results suggest that an
increase in wall thickness, at the bends within a pipeline, could be a solution to offsetting the overestimation in
allowable strain capacity due to the cold formed bending process.
Fully understanding the effect that cold form bending has on reducing the local buckling strain limit will promote
a more robust design of onshore buried bends under high temperature loads.

15:30
IPC2016-64293, Influence of Material Anisotropy on Compressive Strain Capacity
S. D. Koduru, A. M. Fraser, C-FER Technologies, N. Yoosef-Ghodsi, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., Q. Chen, C-FER Technologies
Assessment of compressive strain capacity forms one of the critical components of the strain-based design. For
pipeline-specific capacity assessments, detailed finite-element (FE) models are generally employed. However, the
modelling approach taken to represent pipeline material anisotropy in the FE analysis may have a considerable
influence on the computed compressive strain capacity. This study presents a new approach for the representation
of material anisotropy in FE models and demonstrates the influence of material anisotropy on the compressive
strain capacity with the aid of two case studies using pipeline materials for X60 and X80 grade steel. Results
indicate that material anisotropy reduces the compressive strain capacity by up to 30% compared to the capacity
prediction using axial tension material properties. If material anisotropy is to be ignored, in order to assess the
lowest value of compressive strain capacity it is recommended that the material representation with highest
yield strength and yield to tensile strength ratio be selected among the hoop tension, axial tension, and axial
compression coupon test results.

16:00
IPC2016-64194, Anisotropic HFI Welded Steel Pipes for Strain Based Design
O. Hilgert, Salzgitter Mannesmann Forschung, H. Brauer, Salzgitter Mannesmann Line Pipe GmbH, S. Hoehler,
Salzgitter Mannesmann Forschung GmbH
Generally isotropic behavior is assumed and demanded in line pipe specifications. Especially in strain based
design, compressive and tensile strain capacity models rely on isotropic assumptions. On the other hand every
pipe has got an anisotropic material characteristic which effects the performance in strain based design. In this
contribution HFI-welded steel tubes are investigated due to their underlying material anisotropy. Depending on
their basic strip weld material and production process the anisotropy differs from UOE or spiral welded pipes.
Especially, in radial direction of steel pipe mechanical properties are challenging to gain. Thus two methods are
suggested to characterize the anisotropic parameters in all three pipe directions. A small scale approach evaluating
Lankford values and a full scale method evaluating Hill factors are applied. While Lankford method relies on
strains, Hills method relies on stresses. Both methods are explained and validated by internal pressure and full
scale bending tests.
Using the anisotropy parameters, their effect on strain based design is analyzed - both experimentally and
numerically. In the end it is shown that distinct anisotropies can provide a benefit for HFI-welded steel tubes
concerning strain capacity in strain based design applications.

Session 6-1-3: Material Testing & Welding
Session Chair: Timothy Weeks, National Institute of Standards and Technology
Session Co-Chair: Marie Quintana, Lincoln Electric Co.
Room: TELUS Glen 208/209
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 08:30 - 10:00

08:30
IPC2016-64630, Comparison of Calculated Crack Growth Values Using Unloading Compliance and d-c
EP during SENT Testing
Y. Hioe, S. Kalyanam, Engineering Mechanics Corporation of Columbus, G. M. Wilkowski, EMC2
SENT testing has become increasingly important in the characterization of the base, girth weld, and HAZ structural
integrity for pipelines that are operational in the low temperature regions, such as the arctic. While the SENB
and CT specimens have been used traditionally in the fracture toughness characterization and assessment of
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pipeline materials and welds, the SENT specimens is better representative of the constraint behavior of OD and ID
surface cracks found in service. Further, the SENT specimen is closer in representing the ductile to brittle transition
temperature region for the pipe operation.
For strain-based design, ECA, and stress-based fracture analyses of girth weld defects, SENT test results have
been found to be more representative of the constraint of a surface crack in a pipe and hence better reflects
the material toughness. Typically the CTOD as a function of crack growth is used in girth weld defect analyses,
but J-R curves can be calculated at the same time. While several procedures for SENT testing (DNV, Exxon Mobil,
CANMET) are currently used in the industry and are based on reliable constitutive behavior, plasticity, and fracture
theories and experimental methods, more recently a British standard (BS8571:2014) has been published. In these
procedures, either the d-c EP method or the Unloading Compliance technique are used to determine the start
of ductile tearing and crack growth to arrive at fracture resistance CTOD-R and J-R curves. This paper presents
results from comparisons of crack growth predictions where in both techniques were used simultaneously when
conducting the SENT tests. Other unique aspects of the comparative methodologies, pros and cons of each of the
two methods, guidelines for fracture resistance curve development from SENT testing, and its impact on girth weld,
HAZ testing are also discussed.

09:00
IPC2016-64472, Advanced Pipeline Welding Technologies for Strain-Based Design
A. Wasson, ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company, D. Fairchild, Exxonmobil Upstream Res Co, N. Nissley, M. Macia,
F. F. Noecker II, ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company
In order to meet the increasing worldwide energy demand, there is a need to economically develop remote
resources. Construction of pipelines is required to connect these resource locations to markets. Now and in
the future, such pipeline routes may cross areas of large ground motions such as regions of active seismicity,
discontinuous permafrost, and offshore ice gouging. All of these features can subject pipelines to significant
longitudinal strains. For these conditions a strain-based design (SBD) approach is recommended to maintain
pipeline integrity.
Welding technology is a key component of pipeline construction. Significant pipeline construction cost savings
are enabled with the use of higher strength steels (X80+). Higher strengths enable reduced pipe wall thicknesses,
which reduces both weight and girth welding time. However, robust welding technology for high strength SBD
pipelines remains challenging. Such applications demand welds with both high strength (>>120ksi) and low
temperature (-15°C) toughness, combinations that are at the limits of or beyond existing commercial technology.
This paper discusses the development of an enabling welding technology which offers superior weld properties as
compared to commercially available technologies.
An iron-nickel (FeNi) martensitic weld metal with a refined mixed cellular microstructure has been developed as a
promising high strength weld metal that can be applied in field pipeline construction. This paper describes how
this technology has been applied to create welds for X80 strain-based pipelines requiring significant weld strength
overmatch and superior ductile tearing resistance. This approach has been developed for mainline girth, tie-in girth,
and girth repair welding scenarios. Welding procedures are discussed and examples of the mechanical properties
achieved and calculated strain capacities are described.

09:30
IPC2016-64497, Standardization of SENT (or SE(T)) Fracture Toughness Measurement: Results of a
Round Robin on a Draft Test Procedure
S. Tiku, N. Pussegoda, M. Ghovanlou, BMT Fleet Technology Limited, W.R. Tyson, Canmet Materials, A. Dinovitzer,
BMT Fleet Technology Ltd.
Fracture toughness of steels is conventionally measured using bend specimens and provides a conservative estimate
of toughness when the actual loading is in tension. There has been widespread interest in characterizing the
toughness that occurs with reduced constraint to better reflect constraint conditions typical of a relatively shallow
girth weld flaw. There is currently a standardized approach to measure fracture toughness in tension loaded
specimens, however, it requires testing of multiple specimens to generate a resistance curve. Recent developments
in fracture toughness testing and analysis of tension loaded specimens have led to publications by CANMET and
ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company toward development of a single-specimen procedure.
As part of an initiative to enhance the state of the art in strain based design and assessment methods, with the
intent of providing support for the standardization of appropriate weld testing methods, BMT under a Pipeline
research Council International (PRCI)project has combined the two single-specimen approaches and developed a
recommended practice for fracture toughness testing using single-edge-notched tension SENT (or SE(T))samples
with fixed grip loading. The procedure has been assessed by means of a round robin test program involving
laboratories from around the world. Girth welds were fabricated and base metal, heat affected zone and weld
center line specimens were prepared and sent to round robin participants. For the round robin program all the
participants used a double clip gauge arrangement for direct CTOD measurement and electric potential drop
measurement or unloading compliance method for crack growth measurement. In this paper, the results of the
round robin test program including comparison of J and CTOD resistance curves will be presented and discussed.
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Topic 7-1: Risk & Reliability
Session 7-1-1: Consequence Assessment
Session Chair: Graham Goodfellow, Penspen Ltd.
Room: TELUS MacLeod E4
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 11:00 - 14:30

11:00
IPC2016-64314, Prediction of Blowdown Forces and Impingement Pressures from a Partial Pipe
Rupture for Hazard Analyses
G. M. Wilkowski, EMC2, E. Kurth, Engrg Mech Corp Of Columbus, C. Sallaberry,
Engineering Mechanics Corporation of Columbus, J. Mihell, Dynamic Risk Assessment Systems
In the design of pipelines, various risk evaluations are undertaken to assess the threat to adjacent pipeline,
structures and the surrounding population. This paper addresses how to assess the magnitude of a partial rupture
in a high vapor pressure (HVP) pipeline with very high Charpy energy. The methodology is also applicable to
pipelines containing other fluids or gases.
In this assessment it was found that a very quick arrest could occur, depending upon parameters such as design
variables, material toughness, and saturation pressure of the product, but the methodology to assess the length
of such a partial rupture had to be developed. Based on partial rupture pipe burst tests conducted on the past, the
length of crack propagation first proposed by Maxey was extended to much tougher pipe cases. The Maxey work
had actual toughness to minimum arrest toughness values of up to 2, whereas the ratio of the actual toughness
to the minimum for crack arrest for this application was greater than 10. Data from a number of recent and past
pipe burst tests with limited ruptures was used to further extend the Maxey correlation to cases of much shorter
amounts of crack extension during a rupture. Rupture length was determined as a function of design variables,
material toughness and saturation pressure, enabling a broad range of applications of the method to either
natural gas or high vapor pressure (HVP) pipelines.
Once the rupture length is known, then the crack-opening area of the resulting rupture is needed for blowdown
calculations and hazard assessments. Some data were available from nuclear piping tests in the UK by CEGB, but
a significant amount of additional data were added for the determination of the opening area in the shorter
rupture length region.
Additionally, as small survey of service failures was conducted to determine the size of the
crater from such ruptures.
Once the opening area was known, then commercially available software was used to determine the static pressure
at the rupture mouth, and the mass flow rate. Additional analyses were used to determine the effect of the mass
flow rate on creating a dynamic pressure from the impingement of the exhausting fluid on adjacent infrastructure,
such as buried pipelines.
For the case of an adjacent pipeline, this peak dynamic force was used in a FE analysis including the loss of
soil support on the adjacent pipe from the crater created. It was determined that for cases where rupture
length is very limited by toughness, the loads on adjacent piping can be quite small, even with a number
of conservative assumptions applied, suggesting that for some conditions, close spacing between adjacent
pipelines can be tolerated.

11:30
IPC2016-64319, Multi-Phase CFD Modelling of CO2 Releases from High-Pressure Pipelines
X. Liu, A. Godbole, C. Lu, B. Liu, University of Wollongong, P. Venton, Venton and Associates Pty Ltd
An accurate prediction of the ‘source strength’ of CO2 released from high-pressure pipelines is of great importance
for risk assessment, because this parameter determines the subsequent dispersion in the atmosphere. The widely
used method is to employ a one-dimensional discharge model describing the conservation of mass, momentum and
energy. The fluid is usually considered to remain at thermal and mechanical equilibrium during the depressurisation
process, while the non-equilibrium liquid/vapour transition phenomena are ignored. Although efforts have been
made to model non-equilibrium, two-phase CO2 depressurisation in recent years, possible improvement can be
made by using a more precise Equation of State (EOS) and more detailed models.
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In this paper, a multi-phase Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model is presented to simulate CO2 releases
from high-pressure pipelines. A real gas EOS (GERG-2008) was incorporated into the CFD code. This enabled
accurate modelling of the thermodynamic properties to achieve a more precise source strength estimate. The
non-equilibrium liquid/vapour transition was modelled by introducing source terms for mass and latent heat.
A ‘time relaxation factor’ was used to control the inter-phase mass transfer rate. The CFD model was validated
against experimental results from the British Petroleum (BP) CO2 release trials. The optimum relaxation time (for
the CO2 depressurisation cases tested) was obtained through simulations by varying the time relaxation factors
and comparison with experimental data. In addition, the effect of the relaxation time on the source strength
prediction is discussed.

13:30
IPC2016-64604, Effect of Block Valve and Crack Arrestor Spacing on Thermal Radiation Hazards
Associated with Ignited Rupture Incidents for Natural Gas Pipelines
B. Rothwell, Brian Rothwell Consulting Inc., T. Dessein, C-FER Technologies, A. Collard, TransCanada Pipelines
A study was undertaken to evaluate crack arrestor and mainline block valve (MLBV) spacing distances beyond the
limits defined in the 49 CFR Part 192 for Class 1 locations for the design of a 42" (1,067 mm) OD arctic pipeline.
The study assessed whether an MLBV spacing longer than that required by 49 CFR Part 192 for Class 1 locations
can provide a level of safety equivalent to that afforded by the spacing recommended in the code. This was
accomplished by comparing the hazards in terms of the volume of natural gas released over time, the potential for
damage to surrounding structures, and the life safety risk to personnel and the public. The analysis was performed
using the software tool PIPESAFE (version 2.20.0), which was developed for a group of pipeline operators by
Advantica Technology (now DNV-GL).
A full transient analysis of the flow inside the pipeline and through the rupture opening was carried out with
automatic shut-off valve (ASV) closures simulated as boundary condition changes at the locations of the valves
triggered by the local transient pressure. Gas outflow rates were fed to a structured flame model that calculates
the temperature distribution within the flame and the radiant energy emitted and uses the latter to determine
the incident thermal radiation field in the area surrounding the rupture, the associated hazard areas and the
accumulated thermal radiation dosage over time. These results were compiled into contour plots of thermal
radiation intensity for different times; plots of the total area within specific contours of thermal radiation intensity
for different times; and plots of the total area within specific contours of accumulated dosage. The dosage-area
curves facilitate a direct comparison of the various MLBV and crack arrestor spacing options considered within this
study by providing a simple means to establish if the change in spacing causes a substantial change to the affected
areas for dosages up to the limits associated with specific levels of lethality to humans and for piloted ignition
of wooden structures.
It was found that valve spacing has a strong effect on the time at which closure begins to affect the outflow rate.
The decline in flow rate after valve closure had significant influence on the thermal radiation field, but these
effects only occurred at a relatively late stage. Increasing fracture length led to considerable changes in the shape
of the thermal radiation field, but the total footprint within which casualties might be expected in the event
of an ignited rupture release and the severity of injuries within the footprint are unaffected by valve closure
under the assumed conditions. Similarly, the damage potential to surrounding buildings was unaffected by valve
spacing, indicating that increased valve spacing could be implemented in remote, low population density areas
without affecting safety.

14:00
IPC2016-64078, Modeling of Outflow Following Full-Bore Rupture in Gas Pipeline
T. Leung, K. Botros, NOVA Chemicals, A. Tomic, S. Kariyawasam, TransCanada Pipelines
Accurate prediction of the gas release rate following a full-bore pipeline rupture is key to risk assessment, safe
pipeline routing, effective emergency planning and valve closure strategy. Typical tools adopted by the pipeline
industry are developed for a perfect gas and are designed to simulate an isolated line rupture event or for
simplistic boundary conditions (e.g. constant inlet pressure or no inflow). In the case of a real-life rupture event,
a mainline block valve (MLBV) does not respond instantaneously at the time of rupture. Depending on the
operation of the pipeline and the configuration of the network itself, the ruptured section might not be isolated
for a period of time. Meanwhile, the inlet boundary condition is driven by the upstream network configuration,
valve characteristics and operation protocols. As a result, the amount of mass release can be significantly underestimated by a predictive tool that does not account for these factors.
A program based on the Method of Characteristics was developed, which allows an accurate equation of state and
complex boundary conditions that reflect proper upstream conditions and valve closure strategy to be incorporated.
An example case demonstrates that a shut-in scenario cannot provide correct outflow prediction. The resulting
outflow amount in a real-life rupture can be a few times higher than a shut-in scenario. This holds important
implications in pipeline design, valve closure strategy and risk management.
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Sesion 7-1-2: Failure Rate Assessment
Session Chair: Albert van Roodselaar, Chevron
Session Co-Chair: Guy Desjardins, Desjardins Integrity Ltd
Room: TELUS MacLeod E4
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 08:30 - 12:00

08:30
IPC2016-64071, Vulnerability of Buried Pipelines to Landslides
G. Ferris, S. Newton, M. Porter, BGC Engineering Inc.
The movement of a mass of rock, debris or earth down a slope is a landslide, which in the pipeline industry is
often referred to as ground movement. Landslides continue to cause pipeline failures throughout the industry,
sometimes as the singular cause of failure and in others cases as a contributing factor to failures (such as stress
corrosion cracking on slopes). Landslides can originate on slopes above a pipeline and cause impact loads; they
can originate below a pipeline and cause unintended spans; and they can encompass the ground crossed by a
pipeline, which can lead to high compressive (or tensile) strains and pipeline buckling. This paper focuses on
the latter scenario.
Similar to the approach recently outlined for watercourses [1], the term ‘vulnerability’ refers to the conditional
probability of pipeline failure given that landslide movement spatially impacts a pipeline. This paper presents
the development of a statistical and judgment-based vulnerability model for pipeline crossings of slopes that are
subject to landslides that can be used to rank the relative importance of slopes at a screening level of assessment.
The model is based on case histories where this type of landslide scenario caused pipeline failures (defined as holes,
leaks and ruptures), or buckling of pipelines that resulted in the need for immediate repairs. Vulnerability has
two main uses: on its own to help prioritize large numbers of slope crossings for further investigation; and, once
combined with estimates of the probability of landslide movement, to provide a probability of pipeline failure
estimate that can be used to guide integrity management programs.

09:00
IPC2016-64085, Updated Estimates of Frequencies of Pipeline Failures Caused by Geohazards
M. Porter, G. Ferris, M. Leir, M. Leach, BGC Engineering Inc., M. Haderspock, YPFB Transporte SA
This paper provides an updated compilation of geohazard-related pipeline failure frequencies for onshore
hydrocarbon gathering and transmission pipelines, with a particular emphasis on the analysis of data from
Western Europe, Western Canada, the US, and South America. The results will be of interest to owners, operators,
regulators and insurers who wish to calibrate estimates of geohazard failure frequency and risk on planned and
operating pipelines, particularly for pipelines traversing mountainous terrain. It concludes with an estimate of the
global annual frequency of failures caused by geohazards on hydrocarbon gathering and transmission pipelines,
and postulates that this failure frequency should continue to decline when measured on a per kilometer basis due
to ongoing improvements in geohazard recognition, routing and design of new pipelines, and improvements to
integrity management practices for operating pipelines.

09:30
IPC2016-64381, Equipment Impact Rate Assessment Using Bayesian Networks
S. D. Koduru, D. Lu, C-FER Technologies
Bayesian networks offer an intuitive method of modelling causal relationships between the triggering events
that lead to equipment impact on a pipeline. This method offers an advantage over the more well-known faulttree method due to its ability to use Bayesian inference for updating the prior probabilities of triggering events
that lead to equipment impact such as, failure of permanent markers, use of one-call system, or failure of right-ofway patrol. In this paper, a modelling approach for a Bayesian network for equipment impact assessment, based
on the available fault-tree method, is demonstrated. The advantages of the Bayesian network, such as updating
the occurrence rates of basic triggering events and tracking information flow based on partial and incomplete
information are illustrated by using the event data available from the damage incident reporting tool (DIRT) of
Common Ground Alliance (CGA).

10:30
IPC2016-64450, How Many Pipelines in North America Have Failed by Fatigue and Why?
A. Cosham, Ninth Planet Engineering Limited, P. Hopkins, Phil Hopkins Limited
Pipelines are aging: more than half of all pipelines in Europe and the United States are over 40 years old.
Historically, only a small number of pipeline failures have been attributed to fatigue; however, as pipelines age, this
might change. Indeed, two of the most serious pipelines failures in recent years in the United States were partly
attributed to fatigue.
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The issue with fatigue is not so much how it should be addressed, but if or when, and where, it will become more
of a problem. Historical failure data provides a valuable insight into the number and cause of failures that have
been attributed to fatigue, and an indication of what might happen in the future.
Historical failure data for onshore gas and liquid pipelines in the United States of America and Canada has been
reviewed in order to estimate the number and cause of failures that can be attributed to fatigue; specifically, the
OPS 30-day Incident Reports, the listing of pipeline rupture events compiled by the National Energy Board, and
the findings of failure investigations conducted by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and the
Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB).
Failures that can (at least partly) be attributed to fatigue are not readily identifiable in the historical data, because
fatigue is not listed as a secondary cause (as it is, strictly, only a growth mechanism). The narrative descriptions in
historical data sets, as in the OPS 30-day Incident Reports, and the detail in the Pipeline Investigation Reports or
Accident Briefs published by the NTSB, and the Pipeline Investigation Reports published by the TSB are essential for
identifying the relevant failures and their causes.
Failures in pipelines that can be attributed to fatigue are relatively rare, but fatigue failures have been reported
in both onshore gas and liquid pipelines in both the United States and Canada, mostly originating from preexisting mechanical damage or manufacturing defects. Corrosion-fatigue has been identified as a contributing
factor in a minority of the failures. The number of failures in liquid pipelines is (as would be expected) higher than
that in gas pipelines.
The number of failures in onshore liquid pipelines in the United States that can be attributed to fatigue has
increased, with over half of such failures having occurred in the last ten years. The increase is statistically significant.
There has also been an increase, albeit smaller and not statistically significant, in the number in onshore gas
pipelines. The increase in the number of failures is consistent with an ageing system.

11:00
IPC2016-64503, Long Term (1970 to 2014) Trending of the Nine Prescriptive Pipeline Threats
J. J. Chen, D. Williams, Dynamic Risk Assessment Systems Inc., K. Leewis, Leewis and Associates, M. Barnum, PG&E
The United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
(PHMSA) and ASME B31.8S identify twenty-one (21) potential pipeline integrity threats. Pipeline operators must
identify and report pipeline incidents by threat or by interacting threats. These threats were later grouped into
nine (9) broad categories and sub-classified into three (3) clusters by their time-based behavior. Threats such as
External Corrosion, Internal Corrosion and Stress Corrosion Cracking are considered as time dependent threats.
Manufacturing Defects and Fabrication/Construction Defects are categorized as resident threats. Third Party
Damage, Incorrect Operations and Weather/Outside Force are deemed as time independent or random threats.
Since the 1970’s, PHMSA has collected and published pipeline failure incident data. Operators are required
to report incidents within 30 days. In the report, operators are required to provide the apparent cause of the
incident by prescriptive category. Technical advancements in pipe manufacturing, fabrication, construction,
operation, monitoring, maintenance, rehabilitation and regulation have resulted in a downward trend for many of
these failure causes.
This paper presents an analysis of the failure incident statistics for each of the nine (9) threats for onshore pipelines
transporting oil and natural gas within the USA. Incident data collected by PHMSA from 1970 to 2015 will be
reviewed and analyzed by the nine (9) prescriptive threat categories. The multi-year trending of incident metrics
for these nine (9) main pipeline threats over the last 40+ years will be discussed. The pipeline industry’s integrity
management continuous improvement efforts for the last 15 years will be evident in this analysis.

11:30
IPC2016-64611, Analyzing the Effectiveness of Prevention and Protection Measures for Third-Party
Damage to Underground Pipelines Using a Hierarchical Fault Tree Model
D. Lu, M. Stephens, C-FER Technologies
Mechanical damage from third-party excavations have been decreasing in recent years but it still accounts for
about one-third of all pipeline failures in North America. Reducing the frequency of third-party damage therefore
remains an integrity management priority for pipeline operators and regulatory agencies.
Various prevention and protection measures are currently employed to protect underground pipelines from
accidental damage due to third-party activities. In this paper, the effectiveness of selected damage management
measures is analyzed. In the analysis, excavation activities on pipeline alignments are divided into two categories:
authorized excavation activities for which the pipeline operator was notified and proper actions were taken before
and during the excavation; and unauthorized excavation activities, for which either the pipeline operator was
not notified, or the pipeline operator was notified but failed to respond in a timely fashion. The fundamental
difference between the two categories of excavation activities is that in an authorized excavation both passive
measures and proactive actions are in effect; whereas in an unauthorized excavation only passive measures take
part. The analysis in this paper therefore focuses on: 1) the effectiveness of different measures in reducing the
number of unauthorized excavations, and 2) the effectiveness of additional proactive actions for authorized
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excavations. A hierarchical fault tree model is developed and employed for this purpose. First, a high level fault
tree is developed to evaluate the effectiveness of various passive and proactive measures in reducing the number
of the unauthorized excavations. Then low level fault trees are developed to model the effectiveness of additional
proactive actions in authorized excavations.
To support the analysis, simulation studies were conducted involving different damage prevention and protection
scenarios and results were compared with the trend in third-party damage obtained from recent pipeline damage
databases. The results from this comparative analysis were then used to calibrate the probabilities of some key
basic events in the fault tree models.
The hierarchical fault tree approach developed in this paper is a useful tool for evaluating the effectiveness of
various measures to prevent third-party damage and for identifying weak links in current damage management
practices. It is also serves to inform the development of new damage prevention techniques and to identify
information priorities relevant for future third-party damage data collection efforts.

Sesion 7-1-3: Uses of Structural Reliability
Session Chair: Andrew Cosham, Ninth Planet Engineering Limited
Room: TELUS MacLeod E4
Date: Friday, September 29
Time: 08:30 - 12:00

08:30
IPC2016-64430, Effect of Calibration of Measurements on Integrity Reliability Analysis
K. Cheng, M. Abdolrazaghi, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., S. Hassanien, C. Watt, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline
The emphasis on pipeline safety through reliability analysis strategies in the pipeline industry has pushed the
process of uncertainty quantification towards advanced statistical techniques. Probabilistic modeling of pipeline
threats and inline inspection (ILI) validation/tool performance assessment are areas that have all benefited from
advances in uncertainty quantification. More recently, the statistical calibration of measurement uncertainty has
developed as a promising approach for reducing the effect of measurement errors that exist in both ILI and field
non-destructive examination (NDE) measurement readings. Using traditional methods for estimating measurement
error quantities in ILI data, calibration provides a robust and simple approach towards incorporating the error
information towards obtaining an improved estimate of the true value. Since calibration is performed at the
individual feature-level, its combination with probabilistic modeling using statistical distributions at the parameterlevel can potentially provide an opportunity to understand its effect on the probabilistic analysis (leak or burst
limit state).In this work, the impact of applying statistical calibration towards identifying/utilizing ILI and NDE
measurement uncertainty in conjunction with probabilistic modelling is explored through an investigated problem.

09:00
IPC2016-64423, Pipeline Integrity Reliability Analysis Levels
S. Hassanien, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline, L. LeBlanc, J. Cuervo, K. Cheng, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Reliability engineering science is a mature discipline that has been used extensively in industries such as aviation,
nuclear energy, automobiles, and structures. The application of reliability principles (especially structural reliability)
in oil and gas transmission pipelines is still an active area of development. The advent of high resolution in-line
inspections tools (ILI) facilitates a formal application/utilization of reliability methods in pipeline integrity in order
to safely manage deformation, metal loss, and crack threats. At the same time, the massive amount of ILI data,
their associated uncertainties, and the availability/accuracy of failure prediction models present a challenge for
operators to effectively implement the use of reliability analysis to check the safety of integrity programs within
available timeframes. On the other hand, approximate reliability techniques may affect the analysis in terms of
both accuracy and precision. In this paper, a Pipeline Integrity Reliability Analysis (PIRA) approach is presented
where the sophistication of the reliability analysis is staged into three levels: PIRA levels I, II and III. The three PIRA
levels correspond to different representations of integrity uncertainties, uses of available validated/calibrated data,
uses of statistical models for operating pressure and resistance random variables, implementation of reliability
methods, and consideration of failure modes. Moreover, PIRA levels allow for improved integration of reliability
analysis with the existing timelines/stages of traditional integrity programs, such that integrity data are updated
as the integrity program progresses. The proposed integrity reliability approach allows for the delivery of safety
checks leveraging all types of information available at any given point in time. In addition, the approach provides a
full understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of each PIRA level. Pipeline corrosion case studies are provided
herein to illustrate how the PIRA Levels can be applied to integrity programs.
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09:30
IPC2016-64186, Assessment on Design Factors of China’s Natural Gas Pipeline Based on
Reliability-Based Design Method
Z. Zhang, Y. Zhou, J. Zhang, China Petroleum Pipeline Engineering Corporation
Although the traditional method based on stress analysis is simple and convenient, the main limitation is that it
does not reflect the actual failure mechanisms (or limit states). A pipeline network database of about 40 thousand
kilometers comprising 258 design cases that represent combinations of steel grade, diameter, pressure, and location
class is established, in order to evaluate and improve the design factors specified in the Chinese standard “Code for
design of gas transmission pipeline engineering” (GB 50251). Referring to the research report “Target Reliability
Levels for the Design and Assessment of Onshore Natural Gas Pipelines” accomplished by C-FER Technologies in
2005, the critical wall thicknesses and corresponding equivalent design factors are calculated by using reliabilitybased method to meet specified reliability targets.
The research shows that the equivalent design factors obtained by Reliability-Based Design (RBD) method
tend to increase as the pipe diameters get larger. The new design factors are smaller than those specified in
the design code for pipelines with small diameter in location class 1 and 2, and larger than those in the design
code for the other pipelines. Therefore, design factors are modified in each location class. The new factors are
specific to pipes with small diameter, medium diameter, and large diameter, thus enhancing the rationality and
practicability of design factors.

10:30
IPC2016-64341, A Case Study on the Application of Structural Reliability Analysis to Assess Integrity
for Internal Corrosion of Unpiggable Pipelines
K. Taylor, S. Turner, G. Goodfellow, Penspen
Operators wish to understand the condition of their pipelines to manage ongoing integrity. Information on the
condition of the pipeline along its entire length can be obtained using in-line inspection (ILI). However, some
pipelines cannot be internally inspected due, for example, to tee connections, tight bends, low flow or to a lack of
launcher and receiver facilities. The condition of these ‘unpiggable’ lines can sometimes be largely unknown. To
aid the understating of the pipeline condition without ILI data, operators will often rely on alternative sources
of information, such as localised external inspections, model predictions and company and individual experience.
However, there may be significant uncertainty associated with these alternative data sources when using them
to assess the condition of the entire pipeline. This uncertainty may be understood by applying a probabilistic
approach to the assessment of pipeline integrity using structural reliability analysis (SRA) methods.
An SRA approach applies probabilistic input parameters to a failure prediction model for a defined limit state
function. Previous IPC papers have presented guidance on probabilistic assessments to model pipeline failure.
Recommended probability distributions are presented which account for uncertainties associated with line
pipe properties, defect sizing and the error associated with the predicted failure model. However, there is little
published guidance readily available on recommended defect characteristic distributions specific to internal
corrosion features. Parameter distributions are recommended for defect sizing based on empirical data, which are
mainly used for external corrosion features.
In this paper, a case study is used to present a practical application of an SRA methodology for assessment of
pipeline integrity with respect to internal corrosion. Discussion is presented on alternative sources of information
for the assessment when ILI data is unavailable, including targeted external inspections of unpiggable lines and
data sets from comparable piggable lines. Probability distributions are derived from the available inspection data
for the internal corrosion feature size and corrosion rate input parameters to the SRA. Probabilistic analysis is
used to account for the expected population of unknown features in the uninspected parts of the pipelines. The
expected feature size, corrosion rate and feature density calculated are used in the SRA to estimate the total
probability of failure due to internal corrosion over time for the entire length of the pipeline. Recommendations
are provided on the application of an SRA methodology to assess pipeline failure due to internal corrosion.

11:00
IPC2016-64470, On the Use of Surrogate Models in Reliability-Based Analysis of Dented Pipes
S. Hassanien, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline, M. Kainat, S. Adeeb, University of Alberta, D. Langer, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline
Pipeline dents lead to changes in the stress/strain state of the pipe body, making it more susceptible to integrity
concerns. This susceptibility is especially prevalent in cases where additional stress risers such as crack and/or
corrosion features interact with the dented region. While some guidance is available in codes, regulations, and
industry best practices, there is substantial room for innovation and improvement to ensure pipeline safety.
Existing explicit models are primarily based on experimental correlations and historical findings using simple
parameters such as dent depth and location on the pipeline. Moreover, these models are subjected to a substantial
uncertainty in both accuracy and precision. This paper presents a state-of-the-art methodology for analyzing dents
and dents associated with stress risers through the use of finite element method (FEM) as a mechanical model and
reliability analysis to address uncertainties associated with input variables. FEM is used to model the full geometry
of dents and any interacting stress risers reported by inline inspection (ILI) to be incorporated into calculations of
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the internal stresses/strains within the feature. Theoretically, FEM and reliability analysis can be integrated through
reliability-based stochastic finite element methodologies due to the absence of closed form mechanical models of
dented pipes. However, these methodologies are computationally prohibitive and not suited/designed for frequent
integrity analysis. This study aims at further advancing such integration by combining FEM with reliability science
to account for pipe properties and measurement uncertainties in order to determine the probability of failure
under different operating conditions using surrogate models. This provides the opportunity to more accurately
assess the risk posed by ILI reported dent features. Herein, surrogate models refer to the response surface method
(RSM) which is considered as a valuable tool for obtaining insight into the behavior of structural random systems
at low computational costs. The proposed approach was applied focusing on a plain dent, a dent interacting with
a corrosion feature, and a dent interacting with a crack feature. First Order Reliability Method (FORM) is used to
evaluate the probability of failure/reliability using the resulting RSM non-linear limit states for each dent feature.

11:30
IPC2016-64250, The Effect of Corrosion Growth Model Assumptions on the Reliability Estimates
of Corroded Pipelines
M. Dann, University of Calgary, L. Huyse, Chevron Energy Technology Company
Corrosion growth models are used to estimate future metal loss and the safe remaining lifetime of corrosion
features in pipelines. Probabilistic models have become increasingly important in practice for reliability and
risk-based pipeline assessments. The unknown model variables are usually determined from in-line inspection
(ILI) results. Corrosion growth models exhibit various levels of complexity to account for temporal and spatial
uncertainties of the actual corrosion growth process, and measurement uncertainties associated with ILIs. Model
diversity leads to significant differences in how the models approach the uncertainty of future corrosion growth.
This paper builds upon previous work and provides some theoretical background to an application described in [1].
It compares four common probabilistic corrosion growth models with respect to reliability estimates of leak failure.
The four models are two uncertain corrosion rate models and two stochastic process models where the features are
considered to be either independent or exchangeable. The unknown random variables of each model are updated
in a Bayesian manner using the same ILI results. The key findings of this paper are:
• Proper truncation at zero of the probability distributions for the unknown random variables is necessary if the
measured corrosion growth is near zero or negative.
• A stochastic process leads to lower uncertainties when determining future metal loss and, consequently, an
increased reliability against leak failure than corrosion rate models.
• The assumption of exchangeable features causes a reduction in the probability of leak failure due to the effect of
borrowing information compared to independent features.
• The four corrosion growth models provide similar results with respect to the probability of failure if the measured
corrosion growth is large. As the measured corrosion growth decreases in size, the differences between the
reliability estimates increase.

Session 7-1-4: Risk Assessment
Session Chair: James Mihell, Dynamic Risk Assessment Systems
Room: TELUS MacLeod E4
Date: Thursday, September 29
Time: 13:30 - 16:30

13:30
IPC2016-64128, Utilizing Modern Data and Technologies for Pipeline Risk Assessment
D. Mangold, R. Huntley, Integrity Plus
Risk management of gas and hazardous liquid pipeline systems is a core element of US integrity management
regulations (49 CFR part 192, subpart O; 49 CFR 195.452) and a challenging responsibility facing operators
worldwide. The importance of health, safety, and environmental protection demands a continuous evolution
of industry expectations, practices, and regulations, with regulators and operators invariably seeking ways to
advance risk modeling methodologies for pipeline risk assessment. The evolution to more advanced risk modeling
methodologies marks a transitional trend from simple, relative risk models to robust, quantitative risk models. A
common challenge when implementing a more advanced risk model is supplying sufficient supporting data. This
challenge highlights a necessary, parallel progression; the expansion of data availability and improvement of data
quality to support risk management.
Many data resources have become available to aid this progression through advancements in spatial processing,
computational technologies, and data collection and availability across industries. Powerful analysis tools are
now available to supply pressure loss, overland flow, liquid trace, and gas dispersion information to enhance risk
modeling, along with a vast and increasing amount of publicly available data and statistics. Proper integration
of this information can greatly reduce the challenges associated with the implementation of quantitative risk
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assessment and better support risk-based decision making. This paper details the availability and utilization of
modern data and technologies for pipeline risk assessment. Examples are provided which integrate data and
technology resources to support a robust, quantitative risk model.

14:00
IPC2016-64376, Calculation of Additional Risk of Wind Turbines Near Pipelines or Facilities
R. Coster, M. Middel, DNV GL, M. Dröge, N.V. Nederlandse Gasunie
The construction of wind turbines in the vicinity of pipelines or facilities leads to new failure scenarios, resulting in
an increase in risk and lower system reliability. DNV GL developed a new method to calculate the additional failure
frequency of a pipeline or a facility due to failure of nearby wind turbines. This method was accepted as the official
standard in the Netherlands for calculating the effects of wind turbines on the risk of pipelines and facilities. DNV
GL also implemented the calculation method in software tools. The calculated additional failure scenarios and their
frequencies can be included in a Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) or in a reliability analysis.
In the Netherlands, as in many countries, industries working with hazardous product are required to prove that the
risk levels of its activities are acceptable, by means of QRA’s. The assessment method is specified in detail in official
guidelines. These guidelines mandate the use of Phast Risk and PIPESAFE for the risk assessment of gas transmission
installations and pipelines. The guidelines require the assessment of additional risk sources, one of which is the
nearby presence of wind turbines.
An official guideline dedicated to the risk assessment of wind turbines exists since 2000. The first version of this
guideline proved inadequate for current issues with respect to the risk interaction between wind turbines and
natural gas and electricity infrastructures.
The Dutch gas (Gasunie) and electricity transmission system operators tasked DNV GL in 2011 to supplement
omissions, to review wind turbine failure scenarios and frequencies, and to improve the model with respect to
underground pipelines. The results of the study were adopted as the official standard in the Netherlands in 2013.
With the methodology accepted, DNV GL developed software tools to calculate the failure frequency of both
underground pipelines and facility components, in accordance to the methodology. The tools provide quantified
additional failure frequencies to be added in risk assessments in Phast Risk and PIPESAFE. These failure frequencies
are applicable both for safety issues and for the impact on the security of supply.
The calculation method takes into account the design of the wind turbines, the design parameters of the pipeline
or the individual facility components, the depth of cover of underground pipelines or facility components, and the
geometrical position of the wind turbines relative to the pipeline or facility components.
Since the distance of a pipeline to a turbine varies over the length of the pipeline, the pipeline is discretized into
short sections and the additional failure frequency is calculated for each section. Variations in depth of cover or in
design parameters are also accounted for by this discretization. In consequence, the calculated failure frequency is
not uniform, but varies over the length of the pipeline.
The calculation method and the software tools have already shown their value for assessing the acceptability of
newly planned wind turbines in the vicinity of natural gas infrastructure. They can alternatively also be used to
determine the design parameters of a newly planned pipeline in an area with wind turbines.

14:30
IPC2016-64635, Improving Safety through Engineering Assessments for Change in Location Class
S. Kariyawasam, M. Al-Amin, H. Wang, TransCanada Pipelines
In Canada, when location class changes on a gas pipeline CSA Z662-15 requires operators to comply with design
requirements of the new location class or perform an Engineering Assessment (EA). The compliance option is often
perceived by regulators and the public as the better option compared to the EA option. This paper demonstrates
that a well-executed EA that accounts for relevant threats and consequences, and provides explicit levels of
reliability, can deliver improved pipeline safety.
To comply with design requirements with respect to location factor, the two compliance options are to de-rate or
replace the pipeline to achieve the lower operating stress level dictated by the new location factor. However, lower
operating stress levels do not always address the higher risk levels or safety concerns caused by the change in class
and ensuing potential increase in mechanical damage.
For gas pipelines, where class location is applicable, ensuring human safety is the primary objective of pipeline
integrity management. In this context, safety is defined as the control of recognized hazards to achieve an
acceptable level of risk. To provide site-specific safety, an acceptable level of risk needs to be achieved by ensuring
sufficiently low enough probabilities of failure for given site-specific consequence levels.
Increased wall thickness via pipe replacement, can lead to lower probability of failure for a pipeline. However, as
pipelines are subjected to many different combinations of threats, which depend on site specific conditions, the
pipelines that are designed with thicker walled pipes for higher location classes do not always provide lower
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probabilities of failure. As the general design considerations do not account for the site specific threats and
mitigation actions, complying with design requirements alone do not consistently provide lower probabilities of
failure, especially in areas of potentially higher third-party activities.
In TransCanada’s site-specific EAs, quantitative risk or reliability assessments consider verified population estimates,
actual lethality zones and site-specific threats. Appropriate and site-specific mitigation actions address the actual
risk. This enables providing an appropriate site specific reliability level. Case studies and comparison between
methodologies are used to illustrate the importance of performing site-specific EAs using site-specific information
to achieve safety levels that are greater than those achieved by strictly complying with the standard design
requirements. Accounting for actual-site specific threats and the actual consequences ensures accurate assessment
of risk and consequent appropriate mitigation and efficient risk reduction.

15:30
IPC2016-64638, Optimizing Preventative and Mitigative Measure Selection
J. Lachey, DNV GL, K. Vanderlee, R. Jewell, AGL Resources, T. Alfano, DNV GL
As risk assessment methodologies, tools, and processes continue to evolve in the industry, utilizing risk outputs
to not only identify high risk locations, but to also understand the driver(s) behind the elevated risks for those
locations is paramount. The ideal scenario for reducing pipeline risk is utilizing a risk-driven mitigation plan as this
ensures the optimal use of company dollars, but also inherently means that a company has a firm understanding of
their data and pipeline system. When the company understands their data and the implications for its inaccuracies,
whether it be improper data alignment or incorrect application of data, they can effectively employ a campaign
for preventative and mitigative measures (P&MM). However, if suspect data is used during a risk assessment,
P&MM cannot accurately target risk drivers and high risk locations, making it challenging for the company to
maximize their resources.
For well over a year, an on-going partnership between AGL Resources Inc. (AGL) and Det Norske Veritas (U.S.A.),
Inc. (DNV GL) has ensued to tailor a GIS-based risk management software solution for AGL. Through this
collaboration among Integrity Management, Risk Management, IT, GIS, and Operations & Maintenance subject
matter experts (SMEs) on both sides, one central hub of cross-functional pipeline knowledge was created. As
a result, countless opportunities were exploited to identify supplementary data sources to employ new data
manipulation techniques and processes, providing AGL with the foundation for such a risk-based Preventative &
Mitigative Measure program.
With the foundation laid and the proper risk elements present, AGL can now execute optimized risk-informed
responses to identified high risk locations, pipeline segments, or pipeline systems. These optimized responses
require an understanding of the types of P&MM available to reduce the threats and consequences, the costs
involved for each P&MM implemented, and the utilization of a tool to allow various “what-if” risk analyses to
be conducted. Adopting and integrating this process as part of AGL’s risk management program allows them to
capitalize on the maintenance dollars they spend while also reducing the potential hazards to the surrounding
people, places and environment.

16:00
IPC2016-64580, Implementing a Quantitative Geohazard Frequency Analysis Framework as a
Component of Risk Assessment of New Pipelines
A. Baumgard, M. Beaupre, M. Leir, BGC Engineering Inc.
In the last 5 years in Canada, regulators have been requesting that new pipeline projects provide quantitative risk
management of all credible geohazards involving the proposed pipeline corridor so it can be demonstrated that
geohazards are being recognized prioritized and that adequate resources are being allocated and to minimize the
impact of adverse consequences of pipeline construction and operation. Complete risk management includes risk
analysis that identifies credible geohazards sites, estimates their annual frequency or probability of pipeline failure
and, when combined with a consequence of pipeline failure, estimates the risk from each hazard.
This paper presents a framework and methodology that quantitatively estimates the Frequency of Loss of
Containment (FLoC) for several types of geohazards that meet the requirements for geohazard identification and
frequency analysis components of risk analysis. This framework builds on an international geohazard management
framework advanced in the last decade by the Australian Geomechanics Society, British Columbia forestry industry,
used in geohazard management programs for operating pipelines and proposed pipeline projects in Canada. The
framework provides a repeatable and defensible methodology that is intended to be scalable to accept inputs
from feasibility level desktop studies, through field-based observations, and incorporate proposed mitigations. This
updated framework was most recently implemented on a proposed large diameter transmission pipeline route
crossing the varied terrains of Western Canada, the results of which have been adjusted for Owner confidentiality,
but are presented to demonstrate the application of the methodology and the effectiveness of communicating the
overall hazard frequency reduction as a result of applying site specific mitigations.
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Session 7-1-5: Risk Management & Acceptance Criteria
Session Chair: Shahani Kariyawasam, TransCanada Pipelines
Session Co-Chair: Danielle Demers, Danielle Demers Consulting
Room: TELUS MacLeod E4
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 09:00 - 11:30

09:00
IPC2016-64356, Critical Review of Risk Criteria for Natural Gas Pipelines
A. Tomic, S. Kariyawasam, TransCanada Pipelines
Risk Assessment is an integral part of an Integrity Management Program (IMP), and it is generally the first step in
most IMPs. Risk is of the product of two variables, the likelihood of failure and the consequence of failure, where
failure is defined as a loss of containment event. Hence, it is necessary to calculate both variables in order to
accurately model risk. To assess risk, criterion need to be established and the actual risk needs to be compared to
the criterion in order to determine the acceptability of risk.
Currently, most industry risk assessment models are qualitative risk models, where consequence is generally
characterized by class, relative population measures, or some other relative measure. While this may be adequate
for some relative risk ranking purposes, it is generally not accurate in representing the true consequences and the
arbitrary nature leads to overly conservative or overly un-conservative results.
Conversely, Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) models take into account the effect of the thermal radiation due to
ignited pipeline rupture and evaluate the consequence on the surrounding human population. Such a consequence
model is dependent on the pipeline properties (i.e. diameter and MOP) and the structure properties (i.e. precise
locations and types of structures). The overall risk is then represented by two specific, well defined measures:
Individual Risk (IR) and Societal Risk (SR). The goal of this paper is to perform a critical review of IR and SR
acceptability criteria that are widely available and widely used, and outline the criteria (and the approach) adapted
by TransCanada Pipelines.
Worldwide, there are several different standards that define the criteria for evaluating IR and SR, particularly some
countries with higher population densities around pipelines (e.g. UK and Netherlands). These IR and SR criteria
have been compared in a hypothetical case study, to determine the most appropriate method in terms of the
assumptions for calculating risks, the criteria, and how the actual risks compares to the criteria. The outcome of this
study was the adoption of a defendable process for calculating SR, along with the associated criterion.

09:30
IPC2016-64425, Towards An Acceptable Pipeline Integrity Target Reliability
S. Hassanien, Enbridge Liquids Pipeline, L. LeBlanc, A. Nemeth, Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Integrity reliability analysis is becoming an important component of effective pipeline integrity management
systems. It aims at utilizing reliability engineering to address integrity uncertainties and check pipeline reliability
measures against safety objectives/targets. In current practice, pipeline safety is typically verified using simplified
deterministic procedures based on a safety factor approach that is tailored to the design of new pipes. A more
realistic verification of actual safety performance of existing pipelines can be achieved by probabilistic methods
where uncertainties of basic random variables are considered and the impact on the reliability of the system is
analyzed. To enable such an approach, specification of integrity target reliability levels is required in order to
benchmark the safety level of an existing pipeline system. The probability of failure (PoF) per pipeline segment or
unit length is quantified and then checked against an integrity permissible probability of failure (PoFp) or integrity
target reliability (1-PoFp). This check against a specified reliability target allows the operator to confidently
determine whether a segment of pipe is safe at current operating conditions while considering identified
uncertainties. However, the main challenge around reliability targets is choosing such targets to begin with.
This paper presents a semi-quantitative validation approach for estimating integrity reliability targets based on
calibrating past failure incidents and evaluating PoF at the time of failure. Accounting for both aleatory and
epistemic uncertainties in assigning the integrity targets, pipeline operators can gauge how to choose such targets
and how to be flexible in terms of customizing integrity targets based on their asset performance and adopted
integrity programs. A brief summary of published reliability targets in pipeline and non-pipeline industries
is presented herein.

10:30
IPC2016-64173, Risk Profiling for the Pipeline Industry: Application of Best Practices from
the Aviation Industry
L. Harron, Enbridge Liquid Pipelines, K. Turner, Aerosafe Risk Management
Enbridge Pipelines Inc. partnered with Aerosafe Risk Management to perform risk profiling to assist strategic
planning activities aimed at safety performance improvement. A preliminary risk report, the first step towards an
Industry Risk Profile (IRP) was the outcome. An IRP presents a strategic view of the risks within an industry sector
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at a point in time, requiring input from many stakeholders including operators, associations, and regulators. Most
importantly, an IRP facilitates joint solutioning of risks to achieve improved safety performance.The preliminary risk
report considered Enbridge data in addition to publically available information from associations and regulators to
produce a preliminary risk report. The data gathering process considered information related to governance and
oversight, compliance regime, assurance model, asset capabilities, industry operating environment, industry safety
profile, and operator profile.
Results of the preliminary risk report are shared in this paper, with applicability to other operators, associations,
and regulators. Providing the first building block of the IRP, these results focus on how organizations like Enbridge
who aspire to participate or lead industry level reform or change can use the data to reshape their corporate risk
based decision making. This approach, if adopted more broadly across the industry could provide far reaching
results as those seen in the aviation, military and transport sectors.
The IRP methodology and approach is now well entrenched in the aviation industry and is used by regulators
and industry alike to create a pathway for industry level risk reduction and notable reform. The use of an IRP is
considered best practices and after being in use in some sectors of aviation around the globe since 2008, the results
are now measurable. These results provide a strong and clear link between safety performance improvement and
the management and reduction of the industry risk profile.

11:00
IPC2016-64700, Transitioning a Relative Risk Model to Absolute
J. Murray, Williams
In order to increase the effectiveness of risk-based asset management, pipeline companies require a solution
for modeling integrity threats with potential safety and environmental consequences in measureable units. A
quantitative model offers the ability to not only prioritize assets for spending on mitigation, but also to identify
which are in need of mitigation. When a company is able to estimate its exposure to risk using real units of
measure, such as incidents per year and dollars per incident, it is then possible to identify which assets are
above the company’s tolerance for risk and make better decisions about spending than the competitors can. It
is recognized that purely quantitative models have a number of advantages over indexed, or relative, models.
Managing a risk model becomes easier, as the model is easier to calibrate and discuss when the results are in
real, tangible units. It is also easier to disseminate the risk data to business users across the enterprise. With a
quantitative model, discussions can occur around actual failure rates and actual costs, as opposed to how severe
things are on an abstract, relative scale. Quantitative models lend themselves to greater consistency of results
across different field offices and types of assets. Most importantly, as mentioned above, it makes it possible to
not only decide which assets are more important to mitigate than others, but also how many require mitigation
at all. Quantitative models can present challenges in development. Numeric equations for calculating rates of
failure often rely on inputs which may not be available. Subject matter expert can cloud the transition and make
the process overly complicated. Although it is possible to create empirical equations independent of established
industry models for threat behavior, in many cases, there is not enough data available to infer relationships
between available inputs and failure rates. As the risk model changes from reporting to scores to reporting in units
(e.g. number of fatalities), this may cause some apprehension for legal and management; some education may be
necessary to overcome this. It is also important to note that the added complexity and uniqueness of the model
may stretch the capabilities of the current IT and software infrastructure supporting the legacy risk model.
The focus of this paper is to outline an approach to making the transition from an indexed or relative risk
assessment method to an absolute, quantitative method. This includes strategies identified while attempting to
convert various threat calculations, using inputs already being gathered for the existing model. The paper will
conclude with some challenges, lessons learned, and ways to identify future recommended improvements.
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Track 8: Northern Offshore & Production Pipelines
Track Chair: Shawn Kenny, Carleton University, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Design
Track Co-Chair: Ken Macdonald, Department of Structural Engineering, University of Stavanger
Track Sponsor: Thurber Engineering Ltd

Topic 8-1: Northern Offshore & Production Pipelines
Session 8-1-1: Flow Assurance
Session Chair: Ken Macdonald, Statoil ASA
Room: TELUS Glen 208/209
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 10:30 - 12:00

10:30
IPC2016-64296, Viscosity Variation of Ice Suspensions Formed from Water-In-Oil Emulsions
H. Zheng, Q. Huang, W. Wang, China University of Petroleum Beijng
Multiphase transportation is widely used as the oilfield development moving into deepwater. Temperatures
will have a drop when multiphase flow from normal region to cold region in the subsea pipelines or experience
Joule-Thomson cooling in choke valves. The unexpected temperature drop can lead to viscosity increase and
ice suspensions formation, and even ice blockage. In this study, viscosity variation of ice suspensions formed
from water-in-oil emulsions was measured. Viscosity started to increase when ice suspension was forming. The
experimental results showed that viscosity increased firstly until a maximum value upon ice formation and then
decrease to a stable value in the process of ice suspension formed from w/o emulsion. So the critical viscosity
included a maximum value and a stable value. The effects of temperature (subcooling) and shear rates on viscosity
variation were investigated. Experimental results indicated that ice suspension viscosity increased faster with
lower temperature (larger subcooling) and stronger shear disturbance. Heat transfer was a principle factor that
determined viscosity increase in the process of ice suspensions formation. Therefore, good insulation of subsea
pipelines is required to avoid ice blockage when emulsion flow from normal region to cold region.

11:00
IPC2016-64257, Design of Experiment and Validation of Model for Offshore Buried
Pipeline Thermal Analysis
S. Chakraborty, Memorial University of Newfoundland, V. Talimi, C-CORE, Y. Muzychka, Memorial University of Newfoundland,
R. Mcaffee, G. Piercey, C-CORE
Buried pipeline heat transfer modeling has become an important topic in the Oil and Gas industry. The viscosity of
fluid i.e. crude oil travelling through the buried pipeline largely depends on the flow temperature and pressure.
The aim of this paper is to give an overview of designing the experiment for heat loss from offshore buried
pipelines and validation of the experimental model using analytical solution and CFD modeling.
Several benchmark tests have been performed to ensure the validity of the test using theoretical shape factor
models which depend on the amount of heat flow, thermal conductivity and geometry of the surrounding medium.
This theoretical model has limitations such as the assumption of uniform soil properties around the buried pipeline,
isothermal outer surface of the buried pipeline and soil surface. This paper illustrates several steady state and
transient experiments to simulate the mechanism of heat loss from an offshore buried pipeline along with the
experimental procedures. This paper also shows the transient response for shutdown tests performed in dry sand
medium with numerical runs as well. With the progress of the research, several investigations will be made using
different burial depths and diameters of the buried pipeline with backfill materials and trenching for different soil
conditions, affecting the actual behavior of the model.

11:30
IPC2016-64303, Simulation of Gas-Hydrate Slurry Stratified Flow with Inward and Outward
Hydrate Growth Model
B. Shi, Y. Liu, China University of Petroleum Beijing, L. Ding, University of P. Beijing, X. Lv, Chang Zhou University, J. Gong,
China University of Petroleum Beijing
The topic of hydrate formation and blocking in offshore petroleum industry has attracted more and more
attentions, which is known as one of the flow assurance issues. A new technology has been proposed to avoid
the occurrence of hydrate blockage in multiphase transportation system, which is hydrate slurry flow technology,
also named as cold flow technology. The low dosage hydrate inhibitor of anti-agglomerate was added into
the flow systems to allow hydrate formation in the liquid phase while it prevented the aggregation of hydrate
particles. Thus these particles were evacuated with the liquid phase as pseudo-fluid like slurry. In this work, an
inward and outward hydrate growth shell model coupled with two phase flow hydrodynamic model was applied
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to investigate the characteristics of gas-hydrate slurry stratified flow. The inward and outward hydrate growth
shell model considered the kinetics, mass transfer and heat transfer process of hydrate formation, which could
predict the hydrate formation rate and the released heat. The two phase flow hydrodynamic model included mass,
momentum and energy equations. A case for an inclined pipeline was simulated using the combined models. The
results showed that once the kinetic requirements for hydrate crystallization was satisfied, hydrates would form
quickly at the initial stage and then hydrate formation rate would decrease obviously due to the limitation of
mass transfer and heat transfer. Meanwhile, the flow characteristics, such as the liquid holdup and pressure drop,
were predicted by the model, which also provided an acceptable results about the state of hydrates (onset time
of formation, formation rate, volume fraction, etc.) in multiphase system for the operation engineers in the field.
The key parameters of the inward and outward hydrate growth shell model were determined by referring to the
literatures. To investigate the reliability and influence of these set values on the results, a sensitivity analysis of the
key parameters of the shell model was implemented. Further works should be done, such as the flow mechanism in
other flow regimes as well as the influence of particle aggregation.

Session 8-1-2: Mechanical Performance
Session Chair: Shawn Kenny, Carleton University, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Design
Room: TELUS Glen 208/209
Date: Tuesday, September 27
Time: 13:30 - 16:30

13:30
IPC2016-64537, The Integrity of Flexible Steel Line Pipe—A Case History
F. Gareau, A. Tatarov, Skystone International LP

The
oil and gas industry would continue to benefit from the successful application of innovative pipeline
technologies. A comparison of the installed lengths of line pipe licenced by the Alberta Energy Regulatory in
2005 and 2012 indicates that composite pipeline systems have increased by 577%; a much higher increase than
other types of licenced line pipe materials. The primary driver is to address corrosion that accounts for 68% of the
AER-listed pipeline failures. Effective use of new flexible steel line pipe requires application within theoretically
acceptable boundaries. A case history will be discussed to highlight some of the boundary conditions for flexible
steel composite line pipe. Challenges to successfully use new innovative materials include industry’s ability to
characterize the composition of the fluids transported by the pipeline, to characterize the composition of the
fluids that permeate through the non-metallic components in some of the composite systems, and to construct
systems without damage.

14:00
IPC2016-64252, Safety Level on Different Offshore Pipeline Design Criteria: A Comparison Between
DNV-OS-F101 and API RP‑1111 Codes
L. D`Angelo, DNV GL DET NORSKE VERITAS, Inc., H. Thorsen, DNV GL Det Norske Veritas, L. Collberg, DNV GL, O. Fyrileiv,
DNV GL Det Norske Veritas, S. Furtado, DNV GL Det Norske Veritas
The subsea pipelines are increasingly being required to operate under harsh environment especially for systems
deployed in ultra-deep water. It is commonly installed empty in order to reduce the installation tension due to the
weight of the suspended section. Thus, external pressure is an important load parameter in design; indeed, it is
often the prime parameter. New discovers and associated technical challenges have spawned significant research
and development efforts in a broad range of areas, in order to improve efficiency and reliability, and also to keep
the risks associated with the new scenarios in an accepted range. Some aspect that can be mentioned include, for
instance, improvements in line grade steels and innovations in the manufacture of tubular products; development
of several pipeline installation methods and lay-vessels, establishment of the mechanical behavior and the expected
failure modes of concern of long and deep pipelines under various loads and the improved different design criteria
like API RP 1111 and DNV OS F101 codes.
During the last decade’s most of the traditional design codes used for pipelines and risers based classical Allowable
Stress Design format (ASD) has given a room for the limit state design usually expressed in terms of the format of
the Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD). Following the recently worldwide pipeline developments guided by
the oil production demand, load resistance factor design method, introduced in DNV OS F101, has gained special
attention as the basis for a given structural limitations based on reliability approach. The load and resistance
factors depend on the safety class, which characterizes the consequences of failure. Such a philosophy makes
difference when dealing with a challenging long ultra-depth water pipeline. From this approach the determination
of the selection of the characteristic resistance and load effect and the partial safety factors introduces a more
efficient influence due to the material and load uncertainties parameters.
The intention of this paper is to review and compare two different pipeline code design criteria well established
in the oil and gas industry. The pipeline allowable strain in combination loading, pipe busting, system collapse
and propagating buckling for API 1111 and DNV OS F101 are discussed as well as the parameters used, definitions,
safety philosophy and codes limitations. A pipeline example is used to illustrate and compare the results.
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14:30
IPC2016-64359, Alternative Compressive Strain Capacity Performance Limits for Strain
Based Design Applications
S. Kenny, Carleton University, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Design, R. Gordon,
Microalloying International Inc., G. Swank, Alaska Gasline Development Corporation
Existing industry standards have established the compressive strain capacity of pipelines within an empirical basis.
The compressive strain capacity is generally associated with the peak moment. This approach has evolved from
elastic stability concepts used in structural engineering for unrestrained pipe segments subject to primary loading
(i.e. force or load control) conditions.
This limiting condition does not take advantage of the observed performance for buried pipelines, when subjected
to displacement control events such as differential ground movement, where the pipe curvature can exceed the
peak moment response without loss of pressure containment integrity.
This inherent conservatism may have a negative impact on project economics or sanction where the compressive
strain capacity, rather than tensile rupture limits, governs the strain based design methodology. For these
conditions, alternative performance limits defining the pipe compressive strain capacity are required.
A numerical study was conducted, using finite element methods, to examine possible alternative compressive strain
criteria for use in strain-based design applications. The results from this study and the requirements to bring these
concepts forward through integration with industry recommended practice are presented.

15:30
Student Paper Publication. IPC2016-64608, Numerical Investigation of Vertical Resistance of Steel
Catenary Riser Near the Touch Down Zone
S. Dutta, B. Hawlader, Memorial University of Newfoundland, R. Phillips, C-CORE, M. Paulin, INTECSEA Canada
Steel catenary risers (SCR) are widely used offshore to transport hydrocarbon from the seabed to floating or fixed
platforms. The fatigue life of SCR near the touchdown zone (TDZ) is one of the main design concerns because
the risers are often subjected to cyclic loading (vertical penetration/uplift, lateral and axial displacement) from
various sources of environmental loadings, such as sea waves and currents. Modeling of penetration and uplift
behaviour of an SCR is a challenging task. Most of the models available in the literature for uplift resistance are
empirical, which have been developed mainly from the results of physical experiments. The authors have presented
advanced numerical modeling techniques based on large deformation finite element modeling, and computational
fluid dynamics approaches (CFD), and showed that CFD approach could be used to simulate many features of
uplift behavior observed in model tests. In those studies [24, 25], authors conducted analyses for some idealized
conditions only. It has been also recognized that proper modeling of soft clay behavior needs to be implemented
in numerical modeling.
In this study, numerical simulation of vertical resistance is presented. Analyses are performed using ANSYS CFX
software. Strain-softening and strain-rate dependent undrained shear strength behavior of soft clay sediment has
been reported by many researchers. Unfortunately, these models were not available in CFX. Numerical simulations
presented in this paper are performed implementing this behavior in CFX. Numerical results are compared with
available empirical models. Factors affecting uplift resistance such as the size and shape of the trench are also
discussed from a parametric study.

16:00
IPC2016-64702, Probabilistic On-bottom Lateral Stability Analysis
H. Amlashi, N. Duffy, Xodus Group AS
Un-trenched submarine pipelines will experience the wave and current loads during their design lifetime which potentially
tend to destabilize the pipeline both horizontally and vertically. These forces are resisted by the interaction of the pipe with
the surrounding soil. Due to the uncertainties involved in wave, current and soil conditions, there will be a complex interaction
between wave/current, pipeline and seabed that needs to be properly accounted for. The design of submarine pipelines
against excessive displacement due to hydrodynamic loads (DNV-RP-F109) is considered to be a Serviceability Limit State (SLS)
with the target safety levels as given in DNV-OS-F101 (2013). In this paper uncertainties associated with on-bottom stability
design of submarine pipelines are investigated. Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS) are performed as the basis for probabilistic
assessment of the lateral stability of the pipeline located on the seabed. Application of the method is illustrated through
case studies varying several design parameters to illustrate the importance of each design parameter for exceeding a given
threshold of the SLS criterion. Uncertainties in significant wave height and spectral peak period are found to be important
parameters in describing the distribution for utilization ratio which depend upon the definition of characteristic values of both
loads and resistance variables.
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Special Sessions: David J. Horsley Distinguished Lecture Series
Room: TELUS Macleod Hall D
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 13:45 – 15:00

Purpose:
To recognize the technical contributions of individuals that have stood the test of time.

Background
The goal of the Distinguished Lecture Series is to present technical content that was produced over the past several
decades that have provided a foundation for modern pipeline technology.
IPC is proud to present the Distinguished Lecture Series in honor of David J. Horsley to recognize his significant
technical contribution to the pipeline industry. Mr. Horsley has been a significant contributor to the International
Pipeline Conference as an author, track chair, and Technical Committee Chairman. He is also a contributor to many
industry organizations such as API, ASME, CSA, EWI, PRCI, and others. Mr. Horsley will be presenting a lecture
summarizing some of his IPC contributions in line with the conference theme of Leading and Innovating.

Panel Presenters
Panel Facilitator:
Taylor Shie, Shell Oil Company
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Special Session: Pipeline Executive Leadership Panel
Room: TELUS Macleod Hall D
Date: Wednesday, September 28
Time: 15:30- 17:30

Background:
As part of this panel session, the focus will be around how organizations can change the mindset of incremental
improvements to a culture that is focused on disruptive innovation.
The purpose of the Executive Panel Session is to provide the IPC Delegates with an opportunity to engage in an
open dialogue with Senior Executives actively engaged in aspects all of the pipeline industry. In addition, this
Executive Panel Session further demonstrates the commitment by industry leadership to promote knowledge
sharing that will help to reduce pipeline failures and increase the safe and economic reliability of our very
important pipeline infrastructure.
The theme for IPC 2016 is Leading and Innovating so this Executive Panel Session will be in
alignment with this theme.

Panel Presenters
Panel Facilitators:
2016 IPC Conference Chair Patrick H. Vieth, Senior Vice President, Technical Services - Dynamic Risk
Chris Yoxall, Vice President - ROSEN USA, Mexico & Central America

Panel Participants
• Milton Altenberg, Founder & Chairman - Quest Integrity Group, a Team Industrial Services company, CEO Quest Integrated (Qi2)
• Jason Sharpe, P.Eng, MBA, Senior Vice President & General Manager - ATCO Pipelines
• Ken Paulson, Executive Vice President, Chief Operating Officer - BC Oil and Gas Commission
• Chris Bloomer, President and CEO - Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA)
• Honorable Christopher A. Hart, Chairman - National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
• Walter Kresic, Vice President of Pipeline Integrity - Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
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